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criticism) of  the English-speaking Caribbean. We also welcome comparative assessments of  non-
Anglophone Caribbean texts provided translations into English of  the relevant parts of  such texts 
are incorporated into the submission. JWIL will also publish book reviews. Submission guidelines are 
available at www.jwilonline.org.
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Editorial Preface

Editorial Preface
Ronald Cummings

This is an open issue of  the Journal of  West Indian Literature (JWIL); however, the es-
says and interviews included here can be read as fundamentally interconnected. I would 
argue that they all attend to the history of  Caribbean literary studies and criticism, as well 
as to the question of  memory in key ways. They ask us to grapple with Caribbean literary 
histories as still-unfolding narratives. These essays and discussions position and engage with 
Caribbean literary histories and narratives as still being recorded and remembered and 
thus open to revision, retelling, and expansion.This is what situates Caribbean literary his-
toriography as a particularly vibrant site of  critical discussion. We are still grappling with 
how to tell the story of  Caribbean literature, with its various locations, genres, debates, and 
protagonists.

The issue begins with a section that pays tribute to George Lamming, one of  the 
Caribbean’s literary giants. In recent years, as a Caribbean literary community, we have 
mourned the passing of  a number of  key literary figures. With his death on 4 June 2022, 
Lamming joins this list. Between 25 July and 1 August (Emancipation Day), 2022, the jour-
nal hosted a week-long Twitter residency by the poet Faizal Deen dedicated to reflecting on 
Lamming’s legacy. In his comments on the first day of  that residency, Deen suggested that 
remembering Lamming means that we have to grapple with “the multi-directionality of  his 
influence” and additionally argued that truly attending to the meaning of  Lamming’s work 
takes us beyond a consideration of  “the realms of  art and culture.” Instead, he contends 
that “Lamming’s re/membering/s place/s him, locate/s him, and the ideational extensions 
of  his writing and activism . . . in the service of  building more equitable and fair societies” 
(Deen [residency @jwilonline]). We might understand the critical forum on Lamming that 
opens this issue as another part of  this dialogue about the multidirectionality and reach of  
Lamming’s influence and legacy. We might also read these pieces in relation to the previous 
issue of  JWIL (vol. 30, no. 2, April 2022), which paid tribute to and remembered the work 
of  Lamming’s compatriot Kamau Brathwaite. These publications constitute different parts 
of  a dialogue about the work of  Caribbean literary memory.

As Aaron Kamugisha suggests in his essay, it is important to remember Lamming 
within the context of  the passing of  a generation that included a formidable quartet of  
Barbadian writers—Lamming, Brathwaite, Austin Clarke, and Paule Marshall—who all 
contributed to what he terms “a revolution in consciousness,” moving Barbados and the 
wider Caribbean towards an understanding of  “a new future in the world.” Kamugisha 
situates Lamming both locally, in the context of  Barbados—and in Carrington Village, 
specifically—and regionally, in terms of  his consideration of  Lamming’s contribution to a 
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Caribbean political conscience. In offering us this phrase and idea of  “a Caribbean political 
conscience,” Kamugisha usefully moves beyond just a focus on Lamming’s novels to con-
sider also his social and political presence, particularly at key moments of  Caribbean crisis 
and mourning, as seen in the important eulogies that Lamming delivered at memorials for 
C. L. R. James, Walter Rodney, and Maurice Bishop, which Kamugisha reads here as texts. 
In attending to these moments, Kamugisha indicates how Lamming modelled for us how 
to enact a Caribbean practice of  memory, one that recalls the individual work engaged by 
Caribbean stalwarts and also contemplates the significance of  this work for collective polit-
ical futures. Kamugisha’s own essay follows in this tradition of  memorializing. Indeed, his 
contribution to this practice of  memory is seen not only in this issue but also in the reflec-
tions on Brathwaite that he recently assembled in the journal Small Axe.

In Curdella Forbes’s creative-critical essay, she reflects on some of  the questions that 
Lamming’s work has provoked for her over the course of  her career. Some of  these questions 
are taken up in her theoretical work in From Nation to Diaspora (2005). Forbes additionally 
outlines some of  the ways in which Lamming has used the novel as a specific form for en-
gaging a Caribbean practice of  philosophical thought and maps the compelling intellectual 
terms on which Lamming thought about the question of  the human through an attention 
to Caribbean idioms. While Forbes offers a keen attention to her dialogues with Lamming 
in print, her reflections on Lamming’s fiction as philosophical practice also recalls for me 
some of  the conversations of  the still-memorable 2003 Caribbean Reasonings conference 
held at the University of  the West Indies in honour of  Lamming. I was still an undergradu-
ate student at the time but vividly remember the dynamic conversations about Lamming’s 
writing and his political and creative vision of  Caribbean sovereignty. I also remember 
Forbes’s central role in organizing that conference and Lamming’s moving address at the 
end of  the gathering. In tracing significant moments in Caribbean studies, as part of  the 
historiographical work that we do, it might prove important to recall and write a history of  
those landmark Caribbean Reasonings conferences held at the turn of  the century.1 This 
might serve as one companion to Evelyn O’Callaghan’s brief  history of  the West Indian 
Literature conferences, which is included in this issue.2

Honor Ford-Smith’s contribution is perhaps the most personal of  the essays included 
as part of  the forum on Lamming. In it, she recalls her encounters with Lamming while still 
a child, her discovery of  his writing as a university student, and a life of  encounters in the 
context of  Caribbean creative and political work. Ford-Smith is interested in the “writer as 
social and political teacher,” and Lamming, we can note, is exemplary in this regard. What 
this essay also offers is a meaningful attention to Lamming’s contribution to Caribbean 
theatre. Writing in 1960, in Focus magazine in the immediate wake of  the publication of  
Lamming’s The Pleasures of  Exile, Noel Vaz critiqued Lamming’s focus on the novel as the 
foremost literature of  Caribbean experience, suggesting that it was a middle-class form and 
that one

should be reminded that it is the West Indian dialect play or ballet, or ballad, 
written for and played, sung or danced out in the village hall before the entire 
village that is likely to restore the “peasant to his true and original status of  
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personality” (Lamming writing on “The Pleasures of  Exile”) rather than a 
dozen novels. (145)

While Lamming is perhaps associated foremost with the Caribbean novel, Ford-Smith notes 
his deep commitment to and support for Caribbean theatre arts and his recognition of  its 
potential to enable a social dialogue and the making of  a common space. Her essay, like the 
other discussions, meaningfully extends the ways in which we might think about Lamming’s 
important and multidirectional influence.

The essays throughout this issue also offer a number of  meaningful interventions 
and challenges for rethinking directions and questions in our field of  Caribbean literary 
studies. I hope readers will spend time with each of  these essays and think rigorously about 
their various critical, methodological, and political challenges. In my reflections here and 
in the interest of  space, I will parse out only a few of  the many connections between these 
works as one way of  situating these interventions in relation to some of  the broader unfold-
ing debates in Caribbean literary studies.

It is worth noting the ways in which these essays urge us to continue to rethink some 
of  the very categories that structure our field. Amanda M. Smith’s discussion of  the Guiana 
Shield, for instance, pushes at the limits of  our very conceptualization of  Caribbean space. 
Smith asks us to think about the Guiana Shield, “crossed by the borders of  five countries—
Brazil, Suriname, Guyana, Venezuela, and a small part of  Colombia—and the territory 
of  French Guiana,” as an area of  analysis. This critical move rethinks particular colonial 
structures and territoriality, and their related frameworks. Smith is instead guided by an at-
tention to geological formations, waterways, and mountains in her approach to this analyt-
ical field. Similarly, though with an attention to different terrain, Arne Romanowski’s essay 
on Dominican sugar-cane novels and the questions that she raises about labour flows, racial 
relations, intimacies, and cultural contacts across the Haitian-Dominican border also ask us 
to think across and beyond colonially and nationally constructed lines. Such an orientation, 
Romanowski convincingly argues, might allow us to revise and to refine an approach to 
the study of  the histories, literatures, and lives of  Haiti and the Dominican Republic as in-
tertwined rather than separate narratives. Romanowski’s discussion also allows us to think 
about how an attention to land, geography, and terrain (in this case, the fact of  a shared 
island geography) might also complicate colonial emplotments of  separate histories. We 
might read this essay in relation to Sylvia Wynter’s work in “Novel and History, Plot and 
Plantation,” where she asserts that “[t]he Caribbean area is the classic plantation area since 
many of  its units were ‘planted’ with people, not in order to form societies, but to carry 
on plantations” (95). Romanowski offers much towards our continued engagement with a 
fuller understanding not only of  the struggles to form societies in this region but also of  the 
ways in which the plantation as structure (and the plantation as a narrative structure, as in 
the case of  sugar-cane novels) shape our understanding of  land, labour, and relational inti-
macies throughout the region. This issue includes essays and interviews that address areas 
of  the region’s anglophone, francophone, Hispanic, and Portuguese worlds, and contrib-
utes to a fuller regional dialogue across and about the different histories of  language, colo-
nialism, and struggle as part of  our work of  Caribbean literary and cultural studies. The 
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interviews in this issue with Maryse Condé (by Kavita Ashana Singh) and Tobias Buckell 
(by D. A. Vivian) also demand that we reflect on how we include and narrate literature from 
territories such as Guadeloupe and the Virgin Islands, which might be understood in terms 
of  what Yarimar Bonilla in Non-Sovereign Futures (2015) discusses as a politics of  non-sover-
eignty. These territorial spaces have remained somewhat marginal to the recounting of  the 
region’s literary histories within what has been read and theorized as a postcolonial literary 
tradition.

The essays in this JWIL issue also amply demonstrate how recent theoretical turns 
and critical frameworks can prove useful for rethinking approaches to earlier texts and de-
bates. Romanowski’s mobilization of  a decolonial framework, for example, expands and 
rethinks some of  the earlier Marxist frameworks for reading the genre of  the sugar-cane 
novel (see, e.g., Kaussen; Legrand). In noting the turn to the decolonial in recent critical 
work, I also mean to highlight the ways in which this has raised questions about the lan-
guage of  the “postcolonial” as a primary way of  analysing and teaching Caribbean literary 
texts. Smith’s essay, which asks us to think about Indigenous representations in Caribbean 
literature, extends Shona Jackson’s earlier work in her book Creole Indigeneity (2012) and asks 
us to re-examine and critique the politics and strategies of  Indigenous representation in 
well-known works such as Wilson Harris’s novels, for instance.

We might also note how this re-engagement with the past, its frameworks and cat-
egories, also informs Jason R. Marley’s essay. Not only does Marley recuperate Lindsay 
Barrett’s largely forgotten novel Lipskybound, but he also aims to rethink how we have ap-
proached questions of  gender in the context of  Windrush writing. In this regard, his work 
extends the dialogues in the important and instructive volume Beyond Windrush (Brown and 
Rosenberg). Marley examines how Caribbean masculinity studies might allow us to reread 
those narratives of  Windrush and Barrett’s text, in particular. His intervention notably 
emerges at another moment when Windrush lives and stories have been foregrounded once 
again in the context of  the ongoing Windrush scandal and the precarity of  Black lives in 
Britain.

O’Callaghan’s essay “Archiving the First Ten Years of  the West Indian Literature 
Conference: Institutional Memory and West Indian Literary Celebration” is another par-
ticularly useful text for thinking about critical genealogies in Caribbean studies and for 
marking shifts and transitions in the field. O’Callaghan offers a history of  the first ten years 
of  the West Indian Literature Conference. Within this work, she also offers a consideration 
of  how attention to these conferences might allow us to attend to shifts in critical focus in 
the study of  Caribbean literature. O’Callaghan’s essay does not just document these shifts 
but is arguably also a product of  this changing landscape, in that it emerges from and is 
part of  the archival turn in Caribbean scholarship in the last two decades (see, e.g., Sharpe).

The essays included here all evidence a range of  methods. While Romanowski’s 
essay dialogues with history and with the social sciences, the works by Kelsi Delaney and 
Marley demonstrate the rich value of  textual close readings to ongoing examinations of  
Caribbean literature. At the same time, through her keen examination of  recent Caribbean 
prose poems, Delaney’s work also demonstrates how close reading might also demand an 
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attention to intertextuality and interdisciplinarity. She points to these not only as reader-
ly tools but also as practices that writers deploy as part of  their creative practice. Giving 
thought to intertextuality and interdisciplinarity thus becomes necessary as part of  the 
practice of  reading seriously.3 As Delaney asserts, “[U]nsettling the construction of  the 
poetic line opens space for innovative and genre-blurring work.” In discussing Christian 
Campbell’s poems in tribute to Jean-Michel Basquiat, for instance, she reads Campbell as 
“collaging intertexts.” Her use of  this language of  collaging not only brings together the 
literary contexts of  Campbell and the visual-arts context of  Basquiat but also suggests the 
wider need to think through what Marta Férnandez Campa has termed the “dialogic con-
nections in Caribbean literature and visual art” (“Dialogic Connections”). These dialogic 
connections are also abundantly evident in the image that accompanies Delaney's essay. 
The concrete pastoral poem “Bowˮ is a collaboration between Kaie Kellough, Kevin Yuen 
Kit Lo and Laura Toma and is a wonderful example of  the interplay that is possible be-
tween poetry and visual arts.“Bow” appears in Kellough's volume Magnetic Equator and uses 
text imposed onto an abstracted image of  the Bow River. Like several of  the works that 
Delaney examines, “Bow” pushes at the limits of  poetry as conventionally understood. We 
thank Kellough, Lo and Toma for this richly illustrative visual poem and for granting us 
permission to reproduce this work in the current issue of  the journal.

Delaney’s discussion of  Kei Miller’s The Cartographer Tries to Maps His Way to Zion 
(2014) also stages a dialogue between geography and poetry. We might read this in rela-
tion to Smith’s essay, which combines literary and geographical approaches. Smith and 
Delaney both point to a rich conversation between geography and Caribbean literary stud-
ies, not only one in which Caribbean literary scholars participate but also one in which it 
is important to note the role of  geographers. We might think here about the work of  Pat 
Noxolo and Nalini Mohabir, for example, who work in geography departments but for 
whom Caribbean literature has been central to their analysis of  the region.

This issue also includes a series of  interviews that engage with questions of  
Caribbean literary memory. They demonstrate the ways in which, as Cornel Bogle and 
Michael Bucknor argue, the interview is “a form suited to the recovery and recognition of  
. . . archives, figures, and movements” (31). In the interview between O’Callaghan and Lisa 
Outar, which serves as companion piece to O’Callaghan’s essay on the history of  the West 
Indian Literature Conference in this issue, they recall and share institutional memory re-
garding the formation of  JWIL and the annual West Indian Literature Conference, as well 
as trace O’Callaghan’s long and productive career as a literary scholar in the region. The 
following interview between Singh and Condé reflects on Condé’s life and work, and inter-
rogates the role that autobiography has played in her writing career. The interview also re-
flects on questions of  history and, in particular, what we might read as the Caribbean wom-
an writer’s quarrel with history. The conversation between Condé and Singh, which moves 
between French and English, also forces us to think about the role of  translation (not only 
in relation to Condé’s body of  work and its translations but also in relation to the interview 
itself) in documenting the region’s literary legacies. Finally, the interview between Buckell 
and Vivian reflects on Buckell’s work, placing it within Caribbean and wider traditions of  
sci-fi and speculative fictions. The interview also makes an important argument about why 
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the Caribbean matters to sci-fi and speculative traditions by tracing keen connections be-
tween the work of  imagining alternate worlds and the precarity of  Caribbean small islands, 
particularly in the ongoing context of  climate change, global warming, and rising waters.

Our book-review section is rich with offerings and continues the conversation about 
Caribbean literary histories. It opens with a multipart review of  the three volumes in 
Caribbean Literature in Transition series, published by Cambridge University Press. Volume 1 
is reviewed by Rachel Northrop and Jordan Rogers, volume 2 is reviewed by Sadé Gordon 
and Gabrielle Mary Jean-Louis, and volume 3 is reviewed by Jovanté Anderson. These 
reviews are introduced by an essay by Patricia Joan Saunders that offers reflections on the 
context for these collaborative reviews but also situates these volumes within a genealogy 
of  anthologizing Caribbean literature and criticism. We encounter this critical question of  
genealogies and generations that Saunders raises not just as a thematic but as part of  the 
very context of  the work. Here graduate students are reviewing these works as part of  their 
orientation to the field, as well as offering their own contributions to thinking about the 
state of  the field today.

It is perhaps fitting that an issue that honours Lamming should close with words by 
Esther Phillips. In her review of  Hazel Simmons-McDonald’s new collection, Shabine and 
Other Stories, Phillips attends to the “mutilayered texture of  the work.” She traces for readers 
Simmons-McDonald’s rendering of  language, metaphor, and character in her reflections 
on this new addition to the Caribbean short-story pantheon. These reviews all exemplify 
the important work that book reviews do in introducing readers to new texts and in signal-
ling their place in ongoing conversations and in the region’s literary tradition.

We extend special thanks to the Barbadian artist Llanor Alleyne, whose work Pool, 
from her Moonlight series, graces the cover of  this issue. Like the discussions in this is-
sue, Alleyne’s work also inhabits and reimagines a genealogy of  representations of  the 
Caribbean. In her discussion of  Agostino Brunias’s well-known painting Three Caribbean 
Washerwomen, Omise’eke Natasha Tinsley attends to how the women at the waterside, with 
their “water-soaked women’s poses evoke a brown female sexual availability” (19). Although 
the painting is of  women engaging in the work of  washing at the river, Tinsley notes how 
the fact of  the male gaze of  the painter and the fact that “Brunias’s paintings were sold to 
male owners of  great houses and mansions” create a context of  “white masculine viewers” 
who are able to view these bodies as available “with the same entitlement with which they 
claimed Caribbean lands” (19). Alleyne’s work resists and responds to this view of  both the 
landscape and Caribbean women’s bodies. Pool can also be seen as responding to Romare 
Bearden’s Caribbean collage paintings, which are arguably another intertext for Alleyne’s 
series. Most of  Bearden’s Caribbean collage paintings were made during his time living in 
the Caribbean on the island of  St. Martin. This period is documented by Sally Price and 
Richard Price in their book Romare Bearden: The Caribbean Dimension (2006). Alleyne’s work 
reminds us that such representations have a history. It also reminds us that collage has his-
tory. We might understand her work as being in dialogue with that of  other contemporary 
artists, such as Jacqueline Bishop, who have used collage as part of  a practice of  revision-
ing and response to previous texts.4 Alleyne’s creation of  an intimate female space in Pool 
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resists notions of  availability. The lush, landscaped location by the water and the denseness 
that she is able to create through her particular practice of  collaging (note not only the 
overlapping but also the visual intensity of  the collaged material) offers a resistant, perhaps 
protective space of  repose for these women by the silvered water. This is not a domestic (or 
domesticated) space but an intimate space where these women can just be themselves and 
be with each other. Indeed, we might understand this as a space that exceeds economies of  
availability, in that Alleyne seeks to represent something outside the time-space-desire of  
capitalism. Whereas in Brunias’s painting the washerwomen are engaged in labour (even 
as they perform modes of  unruliness), in Alleyne’s Pool the women are seen in relaxation or 
even play. It is a space of  another kind of  exchange that night and moonlight afford.

The poet Derek Walcott, in his musings on Caribbean history and creativity, for-
warded the question of “What the twilight says.” Walcott’s meditations on twilight attend 
to its “patience of  alchemy” (4). He writes of  Caribbean twilight as something “like a child-
hood signal to come home,” a time that “keeps its pastoral rhythm, and the last home-go-
ing traffic” (3). I suggest that Alleyne’s work is similarly interested in the alchemy of  night 
and the alchemy of  moonlight. But she is also interested in the “patience” of  this time, 
something outside capitalist rhythms of  relation.5 Her ongoing Moonlight series invites us to 
consider what the moonlight says. For Alleyne, this is both a time of  enigmatic luminance 
and a time of  afterglow, where we might rest, reflect, and recompose.

We hope you enjoy these essays, interviews, and reviews, and that they inspire deep 
and worthwhile reflection.
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Notes
1 For seven consecutive years, the Centre for Caribbean Thought at the Uni-

versity of  the West Indies, Mona, hosted a series of  Caribbean Reasonings 
conferences honouring outstanding Caribbean intellectuals. The confer-
ence honouring Lamming was the second in the series.

2 For a discussion of  a series of  interrelated Caribbean feminist conferences, 
see also Alexander. 

3 Here I am riffing off the title of  Mervyn Morris’s landmark essay “On 
Reading Louise Bennet, Seriously” and what it teaches us about practices 
of  reading. 

4 I am thinking of  Bishop’s collage works in her Postcard series, as well as her 
work History at the Dinner Table. See also the conversation between Alleyne 
and Bishop (Bishop). 

5 See also the first work in Alleyne’s Moonlight series titled Respite of  the Black 
Madonnas (Alleyne).
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George Lamming and 
Caribbean Political 
Conscience
Aaron Kamugisha

Source: Av Carl Van Vechten | Library of  Congress, USA 

For seventy years (1953–2022), George Lamming was the Anglophone Caribbean’s 
most consummately political author of  fiction. In the Castle of  My Skin (1953), completed 
when he was an almost incomprehensible twenty three years old, was not the first novel 
published by a West Indian of  the Windrush generation, as scholars of  West Indian litera-
ture well know. It was, however, the novel that spoke beyond all others to the new moment 
in Caribbean history emergent with the 1930s labour rebellions and captured and cata-
lysed a revolution in consciousness present throughout the decolonizing world. No greater 
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guide to the transformations in Anglophone Caribbean society in the late colonial period 
emerged than Lamming, who, especially in Of  Age and Innocence (1958), Season of  Adventure 
(1960), and Natives of  My Person (1972), gave the towering fictional representations of  the 
time, its promise, and its lurking tragedy. Indeed, the entire arc of  his literary works rep-
resents one of  the most profound meditations on the promise and pitfalls of  decolonization 
in Anglophone Caribbean letters.

Lamming was the first of  four exceptional creative writers of  Barbadian heritage 
who played a signal role in the island’s cultural decolonization in the second half  of  the 
twentieth century. Each of  the other three authors—Kamau Brathwaite, Austin Clarke, 
and Paule Marshall—were indebted to him and, frankly, in awe of  his work, as were writers 
throughout the diaspora. For Brathwaite, speaking here about his own consciousness, but 
doubtless also about that of  the diasporic Caribbean literary community, “in 1953, George 
Lamming’s In the Castle of  My Skin appeared and everything was transformed” (37), while for 
Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o, who discovered Lamming in East Africa, In the Castle of  My Skin “marks 
a great moment in the praxis of  decolonization” (qtd. in Pouchet Paquet 50).1 Between 
2016 and 2022, Barbados lost its first generation of  great writers who did not merely chart 
but also effected a revolution in consciousness that wrested the island away from a stultify-
ing colonial heritage to a new future in the world as an African diaspora nation.2 Lamming 
was the first to announce himself  to the world and, perhaps fittingly, the last to depart.

When his initial impulse towards fiction had been given a rest, Lamming’s stead-
fastness in maintaining his political commitments in the 1980s and through the turn of  the 
century was itself  remarkable. This was a time when so many drifted away, defeated and 
battered by the rightward turn of  the region’s governments, or were seduced by neoliberal-
ism and transformed into the spokespersons of  its order for privilege, access, and economic 
survival. Lamming would have none of  this and preferred to remain marooned on the 
east coast of  Barbados at Bathsheba rather than signal a contentment with the neoliberal 
organization of  Caribbean society. His courage can only be understood as cathected to an 
integrity of  convictions that justice, truth, peace, and authentic decolonization must prevail, 
and that the radical writer has a duty to clear up the debris of  lies and fictions that stand in 
their wake.

The terrain of  his thought is vast and not easily rendered in a summary, and I will 
offer just a few aspects of  Lamming’s compelling vision. His life work is an expression of  
ultimate commitment to the belief  that Caribbean people must strive for an alternative 
form of  self-governance beyond the racial capitalism bequeathed by colonialism, a quest 
that will take them in the direction of  socialism—which he maintained was an expansion 
of  democracy, not a diminution of  it. The role of  the intellectual in this transformation 
was, for Lamming, as for Frantz Fanon, to put themselves at the service of  the people, a 
crucial and monumental responsibility. For Lamming, culture was fundamentally misun-
derstood even by the radical thinkers of  the Caribbean; they failed to discern that it lay 
at the heart of  the matter of  social transformation. The “sovereignty of  the imagination” 
(one of  his signature phrases) is a style framed by anti-colonial convictions that Caribbean 
people must be free. The search for this freedom cannot surrender to the suspicions of  
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intra-regional nationalisms; instead, it is wedded to a regionalism that knows it is the true 
guide to Caribbean self-determination, as, without it, freedom will forever be elusive.

The power, conviction, and truth of  this knowledge of  the region’s history and vi-
sion of  its destiny are the reason why Lamming, for seventy years, was one of  the region’s 
most distinguished public intellectuals. Only Lamming could have been entrusted with the 
monumental and dangerous endeavour of  delivering the eulogy for Walter Rodney. Only 
Lamming would have known the right words to say in tribute to those who perished amid 
the terrible fall of  the Grenada Revolution. And when the Anglophone Caribbean’s great-
est twentieth-century man of  letters, C. L. R. James, departed from this sphere of  existence, 
it could be no one else than Lamming to provide a touching recognition of  his life work (see 
“On the Murder,” “C.L.R. James,” and “Tragedy”).

These three tributes do far more than the work of  mourning: they provide perceptive 
reminders to Lamming’s audience of  political commitment and the struggle for the new 
Caribbean society waiting to be born. His eulogy to Rodney was delivered after having been 
granted just forty-eight hours in the country by the ruling administration. Yet Lamming 
had the courage to declare, “Today, we meet in a dangerous land, and at the most danger-
ous of  times. The danger may be that supreme authority, the supervising conscience of  the 
nation, has ceased to recognize or respect any minimum requirement of  ordinary human 
decency” (“On the Murder” 184). Lamming’s warning to the assembled that “democracy 
has never, never, been an organic part of  our experience, from conquest through slavery 
and colonization to the present arrangements we endure,” and his praise for the “integrity 
of  commitment” of  Rodney were a warning that the Caribbean Left would never forget the 
authoritarianism and repression that had now culminated in state-sanctioned murder (184). 
At the memorial service for Maurice Bishop and his comrades in the Grenada Revolution, 
he compared Rodney and Bishop as committed revolutionaries and “subversive traitors to 
that tradition” of  contentment with neocolonial relations of  power, conspicuous consump-
tion, and bourgeois decadence that had emerged in the postcolonial Caribbean (“Tragedy” 
240).3 The last of  these three great tributes, to James, is on first glance the most touching 
and the least resolutely political. Lamming notes that he wants to discuss James in a “very 
personal way,” and his description of  James as an “evangelist” may well cause surprise. His 
elaboration on James’s voice clarifies: “This eloquence was of  a different order. He literally 
believed what he was saying. There was no distance between head and tongue; and each 
judgement established a direct and organic connection between what was said and how he 
felt” (“C.L.R. James” 195).

This splendid intellectual candour is the reflection of  a political commitment that 
does not have to hesitate, doubt, or prevaricate. Rather, it is compelled forward resolutely 
by convictions that take their inspiration from working people’s struggles. In this tribute, we 
read of  James but discover Lamming.

It is for this reason that my enduring memory of  Lamming will be of  his contribu-
tion to Caribbean political conscience. Lamming became, at some point in the late 1970s, 
not just one of  the greatest living novelists of  the region or the most avowedly political of  
them all. He became the political conscience of  the region. Conscience is a word used far less in 
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Caribbean circles than consciousness; Lamming’s life compels us to a deeper understanding 
of  both. In his life work, we see avowed principles that guided every speech and essay, that 
stood behind each of  his novels. Taken together, they are far more than a prolegomenon 
to Caribbean freedom, but an actual living design for what Caribbean self-determination 
might be beyond our post-independence neocolonial entrapment.

My last words here are personal. I knew Lamming for over twenty years. I had long 
conversations with him occasionally, and while we were always cordial, we were never close. 
I attended lectures by him that remain among the most insightful I have ever witnessed 
by any speaker, most notably his Earl Warner Memorial Lecture in 2004 (“Culture”). I 
was touched deeply by In the Castle of  My Skin, as I spent many of  my childhood days in 
Carrington Village, where two of  my great-aunts lived, one just one road over from the 
avenue in which Lamming grew up. Yet it was only many years into adulthood that I came 
to understand that it was the socialist commitment and political conscience seen best in 
Lamming, the most important Barbadian radical political thinker of  the twentieth century, 
that allowed a working-class boy like me from an income-insecure household to create a 
way in this world. As long as there is a Caribbean, Lamming’s vision will have resonance 
and power.
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Notes
1 Marshall has also spoken of  the importance of  In the Castle of  My Skin to 

her; see James and Hathaway 37, 113. See also Ngugi. 
2 They passed as follows: Clarke in 2016, Marshall in 2019, Brathwaite in 

2020, Lamming in 2022.
3 See also Lamming’s tremendous, scathing critique of  the postcolonial po-

litical elite, “Honorable Member.”
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Remembering George 
Lamming: The Genealogy 
of  the Human in the Arts of  
Freedom
Curdella Forbes

Source: Amazon.com, In the Castle of  My Skin (Penguin Modern Classics) illustrative book cover, cropped

It is 1995, and I am writing a thesis on gender in the works of  Samuel Selvon and 
George Lamming. I chose Lamming, somewhat arbitrarily, because he, like Selvon, was 
one of  the founding fathers that Ken Ramchand had identified with the beginning of  a 
“true true” West Indian literature. At the time, I had read, in my undergrad years, only In 
the Castle of  My Skin (who hadn’t!), the essay “The Negro Writer and His World,” and some 
excerpts from The Pleasures of  Exile. I had beef  with Lamming. Not the common quarrel 
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that “there are no girls in Castle”—that hadn’t bothered me; after all, it wasn’t as if  Castle’s 
men came out smelling of  roses, and I felt that if  I chose to include Castle in my primary 
texts, I could make something of  both these things: the absence of  girls and the fissures of  
men. My problem was a more existential one, which had to do with a terrified belief  that 
the social-realist novel had become the prescription for “the West Indian novel,” effectively 
foreclosing other ways of  knowing and writing in fiction. (Wilson Harris, I felt, had slipped 
through the cracks by dint of  mystification). With my own imagination a product of  the 
mythic lore (duppy, rolling calf) of  a Jamaican far district, I was all the way with Harris’s 
byzantine mythopoetics and Derek Walcott’s rejection of  the muse of  history.

In addition to the perceived sins of  Castle as a socially realist novel, Lamming, unlike 
Selvon, had never made me laugh (grim!). Yet Castle is a very funny book. It is also remark-
ably symphonic—even Season of  Adventure and Natives of  My Person do not have quite the 
melodic range of  Castle, a book written to be read aloud. This is perhaps because it is the 
one written while Lamming was still actively pursuing his leanings as a poet—indeed, while 
he still thought of  himself  as a poet more than any other kind of  writer, except, of  course, 
a writer as political worker. Someone some day might write something about hilarity and 
music in Lamming.

The discovery of  this loveliness in Lamming was the beginning of  a journey that 
only now, sitting down to attempt this tribute, I realize was part of  a transformative process 
for me as a teacher, and a liberating encounter as I struggled with my own dissatisfactions 
about how one was supposed to write. The gap between reading and writing is often a huge 
one, and how one reads is so changeling, conditioned as it is by surrounding or absent dis-
courses, the nature of  the encounter, and one’s own shifting desire. Looking back, I am able 
to understand how my own students, coming from myriad experiences, can get the wrong 
or limited end of  the stick, meeting a writer and a discourse whose vocabulary they are not 
yet equipped to learn. This too has made me a more patient teacher, patient not in the sense 
of  not getting irritated with my students but in the sense of  recognizing how learning is a 
lifelong process, and how most of  it happens with hindsight.

 Speaking of  vocabulary takes me to the moment and cause of  my first true meeting 
with Lamming. The year 1995, and I am reading Season, completely riveted:

“But I couldn’t make a note with words that day,” Crim argued. 

“Is words make a note with you,” said Powell, “like how you  beat your drum 
till it shape a tune, words beat your brain till it language your tongue.” 

“Is what that got to do with man?” 

“Every everything. Till then you ain’t nothin’ but a beast.”  

“Some beasts does talk.” 

“But talk ain’t nothing till it ask,” said Powell. “Man is a question the beast 
ask itself.” 

“All right, I’s a man.” (Season of  Adventure 15)
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Two drunk men arguing in the cadences of  West Indian speech rendered in such a way 
that its inner poetry is resonant. The dialogue is beyond hilarious and not only true to the 
setting and the characters but cutting to the heart of  an existential question around which 
Lamming’s thought, across all his writings, is distilled: the question of  what it means to be 
human and, within that, the idea of  language as a human relation, and also a technology and 
an inner resource of  which the colonial subject, the downtrodden of  post-Columbian histo-
ry, is already, a priori, in possession. The passage still plays a major role in how I introduce 
graduate students to Caribbean philosophical thought. There is, across all of  Lamming’s 
fictions and those essays that are not interviews,1 a prismatic and singular pursuit of  this 
simple and complex equation: to be human is to speak; to speak is to be human. The rela-
tionship between language and the idea and construction of  the human/non-human is at 
the heart and horizon of  Lamming’s confrontation with history. This opening of  Season was 
no Descartean “I think, therefore I am”: it was a resetting of  the template of  humanity that 
had suffered a “temporal break”2 following the thingification initiated by chattel slavery. It 
was also a distillation of  the particular idioms and ways of  being to which Caribbean peo-
ples had had access and recourse in their own living out of  the human imperative.

It struck me how simply, how truthfully this was displayed in the drunk men’s dia-
logue. From my childhood in the above-mentioned far district, I was used to such flights of  
imagining the human in my mother’s Sunday evening palavers with her cousin who trav-
elled from outer space (beyond God’s back) each week for these sessions that were meat and 
drink to them. Moreover, I was used to profundities falling from my father’s lips in moments 
of  spiritous exaltation. The extrication and deployment of  the people’s everyday philo-
sophical bent came across so effortlessly in this scene, as the most natural thing in the world. 
The meditation on speech and language, grounded in a close knowledge of  the “peasant’s”3 
way of  knowing, is strung like a bridge of  changing lights or variations in a musical score 
or a road cut with many tributaries and retours4—still experimental, still unfinished, across 
Lamming’s entire oeuvre; it changed the direction of  my thought about “the West Indian 
writer” and “the novel of  social realism,” and was the first of  two consequential meetings 
with Lamming among the pages of  his writing. (I will speak of  the second moment in a 
little while). The shifts and retours in his thinking speak to a commitment and an unrelenting 
understanding that history is contingent; the real place where anything happens is else-
where—in what he was later to call “the sovereignty of  the imagination.”

This concept of  the human inevitably becomes a concept of  freedom. Learning 
to speak, to question (the natural outgrowth of  becoming adolescent), the boys in Castle, 
denied the knowledge of  their history, ask a fundamental question: How can a man own 
another man? In the political horizon of  the novel, they supply the inevitable answer: it is 
impossible for a man to be owned, ergo, thingitude in Barbados was a fiction, an invented 
story. Never happened. Concurring with the greater principle, still we smile at this naive 
not-knowing—for how can the experience of  the body and historical circumstance ever be 
erased or not matter? Lamming explains the paradox of  the colonial’s human freedom in 
“The Negro Writer and His World,” the published version of  the talk he gave at the First 
International Conference of  Negro Writers and Artists in Paris in 1956, and to which he 
returns with unerring clarity in his 2002 interview with David Scott, “The Sovereignty of  
the Imagination.”
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 Here is Lamming quoting from and commenting on the words of  the African stu-
dent Aziz in his novel The Emigrants:

[Aziz:] “Freedom! I don’t mean . . . some exemption from a social force—
nothing to do with my relation to another in a group - I mean something 
a-logical, something that seems always outside the reach of  any demands a 
particular situation might make of  you, freedom as an experience of  the self  
in a state of  unconditional awareness. I do not attain to this freedom. It is an 
attribute of  me. . . .” (emphases added)

“And there is always contained in such a statement of  feeling a confession of  
one clear desire. It is the desire for totality, a desire to deal effectively with that 
gap, that distance which separates one man from another, and also in the case 
of  an acute reflective self-consciousness. In the isolated case of  the Negro it 
is the desire, not merely to rebel against the consequences of  a certain social 
classification, but also a fundamental need to redefine himself  for the com-
prehension of  the Other, and in the hope that the stage shall have been set 
for some kind of  meaningful communication.”

The Negro writer joins hands therefore not so much with a Negro audience 
as with every other writer whose work is a form of  self  enquiry, a clarification 
of  his relations with other men, and a report on his own very highly subjec-
tive conception of  the possible meaning of  man’s life.

To speak of  his situation is to speak of  man’s moral need to find a centre as 
well as a circumference which embraces some reality whose meaning satisfies 
his intellect and may prove pleasing to his senses. (“The Negro Writer and 
His World” 112)

Here Lamming is dismantling not only the relegation of  the Black person to negrohood5 
but as well, the hegemony of  historical facts. Even in this anti-colonial moment of  answer-
ing back, Lamming’s thought was never fundamentally about answering back to empire. 
The misrepresentation of  Caribbean anti-colonial writing as “answering back” remains 
the norm in the Western academy, yet no writer named in Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin’s 
The Empire Writes Back6 ever reduced Caribbean humanity to mere reply. To claim a space 
of  inner freedom that belongs ineluctably to oneself  alone is to say that one is not contin-
gent; that history (the Negro writer’s outer circumscribing world to which he or she must 
respond) has no ultimate claim; and that language/the right to choose to speak, while an 
instrument of  devious control, constitutes a space of  freedom. The return to “original 
homes of  spirit” that Lamming advocates in Coming, Coming Home takes on another light: 
not only the journey of  “the backward glance” by which one seeks to recover and compile 
an inventory of  the (colonial) self  (history having left “an infinity of  traces without leaving 
[for us such] an inventory”),7 but, beyond this, the use and discovery of  language (speech, 
word, parole) as a return to an original home. That is revolutionary.

To overspill the boundaries of  the colonial connection. To refuse to reduce one’s life 
to a reply. To negate the assumptive basis of  Gayatri Spivak’s question, “Can the Subaltern 
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Speak?”  It is from this position of  sovereignty that the Lamming persona as Caliban in 
Pleasures invites Prospero to a dialogue of  equals and chooses the language in which he him-
self  will be speaking—not Prospero’s language, in which “my profit on’t / is I know how to 
curse”8, but the language of  the Ceremony of  Souls, the Haitian colloquium of  judges and 
witnesses, accusers and accused, the living and the dead. Lamming’s use of  the ceremony to 
frame Pleasures, as the catalyst of  Fola’s liberation in Season, and as the theatre of  reckoning 
at Black Rock, San Cristobal, in Natives was the first Truth Commission I ever read about in 
history, and it clarifies the root of  Haiti’s revolutionary action in The Black Jacobins as well as 
Haiti’s ongoing freedoms inhering in her “arts of  the imagination.”9 Thank you, George, 
for never simply answering back.

At the time of  this first meeting with Lamming, I made notes that I later refined, 
rather pedantically, in this way:

Gender in Lamming is inseparable from a linguistic epistemology of  the hu-
man and colonial subject, a metatheory of  language that subsumes all his 
language and within which the problematics of  his style are imbedded. More 
specifically, we may say that Lamming theorizes gender, locating it within 
a wider theorization of  language and the relation of  the human and colo-
nial subject to language, and that he uses his narrative style, both structure 
and idiom, as the metaphor in which this theory is sometimes couched and 
sometimes imbedded. Style and gender then, are deeply interwoven motifs of  
figuration across Lamming’s fictions. (From Nation to Diaspora 145)10

What Lamming does with this question of  gender and language in The Emigrants needs 
highlighting. The story of  the Windrush generation’s arrival in Britain, not surprisingly, is 
the story of  the moment the Black West Indian becomes visible to him/herself  as a body, 
one that is a speaking, moving agent but also one that is observed and written upon. At 
home in the Caribbean, one does not see one’s body in that way. This happens at the mo-
ment of  an encounter, when one is gazed upon in a particular way, and this happens only 
upon alien soil where the observer feels that she or he already knows this body, that the 
body of  the Negro is transparent to him or her.11 In all of  his fictions, Lamming overturns 
traditional concepts of  (Black) bodies and genders: gender is active and mobile, shifting 
among and within differently sexed bodies as a form of  technology rooted in power and 
authority dynamics.12

Equally, gender shifts narratively, as a form of  utterance circulated to accomplish 
ideological or resistive work. And while I make no claim that the Lamming I met in his 
novels was a feminist, while also recognizing that his interviews on the role of  women and 
women writers in the liberation project came much later, one realizes that not only (per-
haps) the experience of  matrifocal family life in Barbados but also the experience of  being 
feminized by a history and a gaze in London makes it impossible for Lamming, as for other 
male writers of  that time and in that place, to reduce language either to the Logos of  the fa-
ther or to verbal utterance (written or spoken). In Emigrants, the feminized immigrant West 
Indian body, both male and female, disrupts any singular concept of  what it means to speak. 
Language in the limited definition as verbality reveals its inadequacy against another form 
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of  speaking: the inviolable signification of  the body. Emigrants magnificently dramatizes the 
contradictions of  the post-Enlightenment moment when the raced Black body replaced 
the sexed female body as inferiority’s signifier. The supreme contradiction of  this linguistic 
moment lies in the fact that the body, declared as territory (essentially, then, female-and-
male feminine), cannot be read or definitively written upon (“on [this] nature / Nurture 
can never stick[!]”).13 The contradiction unearths an existential truth: that the body, as the 
original house of  being, signifies hermetically (as in “of  Hermes/Eshu/Legba”);14 its physi-
cal presence is/expresses meaning, language, that cannot be rendered in words. Lamming’s 
acute, somewhat satirical sense of  what he calls “the nature of  ambiguities” (Pleasures 107) 
appears in this linkage between “language” and the body. Here we see

a peculiar form of  irony—the body is accepted as territory; the charge of  
“mere territoriality is embraced, not disputed. The acceptance is completely 
[reversive], for this territoriality that is accepted already speaks its own primal 
language, which rejects the imposed linguistic project of  territorialization. 
The body becomes territory in order not to be mere territory [or palimpsest] 
on any grounds.” (From Nation to Diaspora 201; emphasis in original)

We return to Pleasures: Caliban, the plough “[unaccorded] the power to see . . . always the 
measure of  the condition which his physical appearance has already defined” (107) is yet 
“in his way, a kind of  Universal . . . like the earth which draws attention to age and therefore 
to the past, he cannot be devoured” (108). Prospero’s disrespect for what he didn’t create 
isn’t simply wicked. It just makes no sense at all.

My second moment of  meeting with the Lamming revealed through the pages of  
his work came in one of  my many returns to his young writer’s notebook, The Pleasures of  
Exile. (Pleasures, as we know, contains the notes for all the novels Lamming wrote). This par-
ticular return came after my reading of  Of  Age and Innocence, in which the boys at play struc-
ture their conversation differently from those in Castle: here the entry point into political 
knowledge is myth. A drama of  the possibility of  a real future for Caliban’s descendants is 
played out by three children from racial origins that were quite frankly hostile, particularly 
in Trinidad and Guyana, at the time.15

In the notebook, Lamming places the children’s myth of  the Ants and Tribe Boys 
in the frame of  the Vodun Ceremony of  Souls, in which a multitude of  language registers, 
including Magic (Pleasures 12), is admissible in evidence of  humanity and a colossal wrong. 
In placing each of  his novels within this frame, Lamming further displaces Shakespeare’s 
Tempest by a continuing, insistent invitation to a hearing and dialogue in front of  a Truth 
Commission on the mythic island of  San Cristobal (the composite Caribbean that ap-
pears variously as the place of  reckoning, homing, existential reconnection, and experi-
mental— if  aborted—assay in Natives, Water with Berries, Season, and Of  Age, respectively). 
What emerges is Lamming’s understanding of  the centrality of  Haiti’s achievement in the 
philosophical arts of  Caribbean freedom and the seamless subtlety of  his historical making 
through the mythic, which already exists in the vernacular ways of  seeing. Sometimes the 
novels simply return to that vernacular; sometimes, as in Natives, it plays upon the principle 
embedded in vernacular epistemologies. In this respect, Lamming shows not so much the 
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writer’s contribution to the people but the people’s gift to the writer. It is a gift he accepts 
with humble hands.

 This investment in mythos as a way of  seeing through and making history in Lamming 
deserves to be better excavated. (Here I use “making” in the sense of  fabricare, “to fashion, 
to [re]make” or “re/un/build”; and “through history” to mean “as through a telescope, to 
the other side”). There is an issue of  diasporic relation and, no doubt, genealogy here: The 
present emphasis on Afrofuturism and Afro-speculative fiction as new windows into alter-
native futures for African diaspora peoples taps into idioms and ways of  seeing that do not 
always recognize the not-so-short history of  diasporic writing through mythos that often 
gave birth, certainly precedence, to these forms. The disjunction remains despite current 
reprises of  Edward Baugh’s “The West Indian Writer and His Quarrel with History.”

 There is a third moment of  meeting. This is the Lamming who appears in his in-
terviews. Even though he planned (perhaps began) another novel in the mythic frame, a 
narrative in which Columbus returns to the Caribbean in our time, Lamming did not re-
turn to the novel form after 1972. He expressed his dissatisfaction with the genre given its 
limited circulation in a primarily oral society, to which he had given his total commitment. 
Since his novel phase, his interviews through print and new media constitute what seems 
to me an intentionally, conscientiously curated archive in which he tells a literary and po-
litical history of  the pan-Caribbean, and shares invaluable glimpses of  the historical net-
works and collaborations among writers and other activists across the Caribbean, African 
America, France, the United Kingdom, and the African continent that he wanted to make 
accessible outside of  the university. Many are online, including on YouTube. This considered 
dissemination, in which he overspills the constricted boundaries of  the interview agendas, 
is related to Lamming’s stated passion for literature as an educational intervention, which 
Ian Robertson has written illuminatively about.16

I met Lamming in person on three occasions between 2003 and 2012. On the sec-
ond of  these—a symposium organized by Esther Phillips in Barbados, in part to celebrate 
Caribbean women writers, in part to mark the revitalization of  the journal BIM—he signed 
my copy of  the new issue and said, “You must stay in touch.” I didn’t, because that required 
a boldness I did not have. I kept in touch with the Lamming of  the living, incandescent pag-
es, revisiting his work again and again, and teaching it to my students as part of  the freedom 
poetics in a literature that does not begin with the West—though circumscribed by it—that 
sees through history as through a telescope, to the other side.
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Notes
1 It is not surprising that I had never seen this Lamming in his interviews, 

given the ways that, in this genre, the interviewer’s agenda of  questions sets 
the discourse.

2 I borrow the term from Sylvia Wynter’s “Beyond Miranda’s meanings: 
Un/Silencing the ‘Demonic Ground’ of  Caliban’s Woman” in Out of  the 
Kumbla: Caribbean Women and Literature, edited by Carole Boyce Davies and 
Elaine Savory, Africa World Press, 1990, pp. 355–72.

3 In Lamming, ‘peasant’ is deployed to think about how space (and land-
scape) produce ways of  seeing. In Pleasures, for example, he offers the fol-
lowing statement on West Indian history: “The world met here [in the 
West Indies] and it was at every level, except administration, a peasant 
world. . . . These people . . . forced to use a common language which they 
did not possess upon arrival, have had to make something of  their sur-
roundings” (36–37, 199). The statement is given in the context of  asserting 
the West Indies’ propensity towards racial harmony and the West Indi-
an’s cosmopolitan way of  seeing. The implication here is that the enforced 
closeness/sharedness of  peasant space and the resultant relation affects 
how the West Indian perceives Prospero. Ultimately Pleasures, through a 
series of  rhetorical moves, offers the idea that the West Indian peasant sees 
through Prospero (“Prospero has been seen” [158]). 

4 In the French sense of  the word as ‘return’.
5 I am using the term negrohood differently from the deliberately ironic 

term niggerhood embraced by Aimé Césaire in the framing of  Négritude. 
Negrohood speaks exclusively to the relegation of  the Black person to a 
lesser kind of  being.

6 See The Empire Writes Back, 1989 edition, pp. 145-154.
7 Paraphrasing Lamming’s quotation of  Antonio Gramsci in part 1 of  Com-

ing, Coming Home: Conversations II; Western Education and the Caribbean Intellectu-
al, House of  Nehesi, 2000, p. 12. 

8 In Lamming’s and indeed Aime Césaire’s interpretation, the curse is too 
much paramount in Shakespeare’s Tempest (1.2.366-67). To curse is to have 
one’s face turned backwards, towards the master—his back or his face.

9 Wilson Harris’s terminology is subsumed in my use of  the term. See for 
example “Literacy and the Imagination” in Selected Essays of  Wilson Harris: 
The Unfinished Genesis of  the Imagination, edited by Andrew Bundy, Rout-
ledge, 1999, p. 83.
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10 I mention Lamming’s style as “problematics,” first, because at the time 
there were complaints that his writing was obscure or difficult (he was, in 
fact, not very widely read—his reputation rested on Castle and Pleasures but 
for Sandra Pouchet Paquet’s landmark The Novels of  George Lamming); sec-
ond, because his style deliberately, dramatically enacts, as well as speaks, 
meta-narratively about the doubleness at the heart of  language: its powers 
and its limitations.

11 Frantz Fanon’s treatment of  this hypervisibility/hyperawareness of  the 
Black body, both male and female, when confronted by the white gaze 
(Black Skin, White Masks; first French edition, 1952), is the ur-text in our 
thinking about the psychosis of  race in this context. Césaire of  course had 
approached this issue from another angle (in the context of  Négritude) in 
Notebook of  a Return to the Native Land (first French edition, 1939); and while 
Fanon explicitly read Césaire and Lamming was acquainted with the work 
of  both, these three men who had encountered the hypervisibility of  their 
own bodies in diaspora are approaching the voyeurizing gaze from dif-
ferent directions and with different agendas. Lamming’s preoccupation is 
with the ways a conception of  the human as inviolable space answers the 
accidents of  history out of  which the fallacy called race (imposed upon the 
body, the house of  being) is fashioned.

12 Writing between 1953 and 1972, Lamming, in his thought, invites dia-
logue with the writings of  Sylvia Wynter and Judith Butler that come well 
after this time. 

13 Much of  Pleasures is the response of  Caliban, the “thing of  darkness”, to 
this proposition.

14 I.e. hermetic, from the inscrutability of  Hermes Trismegistus (thrice-great 
Hermes), the Greek name given to Thoth, the Egyptian god of  wisdom. 
Hermes, of  course, in his originary West African/Yoruba guise, appears 
as Eshu, divinity of  the (riddling) arts of  representation, and in Haitian 
Vodun as Legba. 

15 Of  Age interrogates the failure of  the West Indies Federation and brings 
into view the hostilities between the African and Indian populaces of  Trin-
idad and Guyana.

16 See “Decolonizing Education” in Caribbean Literature in Transition, 1920-
1970, edited by Raphael Dalleo and Curdella Forbes, vol. 2, Cambridge 
UP, 2020, pp. 145-161. 
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The Man on the Rattan 
Chair: George Lamming 
and the Making of  Common 
Space
Honor Ford-Smith

Source: theguardian.com, George Douglas | Getty Images  

Most Wednesday afternoons, I went to the home of  John and Dorothy Figueroa for 
lessons in Spanish with Mrs. F. The house was a rambling wooden bungalow, and it sat on 
land that was once a sugar plantation. But when I went for classes with Mrs. Figueroa in the 
1960s, the land had become the campus of  the University of  the West Indies. Sometimes 
when I arrived, there would be a man sprawled on a rattan chair1 completely absorbed in 
reading regardless of  everything else taking place around him. Mrs. Figueroa said his name 
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was George Lamming, a fact I somehow never forgot even though he never looked at or 
said a word to me. His concentration was extraordinary, for he didn’t even look up while she 
was talking, and he didn’t move when someone entered the house. He never spoke at all: he 
just read books. I was thirteen years old, and to be truthful, I admired his concentration, but 
I also thought he must be a bit lazy, as I had never seen a grown man lie around like that 
and read for hours in broad daylight no matter what else was happening. The men I knew 
only read The Gleaner newspaper or letters to do with the government, and they were always 
doing—I wasn’t quite sure what—but whatever it was, my grandmother would never have 
let anyone sit around reading all day. After all, it was rumoured that too much studying 
would “buss yu brain.” That was back in the days when, as Lamming put it in 1996, nov-
elists from the region functioned “without a substantial and continuing reading class even 
among the certificated graduates of  the region’s university” (“Beckford” 126). I wonder if  
that has changed.

Fast forward to the United States of  America, in 1971, where I was, like most young 
adults, trying to figure out just who I was in the midst of  the student protests against the 
war in Vietnam, the anti-apartheid movement, Black Power, and second-wave feminism. 
This was before Bob Marley achieved global fame, and so few around me even knew where 
or what Jamaica was. Not finding myself  or any facsimile thereof  in any of  the books we 
read, and realizing that I was myself  “out of  place,” or at the very least different from the 
American students I met, I went on a quest for literature about the place I came from. In 
the basement of  the huge library at the University of  Wisconsin-Madison, I found a book 
called In the Castle of  My Skin. I was astonished when it turned out to have been written by 
the man on the rattan chair. I knew a real live novelist! But his book was not on any syllabus 
of  the English Department, and there was no course on the Caribbean—in spite of  the 
presence of  the linguist Frederick Cassidy, who first wrote down the Jamaican language 
phonetically. I was proud and sad about finding it because I was aware there was no reading 
audience for it at that university.

In Castle, Lamming offered a compelling critique of  plantation society through a 
form of  fictionalized autobiography. The story is told through the eyes of  G, a boy who is 
coming of  age. Castle confronted the reader with the ways that power shapes us through 
the construct called race, and it made me uncomfortable. Nobody had asked me to think 
about that in such an intimate way before, and it forced me to face up to myself. Who was 
I in relation to this story of  the upsurge and containment of  resistance to an authoritarian 
tradition?

I lived in Kingston, and I grew up with the enormous privilege that accrued to ur-
ban mixed-race professional classes at the time. Nobody I knew in that space talked much 
to me about the personal and intimate question of  racial formation and how it shaped your 
possibility. Many critiqued injustice rather as if  it were a set of  objective factors that had 
nothing to do with our own bodies. Some of  my friends dismissed or embraced individuals 
on the basis of  their biology or class, while remaining unaware of  the many intersecting 
social systems that produce the ideas that appear naturally attached to different bodies. In 
my mother’s house, naming race was considered vulgar or backward. After all, society was 
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supposed to be emerging from the horror of  the past that, it was suggested, should be for-
gotten, because now everyone was supposed to be equal and the same—even though clear-
ly they weren’t. To raise dilemmas of  identity, to talk about undoing everyday privilege and 
exploitation in one’s own life was to be seen as narcissistic. But that was what Lamming’s 
book was about. He represented the social organization of  life as it was lived in your own 
body, invited you to confront the uncomfortable question of  race and identity, and to ask 
yourself, Who do you think you are? Where would you belong in an uprising like the one 
in Castle? I asked myself  how I might enter the world in which I was formed so as not to 
reproduce the injustices G described? How might that world set the terms of  that entry or 
take its revenge?

In G’s world, imperial power marked the land and the entire geography of  Barbados. 
The plantation had stripped the limestone island and replaced its flora with sugar cane. It 
created physical and social spaces that brought people together for work and kept them 
apart for everything else. G’s village was a world apart from the Landlord’s. Working, play-
ing, and learning were all organized in colour-coded space. While the land appeared to rise 
from the sea as naturally as the floods that threaten the village at the centre of  the story, the 
infrastructure of  race and class moored its unnatural existence in the space all around it. 
I thought about the places we were allowed to enter freely as Black, brown, or white chil-
dren. Each was different depending on the social scripts imprinted on your body and the 
landscape. Yard or big house, up here or down there, the rum shop or supermarket, who 
you could meet, who could or could not enter, who rode the bus or drove a car, who walked 
street: these spaces became, in Lamming’s words, “a breeding ground for every uncertainty 
of  self ” (“Sea”).

Here, then, was a profound encounter with the writer as social and political teacher. 
But, unlike my professors, Lamming was not institutionally based—a point I will return to. 
I didn’t solve the enigma of  my own identity back then, and perhaps I haven’t even now, but 
the questions the book raised remain constant provocations. I learned that race and class 
may shape place and people in ways they do not get to choose, but that they can change 
that shaping. When the uprising occurs in Castle, I dimly perceived that what Lamming 
elsewhere called “that great reservoir of  experience from down below” (“Beckford” 122) 
is tempered by collective struggle for freedom from external control, and that this move-
ment of  people together can sometimes break age-old authoritarianism and establish an 
equilibrium between individual self-worth and communal purpose. It was this “collective” 
or “communal” purpose that helped me to feel that there might be some way out of  my 
personal discomforts. That was the first of  Lamming’s great gifts to me.

The second was method. This practice of  writing one’s life story as a way of  under-
standing how power shaped you became a very important practice when I began my work 
in the Jamaican theatre at that quintessential moment of  decolonization - 1974. I slowly 
learned to teach through life history and autobiography, as a method of  finding and coming 
to terms with the way we live in the social and political context in which we find ourselves. 
I learned this while trying to understand the world of  my students at a small school of  dra-
ma in Jamaica. I learned how to do it by studying acting, because improvisation is a fairly 
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conventional tool in the repertoire of  dramatic skill. There were few published Anglophone 
Caribbean scripts to work with at the time. So, if  we wanted to represent what was happen-
ing around us, we had to marshall “that great reservoir of  experience from down below.”

Performed embodied improvisation, then, in this context, became a form of  re-
search. I did not consciously mimic Lamming’s process, but his work in Castle laid the basis 
for a method of  knowledge production that drew on experience.

Lamming was, for me, an elder. He had written novels that were published abroad 
starting in the 1950s. I was born in the 1950s, and I began directing collaborative theatre 
in Jamaica some twenty years later, making scripts from improvised memories, ceremony, 
and ludic structures. Castle tells the story of  how a working-class Black child becomes mid-
dle class by way of  formal colonial education and the excruciating pain and alienation that 
this engenders. My own story was that of  breaking the chains of  my colonial middle-class 
privilege by immersing myself  in efforts to challenge the structures that produce that class 
and by coping with the pain and exclusion that this engenders. Entangled in this was my 
interest in why there was so little that described the everyday lives of  women (of  all classes, 
races, and shades). What were the social and political failures that constrained women to 
repetitive marginalization and undervalued their labour in spite of  their obvious resilience 
and imagination? I addressed that by creating teaching structures within which men and 
women could enact what they did not know that they knew and by developing questions to 
reflect and discuss the inequities that these things revealed.

I don’t know how, but George came across this work, and he did so just before the 
US invasion of  Grenada. I was then working with the Sistren Theatre Collective, one of  
the early manifestations of  twentieth-century Caribbean feminist performance. I was also 
active in the women’s movement regionally and in the Caribbean Popular Theatre move-
ment, a loose grouping of  community-based theatres. The latter included many groups 
such as Theatre Group for National Liberation in Jamaica; Oomph Theatre, led by Clive 
“Uzu” Anderson; Groundwork (aka GTC); Ras Moses and others in Dominica; Tony Hall 
in Trinidad; the Folk Research Centre in St. Lucia; and a network of  groups in the eastern 
Caribbean. All of  us were doing theatre to raise grass-roots concerns and to valorize ver-
nacular languages and oral and embodied modes of  communication. Many chose theatre 
as a form of  education because it was a relatively cheap to do. It was not yet capitalized, 
and so communities without a lot of  material resources could control what they produced. 
Theatre lent itself  to embodied and oral knowledge production, drawing on old inherited 
traditions of  oral storytelling, song, and dance.

Lamming’s support was immeasurably helpful—not just because of  the depth and 
complexity of  his vision or the respect his vision commanded. It was immeasurable because 
of  his unshakeable commitment to the effort to combine art and politics in the service of  
a long project of  finding a regional alternative to the authoritarian inheritance. I felt that 
he understood and, more importantly, cared about us. It was the gentle, sustained, and 
stern quality of  this caring that made me feel he was sincere. For, in spite of  the fact that 
our work with women was supported by some, it often felt to me that we were dangerous-
ly alone, criticized for all manner of  things: focusing on women instead of  working-class 
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unity; “dividing the struggle”; being “subversive” or communists or hacks for one of  the 
political parties; masking the manipulation of  Black working-class women through sham 
cross-racial/cross-class collaboration; re-enacting old patterns of  racial patronage and de-
pendence; hating men; promoting queerness; importing foreign ideologies about gender 
exploitation; focusing too much on theatre when organized politics was more important; 
doing serious and worthy bad theatre; and on and on. On occasion, we were violently at-
tacked, but most of  the time we were just covertly discredited or marginalized.

Lamming gave the work much-needed respectful and enriching critical engage-
ment. We all need that to keep going and to keep working. He did not give out “things” or 
dispense patronage—he had nothing material to give. The greatest support he could give 
was his willingness to grapple carefully with the ideas behind the work, to sit for hours on 
the veranda of  the old Atlantis Hotel, overlooking the coast of  Bathsheba, as if  time was 
of  no consequence, discussing context, strategy and goals, listening, comparing, clarifying. 
Like all good teachers, he began from a place of  empathy and openness—not attack—aim-
ing to understand where you were trying to go, instead of  telling you what you lacked or 
what you ought to know from the great heights of  his superior knowledge. He asked prob-
ing questions, made conceptual connections, challenged you to see what was taking place 
right now under your nose. Through his recognition and reciprocity, I “saw” better what I 
was doing.

What concretely did his commitment to radical change mean to me? First, he was 
completely unthreatened by the women’s movement. This was extremely rare in a man in 
the region back in the 1980s. He was an ally who engaged with the work of  Selma James, 
who cofounded Wages for Housework and then the campaign to count women’s work. He 
admired Andaiye’s work with Red Thread, and he celebrated Claudia Jones, whose cultural 
work led to the Notting Hill Carnival and who consistently stressed gender equality, as well 
as anti-imperialism. He made an effort, perhaps inspired by his own growing up, to think 
through the ways in which exploitation of  Black women’s bodies and their caring work held 
in place other exploitations. This may also have had something to do with his engagement 
with George Beckford on food justice and land. The imaginative sovereignty of  the region 
could only flower if  folks could learn from those who—with next to no material resources, 
with little access to formal education, in conditions of  the utmost difficulty—had managed 
to produce and distribute what was most crucial to regional material and cultural survival: 
food. Getting out from under the prison of  debt, being safe, meant becoming self-sustaining 
in producing healthy food. That meant recognizing that, until recently, it was women who 
grew and distributed food, and they selected and prepared food for the community. Caring 
for the land and sea that feed and shelter us had to take precedence over demanding what 
we had been taught to need, and, to do that, it was necessary to access land that was large-
ly privately owned. So he insisted green banana before cornflakes. Cassava before wheat. 
Guava and June plum before imported red “delicious” apples and grapes. If  freedom was 
to become reality, our ideas had to align with our bellies and palates, which had, he said, 
over the last three hundred years developed traitorous tastes.

Second, he saw community-based cultural production as a strategy for dismantling 
the shackles on our minds. Like Theodor W. Adorno, he saw American cultural industries 
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as machines for “dumbing down” the majority and transforming critical impulses into 
catatonic acceptance of  the status quo. But Lamming added an anti-colonial twist to that 
critique. He was fond of  pointing out that Caribbean television was made up of  what he 
called “the absolute garbage of  another world” (“Beckford” 126) and was a primary source 
of  the neocolonization of  the Caribbean by the North. In the 1980s, he believed that the 
popular-theatre movement could be an antidote to this. He argued that the social nature 
of  popular theatre could bring about collaboration across differences in ways that were 
not possible in other forms. Perhaps this was because drama shows rather than tells, is in-
herently collaborative, and, in its live form, extends representation into life. Participation 
and collaboration at community level, he argued, were badly needed to animate collective 
power to direct the means of  existence for the peoples of  the region (George Lamming Reader 
142–46).

This was not some narrow nationalist or populist view. “Regional interests have of-
ten been confused with Imperial designs,” as he proposed, and the entire region had been 
“staggering slowly, painfully to resolve this contradiction of  being at once independent and 
neocolonial” (Epilogue 210). Informal and unrecorded knowledge was critical to disman-
tling hierarchy. After all, hadn’t it been so since enslavement? The peasant plot offered the 
basis for cooperative alternative that in many ways did not mimic the global North. The 
ability to make and manage scarce resources was the history of  those who worked the 
plot. This was, for him, a principle that could steer cultural collaboration in the service of  
regional innovation, despite the difficult negotiations this would necessitate. Collaboration 
needed to be inclusive of  all who committed to an alternative to colonial inheritances—no 
matter the differences of  race or of  class or gender or age. Artists, writers, and citizens 
had a particular role to play, since professional politicians were not necessarily equipped to 
articulate a decolonial alternative way of  living and being all on their own. In the frenzied 
urgency of  governing, in the need to respond to crises while fending off critics, politicians 
had little time for reflection. Scholars, artists, and ordinary folks were best placed to carve 
out this better that must come. And Lamming scolded regional cultural workers who ab-
dicated this responsibility and, unwilling to sustain dialogue with politicians, left leaders, 
like the character Mr. Slime in Castle, to become the thing they hate and to betray those for 
whom politics was supposed to provide an alternative to exploitation.

Lamming poured energy into his work with the Committee for the Defence of  
Regional Sovereignty. This was a group of  scholars, organizers, and writers from all races, 
countries, parties, organizations, disciplines, and genders committed to thinking through 
alternatives to neocolonialism for the region. The committee hosted discussions and occa-
sionally published papers through Casa de Las Américas in Havana. We met to learn from 
each other and to imagine a life not lived in dependence on imperial powers but rather in 
relation to the needs of  our own Caribbean. The committee did not offer membership or 
a party programme. It was not regulated or institutionalized. It was not tied to any unitary 
or dogmatic political narrative, to any state or single source of  funding. It offered a chance 
for different sectors like unions, women, artists and writers, and scholars to learn from each 
other, outside of  the constraints of  institutions. If  it existed in the present, it would have had 
to include the global Caribbean, diaspora, and environmental activists.
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The committee depended on volunteers. It was not yet completely the era of  the 
ubiquitous non-governmental organization (NGO) that has emerged in the global South 
as a result of  the retreat of  the state and the institutionalization of  a language of  liberal 
global governance. NGOs had not yet completely absorbed activists or destroyed the vol-
unteerism on which earlier social movements depended. Nor had the principle of  mutual 
aid been completely eroded by the ever-expanding tentacles of  the market. It survived as 
long as those involved wanted it to and because Lamming, then in his sixties, worked like 
hell to keep things going—writing a stream of  letters on his old typewriter, keeping up a 
hectic programme of  speaking engagements across the region, and piggybacking on formal 
regional encounters to put us in touch with each other, meet with us, and to persuade folks 
who often disagreed to think problems through together.

The first meeting I attended was at Mount St. Benedict in Trinidad, and it took 
place right after the implosion of  the revolution in Grenada and the US invasion in 1983. 
Many of  the discussions responded to that, and the meeting enabled a re-examination of  
regionalism. I have forgotten much, but I remember vividly that Merle Hodge presented 
on the undervalued labour of  women in the Grenada Revolution. Lamming understood 
the specificity of  the Anglophone Caribbean, but he also understood the need to expand 
the notion of  regionalism across national and linguistic groupings, and particularly to Haiti 
and Cuba. Such a vision was not without practical precedent. In the 1970s, the govern-
ments of  the Anglophone Caribbean were among the only governments other than Mexico 
and, later, Nicaragua to courageously refuse the isolation of  Cuba, to recognize the Cuban 
government in spite of  American opposition, and to support the Cuban mission to push 
back the apartheid regime invading Angola. Guyana provided the landing site for the very 
first planes to refuel as they responded to the urgent call of  Angola for help at a time 
when nobody—including the Soviet Union—could or would help. As apartheid troops 
prepared to take Luanda, it was the Anglophone Caribbean that bravely supported the 
Cuban initiative.

If  my early encounter with Lamming’s work triggered my own anxieties about race 
and space, then my adult encounters with Lamming both personally and through the com-
mittee offered a rare opportunity to work through these anxieties. It offered a space to think 
together, across myriad social differences, about alternatives to what we had inherited. And 
what held the space together was the commitment to making central “that great reservoir 
of  experience from down below.” Undoing the reach of  history is never possible alone or 
from any one social location. It is only possible cooperatively through listening, dialogue, 
disagreement, and reflection in community and across difference. This is a necessary and 
continuous labour, and, as Lamming put it, its reward was that it gave a reason for living in 
the world (George Lamming Reader 249).

 Lamming was the quintessential public intellectual, and over the trajectory of  his 
very long life, he practised this in different ways—as writer, as teacher, and as organizer. He 
gave up writing fiction principally consumed by readers who lived abroad and instead ex-
tended his vision off the page, performing it, living the life of  a flexible, generous, and fully 
engaged thinker. Where many cling to institutions to authorize their voices, he managed 
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to do this outside of  an institution—resisting the ways in which institutions tend to re-
produce the society as it is. Like Frantz Fanon, Mortimer Planno, C. L. R. James, Martin 
Carter, Jones, and so many others who shake up society, he found ways to liberate himself  
from institutional confines. Like the peasant farmers he admired, he delighted in being an 
itinerant thinker, responsible to the peoples of  the region, defying hyperspecialization and 
technocratic accomplishments. Yet he was never the lone or cynical individual. Speaking 
at Walter Rodney’s funeral or in the library in Santiago de Cuba or at Mona in Jamaica, 
he always positioned himself  alongside social movements of  all kinds. He never had “a 
job” or a handle to his name, but he created spaces that produced and influenced far more 
than many who have both. His life teaches that we remake ourselves and the road by walk-
ing and talking together on it—and by asking difficult questions about ourselves and our 
context. His work shows that, while the long hand of  the imperial project may reach deep 
within to shape our desires, we do not need to accept that. In the midst of  that violent reach 
lie living alternatives. In the midst of  difference lies possibility. Through those possibilities, 
newness enters the world.

The legacy of  the man in the rattan chair reaches way beyond the century he 
lived. There is nothing more urgent right now than regional food security and thinking 
together beyond the extractive violence that afflicts our environment, displaces people and 
all living things, and swallows up resources and leaves our land and us materially and spir-
itually impoverished. There is nothing more urgent than undoing the ways that gendered 
racism shapes our landscape, our interactions, and understanding of  ourselves. There is 
nothing more urgent than finding an alternative to business as usual, than acting publicly 
so that newness may challenge the hierarchies that haunt us. May we find ways to hold the 
spaces he created for prefiguring alternatives and asking difficult questions. May we cele-
brate his brilliance, his service, his generosity, and his courage and creativity across time 
and space, and may we long reason about how to complete his work in the here and now.
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Notes
1 In discussion with the Figueroa family, I realized that what I have called 

the rattan chair is in fact what my uncle used to call a canepiece chair—
that is a chair with a wooden frame with a hand-woven insert for a seat 
and backrest. The English for this, I have now discovered, is caned chair. 
But since I called a caned chair a rattan chair (Where did I get this from? 
Was I trying to speak what I thought was proper English?), I have left it as 
a rattan chair and hope the Figueroas will pardon the inaccuracy because 
what they had were caned/canepiece chairs.
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From Indigenous Practice 
to Trope: Kanaima in the 
Literary Geography of  the 
Guiana Shield
Amanda M. Smith

Fig. 1. Map of  the Guiana Shield by Jeffrey Erbig.

The Guiana Shield (fig. 1) does not have the same resonance in literary studies of  
the Americas as other regions such as the Andes, the Amazon, or the Caribbean. There are 
no Guiana Shield specialists because contemporary categories of  cultural analysis partition 
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the shield into separate traditions. A geological formation underlying an area between the 
Amazon and Orinoco Rivers, the region overlaps parts of  the South American continent 
considered Amazonian, areas belonging to the Caribbean, and places found within the 
Orinoco River basin. Loosely delimited by the Orinoco and Amazon Rivers to the north 
and south, the Rio Negro to the west, and the Atlantic Ocean to the east, the shield consti-
tutes an insular geography of  rich biodiversity and topographical heterogeneity. Forested 
river lowlands and plains meet plateau-like mountains called tepuis, from which waterfalls 
cascade, including the tallest waterfall in the world, Angel Falls. Additionally, the region 
is crossed by the borders of  five countries—Brazil, Suriname, Guyana, Venezuela, and a 
small part of  Colombia—and the territory of  French Guiana, thus encompassing English-, 
Spanish-, French-, and Portuguese-speaking regions, as well as areas where numerous Carib 
and Arawak languages are spoken.

Despite such national, linguistic, and geographic challenges to considering the re-
gion holistically, a trope drawn from Indigenous sources unites a body of  cultural produc-
tion from across the region. In the twentieth century, the Carib word kanaima (sometimes 
Hispanicized as canaima) became a metonym for the region in short stories, novels, poetry, 
music, and the visual arts. Authors and artists have used kanaima metonymically to con-
struct the region as a powerful place of  untameable alterity resistant to numerous modern-
izing institutions. For some Indigenous communities in the Guiana Shield, though, kanai-
ma is not a literary device but rather a practice of  assault sorcery carried out in service of  
the Carib deity Makunaima to augment shamanic power (Butt Colson; Whitehead, Dark 
Shamans). According to ethnographic accounts, a kanaima shaman practises kanaima by 
stalking, attacking, and mutilating a victim in order to prepare her body as sacred food.1 
Several days later, the kanaima returns once the victim has died to taste the fluids of  the 
rotting corpse. Though only practiced by some Carib peoples—the Akawaio, Karinya, 
Pemon, Makushi, and Patamuna—Carib, Arawak, and Warao peoples from across the 
Guiana Shield have reported the threat of  kanaima as part of  their daily lives (Butt Colson; 
Whitehead, Dark Shamans; Whitaker).2 How an Indigenous shamanic practice of  corporeal 
consumption went from signifying ritual violence to characterizing the idiosyncrasies of  the 
region where it is practised and the role of  literature in that process is the subject of  this 
essay.

There are almost no published accounts of  kanaima presented from unmediated 
Indigenous perspectives.3 Before authors, poets, musicians, and artists mapped the Guiana 
Shield as a place of  tropical Otherness with the trope of  kanaima, nineteenth- and ear-
ly twentieth-century European travellers to South America were the first to write about 
the practice as reported to them by Indigenous interlocutors. Twentieth-century fiction 
authors turned to those works as sources on Indigenous culture unique to the area. The 
Indigenous accounts that informed the travel writing, though, were based on second-hand 
knowledge of  the practice. Kanaimas never identified themselves to European travellers, 
and Indigenous informants always signalled them as belonging to an outside ethnic group. 
As a result, in the history of  writing about kanaima—the focus of  this study—the concept 
has always been subject to interpretation by people external to the practice. In this sense, 
examining the many representations of  kanaima in the nineteenth and twentieth century 
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reveals how the Guiana Shield has always been a place seen through a literary lens, where 
tales about kanaima—whether fact or fiction—have shaped understandings of  the region 
and relationships to it. Furthermore, the analysis suggests the power of  widely read liter-
ary texts to appropriate and indelibly alter the meaning of  Indigenous concepts for broad 
audiences.

The following discussion is a close analysis of  three kinds of  writing about kanaima 
that have created and disseminated meanings attached to the word. In the first section, I 
examine what is to my knowledge the only account of  kanaima shamanism written from 
a position of  cultural interiority. The Pemon intellectual Lino Figueroa’s (b. 1952) collec-
tion of  illustrated oral tradition, Makunaima en el valle de los kanaimas (Makunaima in the 
Valley of  the Kanaimas) (2007), introduces kanaima as part of  his community’s shamanic 
teachings. In alignment with the findings of  the late pre-eminent kanaima anthropolo-
gist Neil Whitehead—the only ethnographer to have spoken with practising kanaimas—in 
Figueroa, kanaima gives structure and balance to the universe as a “way of  being in the 
world” (Whitehead, Dark Shamans 41). After exploring Figueroa’s version of  kanaima on his 
own terms, I elucidate what he is up against in reclaiming kanaima for the Pemon people. 
Section 2 scrutinizes the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century European travel writing 
on kanaima, as well as Indigenous accounts that report on kanaimas from other ethnic 
groups, to suggest how kanaima became ripe for literary discourse in the twentieth centu-
ry. The third section then examines how the authors Rómulo Gallegos (1884–1969) and 
Wilson Harris (1921–2018) interpreted such sources to nationalize kanaima in Venezuela 
and Guyana, respectively. My argument is that the cultural exteriority that characterized 
the discourses of  kanaima in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries resulted in an 
equivocation, a failure on the part of  European writers to see or acknowledge the differ-
ences between European and Indigenous understandings of  Otherness. This equivocation, 
in turn, led to the abstraction of  the meanings of  kanaima, erasing what it meant to those 
who practise it and instead making it appear an attractive literary trope.

Ana Pizarro famously characterized Amazonia as a place constructed primarily by 
the European imaginary (29). This analysis of  the discourses of  kanaima reveals an analo-
gous trend in the literature of  the Guiana Shield. A region sourced for exotic and inscruta-
ble Otherness via kanaima has also become a geography subjected to the extractivist world 
view with formal and informal mining and logging. According to a 2016 report, environ-
mental degradation caused by these activities threatens the region’s biodiversity and its 
Indigenous peoples (Thompson). Of  course, selectively appropriating the cultures of  land 
defenders while also threatening their lives and livelihoods is one of  the legacies of  colo-
nialism in the Americas. In the context of  the Guiana Shield, this reality indicates why it 
is more important than ever to amplify stories like Figueroa’s and consider the insight they 
offer into alternative anti-extractivist approaches to interacting with the region.

Writing Kanaima from the Shaman’s Seat

The 2007 collection Makunaima en el valle de los kanaimas, compiled by Pemon engineer 
and educator Lino Figueroa and published in Venezuela, breaks with the long tradition 
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of  describing kanaima as a practice carried out by others. Presented as the history of  
Figueroa’s people (12), the Kamarakoto Pemon—who presently live within Venezuela’s 
Canaima National Park—the text relates a series of  short, sequential episodes about the 
piasán (“shaman”) Kaponokok’s initiation of  his son Makunaima into a shamanic relation-
ship with the “millenary jungle” (8).4 Only two of  the thirty chapters recount Makunaima’s 
participation—along with Kaponokok and a group of  other kanaimas—in the killing and 
consuming of  a victim. When the shocked youth realizes he must participate in the ritual, 
his father responds to his astonishment by explaining the purpose of  the act: “You have to 
awaken your whole consciousness. . . . Every god demands sacrifices” (Figueroa 89). The 
incident is neither a climax nor an exceptional trial in Makunaima’s learning; all of  the 
many tests he must pass with his father similarly surprise him and challenge his thinking. 
Instead, the kanaima killing is part of  a broader shamanic curriculum. Figueroa, in the in-
troduction, positions himself  as a piasán speaking from the same locus as the great shaman 
Kaponokok, that is, from a murey, glossed at the back of  the text as the zoomorphic wooden 
seat that shamans use: “I break my silence to confirm from my murey that there used to be 
here a human race as intelligent as those conquistadores, but less perverse, a true civiliza-
tion that those criminal and ambitious barbarians treacherously destroyed . . . for their gold, 
diamonds and land” (Figueroa 11). Written, then, from a shamanic positionality, the author 
claims kanaima as his cultural heritage encompassing much more than ritual killing.

The Guiana Shield as a Pemon geography becomes foundational to the teachings 
that Figueroa narrates. The Brazilian modernist Mário de Andrade’s (1893–1945) widely 
translated novel Macunaíma (1928) made the titular Pemon “trickster” (Sá 17) a household 
name in Brazil and introduced him to readers abroad as part of  a Brazilian national ge-
ography.5 By contrast, Figueroa binds Makunaima to a Pemon landscape. In Makunaima en 
el valle de los kanaimas, the eponymous character is a young and inexperienced apprentice 
under the tutelage of  his father Kaponokok. Much of  his learning consists of  understand-
ing the aetiology of  geological formations in the Guiana Shield: how rivers, lagoons, and 
tepuis, most of  which are named with Pemon words, formed. Indeed, throughout the text, 
passages of  untranslated shamanic songs (taren) in Pemon render conspicuous the Pemon 
connection to the ecology of  the shield.6 Furthermore, the geography of  this Pemon home-
land crosses national borders; presently Pemon people live across Venezuela, Brazil, and 
Guyana. In the text, Kaponokok locates the guardian spirit piaimö “on the path of  Paruima 
in Guyana and San Rafael de Wonpak in Venezuela” (Figueroa 61). A few colour drawings 
interspersed throughout the text also reinforce Makunaima’s world as the Guiana Shield; 
the young man always appears against the backdrop of  the towering tepuis of  the Guiana 
highlands. The book’s episodes thus unfold as part of  a place-based education that asserts 
the shield as a unified Pemon geography.

Within this Pemon world, Makunaima’s education revolves around learning prac-
tical tasks such as fishing and hunting to provide for the community, drawing water from 
lianas, using plants for a variety of  purposes, constructing a shelter, building a canoe, and 
withstanding pain when alone in the forest. It also involves accepting elders’ words without 
question even when they do not make sense. In response to Makunaima’s incessant doubts 
toward the tasks his father assigns him, Kaponokok demands patience: “The answers will 
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be explained with actions” (Figueroa 58). These words echo Figueroa’s in the introduc-
tion, when he warns that although many will dismiss the “magical” qualities of  his stories 
as superstition, science will eventually find empirical explanations for the abilities of  his 
ancestors (7). The wisdom imparted in the text, which also includes values such as humil-
ity, temperance, and manliness, prepare Makunaima for “the way of  the pía,” defined by 
Figueroa as the path of  beginnings, origins, and essences (51). This shamanic path does not 
have a destination but instead refers to a way of  learning or being “in this life and the next” 
(106). When Makunaima asks how long it will take to learn what Kaponokok knows, he 
responds, “A man never stops learning during his stay here” (67). The way of  the pía that 
Figueroa describes thus establishes the author’s authority, by association with Kaponokok, 
on the teachings narrated. Uninitiated readers may recognize themselves in Makunaima’s 
scepticism and, like the young man, must trust the words of  their narrator to guide them 
through the stories.

The kanaima ritual forms part of  the Makunaima’s enigmatic shamanic pathway. 
Though Figueroa describes the ritual killing and body-fluid consumption in detail, he does 
not sensationalize it or linger on it. Makunaima experiences the episode with shock and re-
pulsion before ultimately accepting the practice as his shamanic obligation to sacred power 
plants called kumi. As presented by Figueroa, the mutilation of  the body of  a weak victim, 
in this case a woman, is a necessary sacrifice to increase shamanic power and pass over the 
“bridge of  darkness.” On the other side of  that bridge, the kanaimas gain a deep relational 
connection to the natural world. Leading up to the killing, Kaponokok teaches Makunaima 
a perspectival world view in which all beings are considered subjects that have thirst, hun-
ger, war, and celebration, much like humans do.7 Makunaima learns, for example, that fish 
also have dances, drinks, and drunkenness (17). He also comes to accept that an apparently 
insignificant butterfly can harbour limitless wisdom (68). However, not until he receives the 
visions provoked by drinking the kanaima victim’s fluids does he begin to experience other 
beings as kin. The kanaima “lovers of  nature” (99) take the form of  tigers on the other side 
of  the bridge of  darkness and sing to “the smallest of  the insects, / the tiniest of  the plants, 
/ and the most miniature of  the rocks” as best friends (99), and they hear the wind salute 
them as brothers (100).8 Likewise, only after the kanaima ritual does Makunaima under-
stand that other beings in the animal, plant, and mineral world have spirits because they are 
ancestors, and that he, too, may someday inhabit a rock, a plant, or a mountain after death 
(105). In other words, Figueroa presents the kanaima rite as a harrowing sacrifice needed 
“to identify with nature” subject-to-subject (107).

The practical implication of  the revealed kinship is ecological stewardship. 
Kaponokok explains that entering the world of  the kanaima “is in reality not very diffi-
cult if  you treat things with respect and responsibility” (Figueroa 68). Makunaima learns 
throughout diverse episodes with various non-humans how to take responsibly from the 
forest and acknowledge his relative ignorance compared to other beings, even small ones. 
When the kanaimas reach Angel Falls, Kaponokok underscores that “all beings from the 
most insignificant to the most important . . . form with us part of  the complex structure of  
our cosmos”; as a result, Makunaima must live each moment by trying to harmonize every 
element that makes up “our universe” (105). The emphasis on the possessives here is key in 
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a context of  land dispossession. Figueroa’s insistence on Indigenous shamanic practice as 
specially oriented towards ecological care and more-than-human community revindicates 
Pemon people as superior ecological stewards and provides practical justification for their 
sovereignty over the territory united by the Guiana Shield.

Though Figueroa writes this text for his community, he clearly has a broader 
non-Pemon audience in mind, as evidenced by the explanatory cultural notes directed at 
incredulous Western readers in the introduction and the glossary at the back of  the text. 
Perhaps nowhere does Figueroa address this audience more directly than when describing 
the kanaima ritual. In a narrative otherwise lacking in editorial comments, he closes the 
kanaima chapters by explaining that “nothing is left of  those lovers of  nature that were 
known with the name of  kanaima” (99). This information should not be interpreted literal-
ly. It contradicts ethnographic evidence, and Figueroa tells readers in the introduction that 
beings do not cease to exist at the end of  their lives:

For the primitive inhabitants of  this part of  America, and especially of  the 
Gran Sabana, the chain of  spiritual life only changes position with someone’s 
death and can occupy any point in space as long as other cosmic forces don’t 
intervene . . . life’s cosmos is a closed circle in which no one goes beyond 
what your eyes can see. They continue living in another frequency, perhaps 
in something like a fourth dimension. (11)

Echoing Indigenous philosophies of  temporality throughout the Americas, Figueroa does 
not conceive of  history in a linear, teleological progression.9 Therefore, by denying the exis-
tence of  human kanaimas in the present, he allows their wisdom of  ecological responsibility 
to live on in other forms that the Pemon can access while simultaneously disassociating his 
contemporaries from kanaima violence.

Given that Europeans, national governments, and corporations have used accu-
sations of  barbarity, primitiveness, and even cannibalism to justify the despoliation of  
Indigenous peoples and lands throughout history, Figueroa’s endeavour to bring kanaima 
into the present as a part of  essential practical teachings is no small feat. As will become 
clear in what follows, the translation of  kanaima through the ethnographic gaze and into 
literary discourse inscribed its meanings onto a linear temporality of  progress as part of  a 
past untarnished—if  not also “uncivilized”—prior to conquest and colonization. Authors 
of  fiction characterized kanaima as a primitive force geographically situated in the Guiana 
Shield and temporally located in the region’s past. Figueroa’s kanaima, by contrast, is about 
learning to be a spirit-body in relationship with other spirit-bodies, in the present. The au-
thor wields his knowledge of  kanaima teachings to primitivize Western scientists, who have 
not yet grasped the validity of  Indigenous practices and who cannot see the “mediocrity” 
of  their inability to recognize “the interrelationships among everything that makes up the 
universe” (7). In Figueroa’s account, Pemon people with their landscape have knowledge 
that others do not.
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Equivocating on Kanaima

When Indigenous people first told European travellers about kanaima in the ear-
ly nineteenth century, they may have been trying to appeal to Indigenous and European 
common interests.10 Since the conquest, suspicion of  cannibalism was used to justify the 
enslavement of  Indigenous peoples that was otherwise prohibited by the colonial enter-
prise (Palencia-Roth 16), and though kanaima is not a cannibalistic practice per se, its 
association with corporeal consumption may have been enough to convince Europeans of  
its exceptionalism. Indigenous fear of  kanaima appears throughout nineteenth- and ear-
ly twentieth-century travel texts. Travellers reported that Akawaio, Macushi, and Pemon 
peoples determined their paths on land and water with kanaima in mind, avoiding certain 
areas where kanaimas were known to practise (see, e.g., Hilhouse; Schomburgk; Brown; 
Koch-Grünberg; Waugh). Drawing Europeans’ attention to kanaima by associating it with 
cannibalism and emphasizing the terror it provoked may have been a way for Indigenous 
peoples to convince colonial authorities to pursue feared neighbors. In fact, because one 
of  the names given to Columbus for the supposedly man-eating Caribs was Canima (Davis 
49), Whitehead has suggested that Columbus’s Taino informants were trying to alert him 
to the dangers of  kanaima in the southward-lying continent (“El Dorado” 63).

Several twentieth-century translated collections of  Pemon and Ye’kwana stories 
provide insight into how Indigenous people who did not practise kanaima understood 
and feared it. Reports of  terrifying kanaimas appear in the Pemon stories in Taurón pantón 
(Armellada; As the Story Says, 1964) and Cuentos y no cuentos (Armellada; Stories and Non-stories, 
1988) and the Ye’kwana ones in Watunna (Civrieux; 1970).11 Across these texts, kanaima is 
always a man or a group or men in different forms, and the stories highlight the corporeal 
implications of  a kanaima attack. Cuentos y no cuentos describes how kanaimas in animal 
form attack and mutilate their victims, wait for them to die, and return to their bodies to 
suck their food from the graves in order to return to their human form (Armellada 84–85). 
Taurón pantón similarly recounts a kanaima story that begins when a kanaima returns to a 
grave to see if  a prepared body is ready to drink (Armellada 194). Descriptions of  kanaimas 
in predator form also appear in Cuentos y no cuentos and Watunna. In each collection, the sto-
ries characterize kanaima—either explicitly or implicitly—as crazy (“loco”) in reference to 
their state in non-human forms. In all instances, they present in an embodied form.

In the ethnographic travel writing, by contrast, kanaima forms and meanings abound. 
The word can denote a person who performs a kanaima attack, the cause of  otherwise 
unexplained sickness and death, embodied and disembodied evil, a spirit, a secret poison-
er, and a system of  revenge to restore balance after homicidal transgressions. European 
travellers tended to obsess over separating what they considered the plausible explanations 
from the apocryphal ones. Ethnographic descriptions frequently distinguished between the 
apparently real, tangible threat of  kanaima attackers and the “delusive belief ” in an evil 
spirit responsible for a large number of  maladies (Schomburgk 58). Everard Im Thurn, a 
botanist for the colonial administration in then–British Guiana, resolved the discrepancy 
between believable and unbelievable reports by distinguishing the “real kanaima,” who 
pursues a victim, from the “imaginary kanaima,” a disembodied spirit that causes sickness 
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and death (331). In John Gillin’s 1936 The Barama River Caribs, he asserted that, although 
the physical practice of  kanaima is undoubtedly real—“on the theory that where there is 
so much smoke there must be some fire”—his informants must have exaggerated aspects of  
kanaima and “erroneously” attributed “undesirable phenomena and uncomfortable bodily 
symptoms” to them (152). The English anthropologist Henry Roth wrote a 1950 article 
summarizing nearly a century of  writing on kanaima and again repeated the polemic of  
fact and fiction in assessing Indigenous accounts. He suggested that the multiplicity of  
meanings associated with kanaima resulted from a “confusion of  ideas” (25). At the heart 
of  the dismissal of  certain aspects of  Indigenous reports is a by-now banal quality of  early 
ethnographic writing across the globe: as European empires engaged in processes of  polit-
ical and economic domination in the Americas, European writers ridiculed anything that 
did not fit into their paradigm for understanding the world.

Whitehead critiqued what he qualified as Europeans’ misinterpretations of  kanai-
ma killings, which his Patamuna kanaima informants, like Figueroa, characterized as a 
means of  accessing a higher plane of  shamanic consciousness (Whitehead, Dark Shamans 
89). In direct contradiction to Figueroa and Whitehead’s ethnography of  kanaima practi-
tioners, Europeans described kanaima attacks as a form of  vengeance or “a kind of  ‘jun-
gle justice’ that . . . regulated and punished ‘the criminal’” (Whitehead, Dark Shamans 43). 
Whitehead suggested that this interpretation resulted from Europeans’ misunderstanding 
of  the Indigenous meaning of  kanaima, but European accounts came from Indigenous 
reports about kanaimas—like those cited above—and, therefore, not from kanaimas them-
selves, making the source of  potential misconceptions difficult to determine. For example, 
a Pemon story in Taurón pantón also describes a kanaima killing as an act of  revenge over 
a stolen whistle (Armellada, Taurón pantón 196). Such stories suggest that revenge at some 
point became a way of  understanding kanaima killings by those who were external to the 
practice. European ethnographers may have repeated what they heard about revenge; nev-
ertheless, the diversity of  meanings they described remains unexplained.

At issue in the translation of  kanaima for European audiences appears to be what 
the anthropologist Eduardo Viveiros de Castro has called an “equivocation” (“Perspectival 
Anthropology”). Because concepts coming from worlds governed by different ontologies—
ways of  relating to the world—always imply differences that cannot be fully accounted 
for across worlds, Viveiros de Castro insists that a responsible translation will acknowl-
edge those untranslatable differences. He proposes “controlled equivocation” as a method 
that presumes “that an equivocation already exists; it is to communicate by differences, 
instead of  silencing the Other by presuming a univocality—the essential similarity—be-
tween what the Other and We are saying” (63). The Brazilian anthropologist approaches 
the issue of  cultural translation via Amerindian perspectivism. As discussed in the con-
text of  Makunaima’s learning, from a perspectival point of  view, the universe is made 
up of  subjects who understand themselves as subjects— “people” in Viveiros de Castro’s 
words—with different bodies and affects that mediate and create their experience of  the 
world (“Cosmological Deixis” 470. Nonetheless, all beings essentially see the world in the 
same way. In other words, they share an epistemology. For example, blood is to the jaguar 
as manioc beer is to the human, that is, a drink to satiate a certain kind of  thirst. Though 
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both have the concept of  “beer” in their epistemological toolkits, the jaguar’s beer and 
the person’s beer are not the same thing. Likewise, to the jaguar, other jaguars are people, 
but humans are prey, not people. An equivocation misses this distinction; it is “not just a 
‘failure to understand,’ but a failure to understand that understandings are necessarily not 
the same, and that they are not related to imaginary ways of  ‘seeing the world’ but to the 
real worlds being seen” (Viveiros de Castro, “Perspectival Anthropology” 64). The ethno-
graphic writing on kanaima performed such an equivocation. Europeans translated what 
could make sense in European understanding and excised any meanings deemed imma-
terial from their frames of  reference. Rather than attempting to understand Indigenous 
reports on their own terms, or at least admitting that they could not do so, European writers 
overgeneralized from their world view and invalidated aspects of  kanaima that fell outside 
of  the realm of  what they considered possible.

The idea of  a disembodied spirit of  kanaima so readily dismissed by Europeans—
and declared false by Whitehead—may have resulted from an equivocation surrounding 
the shape-shifting aspect of  the practice. A hunting kanaima, in the form of  a jaguar or a 
boa (Brett; Koch-Grünberg; Civrieux; Whitehead, Dark Shamans), must convert a victim’s 
body into maba, a sacred, “honey-like” (Whitehead, Dark Shamans 24) ritual juice that ap-
peases the kanaima and allows him to recover his human form. As a result, potential ka-
naima victims fear not only, as Gillin puts it, dying “a horrible death” (151) but also having 
their human subjectivity dissolved. Perspectivism assumes that people cannot see other 
people as food; only a spirit in another kind of  body can do that. Travellers, not privy to 
perspectival world views, may have heard reports describing things they associated with 
spirits and interpreted kanaima as a disembodied force rather than an embodied predator. 
For example, when one of  Koch-Grünberg’s informants explained, “Kanaimé is no man,” 
he may have meant that kanaima can only appear in the form of  a non-human predator 
(62). Even some European descriptions of  “revenge” killings involving the need to become 
a kanaima in order to kill a kanaima responsible for a family member’s death may have 
resulted from an equivocation (Schomburgk 252; W. Roth 356). Killing such a kanaima did 
not necessarily enact revenge but would prevent him from returning to a corpse to make 
food of  a human loved one.12 What Europeans heard was that kanaima killings beget kill-
ings and that the kanaima himself  is not a man, and they propagated the idea of  a vengeful 
spirit in their writings.

In the absence of  controlled equivocation, interpretations of  kanaima proliferated, 
moving the word into the realm of  the empty signifier. But if  kanaima began to signal 
an inexplicable relationship between various ambiguous meanings rather than a specific, 
agreed-upon meaning (Laclau 70–71), such a situation resulted more from Europeans’ cul-
tural frameworks than from something inherently polyvalent about kanaima itself. Martin 
Holbraad has suggested that empty signifiers arose in ethnographic discourse from the 
limitations of  the ethnographic perspective rather than from the encounter of  a new kind 
of  sign. Ethnographers, instead of  questioning why they found certain concepts from other 
cultures “excessive,” asked why those concepts were excessive in and of  themselves (193). 
Kanaima is one such cultural practice that has fascinated ethnographers as a perplexing 
Indigenous belief  into the twenty-first century, largely because of  what have appeared to 
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be its apparently excessive meanings. The unchecked preponderance of  possible interpre-
tations, in turn, has freed kanaima from any fixed signified.

What the Pemon and Ye’kwana accounts of  apparently unhinged kanaimas share 
with the second-hand reporting from European travellers is their characterization of  kanai-
ma as a marker of  alterity. In both Pemon and Ye’kwana oral tradition, kanaimas are out-
siders, and killing one signifies a triumph. In Watunna, kanaima are brought to the Ye’kwana 
by a careless shaman and cause the demise of  many people (Civrieux 172). The idea of  ka-
naimas coming from other ethnic groups also appears in anthropological research (Whitaker 
167; Butt Colson 227), as well as a number of  travel accounts. As a result, the stories of  
kanaima from the Guiana Shield emerged from a strange alliance between Europeans and 
Indigenous peoples, in which both were interested in documenting and reporting cultural 
Others. Both asserted that kanaimas were utterly Other, but the meaning of  that Otherness 
was not agreed upon. For Indigenous informants, kanaima alterity referred to a corporeal 
difference, whereas for Europeans it represented a mystifying cultural difference.13 Because 
of  these ignored equivocations, Indigenous peoples and Europeans together made the 
Guiana Shield through kanaima into a geography of  bewildering Otherness.

Tropifying Kanaima

If  kanaima appealed to twentieth-century fiction writers as a literary trope for pre-co-
lonial wildness, the processes of  ethnographic translation that I have described supported 
such a figurative appropriation. Kanaima appeared in the ethnographic record as an empty 
signifier emanating from the Guiana Shield that could float onto different malevolent signi-
fieds. Additionally, by the twentieth century, the established discourse on kanaima was one 
in which others spoke about kanaima. As a result, kanaima appeared available as a versatile 
symbol for geographically situated alterity.

As Whitehead noted, kanaima first became a trope in the Venezuelan author 
Gallegos’s 1935 novel Canaima (Whitehead, Dark Shamans 85). It has also featured in several 
works of  Guyanese literature, including three novels and one short story by Wilson Harris 
beginning in the 1960s, in the novel The Ventriloquist’s Tale (1997) by Pauline Melville, the 
poem “Kanaima/Tiger” (2009) by Mark A. McWatt, and in the visual art of  a group of  
Lokono (Arawak) artists. Kanaima also figures in the title of  a poem about the Venezuelan 
rainforest by the French poet Pascale Petit (1998), in a Ukrainian death metal song (Tessaract 
1992), and in the British pulp-fiction novel The Skull of  Kanaima (1951) by Victor Norwood. In 
1982, scientists named a genus of  spider native to Venezuela Canaima after Gallegos’s novel, 
and the nomenclature no doubt inspired the creators of  the horror movie Arachnophobia to 
set the film in the fictional town of  Canaima, California, and shoot part of  it in Venezuela’s 
Canaima National Park. Cultural producers have “tropified” kanaima in such works, turn-
ing it into a literary device to characterize tropical Otherness while simultaneously appro-
priating it for their respective national traditions. Here I focus on the transformation of  the 
meanings of  kanaima in the work of  two of  the most widely read authors to have written 
about it: Gallegos and Harris. They came to kanaima through the nineteenth- and early 
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twentieth-century sources to write novels that have familiarized broad publics of  readers 
in both Spanish and English, respectively, with the concept. However, what readers learn 
about kanaima from those authors sharply differs from the stories Figueroa narrates.

In Gallegos’s tale of  a young mestizo man named Marcos Vargas from Ciudad 
Bolívar who “goes native” after too much time in the jungle, “Canaima”— “a demon, 
without a particular form and capable of  taking on any appearance” ([Kirkland] 121)—
becomes closely associated with the violence of  industry. The nefarious spirit draws young 
Vargas into the forest to work, and the more time he spends there, the more Canaima 
gets into his head, according to the Indigenous characters (148). Throughout the tale, the 
Canaima spirit haunts Vargas in a Venezuelan interior overtaken by resource extraction, 
which Gallegos glosses as “those worlds of  Canaima” (138). There, the young man had 
hoped to find freedom—from standardized education and an imposed career path. Instead, 
he confronts the presence of  extractive economies—rubber, gold, tonka beans—deep in 
the jungle. He witnesses how extractivism devastates the forest, the Indigenous people who 
live there, and the workers drawn there for employment. “Canaima” references the de-
structive evil spread by “the rational ones, the suckers of  the rubber tree’s blood, the vio-
lators of  the dream of  gold” (Gallegos [Kirkland] 191). Though the criollo authors of  the 
so-called Latin American jungle novels of  the early twentieth century often cherry-picked 
from Indigenous cultures to give their works local flare,14 as Lúcia Sá has argued, the cen-
trality of  “Canaima” to Gallegos’s novel is unusual:15 it “gives coherence to Canaima, linking 
the social narrative to the psychological quest of  the protagonist” (Sá 76). The trope joins 
these narratives by signifying various forms of  physical and emotional torment provoked by 
resource extraction with only very oblique associations with shamanism.

Despite the importance of  Canaima in the novel, other than Sá’s work and my own 
(Smith, Mapping), criticism on Gallegos has barely mentioned the presence and function of  
this Carib concept. For example, Janine Potelet, who carefully documented the anthropo-
logical sources for the novel’s Indigenous characters, failed to consider the source of  the 
novel’s title. In the 1996 critical edition, Charles Minguet relegated the only reference to 
Canaima’s Indigenous origins to a footnote (Gallegos [Minguet] 254-5). Gallegos most likely 
learned about Canaima from the nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century ethno-
graphic record; indeed, several passages describing the “spirit” in the text closely resemble 
the words of  Koch-Grünberg.16 Gallegos’s reading of  this European (mis)translation of  
“Canaima” not only organizes the novel’s plot and social criticism, but it has also charac-
terized its legacy.

Canaima functions as part of  Gallegos’s critique of  extractive economies through a 
discourse known as regionalism in Latin American literature. At the beginning of  the twentieth 
century, criollo authors set regionalist literature—of  which jungle novels are a subgenre—in 
rural areas of  Latin America (the pampas, plains, and jungles, for example) and made use 
of  exhaustive geographic descriptions and vernacular language to invent and document 
national cultural diversity. A decidedly nostalgic realism, regionalism coincided with the ac-
celeration of  processes of  modernization aimed at integrating isolated areas, homogenizing 
national economies, and flattening the distinctive textures that regionalist novels brought 
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into high relief. At the time that Gallegos was writing, president Juan Vicente Gómez, 
whom the liberal Gallegos staunchly opposed, was at work transforming Venezuela into a 
petro-state while conceding oil fields to foreign companies. Gallegos, who wrote Canaima 
from a self-imposed political exile in Spain in protest of  Gómez’s presidency, set Canaima 
in pre-petroleum Venezuela’s southern reaches, far from its coastal oil fields, to express his 
deep concern for the burgeoning export economy’s construction of  national space to match 
the plans for Gómez’s oil state. Canaima functions as a regionalist trope to characterize 
Venezuela’s interior as a primordial force at odds with the petro-state. As Carlos Alonso has 
argued, urban elites imagined their countries’ cultural autochthony through a regionalist 
mode of  writing in response to a century-long identity crisis that began with independence 
from Spain. Because regionalists defined popular rural culture from an erudite urban locus 
of  enunciation, Canaima easily assimilated the cultural exteriority characteristic of  the dis-
course of  kanaima.

Not unlike the real and symbolic displacement of  Indigenous peoples by Guyanese 
Creoles seeking to construct their “indigeneity” to the land (Jackson 64), Gallegos’s region-
alism claimed an Indigenous shamanic world view as symbolic capital for the criollo nation. 
The result has pitted Venezuelan nation building against Pemon land politics. In 1962, 
two years after Gallegos’s Nobel Prize nomination, the Venezuelan state named the coun-
try’s then-largest national park in honour of  Gallegos’s novel. Today, Canaima National 
Park is home to more than three-quarters of  the approximately 27,000 Pemon people liv-
ing in Venezuela. In 2007, the Hugo Chávez administration released a national operat-
ing system software called Canaima, advertising on its website, “With Canaima, we speak 
Venezuelan” (Smith, “From Canaima”). Thus, a geographically situated Carib cultural 
practice was mapped onto an entire country as a unifying slogan. Simultaneously, Canaima 
is contained within the national park, an area that is now part of  the Orinoco Mining Arc 
National Strategic Development Zone, also designated under Chávez. Elsewhere, I have 
described how Pemon people have both protested the proliferation of  the term and fought 
back against the park’s negative impact on their livelihoods (Smith, Mapping 96-8). The peo-
ple from whom Gallegos indirectly extracted the unifying concept for his anti-extractivist 
novel now live in a region where the afterlives of  its literary discourse silence their struggles 
and prohibit traditional land-management practices in favour of  both conservationism and 
extractivism.17

Though Wilson Harris’s work also criticizes the destruction of  Guyana’s interior, his 
oneiric fiction bears little resemblance to Gallegos’s realism in terms of  literary style. Harris 
launched his literary career in 1960 with his dream sequence novel Palace of  the Peacock, still 
his most read literary work. Palace exemplifies Harris’s interest in non-linear psychoanalytic 
explorations of  human “universals.” Drawing inspiration from the Jungian notion of  the 
collective unconscious, Harris, who frequently offers interpretations of  his methods, pro-
posed using fiction to tap into “the inner universality of  Caribbean man” as a means of  lib-
erating the imagination from coloniality (“History” 11).18 The result has been a formidable 
body of  work, which critics have variously characterized as magical realist, metaphysical, 
postcolonial, archetypal, surrealist, and mystical. His fiction distorts and repurposes canon-
ical Western texts, forms, and characters in an attempt to subvert what Harris considers 
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realism’s authoritarian status quo and the hierarchy of  colonial binaries (Sharrad 96). He 
also makes frequent use of  Indigenous characters and themes for those purposes. He is not 
interested, as Gallegos was, in capturing regional differences. Quite the opposite, Harris 
insists “upon a contrapuntal harmony which unites all things” (Mackey 71).

When kanaima appears in Harris’s oeuvre, the trope signifies universal human sav-
agery. He emphasizes some of  the more gruesome aspects of  kanaima in the novels The 
Whole Armour (1962), Carnival (1985), and The Four Banks of  the River of  Space (1990), as well as 
in the short story “Kanaima” (1964). His kanaima characters and scenes imply “terrifying 
revenge” (Harris, “Unfinished Genesis” 22) in fictional dramas characterized by colonial 
relationships. The Whole Armour never mentions the word kanaima, but throughout the novel, 
a kanaima-like tiger stalks one of  the main characters when he retreats to the Guyanese 
bush after being falsely accused of  murder. The protagonist eventually kills the tiger, but 
its spirit takes over several other characters, who violently attack others involved in wrong-
doing. The short story “Kanaima” characterizes kanaima as a dark spirit in pursuit of  an 
itinerant Macushi community, displaced by disease and mining operations. An onlooking 
prospector who loathes the presence of  the Macushi becomes implicated as a manifestation 
of  “the avenging Amerindian god, who could wear any shape he wished” (147). Carnival 
glosses kanaima as a “savage heart” that demands that a young “red Amerindian male” 
commit a mercy matricide for his ailing mother (Carnival Trilogy 90). The novel connects 
the man’s actions to the symbolic death of  parents’ previous selves when their children are 
born. The courts of  law—the modern institution kanaima contrasts with—are unable to 
account for such apparently universal savagery and convict the Indigenous man of  murder. 
The Four Banks is a dream-like tale of  the narrator’s journey through space and time to un-
derstand why he did not turn in Lucius Canaima when he caught the man disguising the 
murder of  a Macushi man as a drowning. When, towards the end of  the narrator’s journey, 
he discovers his own implication in the Indigenous man’s death, he reflects in explicitly 
Jungian discourse, “To dream of  being killed was to dream we had ourselves killed others, 
to dream of  being attacked was to know simultaneously that we were ourselves attacking 
others” (327). Each example tropifies a disembodied kanaima to blur the psychic distinc-
tion between conqueror and vanquished. Like Gallegos, Harris presents kanaimas that 
always emerge from the interior, in this case, the Guyanese bush. The Guiana Shield is thus 
reinforced as a geography of  Otherness via Indigeneity while also being claimed for the 
Guyanese literary tradition. In other words, the bush becomes a place for Guyanese people, 
presumably non-Indigenous ones, to access their inner kanaima.

Criticism of  Harris has largely applauded the author’s imaginative engagement with 
the legacies of  slavery and racial violence in Guyana. Paul Sharrad, for example, has de-
scribed Harris’s fiction as “a genuinely radical liberation for a postcolonial world” (107).19 
Those who pay special attention to Harris’s treatment of  Indigenous characters have dis-
sented from the laudatory chorus. Glyne Griffith, for example, insists that Harris, in es-
chewing realism, elides the materiality of  social, historical, and cultural differences impact-
ing the lives of  Indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples. Referring to Palace of  the Peacock, in 
which a ship’s crew represents all of  the major ethnic groups in Guyana, Griffith asserted:
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The aboriginal “folk” are constituted as the repository of  some essential 
innocence and redemptive spirit. This is an unabashedly conventional and 
romanticised view of  the “folk.” They exist in the narrative as stereotype, 
oppressed and hunted by the crew and yet retaining the solution to the crew’s 
psychic conflicts. (61)

Shona N. Jackson and Jodi A. Byrd have similarly denounced Harris’s instrumentalization 
of  Indigeneity, describing his depictions of  Amerindians as more closely tied to a settler co-
lonial subjectivity than an Indigenous one. Jackson insists that Harris’s Indigenous peoples 
are reduced to “national symbols, obdurate muses, and self-effacing ventriloquists, where 
plantation logic underwrites postcolonial cultural and social organization” (220). Byrd con-
cludes that Harris uses Amerindians “to propel the [other] Caribbean identities into the 
future,” and he thus “undermines his ability to break fully from the narratives of  colonial-
ism” (112). However Harris’s work attempts “to transcend the painful divisions created by 
the Conquest and the colonial past” (Dubois 40), it does so only for certain postcolonial 
subjects.

Few critics have rigorously considered Harris’s engagement with kanaima.20 When 
kanaima appears in the criticism, the effects of  the colonialist treatment of  Indigeneity that 
Griffith, Jackson, and Byrd addressed becomes clear. Byrd has noted that critics unwittingly 
repeat the Indigenous stereotypes employed by Harris (155), and kanaima is no exception. 
Harris established himself  as an authority on kanaima in a 1991 address by identifying 
an Indigenous source for his knowledge. Though his emphasis on kanaima as a form of  
savagery clearly demonstrates evidence of  familiarity with the early European ethnograph-
ic literature, he claimed that he learned about kanaima from the Macushi people of  the 
Potaro River. They told him in the mid-1940s, he said, that kanaima was among them “in 
pursuit of  some obscure wrong he had judged their people had done—some crime they 
had committed in the past—and as a consequence he was spiriting away their young men 
and maidens” (Carnival Trilogy xv; emphasis added). Indeed, across his fiction, kanaima ap-
pears as such a vengeful spirit. Numerous critics have parroted Harris’s definition of  kanai-
ma, further reinforcing his authority on the subject (see Adams 75; Creighton, “Metaphor” 
80; Jefferson-Miles). Whether Harris misrepresented the words of  his Macushi interlocu-
tors, whether they themselves understood kanaima as such a vindictive spirit, whether they 
chose to mislead Harris, or whether he drew more closely from other sources, the author’s 
fictionalized interpretation became accepted knowledge.

In Guyana, Harris’s version of  kanaima has become the framework for other artistic 
creations. His treatment of  kanaima influenced a group of  Lokono artists led by the late 
George Simon (1947–2020) to take up the subject in the visual arts, where kanaima has 
become shorthand for “spiritual oneness” (Creighton, “Rise”).21 In 2009, Simon, along 
with two other artists, painted a mural at the University of  Guyana called Palace of  the 
Peacock: Homage to Wilson Harris. At the centre of  the pastel image, a singular tiger refer-
ences the form that active kanaimas take. Simon later went on to create a “Kanaima se-
ries,” and Lokono artists including Winslow Craig and Valentine Stoll have featured kanai-
ma-like tigers in their work. Whitehead has theorized these artists’ invocation of  kanaima 
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“as a reappropriation of  the cannibal sign, as it was of  the Brazilian modernists, Mário de 
Andrade, and the antropofagistas” (“Golden Kings” 274). But the Lokono use of  kanaima is 
no more a “reappropriation” than the creative repurposing of  Tupi cannibalism was for 
the primarily white Brazilian modernists. Lokono, or Arawak, people sometimes attribute 
deaths to kanaima, but they do not practise kanaima themselves (Butt Colson 221). Simon’s 
understanding of  its meaning was influenced by his reading of  Harris and by Whitehead, 
whom Simon accompanied during some of  his fieldwork. Given these circumstances, the 
Lokono kanaima is a reappropriation not in the taking back sense that Whitehead suggested 
but rather as yet another instance of  representing kanaima from a position exterior to the 
practice. Especially when compared to the corporeal kanaima spiritual practice recounted 
by Figueroa, the Lokono artists seem to repeat European distortions of  kanaima meanings.

In contrast to Figueroa’s kanaima as embodied Pemon ecological stewardship, the 
kanaima popularized by Gallegos and Harris is disembodied and nationalized. Both fiction 
authors situated the source of  kanaima as a trope in the frontier regions of  their respec-
tive countries and reinforced its belonging to a geography defined by the nation-state. For 
Harris, this happened within his fictional worlds as characters move between the interior 
and the coast, and in the legacy of  his definition of  kanaima as a Guyanese concept for 
other artists—even Indigenous ones—to take up. For Gallegos, the national boundaries of  
kanaima are reinforced beyond the fictional tale of  Marcos Vargas through the afterlives of  
the novel in the area of  the national park named for it. Zooming out, though, to examine 
both authors together, the constructed national borders of  kanaima blur. The authors are 
unwittingly part of  a broader tradition formed by stories told across the Guiana Shield, 
beginning in the nineteenth century. From Venezuela to Guyana, the re-emergence of  ka-
naima in the cultural imaginary asserts a literary geography, like the one that Figueroa 
elaborates, which suggests, however obliquely, an Indigenous geography beyond national, 
ethnic, and linguistic borders.

Approaching the Guiana Shield as a coherent unit of  cultural analysis requires al-
lowing stories like Figueroa’s to be heard. Indeed, paying attention to Indigenous cultural 
relationships to geography may push and challenge disciplinary maps in surprising and 
generative ways. Of  course, a message in an untranslated Spanish text with a small print 
run does not have as wide a reach as the other canonical literary works discussed in this es-
say. Those texts participate in a history of  writing about kanaima that is nevertheless part of  
a larger practice of  writing about Indigeneity that began in the Americas with the conquest. 
Whether Figueroa can reach his intended audience, then, depends not only on the book’s 
dissemination but also on readers acknowledging equivocation in their understanding of  
an interior perspective that writes against a long-standing tradition of  tropifying Otherness.
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Notes
1 The gendering is deliberate. Only male kanaimas have been documented, 

and victims are frequently women and children because kanaimas deem 
them easier to attack. See Whitehead, Dark Shamans 93.

2 The Carib and Arawak designate two separate linguistic groups, which are 
further subdivided into numerous languages and ethnicities. The Warao 
people, who have a longer history in the region, speak Warao, which is 
neither Cariban nor Arawakan. 

3 The anthropologist Neil Whitehead published translated accounts from 
practising kanaimas in Dark Shamans.

4 Unless otherwise indicated in the references, translations are mine.
5 Andrade’s Macunaíma is Tapayuna, not Pemon, and carries the epithet 

“hero of  our people,” referring to the Brazilian people (13). 
6 Lúcia Sá calls taren a Pemon literary genre. They “are used for healing as 

well as spells, and they normally start with a narrative, whose characters 
may be human beings, animals, plants, or natural phenomena” (28).

7 Perspectivism is a philosophy shared by forest communities in the South 
American tropics. I will elaborate on this in my discussion of  equivocation 
below. 

8 According to the contemporary ethnographic literature, kanaima shamans 
often take the form of  a tiger or puma when stalking and attacking victims, 
so the animal is associated with the practice.

9 As Bolivian subaltern studies theorist Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui has ex-
plained, Indigenous history “moves in cycles and spirals and sets out on a 
course without neglecting to return to the same point. . . . [T]he past-fu-
ture is contained in the present” (96).

10 The first unambiguous mention of  kanaima appears in William Hilhouse’s 
Indian Notices (1825), though Whitehead noted ethnographic descriptions 
resembling kanaima practices as early as Walter Raleigh’s Discovery of  Gui-
ana (1596) (Whitehead, Dark Shamans 57-60). Whitehead’s overview of  the 
ethnographic texts in which kanaima appears has been foundational to 
this study.

11 Taurón pantón and Cuentos y no cuentos were translated from Pemon into Span-
ish by Brother Cesáreo de Armellada, and Watunna, originally translated 
from Ye’kwana into Spanish and published in Venezuela in 1970, was later 
translated into English by David Guss for a 1980 publication.
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12 Whitehead later suggested that revenge eventually became part of  ka-
naimas’ motivations for killing, or at the very least, revenge killings be-
came confused with kanaima killings (“Kanaimà”). Tarryl Janik described 
evidence of  revenge in kanaima as well. Nonetheless, lack of  access to the 
perspectives of  kanaima practitioners makes it difficult to clarify the asso-
ciation. Equivocation remains a plausible explanation.

13 These differences in understandings of  alterity resonate with Viveiros de 
Castro’s explanation of  encounters between Europeans and Indigenous 
peoples during the conquest: “The Europeans never doubted that the In-
dians had bodies; the Indians never doubted that the Europeans had souls 
(animals and spirits have them too). What the Indians wanted to know was 
whether the bodies of  those ‘souls’ were capable of  the same affects as their 
own—whether they had the bodies of  humans or the bodies of  spirits, 
non-putrescible and protean. In sum: European ethnocentrism consisted 
in doubting whether other bodies have the same souls as they themselves; 
Amerindian ethnocentrism in doubting whether other souls had the same 
bodies” (“Cosmological Deixis” 479).

14 In Spanish America, criollo (“Creole”) refers to people of  Spanish descent 
born in the Americas and is distinct from the usage of  Creole in Guyanese 
contexts, where it can refer to people born in the Americas of  European, 
African, and/or mixed descent.

15 The Spanish American jungle novels are set in tropical forests and written 
by Latin American elites. They accentuate the ethnographic, geographic, 
and natural qualities of  Latin America’s tropics, albeit from rather myopic 
criollo perspectives. For more on the specific ways in which Gallegos de-
ploys “Canaima,” see my chapter on Gallegos’s Canaima in Mapping.

16 Between January and February 1931, Gallegos spent three weeks in the 
Venezuelan part of  the Guiana Shield to gather material for a novel. No 
mention of  Canaima appears in his copious notes from the trip, though. 
Instead, he likely familiarized himself  with the concept from the writings 
of  Koch-Grünberg and Schomburgk, as several key descriptions of  Canai-
ma resemble passages from their texts (Smith, Mapping 84).

17 Pemon people have long utilized the sustainable practice of  savannah 
burning for land management in areas now found within the national 
park, which outlaws the burning of  vegetation (Rodríguez).

18 Though numerous critics have noted Jungian themes in Harris, the author 
himself  has disavowed Jung’s influence on his thinking (Delfino 87).

19 Similar sentiments have been expressed by Benítez Rojo; Drake; Dubois; 
Durix; Johnson; Kutzinski; Maes-Jelinek; Mackey; McDougall; Pagnouelle; 
Webb.
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20 Rolstan Adams briefly references the short story “Kanaima” as an exam-
ple of  Harris’s use of  Indigeneity to construct a “mystical vision” of  the 
world (74), and Al Creighton references the appearance of  kanaima across 
Harris’s works and its impact on other writers and artists (“Kanaima”).

21 Simon was a Lokono artist, anthropologist, and archaeologist. He taught 
at St. Cuthbert’s Mission, a Lokono village near the coast of  Guyana. He 
was influential in bringing attention to the art of  his Indigenous students 
there, many of  whom have gone on to have successful art careers.
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Introduction

The story of  Haiti and the Dominican Republic has many rich layers. While they 
share the same island, their respective colonial and postcolonial histories are very different. 
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Although both started out as plantation societies colonized by the French (Haiti) and the 
Spanish (Dominican Republic), only Haiti’s initial plantation project was successful, becom-
ing France’s most prized possession in the Caribbean. The institution of  slavery remained 
until the country’s independence in 1804, resulting in a society that was deeply stratified 
racially as well as socio-economically.

On the other hand, the colonial Dominican sugar industry collapsed in the sev-
enteenth century to be partially replaced with cattle herding and has no direct historical 
connection with today’s ingenios, or sugar estates. In Santo Domingo (today’s Dominican 
Republic), this caused an economic deterioration so severe that the institution of  slavery 
became virtually unsustainable, leading to a breakdown of  the racial codes inherent to 
plantation society. As a consequence, free Black people became a majority, and the social 
distance between Black and white people shrunk, essentially resulting in an ethnically hy-
brid population. “Gradually the semantic field of  blackness became restricted to slavery and 
subversion, thereby fostering a conceptual space that permitted free blacks and mulattos in 
Santo Domingo to step outside the racialized constraint of  their color to configure their 
identity or align themselves politically according to other criteria” (Torres-Saillant 32; em-
phasis in original). In other words, rather than an affirmation of  Blackness, a tendency 
persisted to distance oneself  socially from it, laying the groundwork for a national discourse 
that would seek to “exteriorate” all things Afro and define the country as Hispanic, indige-
nous, and Catholic, and as the complete opposite to its neighbour. During the final decades 
of  the nineteenth century—around the same time a new national sugar industry became 
lucrative, particularly for local elites and for US neocolonial interests—allusions to near-
ly-extinct Taino Indians became a way for the national and cultural imagination to displace 
the African elements in Dominican identity yet still explain racial and ethnic variations in 
the population.1

Haiti, however, successfully liberated itself  from its French oppressors during the 
Haitian Revolution and affirmed its Afro heritage and identity by proclaiming itself  as the 
first Black Republic in the hemisphere. In the eyes of  the modern/colonial project, this pre-
sented a move so daring that the European and North American Eurocentric establishment 
has spent the past couple of  centuries stunting the country’s growth by refusing to support 
its existence, by erasing it from historical narrative, by interfering in local politics, and by 
imposing crippling reparations that have stifled economic development until the present 
day.2

Third, due to their geographical proximity, Haitian and Dominican histories have 
been intrinsically intertwined, a relationship that has seen times of  both peace and conflict. 
The border between the two territories has always been fluid, a space that has developed its 
own culture and identity.3 For a short period of  time, from 1822 to 1844, the entire island 
was one country under Haiti’s Boyer government. During the twentieth century, this event 
has been used on several occasions to justify the use of  violence to prevent another “Haitian 
invasion.” This was the case, for example, during the 1937 Massacre, which led to the 
murder of  more than twenty thousand ethnic Haitians and Afro-Dominicans in the border-
lands by the Trujillo regime (García Peña 13). An allusion to the Boyer period has also been 
employed during the past decade, when laws such as the Sentencia (“Ruling”) TC 168/13 
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have denationalized Dominicans of  Haitian descent in order to stall a possible peaceful in-
vasion of  Haitians in the country by means of  migration. Yet, the Dominican economy has 
long relied on migrants from Haiti and, to a lesser extent, from other Afro-Antillean islands 
(for example, St. Kitts and Nevis) in order to satisfy its labour needs. Whether the definition 
of  a national identity in opposition to its neighbour happens in spite of  or as a means to 
enable these migratory flows (in one direction, to secure cheap labour, and in the opposite 
direction, to repatriate) is a discussion that surpasses the scope of  this study. However, it is 
clear that despite these modern/colonial efforts to emphasize difference and division, many 
Dominicans have cultural, genealogical, and economic ties to Haiti. Furthermore, many 
Dominicans do at least partially identify with their African heritage, exemplified by Dixa 
Ramírez’s allusion to the often-overlooked history of  Dominican free Black subjectivity in 
her enlightening book Colonial Phantom (5, 42–44).

This article focuses on fictional works produced during the first decade of  the 
Trujillato,4 a time period when official elite discourse sought to erase connections to African 
heritage, and when the vilification and persecution of  those identified as Afro-descendant 
migrants from other Caribbean nations became state policy. My study embraces the notion 
that state doctrine was neither absolute nor representative of  all existing ideologies of  its 
time. It examines three emblematic texts representative of  the cycle of  Dominican social-re-
alist works generally referred to as sugar-cane novels: Francisco Eugenio Moscoso Puello’s 
Cañas y bueyes (Sugarcane and Oxen, 1936), Ramón Marrero Aristy’s Over (1939), and Pedro 
Andrés Pérez Cabral’s Jengibre (Ginger, 1940).5 In addition to their setting in the Dominican 
cane fields and a tone profoundly critical of  social realities, all of  these novels contain char-
acters depicting migrant Afro-descendant braceros (“farmhands”) of  Haitian and of  West 
Indian—or to borrow April Mayes’s term, Afro-Antillean—origin (13).6 My study centres 
on the ways in which the novels represent these groups of  braceros. I use close reading to 
analyse narrative spaces where the representation of  these braceros departs from framing 
them as marginalized Others, and instead disengages from the official Eurocentric and 
modern/colonial discourse of  the time. I propose that these openings serve as decolonial 
fissures in the fabric of  these texts.

A number of  critics, including José Alcántara Almanzar, Berta Graciano, Norberto 
James Rawlings, and Fernando Valerio-Holguín have pointed out that Dominican sug-
ar-cane novels’ representation of  those migrant characters who work in the fields over-
whelmingly corresponds to official state ideology during the early Trujillato. This ideology 
espouses the view that Dominican identity is defined negatively; in other words, it is defined 
as the opposite of  what it is not: Haitian, African, primitive (Valerio-Holguín 78). The texts’ 
representation of  bracero characters of  African descent—and particularly of  those of  
Haitian and Afro-Antillean origin—thus generally tends to associate them with Otherness, 
a state of  undesirable difference vis-à-vis an officially defined ideal of  a civilized (in a “mod-
ern/colonial” sense) and, most importantly, Hispanic dominicanidad. This practice reflects the 
workings of  Eurocentric modernity and its coloniality of  power, including race-based ideas 
of  social stratification and the control of  labour and productivity.7 However, while notions 
of  binary opposition—intrinsic to the colonial world view from which they spring—are 
ubiquitous in these sugar-cane novels, they do not exclusively shape how the texts represent 
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Haitian and Afro-Antillean characters. In order to better understand and make sense of  the 
existing nuances in representation, I will look to ideas originating in decolonial thought, and 
particularly to Catherine Walsh’s concept of  decolonial cracks and fissures, also described 
as “apertures or beginnings,” which are essentially openings or ruptures with the potential 
to “weaken and fracture the hegemonic whole.” It is significant to note that “[a]lthough the 
cracks are virtually everywhere in the spheres, institutions, structures of  modern/colonial 
reason and power, and continue to grow by the day, they often go unperceived, unseen, and 
unheard” (Walsh). We may then expect that the sugar-cane novels, as texts with a modern/
colonial ideological leaning, may also contain decolonial fissures worthy of  exploration. 
This is significant because it contradicts the notion of  an all-encompassing anti-Haitian and 
anti-Afro ideology as the only basis for Dominican national identity. A presence of  deco-
lonial fissures speaks to the existence of  alternative foundations for Dominican identity (cf. 
Mayes) and complicates the dominant idea of  a “natural” and intrinsic historic antagonism 
between Dominicans, Haitians, and other Afro-identified migrant subjects, which is said to 
have led to the development and success of  racist state ideology leading up to, during, and 
after General Rafael Trujillo. The presence of  decolonial fissures in these fictional texts thus 
carries the potential to unsettle the workings of  Dominican history—disrupting the cycle of  
what Michel-Rolph Trouillot refers to as “epistemic repetition” aimed at sustaining its own 
“truths,” in this case, of  anti-Haitianism and anti-migrant stances as being foundational to 
the Dominican nation and identity (23).

Decoloniality was born at the onset of  European modernity and its colonial-expan-
sionist enterprise, and has existed as a space of  resistance and (re)constitution ever since. 
Over the past half  millennium, many intellectuals and activists the world over, including 
Felipe Guáman Poma de Ayala (seventeenth century), Mahatma Ghandi (early twentieth 
century), and Gloria Anzaldúa (late twentieth century), have engaged in decolonial thought 
and practice.8 During the late twentieth and into the twenty-first century, Aníbal Quijano 
conceived of  the colonial matrix of  power9 and coined decoloniality as a theoretical term, 
to be later elaborated by well-known Latin Americanists Enrique Dussel, Walter Mignolo, 
and Catherine Walsh, among others. This framework—the theoretical base of  my study—
considers modernity (as initiated five hundred years ago by the European expansionist colo-
nial project) to be inseparable from coloniality. Modernity is largely built upon a discourse 
of  salvation by the West, which seeks to instruct and coerce those groups it identifies as 
Other in order to replace their “marginal” thinking with knowledge based on Christian 
theology and the secular sciences and philosophy. This rhetoric centres on progress and civ-
ilization, development and a global market economy, and serves to cover up how coloniality 
functions and enables modernity: through racism, sexism, inequalities, and war. In contrast, 
decoloniality seeks an “epistemic reconstitution” of  precisely those structures of  knowledge 
(and supporting institutions) that are the foundation of  modernity/coloniality (Mignolo). 
The inherent dismantling of  Eurocentrism is at the heart of  the ongoing process of  deco-
lonial thinking and analysis. In other words, decoloniality’s premise is to disconnect from 
modern/colonial structures in order to engage in a process of  reconstructing ways of  think-
ing, living, and expression that modernity has silenced and excluded. As Walsh explains, 
“decoloniality seeks to make visible, open up, and advance radically distinct perspectives 
and positionalities that displace Western rationality as the only framework and possibility 
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of  existence, analysis, and thought” (Mignolo and Walsh 17). The affirmation that decolo-
niality “is indicative of  the ongoing nature of  [. . . ] constructions and creations that con-
tinue to work within coloniality’s margins and fissures to affirm that which coloniality has 
attempted to negate” (17) is acutely relevant to the analysis of  textual representations of  
Afro-descendant migrant subjects in Dominican sugar-cane novels. In the texts that form 
part of  this study, such decolonial fissures can be found in representations of  Haitian and 
Afro-Antillean workers that are affirmative of  their subjectivity, their humanity, their way 
of  being, intelligence, and knowledge, and that counter and challenge discourses that seek 
to render them dispensable and insignificant.

Relevance and Connections

In a larger sense, my work dialogues with other critics who have begun to identify 
ways in which these novels’ representation of  Afro-descendant characters deviate from elite 
modern/colonial discourse. Danny Méndez, in his article “Bittersweet Affections,” propos-
es that Moscoso Puello’s Cañas y bueyes launches a criticism directly aimed at Dominicans and 
at their admiration for the white people who are essentially destroying their land. Méndez 
argues that the hate that is expressed towards Haitian characters “is more indicative of  a 
sense of  self-hate, frustration, and hopelessness that Dominicans themselves are experienc-
ing at this time” (113). According to Méndez, we should view the relationship between the 
two groups as complex and messy. My analysis essentially follows the same line of  thought, 
expanding it to include Afro-Antillean characters from the Anglophone Caribbean.

Alcántara Almanzar describes Marrero Aristy’s Over as a novel of  protest and de-
nunciation, representing the sugar estate like a Nazi concentration camp where the perpe-
trators are the managers and everyone else is a prisoner, a victim of  exploitation (Narrativa 
56). Eugenio Matibag goes even further in his assessment, arguing that Over forms part 
of  a body of  works—all written between 1935 and 1968—that belong to a category of  
literature that Marcio Veloz Maggiolo once referred to as a “[l]iterature of  the Haitian 
integrated” (qtd. in Matibag 176). These texts, claims Matibag, represent the Haitian not 
as a vilified or rejected creature but rather as a human being who, in a way, is not so differ-
ent from Dominicans. In Marrero Aristy’s novel, the critic argues, compassion is expressed 
for the Haitian cane cutter, and the denunciation of  violence and exploitation against the 
estate workers includes Dominicans and Haitians alike (he only makes a passing mention 
of  Afro-Antilleans in his analysis, stating that they are cane cutters as well, 178-179). Dawn 
Stinchcomb also picks up on Over’s representation of  a miserable plight of  a whole class of  
individuals: the estate workers. The critic rightly affirms that the novel attempts to portray 
the misery and degradation experienced by Black workers (mostly of  Haitian and Afro-
Antillean descent), thereby affording them a certain humanity (55).

The third novel in this cycle, Pérez Cabral’s Jengibre, has been largely ignored by 
Dominican and other critics (Céspedes, Prologue 19). Diógenes Céspedes, author of  the 
prologue to the novel’s edition used for this article, pays attention to the representation of  
Haitians and Afro-Antilleans by qualifying the different levels of  “revolutionary conscience” 
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that each group seems to possess. He argues that Afro-Antilleans are depicted as active 
protagonists in the organization of  the sugar workers’ strikes, while Haitian characters 
are incapable of  either understanding or participating in these uprisings, all due to a lack 
of  “class consciousness” (27). While ascribing Marxist ideals—as Céspedes does—to one 
group of  Afro-descendant characters does not necessarily constitute decolonial analysis, it 
highlights that the text represents these characters with a level of  intelligence and subjective 
agency that modern/colonial discourse typically does not.

The body of  scholarly work that I have outlined above presents a point of  departure 
for my analysis exploring decolonial fissures. All three literary texts that I study were created 
in an increasingly restrictive environment where free expression and criticism of  the regime 
were far from tolerated.10 Yet, Cañas y bueyes, Over, and Jengibre, to varying degrees, have been 
classified as novels of  protest and denunciation against the structural realities of  the capital-
ist system of  exploitation they depict (Alcántara Almanzar, Narrativa 56; Di Pietro 25). This 
system forms an intrinsic part of  the modern/colonial mode of  production. Thus, I will 
examine the moments when the subjects who are most exploited by the system are repre-
sented from perspectives that do not fall within modern/colonial Eurocentric ideals. These 
include moments of  agency or moments that tear down artificially erected boundaries of  
difference, often based on race and ethnicity, as well as moments that point to a relationality 
and connection between different groups. This type of  examination can help discern how 
these texts may have attempted to serve as a form of  counter-literature in an extremely 
restrictive environment. In that sense, the present study also contributes to an ever-growing 
body of  work engaging with decoloniality’s paradigms in order to better understand “local 
histories, subjectivities, knowledges, narratives and struggles [. . .] that open and engage 
venues and paths that take us beyond, while at the same time undoing, the singularity and 
linearity of  the West” (Mignolo and Walsh 3). Lorgia García Peña engages in precisely this 
type of  work in The Borders of  Dominicanidad. Through a contrapuntal analysis of  historical 
and literary documents related to five pivotal historical moments in Dominican history, 
the scholar creates a genealogy of  dominicanidad. In other words, the analysis traces how 
particular narratives of  who and what defines Dominicanness (and just as importantly, who 
and what does not) have become part of  the accepted archive of  national identity. In the 
process, such narratives contribute to the erasure of  and violence towards racialized sub-
jects. Her work focuses on what she refers to as “contradictions” (13) or the “conflicts and 
incongruities” (12) in the repetitious renderings of  the five foundational episodes of  the na-
tion identified in the book. Her analysis resonates with my study because it unearths other 
archives of  knowledge (15) in the cracks and crevices of  hegemonic discourse. 

By the same token, this essay dialogues with the arguments of  social scientists such 
as Samuel Martínez and Michiel Baud, whose work counters the idea that anti-Haitian 
ideology has historically been embraced and accepted by all Dominicans. Anti-Haitianism 
and Hispanophilia were not naturally prevailing or historically inherent phenomena in the 
Dominican Republic, but rather one among a number of  currents—for example, pan-An-
tilleanism, as Mayes has shown—that was elevated by the state, the elites, and foreign in-
terests (such as the United States), and thereby became dominant. Revealing fissures in the 
modern/colonial representation of  migrant Afro-descendant sugar workers in texts written 
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at the height of  anti-migrant state ideology and practice further highlights how reducing the 
process of  Dominican identity formation—particularly in the late nineteenth and first half  
of  the twentieth century—and its historical manifestations to an antagonistic Dominican/
Haitian (read Hispanic/African) binary is erroneous and disregards the complexity of  this 
process. This article thus rejects such simplified binary opposition by establishing connec-
tions among the representation of  Dominicans, Haitians, and Afro-Antilleans.11 This is a 
point where my study once again connects with Mayes’s text, which suggests that contem-
porary anti-Black racism in the Dominican Republic partially emerged as a reaction not 
only against Haitians but also against Afro-Antilleans (38).12 In my analysis, the inclusion 
of  Afro-Antilleans as a third and comparative element therefore contributes to an existing 
body of  work that is often limited to only Haitians and Dominicans.

Finally, my study may also hold some relevance for the analysis of  more recent 
Dominican works, including but not limited to Manuel Matos Moquete’s La avalancha ( 
2006), the late Alanna Lockward’s Marassá y la nada ( 2013), and Rita Indiana’s La mucama 
de Omicunlé (2015) and Hecho en Saturno ( 2018). It achieves this by pointing to some of  the 
perhaps less immediately obvious literary precedents of  contemporary Dominican fiction 
that embodies decolonial thought. In that sense, it may help rewrite (literary) history to 
show that, while many works that follow and foment anti-Haitian/racist ideology have been 
privileged by critics, artistic production and currents of  resistance have simultaneously ex-
isted, even in the most restrictive political environment, such as Trujillo’s dictatorship. As 
García Peña asserts, “[L]iterature works, at times, to sustain hegemony, while at others, to 
contest it” (13). My study affirms that Dominican works of  decolonial nature are not a new 
or recent phenomenon, but rather a continuation and evolution of  the expression of  mul-
tiple ideological (counter)currents in society. In that sense, it also helps to bring the literary 
history of  the Dominican Republic more in line with other nascent decolonial expressions 
in the region. We may think, for example, about C. L. R. James’s and Alfred Mendes’s “bar-
rack yard stories” that became popular in the Anglophone Caribbean in the 1930s (Arnold 
et al. 204). These works comprised a subgenre of  social-realist fiction about impoverished 
inhabitants of  slums, whose dwellings were reminiscent of  the garrisons on Dominican 
sugar plantations. At least to some extent, these works began to contemplate and expose 
some of  the modern/colonial undergirdings that structured society and the way people saw 
themselves and others.

Cañas y bueyes: Cracks in Constructed Categories

Moscoso Puello’s novel Cañas y bueyes depicts changes happening in the Dominican 
countryside as a result of  the sugar boom at the end of  the nineteenth and the beginning 
of  the twentieth century. The plot takes place in San Pedro de Macorís, a sugar-producing 
area in southeastern Dominican Republic and home to a sizeable Afro-Antillean communi-
ty. The text follows sugar’s growing cycle, beginning with the planting and ending with the 
harvest of  sugar cane. As the omniscient narrator recounts the transformation from local 
subsistence agriculture and cattle herding to extensive foreign-owned sugar plantations, the 
text focuses on representing the injustices that Dominicans of  all strata—but particularly 
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the tenant farmers—suffer at the hands of  the foreign proprietors of  the ingenios. The text 
illustrates the sugar industry’s dependence on Haitian and Afro-Antillean migrant labour-
ers, but they nevertheless remain at the margins of  the story.

Initially, the representation of  Haitian and Afro-Antillean characters repeats mod-
ern/colonial stereotypes, making them child- and even animal-like. Metaphors and similes 
such as, “Penetran por todas partes como las plagas de insectos” (“They penetrate every-
where just like insect pests”; Moscoso Puello 110)13 and “Los cortadores parecen cuervos 
enormes manchando el verde de la caña. La mayoría son haitianos” (“The cane cutters look 
like enormous crows staining the green of  the sugar cane. The majority are Haitians”; 165) 
underscore the fact that they are perceived as an undistinguishable racialized mass rather 
than as individual subjects. This representation as undifferentiated masses, coupled with 
the reference to their dark skin tone and the choice of  descriptors such as “plagas” (“pests”), 
“insectos” (“insects”), and “manchando” (“staining”) can easily be read as an expression of  
anti-Black sentiment. The first quote above appears in the part of  the text that describes 
the Afro-Antilleans, while the second refers to all cane cutters yet calls out Haitians as a 
majority, communicating to the reader that the core of  the anti-Black sentiment expressed 
in these quotes is directed at Haitians. The attribution of  animal-like qualities often differs 
in intensity between the two groups. The “animalization” of  Haitian characters is very 
repetitive in the text: “a los haitianos y a Maruca [la mula del mayordomo] les gusta lo 
dulce, vale. Por eso es tan mañosa como ellos” (“The Haitians and Maruca [the foreman’s 
mule] like sweets, man. That’s why they are equally cunning”; 101). The Haitians arrive at 
the plantation in vehicles that “semejan jaulas” (“resemble cages”; 107).14 Meanwhile, the 
depiction of  the Afro-Antillean characters’ boat ride from the Lesser Antilles is idealized, 
romanticizing it through an allusion to how it differs from the painful middle passage of  
their ancestors and making it sound like a pleasant experience (109). The Afro-Antilleans 
are represented as having evolved from and overcome their condition of  former slaves.

In a similar fashion, Haitian migrant workers are depicted as obedient and pliable, 
while Afro-Antilleans are tenacious or “menos dociles que los haitianos”(“less docile than 
the Haitians”; Moscoso Puello 110). However, the reverse is also true: the contrast between 
their dark skin and their white teeth, for example, is emphasized in the description of  both, 
but while Haitians have “dentaduras fuertes, amenazadoras” (“strong threatening teeth”; 
107), those of  Afro-Antillean origin “enseñan su dentadura blanca […] para mostrar 
alegría” (“show their white teeth as a sign of  happiness”; 109). In these two examples, the 
same marker of  difference is used to juxtapose the different ways in which racist, white-su-
premacist, Eurocentric modern/colonial discourses describe Afro-identified subjects. What 
is most significant is that the qualities attributed to both groups, seemingly emphasizing the 
difference in civilization between the two, actually contradict each other. As I have shown 
above, these representations suggest that both groups are stubborn or threatening yet doc-
ile or friendly at the same time. The narrator describes the Afro-Antilleans as “muchos de 
ellos ya son dominicanos” (“many of  them are already Dominican”; 109), but not even a 
page later comments about the character Blakis that “no queda otro recurso que matarlo 
o dejarlo” (“The only choice remaining is to kill him or leave him”; 110). The Haitians 
are also described as having threatening white teeth—monster-like—but also as incredibly 
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docile, just like mules. While, at first glance, the discourse about these groups seeks to 
stigmatize them, it also has another effect: it brings to the fore the constructed nature of  the 
type of  differentiation the text uses to distinguish between the groups, thus questioning the 
characteristics that the narrator and the characters use to qualify one from the other. I am 
not arguing that differences do not exist; rather, I suggest that this subtle adjustment of  
perspective opens up a fissure in a text that engages in Othering migrant Haitian and Afro-
Antillean workers through contradictory representations. Exploring this fissure further, it is 
interesting to note that the Dominican characters labelled “negro” (“Black”)—just like their 
Haitian and Afro-Antillean counterparts—are also racially marked and generally depicted 
as poor and exploited. All three groups of  sugar workers share the experience of  dwelling 
at the bottom of  society, in a common “class” of  exploited labourers. Fixing his gaze on a 
group comprised of  individuals of  Dominican, Haitian, and Afro-Antillean origin, the nar-
rator describes them as “un espectáculo pintoresco […] Un montón de hombres misera-
bles, ignorantes, dejenerados, en los últimos peldaños de la escala humana” (“A picturesque 
spectacle : lots of  miserable, ignorant, degenerate men on the last rungs of  the human lad-
der ”; 111). This presents an apparently unifying moment, in the middle of  a discourse that 
usually differentiates the groups. While the narrator’s observation springs from a stance of  
expressed anti-Blackness, it once again highlights how representations of  both divisions and 
unity based on modern/colonial ideals collapse unto themselves. The contradictory nature 
of  the representation of  Othered racialized groups presents a decolonial fissure in this text, 
because it casts doubt on the racist categories undergirding the modern/colonial system, 
thereby undermining one of  its foundations.

Not An-Other Black Migrant: Fissures in Over

Marrero Aristy’s Over is a coming-of-age story with autobiographical elements, a 
sort of  Bildungsroman with an unhappy ending. The first-person narrator and protago-
nist Daniel Comprés—disowned and rejected by his bourgeois family—winds up having 
to make a living as a bodeguero (“manager of  a small company store”) in a sugar plantation 
owned and run by North American and European foreigners. Daniel gets caught in the 
role of  victim—subject to exploitation by his superiors—and of  victimizer—forced to cheat 
even his poorest customers by charging them an “over” in addition to the regular price—in 
order to subsist and maintain his job. It is from this position that he observes and judges the 
effects of  the hierarchical organization of  Dominican society on the locals—but particular-
ly on the exploited sugar workers—and the divisions within this group between the poorest 
Dominicans and Haitian and Afro-Antillean migrants. 

Matibag’s analysis of  Over (177–80) suggests that the text employs the same colonial 
stereotypes and prejudicial views about Haitian workers yet also expresses sympathy to the 
situation they and their Afro-Antillean counterparts face on a daily basis. According to 
Matibag, Over places the blame for the workers’ misery on the system of  exploitation that 
has uplifted the Dominican economy rather than on some inherent genetic or cultural trait.
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In addition to these counterhegemonic elements identified by Matibag, there are a 
number of  decolonial fissures present in Over. One of  these fissures is the novel’s tone, which 
is connected to Matibag’s argument about the effects of  the system of  exploitation on the 
workers. At the beginning of  the text, the tone is positive, inquisitive, and almost optimistic, 
but as the plot advances, it becomes increasingly darker and downtrodden. The evolution 
of  the novel’s tone illustrates how the protagonist Daniel’s initially curious and somewhat 
hopeful mental and emotional state continues to deteriorate into fatalistic resignation. The 
differences between Daniel and the sugar workers—many of  whom are Haitian and Afro-
Antillean—are overshadowed by their similarities: for both, the work in the ingenio is a last 
resort, not a situation of  choice but one of  necessity. Both enter with the illusion that it is 
a temporary job, not a life-absorbing commitment. Both are exploited by the company, 
live in terrible conditions, are at the whim of  their superiors, and face the constant risk 
of  being replaced without other viable alternatives for employment. As the tone of  the 
book evolves to become severe, pessimistic, and defeated, it counters the expressions of  
Dominican superiority detectable in Daniel’s utterances, and disputes the representation of  
migrant Afro-identified workers as subjects inferior to him. In this sense, the tone may be 
considered one of  the fissures in an otherwise modern/colonial ideological undercurrent 
that predicates opposition between Dominican and foreign Afro-descendant workers on 
the sugar estate. I am not arguing that an act of  collapsing differences between racialized 
groups into unity is in itself  decolonial. Rather, the decolonial fissure is contained in the 
manner in which such collapsing serves to contradict the modern/colonial categories—here 
based on ethnicity and nationality—that are used to maintain the system’s hierarchies. In 
other words, the differentiation between Haitians, Afro-Antilleans, and Dominicans inher-
ent in the ideology propagated during the Trujillato was not a benign acknowledgement of  
historical and cultural differences. In contrast, it aimed to enable the racist and white-su-
premacist establishment to engage in a politics of  “divide and conquer,” propping up their 
interests and organization while intending to stifle solidarity (albeit not successfully, as we 
learn from Ramírez; Mayes; and García Peña) among groups who shared similar experi-
ences. In Over, Dominicans in a subordinated position—like Daniel—prefer to participate 
in the exploitation of  foreign migrant workers in exchange for the feeling of  belonging to a 
privileged race and class (Heredia 134). In that sense, as explained above, the gradual ap-
proximation towards a textual representation of  unity through the evolution of  the novel’s 
tone represents a decolonial fissure.

One of  Over’s characters, the inglesito (“little Englishman”) George Brown, embod-
ies a significant exception to the modern/colonial representation of  Afro subjects in the 
novel. He forms part of  the group of  bodegueros that meet on Sundays to drink rum and 
discuss life, and who describe him as “casi dominicano” (“almost Dominican”; 101). This 
character actually has a name, and rather than being referred to as a cocolo—in this context 
used as a derogatory term for Afro-Antilleans from the Lesser Eastward islands— he has a 
nickname that in its linguistic make-up expresses affection.15 Unlike other Afro-identified 
migrants, the inglesito is better informed than his counterparts, he speaks perfect Spanish, 
he reads books and magazines in two languages. He arrives in the Dominican Republic by 
chance, as the sole survivor of  a sunken sailboat going from Cuba to the English-speaking 
islands. He is not a simple unskilled worker who came to the sugar plantation for lack of  an 
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alternative; he arrived there by miracle, defying a life-threatening situation that, according 
to the narrative, five hundred Afro-Antilleans did not survive. 

Daniel values George Brown because he does not embody a reality of  hunger, mis-
ery, and impotence. The inglesito presents a more positive outlook for the future, one that 
does not reduce an Afro-migrant identity to that of  a victim of  the modern/colonial world. 
An argument could certainly be made that Daniel’s reception of  George Brown is reminis-
cent of  a notion of  exceptionalism often experienced by members of  marginalized groups 
who thrive contrary to the expectations of  a society organized around modern/colonial 
ideals. As both Frantz Fanon and Sylvia Wynter16 have taught us, pointing to exception-
al cases of  Black subjects who have succeeded in the modern/colonial system does not 
address the root of  anti-Blackness. Nevertheless, there is something to be said about the 
positive depiction of  the inglesito found in Over. In a text that represents Black workers as 
defeated, exploited, and inferior subjects, a Black character who has real agency opens up 
a decolonial fissure. It allows for a narrative space to challenge negative stereotypes about 
Afro-migrant identities and uses that positionality to criticize the modern/colonial system 
and its inherent indoctrination, as I will explain next.

Doris Sommer’s now classic study asserts that Over projects all the guilt for the mis-
ery of  the sugar workers and the racial discrimination in the Dominican Republic onto the 
North American proprietors and thereby absolves Trujillo’s regime and his followers from 
any responsibility (126). In light of  this position of  displacement, the discourse appropriat-
ed by the inglesito could also be read as a veiled critique against the Hispanophile attitude 
adopted and exacerbated by the Trujillato, if  we substitute “English” with “Spanish.” The 
inglesito criticizes how his compatriots blindly revere a colonial power that invented and in-
stilled in them a complex of  racial inferiority in order to keep intact a system that benefited 
only the elites on top of  the hierarchy. May this be a call for Dominicans to rethink their 
own set of  values, to become more critical of  the Hispanicized (whitened) ideal self-image, 
and to become conscious of  their own ties to slavery?17 Is the inglesito chosen to pronounce 
this discourse because he is almost Dominican, without being Dominican? The key is that 
the author chooses a Black migrant subject with agency as the character pronouncing a crit-
ical discourse. His act of  fiercely criticizing the racism and the indoctrination inherent in 
the colonial-style system thus marks the inglesito’s discourse as a decolonial fissure in the 
text’s almost coherently modern/colonial representation of  Black migrants as muted, ig-
norant, and impotent subjects. In this respect, the essay-like nature of  his discussion is very 
suggestive, given that the genre of  the ensayo’s (“essay’s”) principal purpose is to convince 
the reader of  a certain viewpoint or perspective. Marrero Aristy may be suggesting that the 
Dominican reader reconsider whom he or she should identify with, and uses this literary 
style in order to be more persuasive.

In addition, the way in which this particular Afro-Antillean character is represented 
in this novel disrupts and questions the dichotomy of  Dominicans and Haitians propagated 
by elites and foreign interests. It clearly complicates a simple binary logic of  us versus them, 
Hispanic versus Afro. The inglesito occupies an important narrative space. Notwithstanding 
the fact that he is a Black migrant worker, he cannot be discounted as Other: he is repre-
sented as “almost” Dominican. Modern/colonial discourse can only explain this by putting 
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into question the very racist categories that sustain its system, generally associated with 
Haitians and, by extension, with Black subjects in general.

The fissures identified above—the tone and common experience diminishing 
Daniel’s difference vis-à-vis the migrant sugar workers, the presence of  an Afro-Antillean 
character with agency who pronounces a pointed critique of  adopting an elite-serving and 
self-hurting ideology by Dominican society—reveal decolonial narrative spaces that inter-
rupt the modern/colonial perspectives that dominate the text.

Dialogue as a Narrative Space of  Expanded Fissures: Jengibre

In tune with Pérez Cabral’s position as an exiled critic of  the regime, his novel 
Jengibre vehemently criticizes the Trujillo regime, its repressive institutions (like the National 
Guard), and the regime-backed North American–owned sugar industry responsible for the 
workers’ precarious situation of  dependence and poverty.. The text opens with a some-
what conflictive dialogue between the mature Cipriano Benítez—firm opponent of  the 
regime—and his best friend’s son, Enerio García, who is about to join the National Guard. 
The anecdote develops around two main events: the sexual assault and eventual death of  
young Juana, and a sugar worker strike that is violently crushed by the National Guard. 
Afro-Antillean and Haitian migrant workers play a somewhat significant role in this text, 
the former as organizers, and the latter as an ever-negative point of  reference, particularly 
for the opponents of  the regime.

Dialogue is rather abundant in Jengibre, particularly when compared to Cañas y bueyes 
and to Over. Afro-Antillean characters, however, do not engage in any direct conversation 
in the novel, and their function within the text is largely limited to being capable strike or-
ganizers.18 This very talent makes the Afro-Antillean—for example, the character Charly 
Prandy—an immediate target for the wealthy elites. Charly’s true power lies in his capacity 
to rally the workers in order to deny the modern/colonial system what it depends on the 
most: their labour. This character is not represented as another harmless and uneducated 
cane cutter, but rather as “un negro de letra. Hombre que hablaba veidá y bonito” (“an 
educated Black person. A man who spoke the truth, and beautifully so”; Pérez Cabral 62). 
The indirect discourse Charly pronounces through Taringo’s words is reminiscent of  the 
inglesito’s speech in Over: “Que la unión jace la fueiza . . . que lo blanco adueñao no son 
má que uno pillo dei imperialijmo; que si’eso blanco taban apoyao poi lo gobieino y no 
quisiean oino a demanda debíamo declarai la jueiga” (“Unity is power…those white own-
ers are nothing more than imperialism’s scoundrels; if  those whites were supported by the 
government and didn’t want to hear our demands we had to declare a strike”; Marrero 
Aristy 62). However, contrary to the inglesito in Over, in Jengibre it is not the Afro-Antillean 
character who speaks and pronounces the discourse critical of  the modern/colonial sys-
tem. Rather, it is the Dominican worker Taringo who—through his speech—approves of  
Charly’s opinion and efforts to organize. He demonstrates an understanding of  the collab-
oration between the local government and the foreign capital owners in the exploitation of  
sugar workers, and of  the power of  the labour community to organize. Taringo pronounces 
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this discourse in his local Cibaeño dialect, therefore signalling that the local population’s 
agency depends on their understanding of  how the modern/capitalist system works to 
exploit them—through foreign capital and local elites—and how to have agency by de-
nying their labour to this system. This may be interpreted as a widening or an expansion 
of  decolonial consciousness on the part of  the Dominican characters, when compared to 
Marrero Aristy’s novel. In Over, the Afro-Antillean character embodies the decolonial fis-
sure through his agency and consciousness of  the modern/colonial workings of  the system. 
Yet in Jengibre, the same decolonial fissure expands to a Dominican character, who—after 
being initially inspired by the Afro-Antillean character—comprehends and expresses the 
possibilities of  empowerment initially presented by his West Indian co-worker.

The text also contains a number of  dialogic situations that clearly differentiate 
between the victim and the perpetrator, consolidating a binary of  exploited/exploiter 
that makes up the fabric of  the novel’s intended social critique of  the dominant class-
es. Nonetheless, the dialogues between young Enerio and his mentor and father figure 
Cipriano in the opening and closing scenes escape such clear-cut binaries. Not only are 
the roles of  power questioned and reversed from the first to the last scene, but it is clear 
that both characters fulfil the roles of  victim and of  perpetrator (Céspedes 46). In the ini-
tial scene, Cipriano fiercely expresses his contempt for Trujillo’s National Guard and for 
Enerio’s decision to join them. The older character clearly occupies the more powerful po-
sition in this exchange and warns his younger compatriot —who up to this point has been 
like a son to him—of  how a membership in the Guardia will spoil his character. Cipriano 
urges Enerio not to set foot on his doorstep should he follow through with the decision to 
become one of  Trujillo’s henchmen (Pérez Cabral 41–42). Enerio, in the last scene, does 
not heed this threat and surprises a somewhat intoxicated Cipriano, who has been drinking 
to muster up the courage to carry out an attack on the generalíssimo. The young soldier, false-
ly feeling empowered by the uniform—a symbol of  the violence employed by the modern/
colonial system to control and divide its subjects—proceeds to kill Cipriano, thus fulfilling 
the old man’s prophecy of  moral corruption (198–99).

 Enerio, young, poor, and uneducated, becomes a victim of  systematic corruption. 
The fact that he is easily swayed to become a murderer by the promise of  three stripes 
speaks not only about his weak personality but also about the lack of  alternative opportu-
nities to better his life (181). On the other hand, Cipriano’s plan to kill the dictator makes 
him a potential perpetrator as he looks to violence as a means to end the also violent ex-
ploitation suffered by those who belong to his class. These two characters confound the 
notion of  easily applied categories and help diffuse any otherwise strictly opposing divisions 
of  “good” and “evil”, of   “innocent” and “guilty”. This act of  complicating fixed and 
simplistic categories presents a decolonial fissure, because it questions the truth and value 
contained in rigid constructed typecasts. This is significant because the same type of  fixed 
constructs—stereotypes—is used to buttress modern/colonial discourse and ideology for 
the purposes of  establishing and justifying a system skewed to benefit the few and exploit 
the many. Making visible how such divisions hurt those who are already exploited by the 
modern/colonial system helps shed light on some of  the mechanisms this system uses to 
sustain itself.
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These two scenes are significant for this analysis for an additional reason, since they 
also draw an interesting parallel between a Dominican and a Haitian subject. At the very 
beginning of  the novel, during the conversation Cipriano has with Enerio, he describes 
the corruption and fraud with which Trujillo’s militiamen seek out personal benefit. He 
goes on to say, “[Y]o prefiero lo ‘haitiano’” (“I prefer the Haitians”; Pérez Cabral 41). This 
reference, on the one hand, reiterates that Haitians are held in low regard by the protago-
nist, since he compares them to the corrupt individuals he despises. On the other hand, he 
vilifies his own compatriots and discredits both the threat that supposedly emanates from 
the Haitians, and the idea of  a peaceful invasion propagated by the Dominican elites of  his 
time, by explaining that the real menace to the nation originates from within. Even more 
interesting is how the text represents the resemblance between both Enerio and one partic-
ular Haitian character who rats on the striking workers. This nameless character is depicted 
as an animal cunningly advancing on familiar terrain, without any kind of  conscience and 
only motivated by the material reward for his betrayal. He gives the workers away for only 
five dollars, a small amount considering the number of  lives this information puts at peril. 
Enerio also sells another’s life for very little: merely the promise (we do not know if  it will ma-
terialize) of  three stripes is enough for him to kill his own father’s best friend, who has been 
a paternal figure to him until he entered Trujillo’s militia. The lack of  conscience evidenced 
by this act dehumanizes Enerio, as does his claim that he would even kill his own father to 
move up in the military ranks. This dehumanization makes him appear animal-like, just 
like the Haitian. And finally, the representation of  both characters marks them as cowards: 
the Haitian, when he refuses to move past a certain point as he leads the militia up to its 
bloody encounter with the striking workers, presumably because he wants to stay out of  
the line of  fire; and Enerio, when he launches his surprise attack on the old and inebriated 
Cipriano, without giving him the slightest chance to defend himself. 

If  we read these two characters in terms of  a nation-building project, it becomes clear 
that both the Haitian and the younger Dominican generation following Trujillo are perilous 
to the Dominican future. Such a depiction could be attributed, as James Rawlings does, to 
a reiteration of  the general pessimism inherent in the period’s ideology (52). However, I 
contend that the characters’ representation in such a parallel manner actually complicates 
any clear notion of  ideological affiliations on the part of  the text. Both the Haitian and 
Trujillo’s follower Enerio—fundamentally each other’s biggest foe—are painted in a similar 
and, more importantly, in a negative, light. Representing the Haitian character and Enerio 
in the same terms eliminates the difference between them; they are, in essence, the same. 
By blunting any clear-cut binary opposition between Haitians and Dominicans, the text’s 
representation of  these subjects does not conform to elite ideology, based on modern/co-
lonial discourse.

In this last text, I have identified decolonial fissures that bear some resemblance 
to the openings found in the earlier two novels. A knowledgeable Afro-Antillean charac-
ter opens up a fissure in Over, which is then widened in Jengibre, where an Afro-Antillean 
strike leader inspires a Dominican character to pronounce an affirmation of  empowerment 
through knowledge of  the system and labour organizing. All three novels contain elements 
that disrupt and question simplistic and binary categories constructed and employed by 
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modern/colonial discourse to foster division and prop up the interests of  elites and foreign 
capital owners.

US and Foreign Presence and Influence

In connection to this last point, the prominent role played by US and foreign capital 
owners deserves to be addressed in the context of  the three texts discussed in this article. 
The ascent of  an industrialized sugar industry in the Dominican Republic during the later 
nineteenth and early twentieth century coincided with a period of  political instability and 
conflicts between local and regional caudillos, or strongmen. This situation, in turn, neg-
atively affected the sugar production and export to North America, contrary to US and 
other foreign interests. As a consequence, the United States—like it had done a year earlier 
in Haiti—invaded the Dominican Republic and turned the country into a de facto colony 
with the goal of  developing its sugar industry. As García Peña points out, in both parts of  
the island, the United States helped create “unequal economic and political systems that 
benefit rich corporations while condemning the majority of  the population to poverty and 
disenfranchisement” (60). In the Dominican case, this included the creation of  the Guardia 
Nacional Dominicana (Dominican National Guard)—an institution represented in Jengibre. 
The National Guard was used as a repressive tool by the US occupiers and later by sub-
sequent governments, including Trujillo—who was a strongman supported by the United 
States—and his ideological successor Joaquín Balaguer, as well as by regimes as recent as 
that of  Leonel Fernández. It also facilitated the acquisition of  Dominican land by US cor-
porations, such as the Rockefeller Group (Cassá 72; García Peña 60; Herrera 47; Lozano). 
Within this context, and given the local colonial history, it is then not surprising to find 
a high anti-American sentiment during and following the US occupation, and a general 
distrust of  foreign blancos (“white people”). All three sugar-cane novels that are the subject 
of  this article are critical of  the US neocolonial enterprise—and of  white foreigners as 
representatives of  this system. This is particularly evident in the representation of  foreign 
characters, who—while sometimes admired for their wealth—are generally seen as ruth-
less, deceiving, and selfish. These characters are often used to put forth a criticism of  the 
negative local effects of  the foreign-owned modern/colonial sugar industry.

In Cañas y bueyes, the central character representing the US capital holders is Mr. 
Moore, the US manager on the sugar plantation. While the text only refers to him by his 
last name, he is addressed with the title “Mister,” alluding to his elevated social status, as 
well as to his foreignness. This character is not developed but rather caricaturized. Mr. 
Moore is neither educated nor cultured; he owes his position to nepotism, not to outstand-
ing ability. His speech is full of  mistakes, which may be read as another subtle way of  mock-
ing him. The reader does not know much about him, only that he is extremely short-sighted 
(Moscoso Puello 211), a metaphor for the US way of  seeing only its own interests. The 
Dominican character Rosendo, one of  the few that are well developed in the novel, criticiz-
es the white ideal embodied by Mr. Moore: “ojos azules no ven mucho” (“blue eyes don’t 
see much”; 213). Mr. Moore lacks any morality or human empathy; he and another US 
manager cheat poor Haitian workers out of  half  of  their meagre wages (180). However, the 
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attentive reader may observe another interesting detail in this text: Mr. Moore is the only 
character who observes and directly expresses the key role Haitians and Afro-Antilleans 
play in the Dominican sugar industry. This is not to say that he actually perceives them 
as full subjects. Instead—and this is ironic coming from a member of  the foreign exploit-
ing class—he criticizes Dominican dependency on these migrant workers, whom he calls 
overly religious and lazy (213). He uses the same racist modern/colonial discourse that is 
prominent in the Dominican Republic and in the United States, and which serves to justify 
the exploitation. It is difficult to establish whether the text is aiming merely to represent the 
foreign manager according to the anti-American sentiment of  the time, or if  it is using this 
caricaturized character in order to move Dominican readers to better evaluate the effects 
caused by the modern/colonial exploitative and mostly foreign-owned sugar industry.

As mentioned above, Sommer describes how Over intends to displace the guilt for the 
poor situation on the sugar plantations away from Trujillo and place the blame on North 
American companies (126). While this is a compelling argument, I suggest that this framing 
as an unassuming shift of  “blame” is too simplistic. The fact that “white” foreign characters 
do not occupy a significant place in the novel—there are fewer references to them than, for 
example, in Cañas y bueyes—suggests that there is a great interest in criticizing the local effects 
of  the system. From early on, Marrero Aristy developed a progressive ideological leaning, 
and his growing social consciousness coupled with his personal experience working on the 
sugar estate made him outraged at the “crudísimo sistema de explotación del ingenio” 
(“extremely harsh exploitation system of  the refinery”; Disla). This is also reflected in Over. 
The text certainly represents the white foreign characters, such as Mr. Norton, as greedy 
and power-hungry individuals who enjoy humiliating and abusing the workers (Marrero 
Aristy 67, 68, 92, 162). Yet, the text also criticizes the fact that these foreigners are able to 
engage in this exploitation, because only here can they treat others as if  they were animals 
(67–68). In addition to denouncing the foreign owners, this can also be read as a criticism 
of  the powerful locals who allow this to happen, as well as of  the modern/colonial system 
itself. Towards the closing of  the text, when all hope is lost, the main character Daniel 
expresses his indignation towards the capitalist system—as a whole, not only the North 
American part—and towards ideas of  racial superiority (206). The text therefore mounts a 
careful critique of  both foreign capital and, in a more subtle fashion, local elites, and their 
role in causing the abysmal conditions experienced by both Dominican and migrant Afro-
Antilleans in the local sugar industry, driven by modern/colonial capitalism.

In Jengibre white foreigners are represented in an overall negative light. Local natives 
from the working class—such as the characters Juana and Taringo—express their contempt 
for them directly, comparing foreigners to the police, who are well known for their cor-
ruption and violence (Pérez Cabral 61, 119, 129). In contrast to the other two sugar-cane 
novels, Jengibre contains two different types of  foreign characters. On the one hand, there 
are the Americans like Mr. Answer, who is a caricaturized symbol of  wealth, corruption, 
and a self-perception of  superiority (54, 120, 121). Much like in Cañas y bueyes and in Over, 
this character is a representative of  the US neocolonial enterprise and exemplary of  the 
text’s denouncement of  that enterprise. On the other hand, there are the Spaniards, like 
the doctor José Rodríguez, whose relationship to the local population is more complex, but 
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who is equally arrogant in a modern/colonial way. Referring to the locals, he states that 
we, the Spanish, “venimos a civilizarlos” (“came to civilize them”; 57). While the doctor 
sees himself  as a civilizing force, his rape of  Juana makes him a symbol of  sexual violence 
and death, a very significant detail considering the Spanish modern/colonial project and 
the persistent Hispanophone ideal propagated by the powerful elites of  the time. Both 
characters—those who portray the former colonizers and those who represent the neoco-
lonial sugar industry—carry the blame for the terrible conditions experienced by the lower 
and often racialized classes, exploited during both Spanish colonial times and during US 
neocolonial industrialized sugar production. In a way, it could be argued that as Jengibre 
represents an “evolution” of  decolonial fissures, its representation of  foreign characters 
has also evolved in the same way. In contrast to the two preceding novels, it includes a de-
nouncement of  both the past and more recent foreign beneficiaries of  the implementation 
of  the modern/colonial capitalist system of  power and production.

Conclusions/Afterthoughts

In the preceding analysis, I have argued that the novels Cañas y bueyes, Over, and 
Jengibre—part of  the social-realist cycle of  Dominican sugar-cane novels—comprise a num-
ber of  what Walsh has referred to as “decolonial cracks and fissures” (Walsh), openings 
in the overwhelming ideologic fabric of  the text that, if  nurtured and widened, carry the 
potential to weaken the hegemonic whole. While these fissures vary in form and expres-
sion in each text, all of  them result in an erosion of  the differences between Dominicans 
and Haitian and Afro-Antillean migrant characters, distinctions that were propagated by 
elite ideology and its modern/colonial discourse of  the day. Nelson Maldonado-Torres has 
identified the systematic differentiation between groups as one of  the factors responsible 
for the “skewed vision of  the human” that Western civilization embraces, in turn leading 
to this system’s “radically dehumanizing” nature (238). As he argues, “[I]n modernity the 
racialized others take the place of  enemies” (238). Thus, within the fissures identified in 
the three novels, one of  the pillars of  modern/colonial discourse—the differentiation men-
tioned above—has effectively been rendered insignificant, bestowing upon these openings 
a decolonial character.

It is also noteworthy that all three novels were published during a time when mod-
ern/colonial anti-Afro discourse was adopted as official state policy, and artistic production 
was seen as a means to bolster this ideology. In other words, art was expected to produce 
knowledge confirming the modern/colonial logic undergirding the system. At first sight, 
Cañas y bueyes, Over, and Jengibre seem compliant with that notion. However, through the 
fissures I have identified, these three texts actually participate in the process of  “epistemic 
reconstitution,” unsettling and reframing Eurocentric world views from within these narra-
tive spaces, thereby enriching and creating a different type of  knowledge.

By tracing occurrences of  decolonial thought and expression in works published 
during Trujillo’s first decade in power, this study then contributes to ongoing conversa-
tions in decolonial studies. There is a significant number of  recent Dominican narratives 
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published over the past couple of  decades (some of  which I have mentioned above) that 
clearly seek to create a type of  knowledge anchored in decolonial thought. As literary pro-
duction never happens in a vacuum and usually dialogues in some form with earlier works, 
decolonial fissures in sugar-cane novels then add an additional piece to how we can rec-
ognize and understand the existence and evolution of  decolonial thought in Dominican 
literature.

Finally, questioning an oversimplified vision of  the supremacy of  modern/colonial 
thought and ideology inherent in the art produced during the first decade under Trujillo 
also connects with and contributes to Ramírez’s goal of  affirming the central role that 
Dominican culture and history occupy in “the architecture of  the Americas” (2–3). It reas-
serts the Dominican Republic’s place within the conversations challenging Western-centric 
discourses and contributes to ongoing pan-Caribbean conversations about decolonizing 
knowledge.
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Notes
1 The argument that indigenismo served to displace free Black subjectivity in 

Dominican national identity discourse during the late nineteenth century 
has been proposed by many scholars (e.g., Sommer; Fischer; García Peña; 
Fumagalli; among others). While partially agreeing with this notion, Dixa 
Ramírez adds that broader indigenista tendencies have to be “contextual-
ized with literary and cultural trends in the region,” as they are not a phe-
nomenon isolated to the Dominican Republic (see 41–43). Doing so will 
help develop a better grasp on what Sharina Maillo-Pozo refers to as the 
“intricate polyphony of  Dominican identity” (133).

2 For a detailed overview of  Haiti’s history, Western reparations, and the 
effects on Haiti’s current situation, see Porter et al. 

3 For an in-depth discussion of  the border zone, its history, and its represen-
tation in fiction and non-fiction, see Fumagalli.

4 The Trujillato refers to the bloody and exceptionally oppressive era of  
General Rafael Trujillo’s authoritarian rule of  the Dominican Republic 
from 1930 until his assassination in 1961.

5 In addition to the works that are subject of  this analysis, there are at least 
two other novels that form part of  this cycle: Los enemigos de la tierra (1936) 
by Andrés Francisco Requeña and El terrateniente (1933) by Manuel Anto-
nio Amiama. 

6 As the Dominican sugar industry reached an industrial scale of  production 
during the last few decades of  the nineteenth century, the first workers 
from the English-speaking Caribbean—many from the islands of  St Kitts 
and Nevis—arrived in the Dominican Republic in 1893. Some literature 
refers to these workers from the Lesser Antilles as cocolos, and this presents 
an important connection between this migrant group and the Haitians 
who, by the 1920s, had replaced them as the largest group of  foreign bra-
ceros in the labour-intensive sugar estates that mostly employed low-wage 
foreign workers. According to Orlando Inoa, a variety of  theories about 
the origin of  the term cocolo exists, the most plausible being that in the 
South of  the country, Dominican sugar workers called “los negros haitia-
nos que atravesaban la frontera” (“black Haitians that crossed the border 
”; 25) by this name. The Dominican poet Norberto James Rawlings, of  
Anglophone Caribbean descent, confirms this version. He remembers that 
throughout his childhood, the term cocolo “compartía rango con maldito 
haitiano” (“shared a rank with wretched Haitian” Inoa 31). In my study, I 
will follow Mayes in using the term Afro-Antillean to refer to this group.
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7 For further readings related to Eurocentric modernity, its coloniality of  
power, ensuing social stratification based on race, and the control of  la-
bour and productivity, see also Maldonado-Torres’s and Pérez’s respective 
works on and around decoloniality.

8 For a list of  decolonial thinkers and actors, see Mignolo and Walsh 8.
9 Quijano’s “colonial matrix of  power has been described in four interrelat-

ed domains: control of  economy (land appropriation, exploitation of  la-
bour, control of  natural resources); control of  authority (institution, army); 
control of  gender and sexuality (family, education) and control of  subjec-
tivity and knowledge (epistemology, education and formation of  subjectiv-
ity). Furthermore, implanting the colonial matrix of  power . . . implies to 
dismantle, simultaneously, existing forms of  social organization and ways 
of  life” (Mignolo and Walsh 156). 

10 From early on, Trujillo’s totalitarian project strove to utilize art and litera-
ture as tools of  indoctrination, as part of  a general institutionalization of  
culture at the service of  the regime (Álvarez 382). This translated into a 
significant increase of  censorship and, at the same time, extremely limited 
opportunities for any kind of  criticism or denunciation of  the political and 
socio-economic realities of  the time.

11 During the second half  of  the nineteenth and the first half  of  the twen-
tieth centuries, Anglophone Caribbean migrants not only travelled to the 
Dominican Republic but were also attracted to other places in the region 
that promised opportunities for work. Significant numbers arrived in Pana-
ma during three major waves: railroad construction (1850–55), the French 
canal project (1881–94), and the Panama Canal construction (1901–14). 
Their migrants’ presence in the country often coincided with projects car-
ried out by the United States, which in turn earned them contempt by 
the local populations. Additionally, segregationist US policies towards non-
white people—for example, in terms of  lower wages such as the gold and 
silver rolls, subpar housing, et cetera—further contributed to the discrim-
ination and exclusion that these migrants experienced. Similar to Manuel 
de Jesús Galván’s Enriquillo (1882) in the Dominican Republic, Panama’s 
foundational novel Nuñez de Balboa (1934) by Octavio Méndez Pereira iden-
tified the nation as mestiza. In this way, it erased the Afro-Caribbean el-
ement from its national identity, even after thousands of  Afro-Antillean 
migrants from the West Indies settled there. During the first few decades 
of  the twentieth century, the situation in Cuba was similar, as it became a 
prominent destination for Afro-Antillean workers, who were lured by tales 
of  opportunity and great wages, yet mostly as agricultural workers rather 
than in construction, as had been the case in Panama. “The opposition to 
black immigrant labour [grew] because Cubans linked (correctly) the drive 
to recruit antillanos to United States sugar capital” (Carr 84). The result 
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of  anti-immigrant discourse was the repatriation of  Haitians and West 
Indian workers in the late 1920s. For an in-depth discussion about the 
complexities surrounding Antillean migrants and the way racial and class 
identity evolved in Cuba from the 1920s to the 1930s, see Carr. 

12 West Indian sugar workers remained a relatively small migrant group in 
the Dominican Republic in comparison to their Haitian counterparts, but 
their descendants still form a stable community that has preserved cer-
tain traditions such as religion and language today, particularly in the area 
of  San Pedro de Macorís (and other smaller settlements in Puerto Plata, 
Azua, Barahona, and El Seibo). After the ’37 massacre, as many Haitians 
returned to their country of  origin, these Afro-Antilleans were once again 
needed as workers during the sugar harvest (Stinchcomb 65).

13 Unless otherwise specified, all English translations are my own.
14 This type of  representation demonstrates how the text closely replicates 

the Hispanophile and anti-Afro ideology prominent at the time of  its cre-
ation, one inherited from a Spanish-colonial way of  thinking that associ-
ates Africans with monstrosity and savagery (Fra Molinero 7–8). This dis-
course served to justify the idea of  the natural predisposition of  the Black 
individual as slave. For a more detailed exploration of  this subject, see Fra 
Molinero’s introduction.

15 Almost all other characters of  Haitian and Afro-Antillean descent do not 
have specific names but are referred to as part of  an anonymous and often 
condescending group term, such as “el haitianaje” for Haitians or “coco-
los” for Afro-Antilleans. Within such description, at one point a random 
collection of  names appears, but they are not associated with actual in-
dividuals: “Joseph Luis, Miguel Pie, Joe Brown, Peter Wilis …” (Marrero 
Aristy 81). 

16 See, for example, Katherine McKittrick’s excellent critical genealogy of  
Wynter’s work titled Sylvia Wynter (2015), which also outlines Wynter’s con-
nection with the work of  Fanon. 

17 While the history of  slavery in the Dominican Republic is certainly differ-
ent from that of  the Lesser Antilles, we must also remember that during 
the brief  period in the middle of  the nineteenth century when the country 
returned to being a Spanish colony, slavery was reinstated, despite a prior 
abolition under Haitian rule, at a time when many other Latin American 
countries had already made slavery illegal. Also, the sugar plantations that 
came to play a significant economic and political role in the Dominican 
Republic during the second half  of  the nineteenth century (and well into 
the twentieth) were structured in a fashion that closely resembled condi-
tions of  slavery, with clear and rigid racial and socio-economic stratifica-
tion.
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18 During the 1930s, a number of  labour rebellions on sugar plantations 
swept through the British Caribbean, among them an uprising of  sugar 
workers in St. Kitts in 1935, one of  the islands from where a great number 
of  Afro-Antillean migrants to the Dominican Republic originated. This 
resulted in the legalization of  trade unions in all of  the British islands and, 
most importantly, gave the workers the confidence that they could gain 
greater political leverage by uniting their forces (see Hart). Even prior to 
that, during the early 1920s, labour protests—usually led by Black subjects 
from the Anglo-Caribbean colonies—had become a regular occurrence on 
San Pedro de Macorís’s sugar estates, the longest occurring in March and 
April 1920, resulting in a few wage concessions (Mayes 95, 102). These his-
torical events surely helped inspire Pérez Cabral’s depiction of  Afro-An-
tillean characters who had already achieved the class conscience that he 
imagined necessary for the development of  a real Dominican proletariat. 
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“The monster [he has] 
become”: Fragility, Masculine 
Rage, and Resistance in 
Lindsay Barrett’s Lipskybound
Jason R. Marley

Source:  Nsey Benajah  | Unsplash, cropped

In “Forgotten Trailblazers,” Antonia MacDonald reflects on evolving perceptions 
of  the twentieth-century Caribbean canon, arguing that, in many instances, broadening 
and expanding the canon is often less a question of  discovery than rediscovery. She thus 
highlights a number of  Caribbean writers whose works have fallen out of  fashion—or been 
ignored altogether. While very little work has been written until recently on writers such 
as Inez Sibley and Vera Bell, others, such as V. S. Reid and Roger Mais, no longer receive 
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the same critical attention that they once garnered in the 1950s and 1960s. As MacDonald 
notes:

There is . . . a considerable number of  Caribbean trailblazers who, although 
they were both popular and prolific in the 1950s, by the end of  the twentieth 
century were out of  print, and their contribution to the literary landscape 
obscured. The reasons for the short-lived popularity of  these Caribbean nov-
elists are both varied and complex. . . . Texts speak differently to generations 
of  readers and critics. They speak differently to foreign and local readers and 
critics. (309)

The lack of  attention to Lindsay Barrett—the focus of  this essay—is somewhat more com-
plicated. Barrett is best known for his experimental novel Song for Mumu (1967), a work that 
blends stream-of-consciousness experimentation with an exploration of  colonial violence 
centred around its central character, Mumu—a Jamaican woman trapped in a number 
of  abusive relationships. The novel was most notably analysed by Kamau Brathwaite in 
“West Indian Prose Fiction in the Sixties”—though Brathwaite was ultimately critical of  
the novel’s shifts in style and form, which he argued undermined its ingenuity. A scant few 
other critical articles on Barrett’s first novel emerged, but critics have largely ignored his 
two later books, Lipskybound (1977) and Veils of  Vengeance Falling (1985), as well as his poetry 
(which was sometimes published under the pseudonym Eseoghene) (see Royster, “Curse” 
and “Narrative Line”). Though his works have received little critical attention, Barrett, 
however, has not been an obscure figure and has been a prominent voice in Nigerian broad-
casting and journalism. Readers interested in his work will find his journalistic writings and 
interviews widely available on YouTube and the Internet more broadly. This point makes 
Barrett’s disappearance from Caribbean scholarship all the more surprising, as his fictions 
remain today still remarkably inventive and innovative but have simply not been studied or 
granted the attention they have long deserved.

Accordingly, this essay seeks to examine the depiction of  violence in Barrett’s second 
novel, Lipskybound, as a critique of  ineffectual and self-destructive masculinity. Emphasizing 
MacDonald’s insistence that the re-evaluation of  the Caribbean canon must work to ac-
knowledge the contemporary receptive implications of  the work in question, Lipskybound’s 
jarring, experimental confrontation with masculine frailty and the perpetuation of  toxic and 
often unspeakable violence resonates today, both critically and culturally, in ways Barrett 
could not have anticipated. Barrett’s predilection to focus on Caribbean women trapped 
in abusive relationships anticipates the increasingly overt critique of  the proliferation of  
misogynistic, male-driven narratives of  the Windrush era, as his work interrogates and 
questions the often matter-of-fact violence against women that dominated much of  twen-
tieth-century Caribbean literature—and which was often framed as comic in writers such 
as Samuel Selvon’s work (see Brown and Rosenberg, Beyond Windrush; Donnell). Though 
Barrett’s novels are still rooted in misogynistic depictions of  women framed through a pre-
dominantly male gaze, they work to capture and, in many ways, expose the horror and fear 
of  this gaze for Caribbean women, while also dismantling the idea that masculine violence 
functions as a revolutionary or anti-colonial force.
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In the February 1972 issue of  Black World/Negro Digest, Barrett explains that the vio-
lence in Lipskybound—which he had been working on since 1963—serves as a means to ex-
plore the trauma of  diaspora, noting, “It is an exposition of  the heart of  natural vengeance 
in the soul of  the transplanted African and of  the violent nature of  the truth of  his spirit out 
of  necessity” (Johnson 75). Yet what makes the novel’s depiction of  violence worth explor-
ing is not simply that it emerges as a response to colonial atrocity or that it reveals an effec-
tive means of  resistance, but that it shows how the inclination towards “natural vengeance” 
often enacts enormous collateral and psychological damage that is targeted not exclusively 
at colonizers but rather at Caribbean women. Compellingly, Barrett’s understudied novel 
urges us to consider the implications of  displaced male rage and colonial anger—and how 
that anger is ultimately unproductive, in that it leads only to torment and trauma that, far 
from being potentially liberating, is instead destructive and ruinous. Indeed, Lipskybound 
expresses scepticism for the emancipatory potential of  masculine rage, in which its male 
protagonist, who is excessively brutal and violent, both engages in and enacts interminable 
scenes of  violence under the deluded pretences that his violence is a form of  anti-colonial 
action. Barrett’s novel wrestles with the question of  productive violence and intimates in-
stead that misogyny and masculine anger often overwrite justifiable rage and violent resis-
tance against Afro-Caribbean disenfranchisement.

In this regard, Lipskybound’s analysis of  Caribbean masculinity and brutality is par-
ticularly unique and inventive, in that its form repeatedly undermines the efficacy of  the 
violence its male protagonist commits to prompt further reflection. Through a complex and 
inventive metafictional structure, the novel showcases a constant dialectal tension between 
a justified anger against the colonial order and a self-serving and misdirected misogynist 
rage that denies the agency of  Caribbean women. In this sense, the novel, as I will show, 
persistently frames masculine violence not as an effective revolutionary force but as an ac-
tion that replicates and sustains the colonial order. By continuously unveiling the pitfalls of  
male violence in the text through an array of  experimental techniques, Barrett exposes how 
such violence is often both misdirected and ineffectual, and by so doing, he urges readers 
to think through the complexities of  ideologies of  gender and resistance in the Caribbean.

Male Rage and Homosocial Violence

Before examining the role of  masculine violence in the text, the lack of  familiarity 
with the novel by both readers and critics alike necessitates a brief  overview of  its major 
events and plot points. A plot summary of  Barrett’s novel must begin by acknowledging its 
experimental nature. Like his earlier novel, Song for Mumu, Lipskybound rapidly shifts narra-
tive styles, blending relatively straightforward articulations of  its plot with opaque sections 
of  stream of  consciousness. Fairly unremarkable scenes and events will often collapse into 
moments of  uncertainty and confusion. See, for example, the scene below, in which the 
novel’s two major characters, Pardoe and Sinta, wait to board a subway train. As they wait 
for the train, the tone and style grows increasingly abstract and frantic:

From the darkest depths of  the bowels of  the land a gigantic sigh and whoop 
in combination wildly breathes hot and then cold breaths into the station . . . 
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the Subway populace suddenly discarding the waxen cover of  their form . . . 
it stirs . . . the villainous mass . . . but the wall monsters are relentless and too 
well accustomed to the worms approaching breath and blister to be stirred . . 
. now screaming with intensified violence . . . the colours leap now. . . . Smoke. 
. . . The Best. . . . Drink. . . . Drink. . . . Smoke Use. . . . Buy. . . . Save Here 
and Save More. . . . Buy. . . . Smoke. . . . Smart Women Use. . . . Brilliant 
Bachelors. . . . After Shave Lotion. . . . Buy. . . . Buy. . . .(64)

While much of  the novel’s narration is considerably easier for readers to process and un-
derstand, such examples of  disorienting abstraction are common in the narrative. Indeed, 
as Brathwaite has observed, what often makes Barrett’s work unsettling and, in some ways, 
frustrating for readers is its sometimes jarring blending of  conventional narrative tropes 
with experimental prose and techniques.1 Barrett’s text is therefore less a straightforward 
narrative than a textual landscape always posed to collapse into uncertainty and confusion. 
This emphasis on negation, instability, and contradiction is integral to understanding how 
Barrett negotiates masculinity in the novel as a fragile and unstable force.

Nevertheless, unlike other Caribbean works of  overt experimentation, such as Denis 
Williams’s The Third Temptation, the plot of  Lipskybound can in fact be adequately summa-
rized. The novel begins with a seeming confession on the part of  its narrator, Pardoe V., an 
aspiring artist. Traumatized by the dissolution of  his relationship with his beloved, Sinta—
whom he views as his artistic muse—he mourns, amid curses and sobs, their now-empty 
bed (3). Yet if  the beginning of  the novel suggests the plot will focus on the tragedy and 
trauma of  the narrator’s failed relationship—told from the perspective of  a man ridden 
with guilt—it quickly shifts in tone and theme, as readers are immediately confronted with 
the realization that the book’s narrator is an unspeakably violent, abusive man who is com-
mitted to violence. Pardoe’s sense of  guilt quickly fades, and he begins narrating a troubling 
“attack” on Sinta’s beloved childhood stuffed animal, Puppy Doris, which he bludgeons 
with a knife while she begs him to stop. The scene is important, for, though the first act of  
violence we see Pardoe commit is against an inanimate object, he carries it out with tre-
mendous malice—growing more enraged and fulfilled as he observes his partner’s trauma. 
As he reflects on the scene, he asks, “What heat does hate carry when it flings a knife-blown 
anger against the helpless linen belly (stabbing stabbing and only threads, no blood, spill-
ing) of  green glass-eyed and inanimate pet” (3). He recalls how Sinta begged, “Leave her 
leave her . . . please leave my Puppy Doris alone,” but that her plea “only made me plunge 
[the knife] deeper” (4). As the exchange reveals, Lipskybound is less about Pardoe’s struggle 
to become a successful artist than it is the story of  a violent, abusive relationship. More 
frightening is that readers quickly learn that the reason Pardoe’s vengeance is at its height is 
because Sinta has finally decided to leave him, asking, in her final letter, which we see early 
on in the novel, “What has made you the monster you have become?” (6; italics in original).

In what follows, the novel depicts Pardoe’s attempt to become an artist and his ca-
lamitous relationship with Sinta. Though Sinta is afraid of  him, eventually they leave their 
island (which is never properly named) together for London (Barrett, Lipskybound 26). On 
the voyage, Pardoe grows more violent and insists he is a poet; and his yearning to be a writ-
er grows increasingly urgent throughout the second half  of  the novel. They land in Soho, 
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but quickly abandon their flat after Pardoe refuses to exchange sexual favours with his land-
lord for rent. They wander the streets, and he and Sinta eventually steal a large amount of  
weed and move to Brixton, where they make a living selling drugs (59). After Pardoe runs 
out of  weed, he largely abandons Sinta, gets involved with a white woman named Mersy, 
becomes her pimp, enlists two more girls, Moxy and Marilu, and then becomes a heroin 
addict. He introduces the girls to his habit, Moxy promptly overdoses, and Pardoe flees. 
Sinta, who is now a prostitute, helps Pardoe kick his habit and nurses him back to health. 
While recovering, Pardoe, in a rage, brutally murders a white photographer who takes his 
picture and, later, ends up in the services of  the Major, a sadomasochist who promises to 
promote Pardoe’s “art” but is actually enlisting artists and protéges to satisfy his sexual 
desires. Pardoe is thus coerced to play “the patent savage” and copulate with the Major’s 
daughter while the Major surreptitiously watches through a peephole (131). At the end 
of  the novel, Pardoe rejects the arrangement and, in a scene of  grotesque horror, brutally 
murders both the Major and his daughter by ripping out their throats, impaling them, and 
whipping them to death. The experience and acknowledgement of  madness, exploitation, 
and unspeakable violence permanently severs his relationship with Sinta, and the narrative 
then spirals into experimental uncertainty and parenthetical interruptions that end with 
Pardoe’s failed attempt to blast God out of  the sky. Enraptured in madness and insanity, he 
falls unceremoniously to his death.

Broadly and explicitly, Barrett’s novel contributes to both confronting and rethink-
ing entrenched forms of  misogynist Caribbean violence. In so doing, the novel, challeng-
es static representations of  gender in the period from the mid-twentieth century to the 
1970s—a period that Kate Houlden argues is often a blind spot in regard to gender dy-
namics. As Houlden argues, fictions of  the period, far from being uninvested in confronting 
or rethinking gender identity, often worked to challenge and escape from the “dominant 
citizenship models” that defined the period (3). In this regard, Lipskybound’s confrontation 
with masculinity anticipates contemporary theorizations of  masculinity in fascinating and 
important ways. Of  course, the recent proliferation of  critical interest in rethinking mas-
culinity in the Caribbean canon attests to this very point, evident in the publication of  
works such as Caribbean Literature in Transition (2020; O’Callaghan and Watson; Dalleo and 
Forbes, Caribbean Literature; Cummings and Donnell, Caribbean Literature) and the Journal of  
West Indian Literature’s special issue Caribbean Masculinities (2013).2 More explicitly, Pardoe’s 
embrace of  violence and manhood parallels J. Dillon Brown and Leah Reade Rosenberg’s 
assertion in Beyond Windrush that “[t]he need to assert or construct Caribbean manhood 
was very strong in the wake of  slavery, indenture, and colonialism, all of  which had denied 
Caribbean people the attributes commonly associated with masculinity—the ownership of  
self  and of  one’s work, and the ability to be the patriarch of  one’s family” (8–9). As I will 
demonstrate below, Barrett’s second novel compellingly exposes myths of  Caribbean man-
hood by exposing them as unstable and remarkably fragile. The novel thus reflects what 
Houlden refers to as “‘failed’ masculine performances” that reveal “the effort needed to 
maintain masculinist citizenship” that deviate or trouble “normative nationalist scripts” (4).

Throughout the novel, Barrett’s narrative strategy is not simply to acknowledge and 
critique formative masculinity in the Caribbean but to suggest that misogynist impulses 
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and beliefs have grown increasingly absurd and irrational. Scenes of  outstanding mascu-
line violence are depicted as normal and everyday occurrences, and the novel continuously 
questions the acceptance of  such violence as a cultural norm by highlighting the horrific 
degree to which misogyny has become socially acceptable. What makes Lipskybound partic-
ularly inventive in this regard is its blend of  social critique and formal experimentation, as 
the novel does not simply critique practices of  masculine violence but rather destabilizes 
them by ensconcing them in a narrative form in which scenes of  patriarchy always break 
down into contradiction and inefficacy.

Accordingly, one of  the novel’s earliest and most striking interventions is its explo-
ration of  formative childhood violence. Building on Houlden’s work, a careful reading of  
Lipskybound reveals how the novel frames normative masculinity in the Caribbean as both 
suffocating and dangerous—suggesting misogyny is not inevitable but rather a learned be-
haviour inscripted in young men during childhood. In this regard, the novel explores for-
mative schemas of  masculinity and boyhood violence in the Caribbean, as well as the con-
ditions that foster lifelong commitments to male rage. As Aaron Kamugisha has observed, 
“[T]he critical question of  how boys are fashioned into men has been given such scant 
attention” (43). In Lipskybound, Barrett carefully frames the origin for Pardoe’s violence as 
ingrained in his childhood and firmly rooted in a burgeoning hatred and resentment for 
women.3 It emerges from the outset as a form of  collective, juvenile, homosocial anger: 
it manifests in boyhood and is directed, almost always, at and against women and female 
characters who threaten the boys’ burgeoning sense of  manhood.

Indeed, this point is emphasized early on when a young Pardoe, embarrassed that 
he is sent to bed without supper for repeating a joke about Sinta’s mother’s weight, rages to 
a gang of  neighbourhood boys, Rubberknife, Bones, and Patch. The boys decide that they 
will get revenge on Sinta and her family. Yet the plan for revenge—narrated and carried 
out in the text without any sense of  hesitation or reflection—exceeds any conceivable act of  
revenge a child might consider. Here, retribution is unyielding and vulgar; it is unspeakably 
violent, as the boys decide the punishment should be, shockingly, to burn Sinta’s house to 
the ground with her and her family sleeping soundly inside of  it. The boys thus scheme an 
act of  immense communal masculine violence—indeed, an act of  murder—for a minor 
transgression that insults Pardoe’s burgeoning masculinity. Though Pardoe does not ac-
tively want to kill Sinta, he never considers the possibility that his actions may end her life. 
Rather, violence emerges as a naturalized response, carried out unthinkingly, throughout 
this scene and the story by its male characters, even when they are children. Tellingly, as 
Pardoe reflects on the scene, his emphasis is not on remorse or regret but rather on the fact 
that he views it important because it instigates his obsession with revenge. As Bone throws 
the “flaming missile” through Sinta’s window, Pardoe stands “listening for the sound of  
what he had done” and wonders, “Could it be that this long agonizing wailing within his 
skull was the nature of  revenge? It would not stop now” (Barrett, Lipskybound 9).4

While I want to argue here that Barrett is deeply critical of  the violence the boys 
commit, what makes the scene compelling is the way its narrative form collapses and under-
cuts the act of  violence to render it absurd. For though it depicts a scene of  overbearing yet 
troublingly matter-of-fact, normalized masculine violence, the way the scene is told—amid 
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a rapidly shifting array of  styles and points of  view—undermines its convincingness by 
making the rationale of  the attack appear unstable and contradictory. The scene, which 
takes place over a mere four pages in the novel, begins in the first person, as Pardoe laments, 
“How much of  my life is alive? And where is my voice when I am silent?” (Lipskybound 7); 
it then abruptly shifts to a third-person perspective that, in a detached fashion, describes 
how the “four boys formed a conical muster and thus seated . . . they created an incident of  
revenge” (8). This shift from the first person to the third person is striking, in that the expres-
sion of  first-person trauma is quickly transformed into a moment of  detached homosocial 
communal violence that is carried out without emotion, as if  to remind the reader that 
there remains a vast disconnect between the pain Pardoe experiences and the actions he 
carries out as a result of  that pain. Emotion and pain give way here to rote and unthinking 
violence—a point that is made explicit by the disorienting shift from first to third person.

Only moments later, the perspective shifts again and attempts to draw the read-
er into the narrative by employing the second-person perspective, noting, “You could cry 
for the sweat and stench that bruises your thoughts as you walk. You know such nights 
of  course. Nothing is seen and everything heard” (8), before concluding with a return to 
Pardoe’s first-person narration. The shift to second person in this scene, while not only 
jarring, implicates the readers in the violence of  the scene and, as such, urges them to 
consider their own views of  masculinity and violence.5 Through this confusing display of  
narrative experimentation and perspective shifts, readers are met with a sense of  unreality 
and disorientation, as the scene of  extreme violence is wrapped in conflicting shifts in tone 
and language. In structuring the narrative in this way, Barrett coerces readers to see and ex-
perience fractures within Pardoe’s rationale for embracing masculine violence by narrating 
it through rapidly shifting and uncertain prose that exposes the fault lines in the ideology of  
juvenile male rage and revenge that he champions. In other words, Pardoe’s justification for 
the act of  violence is laid bare as contradictory and uncertain, as the novel reveals how the 
logic of  male violence—particularly that which is directed against women—almost always 
collapses in on itself  and cannot be articulated convincingly or coherently.

The rapidly shifting narrative perspectives in this scene work to establish one of  the 
key themes and critiques of  masculinity in the novel: misdirection. The scene raises ques-
tions about what actions and behaviours justify violence and, further, intimates that the 
future violence we will see in the novel will be continuously misdirected and misplaced. In 
the scene above, Pardoe and the boys blame and attack Sinta for the punishment Pardoe’s 
parents inflict upon him—and not his parents, who are responsible for sending him to bed 
without supper. His rage and frustration cannot find a proper target, and the men in the 
text inevitably target women. Form mirrors content in this scene, as the narrative perspec-
tive is constantly redirected and the reader is pulled in multiple directions. Pardoe’s violent 
revenge is thereby rendered unsteady and disorienting, as the descriptions of  violence oscil-
late wildly within a single passage. The shifting tone and intentionality of  the presentation 
of  violence in the scene intimate the idea that the narration cannot find or settle on a stable 
justification for the act it describes and, as such, struggles to reframe and redefine why such 
violence is necessary. As such scenes demonstrate, Barrett carefully encourages the reader 
to think through how masculine violence is misdirected by employing a narrative structure 
that negotiates complex formal experimentation and social critique.6
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Ultimately, however, Pardoe’s rage does have an intended target: whiteness. This 
point is particularly important for, throughout the novel, Pardoe insists his conflict and in-
deed the impetus for his rage are not Sinta but the white-colonial order. Denied education 
or a sense of  hope on the island, Pardoe’s exilic experiences in London only exacerbate his 
seething anger, as his failure to become an artist and economic struggle make him more 
and more resentful and hopeless. He imagines himself  “a man locked in a white-walled cell 
in a madhouse, screaming of  his chronic hate of  all things white that pass before his black 
sight” (Barrett, Lipskybound 116). This sense of  feeling trapped and stifled—particularly 
in London, where Pardoe and Sinta reside for much of  the novel and where they remain 
culturally and racially ostracized—grows increasingly urgent. He reveals that his “unused 
desire” has become a “stranglehold,” and he seeks to confront, via hatred and force, the 
colonial authority that has denied him autonomy (25). Pardoe tells us that he “had devel-
oped a fear and hate of  white faces . . . and had, in fact, developed a near chronic hate of  
the very presence of  white in my world. And the whole world outside of  Sinta and myself  
seemed bleached in defiance of  my terror” (115). Seen this way, the whiteness of  Europe is 
inescapable and oppressive; seemingly embracing Frantz Fanon’s claim that “[t]he naked 
truth of  decolonization evokes for us the searing bullets and bloodstained knives which em-
anate from it . . . [we] can only triumph if  we use all means to turn the scale, including, of  
course, that of  violence” (Fanon 36), Pardoe chooses violence as his method of  resistance.

Yet Pardoe is never able to effectively target the white-colonial authority he seeks 
to bludgeon and instead turns his rage towards the more easily accessible target, women. 
Indeed, Lipskybound carefully depicts the reverberations of  ingrained schemas of  homosocial 
violence in the Caribbean by reminding readers of  the physical and psychological trauma 
it enacts on women. Though Sinta almost never repudiates Pardoe for his violent action 
throughout the novel, she nevertheless grows increasingly frightened by him, as Pardoe ac-
knowledges, “Sinta said she was afraid of  me now, being so still all the time, no word pass-
ing me without effort, no action in my mind, and the movement of  my body purely brutal, 
direct, uncensored, she was afraid” (14). Though Sinta remains terrified throughout the 
novel, she is unable to end the relationship and “accept[s] her bruises” (25); and at no point 
in the novel does Pardoe suggest that this fear is detrimental to their relationship. Shortly 
after Pardoe almost burns her alive, he begins beating her, describing in horrifying detail 
how “I often pinned her to the wall of  the room and hit her and hit her and hit her until she 
sank away from my hands loosely, conscious and with her eyes wide open and yet uncon-
scious in the manner of  her belief ” (25). Pardoe becomes less of  a threat against whiteness 
and colonialism than a threat to women, as he and the boys quickly learn and inscribe the 
idea that women are responsible for their lack of  power.

The violence that emerges and persists in the novel is rooted in male fragility and a 
fear of  ineffectuality that, far from threatening white oppressors, sustains further inequity. 
Indeed, in this regard, as Wesley Crichlow, Halimah A. F. DeShong, and Linden Lewis 
argue, processes of  decolonization, far from rejecting ideologies of  masculine violence em-
braced by the colonizer, often re-inscribe them. As they point out, “The nature of  decol-
onization and masculinity is the gendering of  consciousness or the reciprocal influence 
the colonized and the colonizer exercise on each other in the formation of  their respective 
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gendered masculine identities.” As such, they highlight the need to “challenge econom-
ic-masculinity and various forms of  Caribbean masculinities that emphasize sexual and 
violent overtones as dangerous and exciting,” as these forms of  masculinity sustain, rather 
than dismantle, colonial power. Though Pardoe imagines that his violence threatens an op-
pressive white society, his actions fail to target or threaten the order he seeks to overthrow, 
and instead he succeeds only in instilling violence, abuse, and fear in women.

Undeniably, the novel’s examination of  the efficacy of  violence echoes larger con-
versations about revolution and resistance that were happening throughout the region 
in the1960s and 70s. As Laurie R. Lambert notes, “The politics of  the late 1960s saw 
an increase in militancy in Caribbean literature under the rubric of  Black Power” (180) 
inspired by Walter Rodney’s idea that “it is through revolutionary action that imperial-
ists will recognize the humanity of  black people” (181). Though the collapse of  the West 
Indian Federation and “disillusionment with the compromises of  independence led to tes-
timonial literary movements seeking to allow marginalized elements of  society—peasants, 
Rastafarians, black women, the urban poor—to speak their own voices,” there was little 
consensus for how the lower classes—characters like Pardoe and Sinta in the novel—could 
resist against forms of  colonial oppression (Dalleo and Forbes 8). In many ways, then, the 
novel captures the sense of  disillusionment that dominated the late 1960s and 1970s across 
the Caribbean, in which a lack of  economic and social stability exacerbated feelings of  frus-
tration and continued social inequity; thus, questions of  violence and direct action became 
increasingly important. The questions raised by the Black Power movement, particularly 
concerning violence and pan-Africanism, were no doubt what Barrett had in mind when 
he remarked, as mentioned above, that the novel confronts the idea of  “vengeance in the 
soul of  the transplanted African.” Pardoe’s embrace of  African vengeance thereby firmly 
situates him within discourses of  Caribbean Black Power and, as such, entrenches the novel 
within the wider sociocultural debates of  the 1970s concerning resistance, marginalization, 
and violence.

Yet the uncertainty of  the moment and the pervasive regional sense of  disappoint-
ment encroaches on the novel, evident in both its form and content. It is telling that, in 
Barrett’s early drafts of  the novel, he wonders if  the depiction of  “natural vengeance” 
depicted in the novel “has worked”; his struggle to write the novel, which he began writing 
in the early 1960s and claimed to finish in 1972, reveals an increasing scepticism that male 
violence, as shown in the novel, can muster an effective critique against entrenched systems 
of  colonial power (Johnson 75). Instead, Barrett’s novel reveals an overt and justified sense 
of  anger and rage on the part of  its protagonists but suggests that such anger and rage is all 
too often misdirected and destructive, in that it repeatedly fails to (nor can it effectively) tar-
get the colonial order and instead further disempowers and brutalizes already marginalized 
populations, particularly Caribbean women.7 

The novel thus casts a sceptical glance at the ways in which male rage and violence 
function effectively as anti-colonial resistance. By depicting an ingrained and unrelenting 
sense of  homosocial anger, directed exclusively at female characters, early in the novel, and 
then depicting how its violent protagonist struggles and fails to reframe this anger as a revo-
lutionary force, Lipskybound lays bare the inefficacy of  a masculine force that can never quite 
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target the white-colonial order it seeks to overthrow. The novel carefully weighs its depic-
tion of  real violence against women, which is often severe, against its male characters’ con-
tradictory and ineffectual attempts to justify violence against them as a transgressive force, 
and, as such, urges readers to question its narrator’s—and men in general’s—justification 
for violence. By confronting ideologies of  Caribbean manhood that normalize violence 
against women as a revolutionary force, Barrett acknowledges how Caribbean women are 
subject to interminable cycles of  violence that undermine their worth and agency—and 
are also occluded from engaging in anti-colonial action and resistance movements. Barrett’s 
work, in this sense, contributes to the long-standing critical analysis of  the marginalization 
and erasure of  Caribbean women’s voices that has been explored by theorists such as Alison 
Donnell, Carol Boyce Davies, Elaine Savory Fido, and Belinda Edmondson, among many 
others, by making apparent how ideologies of  resistance and anti-colonial action frequently 
serve as methods that explicitly devalue and dehumanize Caribbean women.8

Repetition, Form, and Genre

While the novel’s experiments with perspective expose how male rage against the 
white-colonial order is often misdirected at women, closer attention to the novel reveals 
how its metafictional experimental tendencies continuously and subtly work to attack the 
seeming fixity of  misogynist tropes within Caribbean space. As is the case in Barrett’s first 
novel, Song for Mumu, Lipskybound’s experimentation with genre and cliché complicates the 
nature of  its social and cultural critique. In this regard, Barrett’s writing has a tendency to 
subtly interweave contrasting genres within a single narrative. In Lipskybound, the shifting 
style and form of  the novel often occurs metafictionally, and urges readers to reflect on how 
violence is typically represented in Caribbean fiction. Closer attention to the novel’s genre 
shifts and metafictional impulses reveal that the novel’s immense violence is intended not to 
chart a course forward or articulate a viable form of  resistance but rather to emphasize how 
masculine violence in the Caribbean is a tired and exhausted trope that proves, for Pardoe, 
seemingly impossible to escape.9

Lipskybound’s metafictional experiments with contrasting narrative styles and forms 
is not particularly subtle. After all, its plot focuses not only on Pardoe’s deeply troubling 
relationship with Sinta but also on his struggle to write and gain acceptance as an artist by 
producing original or inventive work. Pardoe repeatedly tries to write a novel that will bare 
his soul, but when he presents his work to a potential publisher, the publisher insists that 
Pardoe’s work is not “exotic” or sensational enough. In a key scene, the publisher critiques 
Pardoe’s form and wants him to write fiction that embraces what are essentially tropes and 
stereotypes about the Caribbean (43). Pardoe tries to explain

why had I chosen to break the language into such unusual rhythms instead of  
adhering to the brilliant tenets of  poetic form that tradition had ladened the 
medium with, and I answered, trying to score into his brain as with a knife 
into thick bark, the need I found to express my desire as felt and not as taught 
. . . but he laughed. (42)
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As the scene plays out, the publisher argues that Pardoe’s work is inauthentic, emphasizing 
how the work is not “what he would consider the honest expression of  a poet steeped in the 
exotic blood of  the island” (43).10 Firmly rooted in racist perceptions of  the Caribbean and 
black artists, the exchange is telling, given that the publisher demands what is essentially 
lurid sensationalism: for Pardoe to be published, he must write a novel that embraces exot-
icized representations of  Caribbean space and peoples.11 Undoubtedly, Lipskybound’s larger 
plot focuses on the relationship between Pardoe and Sinta, but the novel is also about the 
protagonist’s struggle to create authentic writing that bears or reflects what he perceives to 
be the “nature of  his soul.” But after repeated failure and rejection, Pardoe ceases trying to 
create inventive art. As Pardoe admits, “I had said too how I would never write but the way 
I wanted to write. Sing the way I wanted to sing regardless of  the hearer, but now . . . now 
confronted with the inevitability of  the anger I wanted to write a cheap and easy tale” (4).

The repeated emphasis on writing—and indeed, Pardoe’s admission at the start of  
Lipskybound that he has given up his dream and is now resigned to writing uninventive nar-
ratives—potentially suggests that the novel we are reading is indeed the “cheap and easy 
tale” he seemingly cannot help but write: a tale of  lurid violence that embraces stereotypes 
about Caribbean men and that interweaves stale and cliché plot lines into its structure, such 
as romance and adventure narratives. Indeed, if  we read closely, we can observe Barrett ef-
fectively adopting and employing “cheap and easy” archetypal subplots that, in many ways, 
seem out of  place in the novel but also urge readers to think critically about genre, tropes, 
and character archetypes. This metafictional struggle between innovation and a repudia-
tion of  literary tropes—or worse, stories that embrace the publisher’s ideas of  stereotypes 
about both Caribbean men and women—are firmly at play in the novel, and Barrett’s work 
is quick to examine the question of  whether Pardoe’s and, in many ways, Sinta’s stories are 
their own—or rather ones they have been made to inhabit, particularly in regard to gender 
and race.

In this regard, it is worth exploring Barrett’s incorporation of  narrative archetypes 
and cliché plot lines in more depth. Early in the novel, but not before becoming increas-
ingly violent, Pardoe becomes a sailor in order to “find himself ”—and to become a man. 
His reasoning is, of  course, vague, and his impetus is largely the fact that an older boy he 
admires is a sailor and seems like more of  a man than he does. As such, Pardoe embraces 
sailing and the very idea that an adventure and strife will make him both a man and an 
artist. In the course of  several trips, the novel merges into a sequence of  Bildungsroman 
clichés. Pardoe is initially ostracized but comes to earn the respect of  his crew; he earns the 
trust and friendship of  a fellow outsider, but his friend tragically dies. Pardoe writes home to 
Sinta—and the two exchange saccharine letters expressing their sadness about being apart. 
In a novel in which the text’s strange form and inexplicable violence repeatedly disorients 
and unsettles readers, the emergence of  a wistful sailing-adventure narrative seems both 
abrupt and absurd. The scene reads like a series of  stock images and clichés designed to 
appeal to a mass audience and, as it continues, Pardoe, while docked, meets Carmen—a 
character who emerges as the embodiment of  male fantasy. A sex-starved single woman, 
Carmen takes a liking to Pardoe, and they begin a relationship.
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As Carmen tells it, she is a “whore,” but a whore made just for his unique circum-
stances. Their relationship will be passionate and in the spirit of  loves they have both lost. 
It will not threaten Pardoe’s relationship with Sinta; rather, it will embolden it. Carmen, we 
learn, is also struggling with a lost love. As she puts it:

I am not just a whore, I am a faint breath, a reminder of  past love. I never 
join the screaming mothers who grub at the foot of  the gangplank for coins to 
buy their children’s bread, but I wait in the shade for the one man from every 
ship who has a great longing and because I have a great longing in me too 
he invariably comes to me, and we share our hope. (Barrett, Lipskybound 21)

On the one hand, Carmen—and the scene in general—serves to fulfil Pardoe’s misogynist 
imagination of  women, as here Carmen exists to soothe his emotional and sexual longing. 
On the other hand, as the text implies, this experience—and with it the very notion of  the 
tortured male artist who leaves to find himself—is an overt image of  repetition and unin-
ventiveness. The story metafictionally implies that there is nothing inventive or original 
about Pardoe’s romantic adventure plot.

Someone, argues Carmen, always comes: there is always another sailor, and in this 
sense, Pardoe’s experiences of  longing and sadness lack any sense of  innovation or individ-
uality. There is nothing unique about his quest. Carmen is the muse of  an endless queue 
of  tortured artists who seek escape and emancipation, and the scene thus undermines the 
seriousness and uniqueness of  Pardoe’s repeated attempt to bare his soul through his art, 
while also providing another story altogether: a sailing narrative in which women exist sole-
ly through the lens of  male fantasy. Pardoe’s quest is therefore undercut by the idea that the 
narrative we are reading is ultimately a clichéd, misogynist refrain that, far from revealing 
a world view or aesthetic “felt and not as taught,” espouses only banality and misogynist 
uninventiveness (Barrett, Lipskybound 42). The story is one that Pardoe—and every other 
male sailor—has been taught. After all, the notion of  the sex-starved, longing woman—one 
who will never become pregnant, forbids sustained emotional attachment, and seeks to ease 
the tortured artist—mirrors, and to a degree fulfils, Pardoe’s deluded view that a woman’s 
primary role is to provide inspiration for the male artist. The scene therefore both embraces 
and taunts Pardoe’s reductive view of  women and artistry by emphasizing the very fact that 
what he searches for is itself  a tired quest of  misogynist longing. Pardoe and Carmen thus 
morph into both archetypes, confined to play out staid and restrictive gender performanc-
es that establish a story that is the very antithesis of  the kind of  writing Pardoe yearns to 
produce.

Yet Pardoe, despite Carmen’s insistence that their relationship is not unique, can-
not perceive the banality and predictability of  the experience, imagining his relationship 
with Carmen to be a potential “recreation” of  himself  (Barrett, Lipskybound 22). Barrett 
ingeniously plays with tropes of  repetition and recreation here, and lampoons generic con-
ventions and static gender roles. Pardoe eventually grows bored of  Carmen and the plot, 
and becomes predictably abusive to her, which of  course is less a recreation than a re-em-
brace of  his formerly violent persona.12 Yet the theme of  recreation takes on a more literal 
meaning in the text here. Indeed, Pardoe’s eventual absence will be met with the very fact 
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that the story we have just read will repeat itself. His place will be taken by another man 
the moment he sails way. In this sense, the recreation he longs for occurs not in the way he 
intends, for Carmen has told us, explicitly, that after Pardoe leaves, the process will begin 
again. The novel thus confronts the fixity and inevitability of  archetypal and entrenched 
gender roles in the Caribbean, in which men are relegated to positions of  violence and in 
which women are doomed to submission. Carmen’s attempt to exert some autonomy over 
her sexual identity is, of  course, only temporary—and by the end of  the scene, she is entire-
ly submissive to Pardoe and doomed to be interminably abused and exploited.

Barrett’s nihilistic musing on masculinity and artistry can therefore be seen to ridicule 
and critique the mythology of  the exilic male Caribbean artist that defined the Windrush 
era. Far from an image of  the male Caribbean artist who leaves to write in Europe to find 
his audience and himself, what emerges is an endless cycle of  male artists who imagine 
themselves to be unique and innovative but instead espouse the same tired clichés and 
tropes, engaging and relying on female inspiration to make themselves male artists; but 
their fragile masculinity exposes the myth of  the tortured artist, which results not in aes-
thetic invention or a sense of  artistic empowerment but in misogynist and predictable male 
violence. Pardoe’s boredom and violence cause him to end the relationship—but in doing 
so, he does not and cannot realize that his identity is a tired and violent archetype. Pardoe 
never asks why Carmen’s relationships with the others sailors end, as he cannot fathom the 
very fact that his artistry and world view are ready-made and cliché.

As if  to leave no doubt that the novel is toying with genre and narrative conventions, 
following the end of  Pardoe’s relationship with Carmen and the text’s exploration of  cliché, 
the narrative’s form rapidly unravels as the next chapter begins with a fragmented open-
ing in which the structure of  the novel not only shifts into a more experimental mode but 
also directly references writing itself. As the chapter begins, the style changes significantly. 
Pardoe reflects:

Light on the eye, the morning heading straight for the centre of  the ball, 
blinding me . . . pull the sheet up the bridge of  the nose at least . . . no pro-
tection none, now the morning is pummeling the head, barren instance . . . 
the faint shape of  the typewriter accusing the sleepy thoughts, some kind of  
failure, a seizure’s more like it, but if  she were here . . . (Barrett, Lipskybound 
23–24)

In experimenting with style and form in a way that smashes stream of  consciousness ex-
perimentation against clichéd narrative vignettes, and in framing the typewriter as an an-
tagonist that often marks a metafictional tension between archetype and innovation, the 
novel foregrounds the challenges and difficulties between telling stories in familiar ways and 
finding new ways to tell them—particularly in relation to gender.

Racial Performance and Inescapable Violence

While the novel, as previously noted, experiments with archetypes and generic cli-
chés to explore the implications of  masculine violence throughout its narrative, Pardoe is 
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forced, towards the novel’s conclusion, to confront more overtly the rationale behind his 
violence and misogyny and behind his own participation in racist stereotypes and clichés. 
Indeed, the novel’s examination of  the fixity of  gender roles becomes more urgent as it 
nears its end, as Pardoe is quite literally hired by the Major to carry out and perform a rac-
ist stereotype. In a closed-door meeting that Pardoe assumes will be about his art, the Major 
instead reveals that he has taken Pardoe under his wing not, as Pardoe assumes, because he 
believes in his potential as an artist but in order to sexually assault and brutalize the Major’s 
own daughter. The Major tells Pardoe, “I want you to give it to her . . . through her belly 
and up to her throat and out of  her mouth . . . with killing force . . . do anything you wish 
to her . . . just do it” (Barrett, Lipskybound 129). The art the Major hires Pardoe to produce, 
in other words, is to carry out the performance of  a grotesque and horrific stereotype—one 
that will engage and satisfy the Major’s racist, sexual desire. In this context, Pardoe’s vio-
lence can be perceived not as transgressive or a form of  resistance but rather as a tool of  
amusement by the colonial order: the Major, who regularly wears British military regalia, 
funds Pardoe’s artistry only to carry out the narrative of  his racist fantasy that black men 
are overtly sexual and violent.13

Pardoe’s misogyny and self-assuredness, however, blinds him to the reality of  his 
own exploitation. For though Pardoe accepts the Major’s terms to play the savage, he con-
tinues to maintain that he is not the Major’s dupe and that he is not the stereotype the 
Major wants him to be. Deelouise, the Major’s daughter, upon first meeting him, acknowl-
edges, “Ahah . . . so you’re [the Major’s] latest toy. Pardoe V. is it?” (Barrett, Lipskybound 
126). Pardoe insists he is “no toy” (126). Yet, he does not have control of  the narrative that 
he is coerced to perform. Whereas Pardoe imagines violence as a threat to the colonial 
order, the violence he carries out is indicative of  it and indeed sustains it. The persona 
Pardoe embraces is that of  the white fantasy that he desperately yearns to avoid: the violent 
brute—the black savage—that he is persistently framed as. For the Major, like the publisher, 
there exists only a single role that Caribbean men can inhabit. It is not difficult to observe 
Barrett’s intervention here, as the novel intimates, over and over again, that the roles Pardoe 
plays and often unthinkingly performs are colonial inscriptions that, far from threatening 
the white-colonial order, embolden its perceptions of  black incivility and savagery. While 
the novel begins by exposing Pardoe’s deluded belief  that misogynist violence is a form of  
anti-colonial action, by the end of  the novel, Pardoe’s violence has lost its teeth, and his 
unchecked male rage becomes less a threat than a means for the colonial order to affirm an 
array of  horrific racist stereotypes about black men.

Significantly, moments in the text that intimate that Pardoe’s narrative is not his 
own—or that he cannot convincingly play the role of  the embodied savage—are met with 
moments of  metafictional hesitation where the narration simply breaks down. Scenes of  
rage and masculinity are repeatedly followed by an unravelling of  the text’s narrative form 
that undermines the power Pardoe imagines he has to resist. Though Pardoe insists that 
he will make the white prostitute Mersy “beg for mercy”—and seeks to exploit, with unre-
lenting glee, her and other white women who view him as a sexual object and are entirely 
reliant on and subservient to him—the death of  one of  those women (Moxy) from a her-
oin overdose results in a narrative shift in which Pardoe’s ability to play the role of  violent 
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antagonist momentarily disintegrates, as the narrative style abruptly shifts to that of  des-
peration and apology. This scene emerges near the end of  the novel, after Moxy overdoses 
on the heroin that Pardoe gave her; Pardoe is unable to continue with his narration, and 
the form collapses:

I must find a belief  and learn to believe in destination . . . green, green. Pass 
me by swiftly trees of  late spring . . . leaves green pass me by . . . press on . 
. . you must. . . . Well, whose fault is it if  she shoots her whole life brimful 
o’death? . . . I never gave the order . . . don’t you finger me. . . . I wish you 
birds would stop your screaming . . . I tell you I am not at fault . . . I look after 
me and only me Mr. Insanity Baiter . . . I won’t go mad . . . no I won’t . . . 
caution now.

Board the bus. (Barrett, Lipskybound 106)

What is telling in Pardoe’s monologue is the notion that he is not in control of  his actions: 
that he is not to blame and is not at fault, as well as the very idea that he is being coerced 
into madness. The story, as it were, stops here, as if  to suggest that Pardoe cannot exist be-
yond the role he has unthinkingly learned to inhabit.

Yet if  this discussion of  stereotypes and objectification seems familiar, it is no doubt 
because these scenes, in many ways, mirror the analysis of  white fantasy and the exoticiza-
tion of  black men’s bodies that was prevalent in many Caribbean novels of  the mid-twen-
tieth century. And, indeed, Pardoe’s sexualized violence towards and against white women 
is of  course a theme in novels such as Selvon’s The Lonely Londoners, George Lamming’s The 
Emigrants, and Jan Carew’s The Last Barbarian; many of  the themes and instances at play 
in these scenes also greatly resemble occurrences in Andrew Salkey’s novel The Adventures 
of  Catullus Kelly. As Houlden points out, many of  these works “employ many of  the same 
techniques, using fractured narratives to bring to life their protagonists’ quest for selfhood 
and offering a range of  narrative viewpoints,” which include shifting perspectives and dis-
integration of  the narrative voice (78–79). For Houlden, these novels’ depiction of  white 
fantasies about black bodies—particularly in terms of  men—“challenge the stereotypes 
power” but also “reveal the difficulty of  escaping its reach” (78).

Yet the later publication of  Lipskybound, which was seemingly released fifteen years 
after Barrett had claimed to have begun writing the novel, in many ways signals and re-
sponds to these aforementioned narratives—as well as to stereotypes of  black masculinity 
as a whole—and suggests instead that new methods of  discussing masculinity must emerge 
in Caribbean fiction. In this regard, towards the end of  the text, an explicit metafictional 
crisis emerges in the novel, as Pardoe, following his encounter with the Major, starts to more 
overtly wrestle with what kind of  novel he is writing and begins to wonder whether he can 
escape the influence and familiarity of  stereotypes in his own work. Lipksybound thus begins 
to resemble Pardoe’s own work more and more, as Pardoe starts to embrace the idea of  
writing the “cheap and easy tale” that he mentioned at the beginning of  the novel, as he 
ultimately concludes that the only way he can gain an audience is to “write a simple tale of  
sensational attitudes common to this world that we survive within. A simple tale that they, 
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those we see every day will know” (136). His novel will therefore “chronicle the simplicities 
of  their own existence as they seem them daily” (136). Pardoe insists he will “cheat” (136) 
his readers, implying that he knows that the narrative he will write is what they want to see 
and expect; and, of  course, the vision that Pardoe articulates here explicitly resembles the 
novel rife with stereotypes of  black-male savagery that we have just read. Sinta, however, 
cautions him that there is great danger sacrificing his artistic vision to “a tale of  common 
simplicities in the common world” (136), and at the very end of  the text, another possible 
work emerges, one that is “the short tale and song he’d forged of  his suffering and left in 
the torturous garret to feed the eyes that followed his fall” (138), called “Love in the Eye 
Green.” As the novel concludes, two potential paths emerge: one that tells the familiar story 
of  blackness through common stereotypes and another more urgent and more evocative 
story of  unchecked Afro-Caribbean trauma and suffering. While Pardoe yearns to tell the 
latter, it becomes clear what story he has written and which one readers have read.

Understood this way, Lipskybound’s metafictional element becomes a commentary 
on how difficult it is to escape the commonality of  narrative form and literary expectation, 
especially concerning narratives of  male violence. The novel questions, through a narrative 
that constantly sabotages the convincingness of  the events of  its own narrative, whether this 
is the only way to tell stories about black men in Caribbean fiction. Lipskybound, read this 
way, thereby confronts essentialized Caribbean representations of  men and male violence 
by both depicting stereotypes of  violent men and also destabilizing them by seemingly ac-
knowledging that what we are reading is a collection of  common and pervasive stereotypes. 
At the same time, it imagines the possibility of  an emerging counter-narrative that embrac-
es pain and suffering without relying on dangerous archetypes of  male Caribbean identity.

Indeed, it is these same stories about men and about violent masculinity, argues 
Lewis, that are continuously told across the Caribbean. As Lewis notes:

[W]e cannot continue to treat the category of  masculinity and men as some 
homogeneous and undifferentiated bloc. . . . Men’s lives are far too compli-
cated and nuanced to be reduced to some of  the caricatures that pass as anal-
yses of  Caribbean masculinity. . . . Moreover, examining Caribbean mascu-
linities in their complex totality allows one to transcend familiar constraining 
paradigms  . . . Such an examination could also move one’s analysis beyond 
trite dichotomies—macho man versus wimp, one-woman-man versus Village 
Ram (promiscuous man). The argument against such formulations could also 
be made even when these perspectives are revised and more creatively de-
ployed to understand how men in the region construct their gendered iden-
tities. (107)

Barrett’s work anticipates Lewis’s critique; it does not explicitly call into question Pardoe’s 
actions and behaviour, however. Rather, it unravels them by continuously undercutting his 
actions and embrace of  patriarchy. The stories, in other words, are not convincing; they 
are not powerful but rather a series of  ineffectual, tired racist tropes about black Caribbean 
men.
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All told, Barrett’s violent, difficult novel articulates a compelling metafictional anal-
ysis of  masculine violence as an ineffectual mode of  resistance. The novel’s scepticism of  
masculine violence—and its examination of  the failure of  Caribbean men to reject patriar-
chal world views—can thus be seen as a critique of  the ineffectiveness of  Caribbean resis-
tance movements to cast off relics of  colonial indoctrination. The novel does not repudiate 
the very real presence of  vengeance and/or the value of  violence. It suggests instead that 
uncritical adoptions of  male rage are detrimental to effective ideological and physical re-
sistance, and that, in many instances, such adoptions solidify, rather than overturn, colonial 
power structures, both home and abroad.

More explicitly, however, the novel reminds readers that the victims of  this rage are 
almost always women. For, at the end of  the novel and upon Pardoe’s death, the final image 
we see is not simply that of  his regret or remorse but that of  Sinta’s suffering and fear, and 
the very real repercussions of  his abuse and violence. As the novel concludes, the narrator 
reflects, “The candles showing you the grave on every curve. How long he weeps, how much 
longer will her terror be?” (Barrett, Lipskybound 140). Under an ideology of  resistance that 
privileges only masculine violence, there is no place, the novel reminds us, for Caribbean 
women outside the confines of  fear and suffering. In this way, Barrett’s novel encourages a 
fascinating rethinking of  masculine violence as a means of  anti-colonial resistance.
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Notes
1 Brathwaite ultimately condemns the stylistic shifts in Song for Mumu, argu-

ing, “The problem [with the novel] is that the headlong fantasy has, from 
time to time, to be abruptly halted . . . for the demands of  conventional 
narrative or explanation. . . .This kind of  sentimental realism, repeated so 
often in the novel, involves a sacrifice of  metaphor which is the poet’s only 
beacon” (13).

2 For an overview of  scholarship on Caribbean masculinity, see Caribbean 
Masculinities; Cummings and Donnell 9–11; Houlden 7–8.

3 This idea is explored in Bucknor. Building off the criticism of  Elsa Leo-
Rhynie, Janet Brown, and Barry Chevannes—whose work explores the 
socialization of  Caribbean male-gender identities—Bucknor acknowledg-
es the processes through which, “the feminine is associated with weakness, 
softness, vulnerability and emotionalism. The virulence associated with 
the rejection of  ‘the feminine’ as part of  Caribbean masculinities often has 
recourse to violent discipline” (xiii). 

4 The scene, in many ways, echoes Linden Lewis’s affirmation that mas-
culinity in the Caribbean is rooted in both homosocial bonding and the 
ways in which femininity is perceived to threaten that bond. As Lewis ar-
gues: “Masculinity also has much to do with men’s relationships to women. 
There is a sense in which men in society collectively define masculinity for 
few acts are more threatening to men than a public interrogation or ridi-
cule of  their masculinity by a woman” (96). The attack scene establishes a 
landscape in which the development of  male violence is ingrained, institu-
tional, and sensational, and this violence smashes against a world in which 
female characters learn to accept the male characters’ continual, normal-
ized acts of  violence that typically emerge when masculinity is threatened. 

5 For a more thorough analysis of  reader reception in experimental Carib-
bean literature, see Marley. 

6 Houlden cautions that different audiences determine how stereotypes 
function in Caribbean fiction—that is, a white British reader will respond 
differently than a Caribbean one to a stereotype (59). Yet Lipskybound’s rap-
idly shifting styles work to mitigate potentially differing interpretations, as 
it is unlikely that any reader would come away from this scene and per-
ceive Pardoe’s violence as justified, rational, or in any way convincing. 
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7 Barrett, of  course, was not alone in his scepticism as, even within liter-
ary communities themselves, writers like Derek Walcott, as Lambert notes, 
were unsettled by the privileging of  African rather than hybridized identity 
in the Caribbean and looked at the Black Power movement with consid-
erable scepticism (Lambert 185). Indeed, what Donette Francis has called 
“radical skepticism” manifests throughout the period—particularly in the 
late 1960s, evident in texts such as Orlando Patterson’s nihilistic, metafic-
tional attack on Caribbean arts and letters, An Absence of  Ruins—but is also 
present in Barrett’s text (49). That the violence in Lipskybound is ineffectual 
is therefore hardly surprising, especially given the wider sense of  disen-
chantment that pervaded the region as Barrett was writing the novel. Sim-
ilarly, Ronald Cummings and Alison Donnell argue that “[m]any of  the 
critical footholds that the agendas of  decoloniality and cultural national-
ism advanced in the period from the 1920s to the 1960s were already be-
ginning to be challenged and complicated from the 1970s onwards, as the 
flaws and compromises of  the postcolonial Caribbean showed themselves. 
An increasing restlessness with ideas of  narrating the nation and with iden-
tities excluded from model citizenship means that writings from the period 
present both departures from and contestations with the work of  previous 
generations” (9).

8 For a useful summary of  gender criticism in Caribbean studies, see Harri-
son.

9 The inability to escape the stranglehold of  masculine violence in the Carib-
bean is explored by Houlden. Houlden reveals “the suffering of  Caribbean 
men due to their entrapment in the fantasy of  the hypersexual black male” 
by exploring works that make “use of  a range of  tactics—from self-edu-
cation and revolutionary change through to violent retribution—in order 
to challenge the stereotype’s power.” Such works “reveal the difficulty of  
escaping its reach” (78).

10 This scene, in many ways, brings to mind Caribbean Voices’ debate about 
whether or not the works they featured should embrace depictions of  “lo-
cal colour” (see Griffith 39).

11 In addition to the content, the editor is also troubled by Pardoe’s formal 
experimentation and argues, derisively, that Pardoe’s poems are not cul-
tured or evolved enough to experiment with form. As he puts it, “Mr. Eliot 
has tradition to break with, you people have only just begun to be in the 
cultured world” (Barrett, Lipskybound 43).

12 Carmen, like Sinta, becomes increasingly scared of  Pardoe. Pardoe reveals 
how “sometimes I screamed at her for not bringing me a gift. I had to. 
I needed anger now to alleviate the boredom. It got bad and she would 
tremble everytime I murmured something secretive beneath my breath” 
(Barrett, Lipskybound 23). 
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13 See Houlden’s analysis of  V. S. Naipaul’s Guerillas, in which Houlden, an-
alysing a similar scene of  rape and sexual violence, argues that “[w]omen 
function as pawns in this exchange, useful only as possessions by which 
the black male can measure his usurpation of  white male privilege. Here, 
then, the avenging black male merely shores up the racial schema that cre-
ated his psychic wound in the first instance, attesting to Fanon’s description 
of  the ‘pathological’ relationship between black and white” (53).
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Kaie Kellough's volume Magnetic Equator (McClelland and Stewart, 2019).
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Introduction

At the beginning of  The Penguin Book of  the Prose Poem, Jeremy Noel-Tod observes 
that the prose poem, “a form that has sometimes been regarded with suspicion . . . is now 
suddenly everywhere” (xix). Recent major prize wins by poets such as Claudia Rankine and 
Anthony Vahni Capildeo, whose collections put prose poetry at centre stage, attest to this 
observation.1 It is significant that poets located within the Caribbean and its diaspora have 
been at the leading edge of  this recent surge in the prominence of  the form. It is also signif-
icant that these contributions to the form all too frequently hide in plain sight. Explorations 
of  the form by practitioners like Rankine, Capildeo, and contemporaries including Kei 
Miller, Andre Bagoo, and Christian Campbell have so far gone largely unacknowledged in 
academic criticism on prose poetry.

While there are a few articles that discuss prose poetry by writers from the Caribbean 
and the Caribbean diaspora (e.g., Kravosky; Jenkins), robust exploration of  prose poetry in 
the Caribbean context has been limited. In the articles cited above, analysis of  what is con-
tributed by the form of  the prose poem ceases at the observation that the poem has been 
written in prose poetry. The form of  the poem is treated as a matter of  taxonomy rather 
than of  meaning. There is also very limited research exploring the significance of  prose 
poetry in locations other than Western Europe, the United States, and Canada.2 An impli-
cation of  this is that on occasions when Caribbean and Caribbean-diasporic poets are af-
filiated with the prose poem by literary critics, the relationship between the Caribbean and 
the form of  the prose poem remains unexplored. So, for instance, while Noel-Tod brings 
an illuminating focus to Capildeo’s prose poetics in “Immeasurable as One” (2018), he 
explores their work in relation to a British prose poetry tradition. A different framing that 
occludes the Caribbean can be observed in Paul Hetherington and Cassandra Atherton’s 
Prose Poetry (2020), in which poetry by Capildeo, Rankine, Bagoo, and Miller, as well as by 
important progenitors Dionne Brand and M. NourbeSe Philip, is cited; yet reference to the 
Caribbean is omitted beyond a passing reference to Trinidad in a quoted interview com-
ment by Capildeo (Hetherington and Atherton 242).

This article will begin to address this critical lacuna by conducting readings of  prose 
poems by Campbell, Miller, Capildeo, and Bagoo—poets who have been selected because 
their distinct and innovative approaches to the form showcase the breadth and innovation 
of  prose poetry in the Caribbean and its diaspora. It is also pertinent to note at this point 
that, at times in their careers, each poet discussed has written and published both within 
and outside of  the geographical limits of  the Caribbean region, and all have significant 
audiences beyond the Caribbean— complexities of  poetic identity that will be explored 
further in the readings that follow. In “J.M.B.’s Dehistories” (2015), a long prose poetic 
homage to Jean-Michel Basquiat, Campbell capitalizes on the “capaciousness” (209) of  
the prose poem, collaging intertexts from Gwendolyn Brooks to Derek Walcott to craft 
an argument about how art can provide the “spatiotemporal derangement required for a 
diasporic subject to survive” (213). In Utter (2013), Capildeo exposes the multifarity of  the 
prose poem, employing the form to create both imagistically fragmented lyrics and bitterly 
humorous monologues. By doing so, they observe and resist the career-shaping “marketing 
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and identity politics” that can conspire to “crush” the voice of  the poet (“Language”). In 
The Cartographer Tries to Map a Way to Zion (2014), Miller approaches the form through orality 
and oral culture. In the “Place Name” poems (2014), prose poetry is employed to ironically 
reference encyclopedia entries that simultaneously reveal the folkloric origins of  Jamaican 
place names and critique the colonial record-making processes that have obscured their 
histories. In the final section of  Pitch Lake (2017), Bagoo transitions between prose poems 
and a short story, dissolving the boundary between the two in a metaphorical invocation 
of  our need to question limiting notions of  boundaries, in this instance, those of  sexuality 
and gender.

In analysing a range of  interpretations of  the form, this article aims to sketch the 
contours of  a Caribbean prose poetic tradition. The readings that follow will therefore con-
sider the following questions: Why do Campbell, Miller, Capildeo, and Bagoo choose the 
prose poem? What affinities do their renderings of  the form share? What does analysis of  
the Caribbean prose poem offer the genre of  prose poetry? To approach these questions, 
I deploy the concept of  worrying the line as both a critical methodology and metaphorical 
framework. I build on Cheryl Wall’s seminal book of  the same title, where she uses the 
trope to examine how African American woman writers “revise, subvert and extend the 
literary traditions to which they are heir” (245). The methodological practice of  worrying 
the line of  received literary tradition is significant to a discussion of  prose poetry, given 
the occlusion of  the Caribbean from this critical sphere. This shortcoming needs to be ad-
dressed, for instance, in order to properly contextualize the works of  the poets discussed in 
this article in relation to the seminal regional predecessors from whom they take influence, 
including Brand, Kamau Brathwaite, and Philip. In this article, therefore, worrying the line 
constitutes a critical practice that seeks to challenge both the dominance of  Euro-American 
poets in studies on form in poetry and the dominance of  the poetic line on the page, explor-
ing the critical and artistic limitations that arise from these vantages.

The prose poem, unlike other forms of  poetry, is not constituted by author-deter-
mined lines. I argue that this worrying of  the poetic line has implications on multiple scales: 
in minuscule, as individual phrases and ideas run into each other, where the line would 
have separated them; but also on a more pervasive metaphorical level, as other critically 
established lines—national, gendered, cultural, artistic, and philosophical—are called into 
question. As I will explore, in the hands of  Campbell, Miller, Capildeo, and Bagoo, unset-
tling the construction of  the poetic line opens space for innovative and genre-blurring work 
that thinks beyond the paradigm of  Euro-American prose poetry that is sometimes taken by 
critics to represent the sum of  the form. By doing so, the poets explored in this article probe 
at the limits of  the form, making vital contributions to its overall development.

“J.M.B.’s Dehistories” by Christian Campbell

“J.M.B.’s Dehistories” is an ekphrastic long prose poem that ruminates on the work 
and identity of  Jean-Michel Basquiat. The poem was composed by Campbell (who was 
born in the Bahamas and now lives in Toronto) to accompany an exhibition of  Basquiat’s 
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art. Taking visual influence from Basquiat’s art, Campbell combines a bricolage of  dispa-
rate prose poetic fragments into a discursive prose poetic essay. These fragments “narra-
tively push and pull against each other” (Rarey). One such narrative tension within the 
piece is the question of  how to respond to the legacies of  colonialism in the processes of  
generating (and critiquing) creative work. Speaking of  Basquiat, Campbell foregrounds 
the necessity of  considering works of  art originating from the Caribbean outside of  US-
Eurocentric critical frameworks. In “J.M.B.’s Dehistories,” Campbell proposes the titular 
term dehistories, explaining, “I propose the term ‘dehistories’ slyly, to reference though divert 
from ‘dehistoricize’—a cardinal sin in contemporary cultural theory. But what is this ‘de’ in 
‘dehistories’? The dissonant possibilities of  ‘de’ at once suggest removal, reversal, departure 
and intensification” (214). Campbell continues:

It is not so much a removal from historical context as a recontextualizing 
movement off the beaten path of  the timeline. In other words, to create dehis-
tories (for I am suggesting it is fundamentally a creative process) is an ethical 
injunction to live both inside and outside history, to live in and out of  time. 
(214; emphasis in original)

This notion of  stepping “off the beaten path” of  history chimes with earlier arguments by 
Walcott, who the speaker quotes within the piece, cautioning against “servitude to the muse 
of  history” (Walcott 37).

To contextualize further analysis of  Campbell’s prose poem, it is pertinent to con-
sider the dehistory of  the prose poem. Two factors have been instrumental in the limiting 
way prose poetry is framed by critics. First, there is a general critical bias towards Euro-
American poetic traditions in academia, which takes place explicitly through the much 
higher output of  research on this body of  literature and more implicitly through the fre-
quent uncritical use of  Euro-American terminological frameworks and philosophies of  po-
etry, even in the analysis of  other anglophone literatures. The second issue, which is linked 
to the first, is a subsequent narrowed critical formulation of  the prose poetic form that can 
arise from these biases.

As described in the introduction to this article, prose poetry is written across the an-
glo-sphere, notably by a number of  Caribbean poets who have recently started to receive 
more literary recognition. Nonetheless, structural characteristics of  the form are contextu-
alized against a Eurocentric narrative of  the form’s development that obscures the contri-
butions of  Caribbean poets. In British Prose Poetry (2018), Jane Monson gives the following 
succinct overview of  what is traditionally regarded to be the historical narrative of  the 
prose poem:

By way of  background, the historical timeline tends to follow a particular 
narrative, more or less between Baudelaire, via the Decadent and Symbolist 
movements through to modernist writers of  poetry and prose in America, 
Europe and the UK, and landing in a host of  contemporary writers of  prose 
and poetry—all genders, all races, all classes, both traditional and experi-
mental, among them the writers listed earlier, but with many more emerging. 
(1–2)
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Although Monson does describe this as a “particular narrative,” implying this is a subjective 
interpretation of  the prose poem’s history, she does not go on to offer an alternative histor-
ical perspective from which to contextualize the form. This historical account underplays 
the existence of  multiple historical precedents for the form, historicizing disproportionately 
from the perspective of  European literary tradition.3 This narrative is corroborated in the 
majority of  critical accounts of  the prose poem’s evolution, which focus on the form’s “or-
igin” in France (Franklin; Caws and Riffaterre; Cohn). Explorations of  the form’s contem-
porary use are primarily concerned with innovations that have taken place in the United 
States (Fredman; Delville; Lehman; McDowell and Rzicznek; Monte).

Prose was not always conceived as the dominant form of  written expression, even 
if  it has over time gradually become “naturalised” as the written mode to which all others 
are compared (Fredman 3). Verse is believed to have originated as a literary medium earlier 
than prose; the earliest evidence of  poetic texts is found in Egypt dating between 1900 and 
1800 BC, and by 1000 BC, examples of  “sophisticated prosodies” can be found in China, 
India, and Greece (Steele 1512).

Some of  the earliest examples of  prose poetry originate from China, where Han 
dynasty poets wrote a form of  rhymed prose called fu, a term that is usually translated as 
“rhapsody” in English (McDowell and Rzicznek xv). Fu can be described as compositions 
that straddle the boundary between poetry and prose, in which the subject (which could be 
an object, feeling, person, or place) is described in great detail from as many perspectives as 
possible. The fu form was a genre of  performance that featured “recitation without singing” 
(Owen 8). In the case of  the fu, it is not the line break but characteristics including varia-
tions in rhyme, “ornate style, . . . elaborate description, hyperbole, repetition of  synonyms, 
extensive cataloguing, [and] difficult language” that make the form poetic (Knechtges 530).

While Campbell does not compose “J.M.B.’s Dehistories” as a homage to the fu, it is 
worth noting that the formal characteristics of  the poem bear far more relation to this tra-
dition of  poetry than to the French tradition. In “J.M.B.’s Dehistories,” Campbell uses the 
prose poem to accommodate materials that could not be so easily accommodated, spatially 
speaking, within a free-verse poem. Take for instance the following lines:

We all have our Basquiats. Which is to say we all want a piece of  him. We all 
are a piece of  him. And yea verily we have dubbed him:

First Black Art Star (F.B.A.S.), Graffiti God, H.N.I.C. of  the Gallery Glitterati, 
Patron Saint of  Afro-Punk, Diaspora Diviner, Lynchpin of  Hipsters, Ultimate 
Hustler, T-shirt Deity, Angel of  Street Pharmacists, Queer Hero, Immigrant 
Success Story, New York City Centaur, Tragic Black Genius #208450, Congo 
Drum Conundrum, Bomba-Rara Prince, Radiant Child . . . (208)

Contrary to Charles Baudelaire’s concept of  the prose poem as a form that can priori-
tize brevity and lyrical intensity, the characteristics of  prose that Campbell employs in the 
text are discursiveness and roominess. As the speaker remarks in part 5, Basquiat seemed 
to possess a “near-maniacal capaciousness that seems to want to archive everything” (209; 
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emphasis in original). This desire to archive, record, and interpret everything is mirrored 
in Campbell’s approach to the prose poem, which seeks to engulf  every aspect of  Basquiat: 
artist, thinker, social commentator, man. There is a verbal density to the piece that could 
not so easily have been achieved in lineated verse—in the piece, Campbell offers a “freight 
of  adjectives”—yet also a dexterity that could not easily be replicated in prose (209). The 
descriptive quality of  the “freight of  adjectives” also evokes the “repetition of  synonyms” 
and “extensive cataloguing” characteristic of  the fu (Owen 8).

“J.M.B.’s Dehistories” takes full advantage of  the stylistic effects of  removing line 
breaks from poetry. The fact that line breaks are determined by print layout, rather than 
by authorial design, does not stop them from being an important structural component of  
the prose poem. The form of  prose poetry contains a degree of  randomness that cannot 
be fully controlled by the author. US poet Hadara Bar-Nadav calls this the “risk-taking 
right margin,” a structuring element that dictates the layout of  the work such that the 
final shape of  a poem might even surprise its own author (45). Responding to this charac-
teristic of  the form, Campbell uses alignment as a tool to alter where line endings fall in 
“J.M.B.’s Dehistories.” With the absence of  author-determined line breaks, justification 
takes on a similar function in informing the experience of  reading blocks of  text. In the 
piece, Campbell moves between page-length prose lines, quotes from other poems, and 
short centred poetic fragments that function as poems within poems. Through movement 
among these shapes of  paragraphs, Campbell modulates the flow of  the piece.

Visually, the effect of  this variation across different sizes and shapes of  blocks of  texts 
is one of  subtle formal ekphrasis. As the curator Franklin Sirmans attests, a distinct feature 
of  Basquiat’s visual style was his “inventiveness in marrying text and image” (28). Sirmans 
elaborates that Basquiat realizes “an artistic vision as multifarious as his sources” by piec-
ing together “symbols and text” to produce “densely collaged images and works” (28). 
Throughout “J.M.B.’s Dehistories,” Campbell’s use of  poetic form is attentive to Basquiat’s 
aesthetic. The varying alignments of  blocks of  text on each page evoke Basquiat’s char-
acteristic collaging, as does the citation of  a range of  different sources within the piece, 
including an imagined email correspondence with Basquiat (Campbell 215), a rewriting of  
the dictionary definition of  “composition” (212), and a long quotation from Walcott’s “The 
Muse of  History” (Campbell 213).

Campbell’s exploitation of  the form’s capaciousness to collect and juxtapose in-
tertexts also takes influence from M. NourbeSe Philip’s innovative approach to the prose 
poem exemplified in “She Tries Her Tongue, Her Silence Softly Breaks,” the titular poem 
of  her 1989 collection, which combines fragments of  a variety of  texts, including Ovid’s 
Metamorphoses (58), the story of  the Three Little Pigs (63), and excerpts from the Acts of  the 
Apostles (65). The Ovid epigraph, “All Things are alter’d, nothing is destroyed,” suggests 
both a willingness to enter into conversation with established traditions and a desire to 
reinterpret them (deCaires Narain 202). In a similar manner to Campbell, Philip uses the 
alignment of  fragments on the page to differentiate the multiple voices running through 
the piece, with the speaker’s lyric voice aligned to the left-hand margin, while “quotes and 
short extracts from ‘real’ and invented texts” are aligned to the right (deCaires Narain 202).
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Campbell also maps a specifically Caribbean poetics onto Basquiat. In section 10 of  
the prose-poem-essay, in a comparative analysis of  Gwendolyn Brooks’s poem “We Real 
Cool” and Basquiat’s artwork Charles the First (1982), Campbell describes the “deadly mas 
of  dread simplicity” that “Basquiat played with composition” (211; emphasis in original). 
“Mas,” short for masquerade, refers in this context to how meaning is concealed and revealed 
through the use of  form, which is taken as a kind of  costume or performativity that is em-
ployed by Basquiat to achieve his artistic intentions. It is interesting to consider these com-
ments in light of  Campbell’s use of  poetic form. “J.M.B.’s Dehistories” wears several guises: 
that of  the prose poem, the essay, and art history. Campbell refers to the formal ambiguity 
of  the piece in its final section, where he says he has been writing “[p]oems, poemish things, 
essay-like cyborgs, imaginary letters and ting” (215).

In “J.M.B.’s Dehistories,” Campbell interrogates the nature of  Basquiat’s art, of  lit-
erary form, and of  his own identity as a Trinidadian Bahamian now living in Toronto. The 
piece links the concept of  the dehistory with diasporic subjectivity, arguing that a person 
(or poem) from many places cannot be aptly represented through a single linear history. 
The piece positions the Caribbean as a nexus of  histories, identities, and cultures—the 
“crossroads of  the whole damn world” (209). Campbell finds metaphorical congruence 
with this sentiment through his use of  the prose poem, a form that intersects global literary 
traditions. He describes Basquiat the following way: “Ordinary as any of  us weird hybrids, 
as any bastard of  empire and war, as any insider-outsider of  Western modernity” (208) 
—a position Campbell himself  identifies with when he describes himself  as a “nomad 
that comes from nomads” (“Christian Campbell”). Both of  these remarks identify the di-
asporic artist as simultaneously positioned both within and outside of  Western tradition. 
In Campbell’s hands, the prose poem is similarly imbued with an “insider-outside” status. 
While the form finds notable fame in eighteenth-century France, Campbell’s employment 
of  it does not draw distinctly on this tradition. Instead, he both emphasizes and extends the 
form’s cultural and artistic plurality.

“J.M.B.’s Dehistories” takes part in the creative process of  recontextualizing the 
prose poem. Campbell’s line of  thought here draws to mind Jahan Ramazani’s ideas on po-
etic transnationalism. Ramazani expresses an interest in following how poetic genres “took 
flight across seas or continents, assuming new languages and local colors” (Transnational 
Poetics 601). In doing so, he argues for the importance of  researching the literary impacts 
of  these geographical movements—“the Persianization of  the ghazal, Americanization of  
the sestina, and Caribbeanization of  the Bildungsroman”—to understand how they have 
“effected profound changes” on various forms and genres (71). While the prose poem pos-
sesses plural historical lineages, the form has frequently been read in academic criticism as 
developing out of  French literary tradition (Caws 1112). Campbell’s use of  the prose poem, 
which he relates to a wide range of  cultural and artistic reference points, is a demonstration 
of  how untethering poetic form from its typical point of  reference can create space for dis-
cussion around poetic innovation and literary identity that would not otherwise be possible 
and is all too vital if  the formal developments currently taking place in the Caribbean are 
to be adequately traced and explored.
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“After J.M.W. Turner, Death on a Pale Horse (?)” (2013) and “The Critic in His 
Natural Habitat” (2013) by Anthony Vahni Capildeo

Of  the poets discussed within this article, Capildeo (who is Trinidadian Scottish and 
currently lives in Scotland) draws most explicitly on French traditions of  prose poetic com-
position. French prose poetry first originated in the mid-nineteenth century with Arthur 
Rimbaud and Stéphane Mallarmé, who began to write verse that did not contain lines but 
was instead constrained by the print margins of  the page. As Mallarmé describes it, “The 
ensuing words, laid out as they are, lead on to the last, with no novelty except the spacing 
of  the text” (qtd. in Sajé 143). Drawing on Mallarmé and Rimbaud’s interpretations of  
the prose poetic form as a base for understanding, Mary Ann Caws describes how the 
“traditional qualities” of  the prose poem include “brevity, intensity, and self-containment 
or integrity; it would be limited in length but unlimited in application, in forms, and in sub-
stance” (Caws and Riffaterre viii). When asked about prose poetry by Sandeep Parmar in 
an interview, Capildeo said the following:

It never occurred to me that the prose poem was not a recognisable verse 
form, because there was a good deal of  untranslated French literature in 
my parents’ house. I grew up thinking that prose poems like Mallarmé’s, or 
poems that rained experimentally like Apollinaire’s, were well-established po-
etic modes. (Capildeo, “Wolf  Interview” 60–61)

Capildeo then commented:

I know my brain works entirely differently when composing a prose poem 
from writing an essay or story. It works at the level of  metaphor and music. 
Prose poetry for me isn’t a way of  smuggling in narrative or indulging in 
wordiness. It is more like building a place that the reader can stretch out or 
stroll around in but where the life of  that place is dreamlike in how it pro-
ceeds, tapping into and tipping the reader into more imaginative than ana-
lytical ways of  thinking and feeling—even if  these can later be analysed for 
their thought-content. (61)

Here, Capildeo describes the prose poem as a space whose formal characteristics provoke a 
state of  mind particularly suited for intuitive, as opposed to analytical, exploration. While 
Capildeo explains that writing good prose requires giving the reader “tools for understand-
ing,” they argue that prose poems do not need to “help the reader” in the same way (61). 
Capildeo’s emphasis on brevity and disinclination from “indulging in wordiness” exempli-
fies an approach to prose poetry that contrasts with that found in Campbell’s prioritization 
of  capaciousness and discursivity in “J.M.B.’s Dehistories.”

This emphasis on intuitive exploration and brevity can be seen in Capildeo’s “After 
J.M.W. Turner, Death on a Pale Horse (?),” published in Utter. In the poem, the speaker enters 
addressing a personification of  Death, while looking on at Turner’s painting—an impres-
sionistic vision of  Death with arms outstretched, draped backwards over a white horse 
emerging out of  the mist:
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You’ve insisted on tumult, appearing in storms of  rust, bringing a whirl of  
false charges against poets: that we’re stalkers ~ venture into your scorch 
zone ~ assault your patience ~ seek special treatment ~ want to get burnt 
~ count blisters like gold rings ~ draw up a siege in your field of  excuses ~ 
scrape scarce meat from your shanks for our stewpots ~ enmesh ourselves in 
your ribcage as if  in cream satin ribbons ~ ~ ~. (59)

The speaker imagines how Death might feel about the literary fascination with its depic-
tion, how poets mine their personal experiences for “meat” for the “stewpot,” as inspiration 
for poetry. In the passage above, Capildeo presents a number of  images, one after another, 
which do not immediately relate to each other, but through a process of  association con-
tribute to creating an impressionistic whole. Given that the piece is an ekphrastic engage-
ment with Turner’s painting—a composition where the forms of  Death and the Horse are 
blurred together into an atmosphere of  colour—the dissolution of  boundaries, of  line and 
of  form, found within the prose poem feels particularly appropriate.

Although Capildeo’s prose poetry is denser and more allusive than Campbell’s, this 
method of  building an impression of  a work of  art and an artist through associative shift-
ing is employed in both works. Hermine Riffaterre’s analysis of  French prose poetry pro-
vides a useful lens for interpreting this method of  composition. She argues that the prose 
poem is distinguished by its ability to take “parallel textual consonants (two or more image 
sequences, for instance)” that “at first appear unrelated, then combine into a thematic 
or lexical clausula that melds the morphological and semantic features of  the sequential 
consonants” (Caws and Riffaterre x). Put in simpler terms, prose poems frequently present 
various apparently unrelated images sequentially, which come to be linked together by the 
reader as the poem progresses and an overall theme emerges. The aggregate effect of  these 
culminating images is one of  additional layers of  meaning through metaphorical compar-
ison. The notion of  a “textual consonant” aptly conceptualizes how Capildeo creates pro-
gression in their prose poetry. Prose possesses grammatical features; sentences have objects 
and subjects. By contrast, poetry typically possesses lines, which subdivide the poem and 
guide the reader through the work. Capildeo’s prose poetry contains images, fragments, 
and thoughts, presented one after another, that the reader must interpret one by one to 
create meaning. Capildeo exploits the lack of  formal structure within the prose poem to 
slow the reader down; without additional tools for interpretation, the reader is required to 
engage closely with each word.

However, not all of  Capildeo’s prose poems utilize associativity and ambiguity in 
this manner. While “After J.M.W. Turner” employs the prose poem in the lyrically intense 
manner of  Mallarmé, other poems in Utter seek to use the form in a looser, less dense way 
to build character and dialogue. For instance, one of  Capildeo’s best-known poems is “The 
Critic in His Natural Habitat.” This prose poem takes the form of  a dramatic monologue 
spoken by the eponymous Critic and addressed to a dinner guest who is perhaps a fiction-
alized version of  Capildeo themself. Capildeo describes the poem the following way: “This 
is a dramatic monologue based on a smug young academic who disrespected the lives of  
authors and side-lined his oppressive, breast-flinging wife. I hated, therefore became him” 
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(Capildeo, “Interview”). Capildeo parodies and exaggerates the speech of  the critic for 
humorous effect:

My book came out last year. You don’t want me to bore you with that. It’s 
just an in-depth study of  darkness and the imagination in the seventeenth 
century. The seventeenth century might not be your cup of  tea. Oh, is that 
your book? I’m afraid I don’t read contemporary poetry. Will you give me a 
copy? (Utter 23)

As seen above, Capildeo employs reported speech with regular sentence structure to convey 
their meaning. If  prose and poetry can be considered to be on a continuum, “Critic” leans 
firmly towards prose.

While “After J.M.W. Turner” and “Critic” serve, in some ways, antithetical poetic 
agendas, both poems convey a fleeting though lasting impression. The brevity and compact-
ness of  the prose poem can prevent obstacles towards comprehension. Clive Scott suggests 
this “readerly pressure” arises because the prose poem lacks many of  the rhythmic char-
acteristics of  verse poetry and has little inherent mnenomicity, placing greater pressure on 
other aspects of  comprehension to leave an impression (27). The prose poem, as Scott puts 
it, “remembers but does not ask to be remembered” (27). While both of  Capildeo’s poems 
discussed above employ the prose poem to entirely different effect, they are, I would sug-
gest, united in their ephemerality. “After J.M.W. Turner” invites the readers into the mind 
of  the speaker as they look at Turner’s painting. “Critic” parodies a fragment of  conversa-
tion. In both cases, the prose poem is employed as a space that holds a brief  moment, with 
little progression of  time or linearity, with the absence of  lines in the form both physically 
condensing it on the page and removing the rhythm or pause engendered by line breaks.

This section has explored a pair of  prose poems that interpret the form in radically 
different ways, working both within and beyond the traditionally received conventions of  
the form. Capildeo’s disparate deployments of  the form also highlight the instability of  the 
prose poem’s signification, which, depending on the context in which it is employed, can 
evoke “the critical narrative of  revival of  a tradition of  prose poetry” or indicate a move 
towards “innovation, experiment and freedom” (Strange 9). In an interview, Capildeo dis-
cussed how the marketing of  contemporary poetry often results in the identity of  the poet 
being problematically flattened: “I found that marketing and identity politics were com-
bining to crush, like in the Star Wars trash compactor, the body, the voice, the voice on the 
page, the biography, the history” (“Language and Reinvention”). Commenting on the mar-
keting of  Caribbean poetry in an essay about Capildeo’s prose poetics, Noel-Tod describes 
how many of  the commemorations of  Caribbean literary culture produced around the 
1990s, marking the fiftieth anniversary of  the arrival of  Windrush in 1948, though “worthy 
in intent . . . inevitably risk[ed] simplifying the oeuvres they represent[ed] by conflating 
historical interest with literary interest, identity with voice” (Noel-Tod, “Immeasurable” 
218). There could be a temptation to draw such flattening conclusions about the use of  the 
prose poem in contemporary Anglophone Caribbean poetry. However, as is demonstrated 
in Capildeo’s work, even within a single collection, the form simultaneously evokes multiple 
cultural traditions and encompasses various poetic agendas, between which the lines are 
demonstrably blurred.
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“Place Name” poems by Kei Miller

While Capildeo’s oeuvre presents multiple interpretations of  the prose poem that 
serve discrepant artistic agendas, in Cartographer, Miller (who was born in Kingston and 
now lives in Miami) employs the form as a recurrent motif, interspersing the collection with 
similarly modelled prose poems that serve to anchor and guide its narrative. The collection 
is centred around a dialogue between the titular cartographer and a Jamaican Rastaman. 
Both characters function as archetypes. The cartographer believes that the world is empir-
ically knowable and asserts that he can “show/ the earth as it is, without bias” (Cartographer 
17). The Rastaman disagrees, arguing that the process of  map making makes “thin and 
crushable / all that is big and as real as ourselves” (17). As well as considering conceptual-
izations of  place, the collection’s central debate makes prolonged, parallel reference to how 
poetic spaces might be mapped and understood, and to what effect.

The collection contains ten prose “Place Name” poems, which interweave the ongo-
ing intellectual exchange between the cartographer and Rastaman. Each of  the poems tells 
an alternative “people’s history” of  a place in Jamaica. The poems all share a similar for-
mat and are styled to be reminiscent of  dictionary definitions or encyclopedia entries. Each 
poem bears the same title, “Place Name,” beneath which is a short prose poetic description 
of  the place, which starts with the place named in bold. Here is an example:

Place Name

Me-No-Sen-You-No-Come — In plain english: do not enter

 without invitation. For consider the once-upon-a-time

 adventures of  rude pickney answering to name

 Goldilocks – nuff-gyal, self-invited into house of  bears (Miller, Cartographer 26)

In the collection, the alternative histories offered by the “Place Name” poems help exempli-
fy a point being made by the Rastaman: that colonial intervention, map making, and nam-
ing flatten and sanitize the complicated history of  Jamaica. As Miller observes in a Forward 
Arts Foundation webpage where he discusses his motivations for writing the collection, “[M]
aps pretend to be innocent, but aren’t” (“Kei Miller”). Miller’s code switching between 
Standard English and Jamaican patois in the “Place Name” poems further highlights the 
stakes of  the ideological conflict between the Rastaman and cartographer. Miller’s use of  
language here calls to mind Brand’s thesis in No Language is Neutral (1990)—a key prose poet-
ic precursor to Miller’s work—that it is far from simple to represent the “experience of  the 
enslaved and the colonized in the language of  the colonizer” (Krakovsky 52), due to the im-
plication of  language itself  in the process of  colonization. In the “Place Name” sequence, 
Miller’s movements between linguistic registers, his critique of  maps, and his satirization 
of  encyclopedia entries all draw the reader’s attention to how forms of  knowledge and art 
making can problematize their content.
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In the collection, Miller references Euro-American poetic traditions as shorthand 
for expressing how colonial intervention can stifle and limit the expression of  identity by 
Jamaican people. This is seen in “Quashie’s Verse,” a concrete poem shaped like a pot. 
Quashie is a pejorative Jamaican patois term for a “country bumpkin” or “stupid person” 
and, like the cartographer and Rastaman, functions within the collection as both a specific 
character and an archetype (Pawka).  Miller describes how Quashie

          knew his poems by how they fit

        in earthenware, perfect as water

     words shaping themselves against red

 clay grooves. (Cartographer 12)

Quashie’s poems are described as employing a “‘just about’ measure,” so while no two po-
ems are alike, their forms are organically fitted to their contents. Referring to the imposition 
of  colonial education and aesthetic standards, Quashie describes how the “old measures” 
he used to use to compose his verse have now been “outlawed” (12). Although Miller is 
metaphorically referring to the writing of  poetry here, the terms that are said to have been 
outlawed, “kend,” “chamma,” and “ermiija,” are old Ethiopian units of  measurement 
(Pankhurst 34). Kend, for instance, was the measure of  distance from the tip of  one’s elbow 
to the tip of  the middle finger (34). In using the metaphor of  water fitting a pot, Miller 
signals that while Quashie’s approach to poetic language and form has been configured 
by others as negatively simplistic or underdeveloped, this perception is inaccurate, since, 
like water perfectly filling a vessel, Quashie’s instinctive use of  poetic technique is elegantly 
simple. The same can be said for the Ethiopian units of  measurement that Quashie is no 
longer allowed to use, like the kend, which can be determined from lengths on the body and 
are therefore arguably less arbitrary and more easily communicable than units of  measure-
ment in the metric system, such as the metre, which is defined as the length of  the path 
travelled by light in a vacuum (in 1/299,792,458 of  a second).

Alluding to Euro-American poetic tradition, Miller describes how Quashie does not 
know how to relate to “universal forms,” perfected by “universal men,” who “look nothing / 
and sound nothing / like Quashie” (Cartographer 12). In the collection, Miller draws parallels 
between how “rules governing the reckoning of  distance, size and location” filter Jamaica 
through lenses of  colonial imposition, and how rules of  metre and scansion filter poetic ex-
pression through lenses of  Euro-American understanding (12). Although “Quashie’s Verse” 
is a concrete poem, the parallels Miller draws between units of  measurement and poetic 
form are pertinent to his approach to prose poetry throughout the collection. Lacking line 
breaks, Miller’s prose poems—like Quashie’s pots—act as vessels that expand to fit their 
contents without the imposition of  additional arbitrary divisions. Quashie’s pot metaphor is 
perhaps a conscious homage by Miller to Walcott, who describes the Caribbean as a broken 
vessel reassembled from “African and Asiatic fragments” (Walcott 69). Reading the “Place 
Name” poems in this context, Miller can be seen as piecing together individual prose poetic 
fragments of  place to create a nuanced and complex representation of  Jamaica.

In both press releases regarding Cartographer and in his introduction to New Caribbean 
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Poetry (2007), Miller quotes Brathwaite’s famous line from History of  the Voice (1984), “the 
hurricane does not roar in pentameters” (Brathwaite 10; qtd. in Miller, New Caribbean Poetry 
x. Brathwaite argues that iambic pentameter, the dominant metre of  poetry in Britain 
from the late-sixteenth to the early twentieth centuries, is inextricably linked to Standard 
English speech and thus carries the associations of  “a certain kind” of  British “experience” 
(Brathwaite 10). Brathwaite calls for alternative rhythms that better approximate “the nat-
ural experience, the environmental experience” of  the Caribbean (10; emphasis in original).

Miller’s “Place Name” poems are an interesting site of  engagement with the idea 
of  representation of  the Caribbean environment through poetic form referred to by 
Brathwaite. The places Miller describes within the poems are not passive but take on their 
own strange affective power. “Wait-a-Bit,” for instance, describes a place full of  Acacia greg-
gii, “cat claw” trees, whose thorny branches “hold yu and / jook yu and draw blood like 
murder” (Cartographer 37). Miller describes a Jamaica that is dangerous to the unaware trav-
eller, full of  “landscapes that scrape” and literally hook into, cut, and wound passers-by. 
These images of  active landscapes that scrape and hook the people who pass through them 
(in contrast to passive landscapes moulded by colonial map makers) can be metaphorically 
related to regionally inflected poetic forms—like Miller’s narrative prose poem—which re-
sist being read according to Eurocentric models. Miller’s interpretation of  the prose poem 
bears comparison with the “cat claw” tree, which confounds the map makers’ attempts to 
name and flatten it.

As is made clear by Miller throughout the collection, there are many ways to pre-
serve the legacy of  a place. A place can be fixed onto a map, as the cartographer proposes, 
or passed down orally, as a living history, as suggested by the Rastaman. The prose poem 
form, as employed by Miller, satisfies aspects of  both of  these perspectives. Yet, in the fluid-
ity presented by prose poems, there are also gestures towards orality. Prose poems literally 
untether the reader from poetic linearity, contributing in the “Place Name” poems to the 
evocation of  place, as opposed to evocations of  narrative and time. Rather than relying on 
injunctions of  the line to provide progression, Miller uses aural elements, internal rhyme, as-
sonance, and alliteration to orientate the reader. Dense repetitions of  sounds serve to make 
connections between concepts, as, for instance, the multiple rhymes in the following short 
extract from “Wait-A-Bit”: “Place named not for patience but for landscapes that scrape; 
name like bright yellow caution – careful man! This here is bruising land” (Cartographer 37).

The “Place Name” poems are also interesting to consider in the context of  
Campbell’s concept of  “dehistories” (Campbell 214). In one poem, the place “Shotover” is 
first described as a mispronunciation of  the French Château Vert and then later revealed to 
originate from a story of  how the most distinctive thing about the place was how frequently 
the plantation owner would shoot his gun at runaway slaves: “so him would draw for him long 
musket and buss gunshot over dere, and gunshot over dere, shot dissa fly pashie! pashie! all bout de place. 
And so comes we get de name” (Miller, Cartographer 41; italics in original). Here, Miller moves 
off what Campbell describes as “the beaten path of  the timeline” established by colonial 
histories of  place, onto what the Rastaman calls the “map of  what you never see” (Miller, 
Cartographer 19).
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In an analysis of  Brand’s No Language, Violetta Krakovsky charts the emergence 
of  this tradition, of  locating history through place, in Caribbean thought. She describes 
how—while in “Western” discourse “history means linear temporality, archives, and maps 
with names on them”—in the absence of  records of  this nature, Édouard Glissant suggests 
the Caribbean landscape as an alternative form of  history (quotation from Krakovsky 59; 
Glissant 199). Krakovsky argues that Brand draws on this notion, equating “the country-
side itself  experienc[ing] the violence of  black history” (Krakovsky 60). Miller’s exploration 
of  how the oral history of  Shotover’s etymological origin inscribes colonial violence depicts 
a fusion of  landscape and history. In constructing this alternative history of  place, Miller’s 
sequence creates a dehistory (to borrow Campbell’s term). Each poem imbues a place with 
consciousness, asserting its history—as passed down from generation to generation—as an 
alternative to the names of  these places that might be found on maps. In using the prose 
poem to tell these stories, Miller presents the emancipatory potential of  the form, which is 
treated as a flexible space that can simultaneously ironize the prosaic form of  the encyclo-
pedia article and evoke Jamaican oral culture.

In approaching the form through orality and oral culture, Miller “worries” the com-
monly accepted critical narrative of  the nineteenth-century French prose poem as the an-
cestor of  contemporary prose poetry. This speaks aptly to the wider agenda of  “Shotover,” 
which critiques the erroneous historicization of  the place name as originating from French. 
It would be similarly erroneous to uncritically interpret Miller’s deployment of  the form 
through the lens of  the French prose poem. Miller’s prose poetry speaks more directly to 
ongoing debates around oral/scribal aesthetics in Caribbean poetry (e.g., Morris; Bucknor; 
Gingell). Miller’s decision to reproduce Jamaican oral culture using prose poetry (rather 
than lineated verse) in the collection highlights the growing significance of  the form for 
Caribbean literary studies. It also exemplifies the innovations occurring within the form’s 
Caribbean evolution that are expanding its limits but have so far received too little attention 
in academic discourse on prose poetry.

“Lake” (2017) by Andre Bagoo

While Miller is concerned with the colonial imposition of  maps and boundaries 
that problematically delineate places, Bagoo (who lives in Trinidad) self-consciously uses 
the metaphor of  removing the lines in the prose poem form to question societal lines and 
boundaries drawn regarding personal identity, gender, and sexuality. “Lake,” the final sec-
tion in Bagoo’s collection Pitch Lake contains eighteen prose poems, which fall on either side 
of  a short story called “The Art Teacher.” Each poem provides a glimpse of  a variety of  
figures, which in culmination explore a wide range of  Caribbean identities.

In Great American Prose Poems (2003), David Lehman observes this phenomenon in 
prose poetry originating from the United States: “the prose poem,” he says, “is poetry that 
disguises its true form. In the prose poem, the poet can appropriate prose forms, like the 
letter, the memo, the list, the parable, the speech, the dialogue” (13). Although the entirety 
of  “Lake,” from a visual perspective, contains a kind of  prose uniformity, Bagoo describes 
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the section as a “sequence” of  prose poems, in the middle of  which is a “short story, which 
in itself  is a substantial piece of  prose” (Interview). In “Lake,” Bagoo not only appropriates 
prose form in the manner that Lehman observes but also draws attention to the some-
times-arbitrary nature of  distinctions drawn between literary modes, as in the case of  prose 
and poetry. There is something playful in how Bagoo positions prose poems and short story 
alongside each other, teasing at the impossibility of  objectively distinguishing between the 
two.

In an interview, Bagoo described how poets “cross boundaries,” frequently crossing 
between “different forms, different media” (“Interview with Andre Bagoo”). This theme is 
prominently explored in Pitch Lake, where prose and poetry are presented as existing on a 
continuum rather than discretely differentiated. In moving between and juxtaposing prose 
poems and a short story, Bagoo questions the line drawn not only between prose and poetry 
but also between lyric and narrative. While the prose poems in Pitch Lake are structured as 
short lyrical compositions that arrive at glimpses of  meaning, the poems also function in the 
manner of  short stories, demonstrating narrative progression, as well as lyrical explication.

Bagoo also argues elsewhere that the prose poem’s formal indeterminacy makes it 
a “vital embodiment of  freedom” (Interview). The form, therefore, offers metaphorical 
potential for “our understandings of  contemporary life (“Interview with Andre Bagoo”). 
From the first prose poem in “Lake,” entitled, “After Leasho Johnson, Lost at Sea II,” an 
intent towards the parallel transcendence both of  the limitations of  poetic form and of  
a heteronormative societal frame are established. The titular figure, Leasho Johnson, is a 
Jamaican visual artist, whose artistic works explore dancehall music and culture. As Johnson 
explains, his work “[a]ttempts to elucidate both the hidden wildness within this aspect of  
Jamaican culture and [his] own place in society as a gay man from rural Jamaica” (“Leasho 
Johnson”). Johnson’s piece Lost at Sea II (mixed media on canvas) interposes images of  
face-down bodies of  drowned black men with dead fish, floating in a bright-red, blood-like 
water. “After Leasho Johnson” offers an ekphrastic rendition of  the painting. Bagoo’s prose 
poem takes the form of  a continuous stream of  “he said, she said” style gossip that de-
scribes unspoken and inexpressible feelings of  same-sex attraction and confusion between 
a group of  college-aged boys:

Freddie loved Jacob but Jacob like Jackson who said he wasn’t that way though 
in the locker-room he was always hard and everybody thought it was suspi-
cious but he would boast about some girl he was dating and cover up the fact 
that Jacob was gay and liked him and all but he felt guilty because everybody 
knew about it. . . . (Bagoo, Pitch Lake 65)

In the piece, the form of  the prose poem is employed as an aesthetic representation of  
Freddie’s internal process. While Freddie is anxious about the lines regarding sexuality that 
are drawn between himself  and his classmates, his internal monologue is both unlineated 
and unpunctuated. Concepts and people can flow into each other. The poem consists of  a 
single sentence, which takes on the visual appearance of  a continuous block on the page, 
since there are no line or paragraph breaks. The prose poetic form of  the poem metaphor-
ically speaks to the painting it is named after: the names of  the boys punctuate descriptions 
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of  a setting that is hostile to their same-sex desires, just as, in the painting, drowned men 
float in a red sea.

The poem also refers more directly to Johnson’s visual artwork at the end of  the piece, 
where the protagonist mentions the disappearance of  another boy from school, Kiwan: 
“the first thing Jackson thought was it was wrong for someone to be hurt just because they 
swam in another direction and besides don’t we all love the same water?” (Bagoo, Pitch Lake 
65). Through this line, and the title of  the piece, Bagoo infers that Kiwan has literally been 
lost at sea, perhaps a euphemism for a more violent retribution for his sexuality. At the same 
time, the idea of  swimming in another direction is used as a metaphor to refer to Kiwan’s 
sexuality.

In the poem, Bagoo explores the fluidity of  gender and sexuality, and concludes 
by pointing out the tragic consequences that restrictive delineations of  identity can have. 
Bagoo employs the prose poetic form very deliberately, to evoke the idea of  the “line” and 
to metaphorically encourage the reader to consider what other ideological and social lines 
may be questioned. Bagoo emphasizes his desire to affect real-world change through his use 
of  poetic form, describing prose poetry as “an embodiment of  freedom” (Interview), which 
works to “bridge different worlds, including worlds of  diverse sexualities” (“History”). Given 
that Bagoo writes from within Trinidad and Tobago, where the Sexual Offences Act, which 
criminalized consensual same-sex activity, was only declared unlawful by a High Court 
ruling in April 2018 (Jason Jones v. the Attorney General; Trinidad and Tobago), his 2017 collec-
tion speaks to a wider social narrative. In “Lake,” exploration of  the boundaries between 
poetry and prose is presented as a tool for questioning restrictions of  personal agency and 
identity. This is exemplified in “After Leasho Johnson,” where the violence enacted upon 
the male body and mind by heteronormative culture is both represented and challenged 
through the use of  form. The fact that heteronormative culture is a social construct is also 
metaphorically highlighted through form, as the boundaries between media, poetry, prose, 
and art are shown to be constructs.

Conclusion

As demonstrated in this article, there is a contingent of  Caribbean and Caribbean-
diasporic poets whose expanded view of  poetry worries the critical lines drawn around po-
etic forms, as well as the boundary between prose and poetry. Campbell, Capildeo, Miller, 
and Bagoo utilize the form as a flexible space that can accommodate a diverse variety of  
literary precedents. The reader is invited to relate prose poetry to other genres of  prose 
such as novels, short stories, essays, and non-fiction. Association between prose poetry and 
these genres enables the poet to work within and play off of  the conventions of  prose forms 
within their poetry: Miller’s subversion of  the encyclopedia entry, Campbell’s collaging of  
the essay, and Bagoo’s dissolution of  the boundary between prose poem and short story.

Each treatment of  the prose poem represents the form as one that contains multiple 
cultural traditions, while aligning with none of  them, equipping it to represent complex 
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affiliations and subjectivities. Simultaneously, each poet also speaks towards regional pre-
decessors who have taken on the form, writing into a Caribbean prose poetic tradition. 
Campbell treats the form as a “capacious” space to hold a collage of  intertexts that create 
collages of  diasporic identities (“J.M.B.’s Dehistories” 209); Capildeo interprets and rein-
terprets the form as imagistic fragment and dramatic monologue asserting their cultural 
and artistic agency, and refusal to be pigeonholed; Miller explores the form as a textual 
representation of  oral storytelling that reveals alternative histories of  landscapes obscured 
in colonial discourses; Bagoo construes it as proof  of  a continuum between verse and prose, 
which metaphorically challenges heteronormative conceptions of  gender relations. In each 
case, the prose poem presents an opportunity to expand beyond a limiting frame of  refer-
ence, worrying lines to challenge boundaries, whether national, gendered, cultural, artistic, 
or philosophical. As employed by Campbell, Capildeo, Miller, and Bagoo, the prose poem 
cannot be reduced to hold a single metaphorical inference or artistic agenda but in each 
case presents an expanse of  possibility: perhaps the line should be worried.
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Notes
1 Rankine’s Citizen (2014) was ranked as a New York Times Best Seller in 

2015 and won several awards, including the 2014 National Book Critics 
Circle Award for Poetry, the 2015 NAACP Image Award for Outstanding 
Literary Work in Poetry, and the 2015 Forward Prize for Poetry Best Col-
lection. Capildeo’s Measures of  Expatriation (2016) won the 2016 Forward 
Prize for Best Collection, the 2016 Poetry Book Choice Award, and was 
nominated for the 2016 T. S. Eliot Prize.

2 Cassandra L. Atherton and Paul Hetherington’s research on Australian 
prose poetry is a notable exception, where the authors think beyond Eu-
rope and the United States in order to foreground the significance of  the 
form in Australia; see Atherton and Hetherington.

3 The Japanese haibun and Chinese fu are both kinds of  prose poetry that 
predate the French tradition of  the form and originate beyond Europe’s 
borders.
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Source: Velma Pollard, Evelyn O’Callaghan and Betty Wilson at the West Indian Literature Conference, circa 1984. (Photo provided courtesy of  
Evelyn O'Callaghan.)

At the conclusion of  the 2015 Annual Conference on West Indian Literature hosted 
by the University of  Puerto Rico (UPR), Río Piedras, it emerged that many of  the younger 
scholars present had a hazy grasp of  the origins and aims of  the annual event. In an effort 
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to chart developments in literary and critical debates in the region since the first conference 
in 1981, I offered to investigate the origins of  the conference and the themes and topics 
covered over the now forty-one years since that first small gathering at the then–College of  
the Virgin Islands.1 My aim was to sketch some of  the highlights, controversies, personali-
ties, and difficulties faced by the loose coalition of  academic institutions that have kept the 
conference in existence, and to suggest what this joint effort has contributed to literary and 
theoretical scholarship.

In investigating these questions, I turned to interviews, conference programmes, 
posters, and publications of  selected papers, as well as special conference issues of  the 
journals Sargasso and the Journal of  West Indian Literature (JWIL). These sources together con-
stitute an informal archive or what the critic José Esteban Muñoz might describe as “anec-
dotal and ephemeral evidence” (9). For Muñoz, understanding not only the ephemeral as 
archive but also the archive as ephemeral lends to a useful reflection on archives as “a kind 
of  evidence of  what has transpired but certainly not the thing itself ” (10). Instead, in and 
through the archives, we might remember and sometimes reconstitute “traces, glimmers, 
residues, and specks of  things” (10). Muñoz also usefully theorizes ephemera and archives 
in ways that make visible a complex relationship between ephemera, ephemerality and feel-
ings, noting that “[e]phemera, and especially the ephemeral work of  structures of  feeling, 
is firmly anchored within the social” (11). The archives examined here thus gesture towards 
not only an academic but also, importantly, a social life and world of  these conferences that 
can never be fully recalled or re-experienced. In what follows, I present brief  accounts of  
conferences, along with a few images and sound recordings where available, and hope to 
trace an informal history of  some of  the major features of  the scholarship that unfolded 
over the period via papers, keynote lectures, and other sources.

The ephemeral and scattered nature of  archives often make not only intellectual 
demands but also physical demands on researchers. I found I had bags of  conference pro-
grammes, booklets, and abstracts. From more recent conferences, I had my notes on pre-
sentations. There were also published proceedings and special journal issues with papers 
from conferences, and since about 2010, the availability of  conference information online 
has also provided online data to look through (though none of  this has been assembled in 
one place). Additionally, my tasks also included locating and soliciting information from 
those involved in the early years and sifting through their different accounts. Accessing 
some of  the print publications that were produced in-house only also took time. Digitizing 
extracts from one of  the only conferences taped on VHS was a nightmare, while choosing 
from photographs of  the 1986 Trinidad conference was a pleasure. My approach to all of  
this was ambitious! Add tropical storms and the Zika virus, and I eventually had to reduce 
my scope. This essay only skims the surface of  the first ten years of  the Annual Conference 
on West Indian Literature. There is a lot more to be found and to collate, and more min-
ing of  the University of  the West Indies (UWI) libraries to be done—particularly the West 
Indian Collections—to make available the early stages of  regional research dissemination in 
anglophone and increasingly comparative Caribbean writing. My hope is that one of  the 
younger generation of  scholars will take on this daunting research project or at least cover 
the second decade.
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Beginnings, Memories

How did it all begin? As I had not yet joined the staff at Mona in 1981, I had to ask 
questions about the early days of  the conferences. I turned first to institutional memory, 
particularly the institution known as Prof. Eddie Baugh who offered the following recollec-
tions. Baugh’s comments allow us to think not only about the vision behind the conference 
but also about the cross-institutional dynamic and the multiple coordinating points involved 
in initiating the conference:

As I remember, [Ken] Ramchand from St Augustine & I were the prime 
movers of  that conference. Mark [McWatt] was Head at Cave Hill at the 
time, and was also involved. We aimed to make a deliberate statement of  
“widening” [our reach] by having that first conference outside of  the UWI 
campuses, and outside of  the then known locales of  the teaching of  WI [West 
Indian] Lit. . . . Erika Smilowitz (now Waters) and Roberta Knowles at CVI 
[College of  the Virgin Islands] . . . were our contact persons & who arranged 
everything at that end. (Email)

In further contextualizing the time, Baugh recalls that the Mona contingent arrived in St. 
Thomas either on or after the day of  Bob Marley’s funeral and that his death “dominat-
ed conversation in the bus that took us from the airport” (Email). Other colleagues also 
shared stories about how they became involved in the West Indian Literature conferences. 
Mark McWatt remembers, when he joined the English Department at University of  the 
West Indies, Cave Hill, being very impressed with the History Department’s cross-campus 
annual conference and strongly supporting a similar initiative for English. Erika Smilowitz 
and Roberta Knowles met some of  the English faculty at UPR through the College English 
Association, Caribbean Chapter conferences (in Puerto Rico), and passed on word of  the 
first conference. Lowell Fiet, of  UPR, Río Piedras, remembers being invited to the Fifth 
West Indian Literature Conference (also in St. Thomas) in 1985: “I was invited by Eddie 
and Mervyn, and I made housing arrangements for them in Puerto Rico on their way to 
the conference” (Email). These interactions and exchanges operated simultaneously at dif-
ferent scales: interpersonal, inter-institutional, transnational. By such informal interperson-
al networks, the consortium attending and hosting the conference was soon extended to the 
University of  Guyana (1992), the College of  the Bahamas (2007), and—reflecting the ac-
tual remapping of  the Caribbean diaspora—to the University of  Miami (2003). “From its 
earliest humble conceptualization by the poetic trinity of  Eddie Baugh, Mervyn Morris and 
Mark McWatt, through hugely successful international extravaganzas, this conference has 
focused on the cultural productions of  the West Indies in the West Indies” (O’Callaghan 
and Chang i).
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Fig. 1: Cover of  Edward Baugh (Festschrift JWIL issue in honour of  Prof. Edward Baugh).

Baugh, in JWIL’s Festschrift issue in his honour (Edward Baugh; fig. 1) remem-
bers the initial gathering and its theme “Critical Approaches to West Indian Literature” 
(“Confessions”).2 This focus, he notes,

was chosen quite deliberately, as an appropriate focus around which to inau-
gurate what we hoped would itself  become a tradition, i.e. the conference. 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/23019831#metadata_info_tab_contents
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We thought that we had been teaching West Indian literature long enough in 
the West Indian academy—though it had only been about 10 years—that we 
could now usefully stop to take stock of  what we had been doing, or what we 
thought we had been doing. (16)

The theme also signalled the growing importance of  literary theory in the analysis of  the 
writing, as reflected in the introduction of  a compulsory master’s course introduced at 
Mona two years later, duly followed by the other departments in St. Augustine and Cave 
Hill.

Anyway, with regard to the conference, we hoped that this kind of  focus 
would be a good way to open a forum in which “university teachers of  West 
Indian literature in the Caribbean [would] meet to exchange views on their 
subject, thereby promoting and developing the study of  West Indian litera-
ture in the locale in which that literature should matter most.” (16)

In 1982, Caribbean Quarterly published a double issue that contained selected papers from 
that first conference (fig. 2 and 3). As guest editor, Baugh wrote an introduction which 
he summarizes in “Confessions”, including the claim that “West Indian criticism of  West 
Indian literature has, in general, not yet reached a high level of  [self-awareness]” and that 
“most criticism of  West Indian literature can seem very conventional and conservative, 
moving largely within a well-worn sociological [ambit] of  literary theory.” He clarifies that 
these claims did not imply a lack of  important literary criticism, but that “most of  the 
criticism took its theoretical bases as given and for granted, and seemed to proceed with-
out acknowledgement . . . that all criticism, and indeed, ultimately, all theory is partial” 
(“Confessions” 16–17).

                   
Fig. 2. Cover of  Caribbean Quarterly, vol. 28, nos. 1–2, 1982.                           Fig 3. Table of  Contents for Caribbean Quarterly, vol. 28, nos. 1–2, 1982.

https://www.jstor.org/stable/40653437?seq=2#metadata_info_tab_contents
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Looking through the Archives

In much the same way that a look at courses developed and taught on university 
campuses across the region might offer one story of  developments in the region’s literature, 
a look at the programmes of  the Annual Conference on West Indian Literature, as another 
archive, offers another story of  shifts and changes in West Indian literary studies.

       

     
Fig. 4. Cover of  proceedings from the First Annual 
Conference on West Indian Literature, May 1981. 

The first conference (see fig. 4), then, began to map the field, as clearly indicat-
ed in the titles of  Jeanette B. Allis’s paper “West Indian Literature: A Case for Regional 
Criticism” (see fig. 5). Carolyn Cooper’s “Marxist Critical Theory and West Indian 
Literature: Something Torn and New” heeded the call for theoretical orientation, while 
Marjorie Thorpe considered “The Responsibility of  the Critic.” McWatt pinpointed what 
has remained a key concern, “The Preoccupation with the Past in West Indian Literature,” 
and there were papers on St. Lucian writers, as well as on specific authors, including Baugh’s 
discussion of  “Edward Brathwaite as Critic.” In the issue of  Caribbean Quarterly that pub-
lished selected papers in 1982 (fig. 3), one can single out Kenneth Ramchand’s character-
istically controversial championing of  scribal literary production (“The Fate of  Writing”) 
and his potshot at Kamau Brathwaite’s assertion that Caribbean “people come from a 
historical experience where they had to rely on their own breath patterns rather than on 
paraphernalia like books and museums” as “an invitation to mindlessness” (Ramchand 83). 
Significantly, in the same issue, there is a review of  Gordon Rohlehr’s seminal Pathfinder, his 
study of  Brathwaite’s Arrivants. We might see in this conjunction the beginnings of  the oral/
scribal debate that dominated much critical writing for the decade and beyond.

Fig. 5. Table of  contents of  published proceedings from the First Annual 
Conference on West Indian Literature, May 1981.
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Fig. 6. Cover and details from the programme booklet for the Second Annual Conference on West Indian Literature, 1982.

Luckily, papers from the second conference in 1982 (fig. 6) also exist in published 
form, although it did not appear until 1990: Progressions: West Indian Literature in the 1970s was 
edited by Baugh and Morris. Again, Allis’s contribution on “West Indian Literary Criticism 
in the 1970s” draws on her important archival project, West Indian Literature: An Index to 
Criticism, 1930–1975, an invaluable early resource in pre-Internet times. Again, there were 
papers on specific authors and on national literatures (Virgin Islands’ writing in Vincent 
Cooper’s contribution), and significantly on popular culture/cultural studies (Rastafarian 
lyrics and Jamaican language varieties).

Fig. 7. Cover of  the programme booklet from the Third Annual Conference on West Indian Literature, 1983.
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By the third conference (fig. 7) there was a concentrated focus on form. Papers 
illustrated the multiplicity of  influences (indigenous, European and Western models, exper-
imental) and paradigms (myth, preliterary forms, aesthetics, and dramatic tales) on which 
writers drew. Ramchand and Rohlehr took opposing positions on formal models and influ-
ences, and the politics of  language was a big issue, with papers focusing on Creole speech 
patterns in fiction, orality and literacy, “Language as Mask” and “Language as Vision.” 
Notably, there were quite a few papers on drama, which seems to have thrived during the 
1980s. And performance was also a regular feature of  the conference. St. Augustine cam-
pus, in particular, was always extremely polished in productions that stressed the creative 
side of  the programme; one evening’s performance included a fabulous line-up of  literary 
readings and music, including Earl Lovelace, Mungal Patesar, Baugh, Errol Jones, Len 
“Boogsie” Sharpe, Brother Valentino, and Andre Tanker, among others!

Fig. 8. Cover of  the published proceedings from the 
Fourth Annual Conference on West Indian Literature (McWatt). 

The fourth conference was the first to be held at the Cave Hill campus and, again, we 
are lucky to have the published proceedings, West Indian Literature and its Social Context edited 
by McWatt (fig. 8 and 9), who noted that, at the previous conference, “several of  the 
discussions tended to centre around the extent to which the creative writer is concerned 
with social questions, the nature and quality of  his interpretation of  society for his readers, 
and even the role of  the critic in helping to elucidate these questions”(1). This conference 
attempted to zero in on such issues. It is worth noting the generic use of  “his” in McWatt’s 
framing of  these questions! The contents clearly lay out the headings under which the 
papers were grouped: historical context; a nascent feminist politics turning its gaze on 
V. S. Naipaul’s questionable representations of  gender relations; contemporary socio-
political contexts influencing literary and dramatic productions; popular forms such as 
the thriller; revolutionary discourse; and literature as performance (dub poetry, Carnival, 

Fig. 9. Table of  contents of  the published proceedings from the Fourth 
Annual Conference on West Indian Literature (McWatt).
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popular masquerade). Notably, McWatt singles out in particular Morris’s piece on early 
dub poet Mikey Smith and Al Creighton’s “analysis of  the language used in specific folk 
performances, thus continuing a tradition of  concern with linguistic aspects of  West Indian 
literature which was a strong feature of  past conferences” (1–2).

Fig. 10. Cover of  the published proceedings of  the Fifth Annual Conference on West Indian Literature, 22–25 May 1985 (Allis and Jackson).

Conference five returned to St. Thomas, and again the proceedings were published: 
West Indian Poetry: Proceedings of  the Fifth Annual Conference on West Indian Literature, May 22–25, 
1985, edited by Allis and Jennifer Jackson (fig. 10). Again, Allis’s paper on “West Indian 
Literature in a Commonwealth Context” signals the shift towards first “Commonwealth,” 
then postcolonial critical remapping of  regional literatures, and Cliff Lashley subjected 
“performance poetry” (on which there were several presentations) to rigorous theoretical/
methodological analysis. For the first time, there are papers on Morris’s poetry and on the 
work of  Lorna Goodison. The work on Goodison offered a comparative Caribbean frame-
work beyond an anglophone context.

The sixth conference, held at St. Augustine, returned to the notion of  “Developing 
Traditions in West Indian Literature,” with McWatt’s “Prolegomena to Any Future Theory 
of  West Indian Literature” and Ramchand’s take on a “New History of  West Indian 
Literature” setting the tone. There were several presentations explicitly referencing feminist 
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and womanist discourses (by Elaine Savory Fido and by me), pointing to the slow but in-
exorable questioning of  gender orthodoxies in this decade. Papers continued to focus on 
Creole language in West Indian literature, as well as on an expansion of  “literary” texts to 
include musical lyrics. It was also a fun conference, ending with the now-customary closing 
party with great music and dancing.

Fig. 11. Cover of  the published proceedings of  the Seventh Annual 
Conference on West Indian Literature, 25–28 May 1987, UPR, Río Piedras 
(Fiet, West Indian Literature). 

The Río Piedras campus of  the UPR hosted the seventh conference, and the papers 
are available in a special issue of  Sargasso (1988), edited by Fiet (fig. 11), whose introduction 
mentions a growing sense of  over-reliance in the scholarship “on authorial intentions, auto 
and biographical criticism, nationalist politics, [and] social realism” (2). This was a time of  
questionings, aptly reflected in the panel “¿Cuantos Caribes?/How Many Caribbeans?” (fig. 
12) consisting of  four papers comparing literature in French and/or Spanish with English-
language texts. More generally, it was also a time of  unease, in the wake of  the Grenada 
invasion. There were five papers on “Literature, Feminism and Sexual Politics,” and seven 
papers on “Narrative and Ideology,” which the slightly frustrated editor construes as “the 
search for an ideological stance on the part of  novelists or the analysis of  a narrative action 
as it proposes an ideological solution” to “real world” problems (Fiet, West Indian Literature 
2). Significantly, the programme included two live performances and a film screening of  
Joseph Zobel’s La rue cases-nègres/Black Shack Alley.

Fig. 12. First page of  programme booklet from the 
Seventh Annual Conference on West Indian Literature, 

25–28 May 1987, UPR, Río Piedras.

http://136.145.223.21/ingles/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/TOC1988Special.pdf
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Fig.13. Cover of  programme booklet for the Eighth Conference on 
West Indian Literature, 18–21 May 1988, UWI, Mona. 

In his 2006 reflections on Caribbean critical traditions, originally his keynote address to the 
Twenty-Third Annual Conference on West Indian Literature (held in Grenada in 2004) 
and published in the Festschrift issue of  JWIL, Baugh observes:

And is there also a question as to who is the critic? Does Caribbean criticism, 
properly so called, have to be always by Caribbean persons? If  we say no, is 
that in practice, or only in theory? When we started these conferences, we 
deliberately said that we would, initially at least, keep them in-house, that we 
needed to talk strictly among ourselves; but we also soon agreed that every so 
often we would open one out, invite the “outside” world; and that happened. 
But, in a way, the scheme broke down, in that even when we weren’t going 
international, we had one or two persons from outside the region, because 
they wanted to share and we were happy to have them. (“Confessions” 26; 
emphasis in original)

Baugh was thinking back to the early days of  the conference and the revolutionary fervour 
and ideological passion that infused discussions of  literature in the region, and a kind of  
policing of  “authenticity” to speak about that literature. The situation was different in 2004 
in terms of  who had the “right” to opine on West Indian/Caribbean writing (and who de-
cided what that actually was). West Indian literature was now a valid field in which teachers 
and scholars from all over the world were contributing. And so, the eighth conference (fig. 
13 and 14) held at the Mona campus in 1988, which concentrated on biography and auto-
biography, was the first expanded (international) event, with participants including Helen 
Tiffin from Australia (on autobiography as counter-discourse), Selwyn Cudjoe of  Wellesley 

Fig. 14. General information bulletin for the Eighth Conference 
on West Indian Literature, 18–21 May 1988, UWI, Mona.
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College (recuperating the Trinidadian writer A. R. F. Webber), Larry Breiner (from Boston 
University), Natasha Barnes, Louis James (Kent University), Ted Chamberlain and Frank 
Birbalsingh from Toronto, and, importantly, Aart Broek from Curaçao (on a Curaçaon 
writer). There was, I recall, a real opening up of  traditional generic categories in discussions 
of  what constituted lyric poetry; individual versus collective autobiography and biography; 
the distinction (and overlaps) among letters, journals, and fiction; and the blurring of  his-
torical and fictional narratives. There were papers on Austin Clarke by the Canadian dele-
gates, and the first paper thus far on Jamaica Kincaid of  Antigua. And the readings! With 
Erna Brodber, Goodison, Olive Senior, Garth St. Omer, Kincaid, and Brathwaite, and an 
opening keynote by Derek Walcott, it was an epic conference.

Fig. 15. Cover of  programme booklet for the Ninth Annual 
Conference on West Indian Literature, 1990. 

The theme of the ninth conference, organized by the Cave Hill campus but held 
in St. Lucia, was “Comedy and the Comic Vision” (fig. 15), and the revised papers were 
published in The Comic Vision in West Indian Literature, edited by Roydon Salick (1993; fig. 
16). In his introduction, Salick notes the range of  West Indian comic expression and the 
unique and subversive humour, which, as Cliff Lashley’s wonderfully titled “Theory of  
Jamaican Comedy Heh Heh?” (in the same book) points out, is often disproportionately 
inappropriate to its subject. Predictably, there were several presentations on Sam Selvon’s 
comedy, with a surprisingly rich mining of  the quite complex and often darker strains in 
his humorous writing. Salick also emphasized the variety of  expressive outlets for comedy, 
“as different as purely linguistic artefacts, such mixed performances as calypso and reggae, 
Carnival, and of  course, cricket” (iii–iv).

Fig. 16. Cover of  The Comic Vision in West Indian 
Literature (Salick).
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Fig. 17. Cover and details for the opening ceremony from the programme booklet for the Tenth Annual Conference on West Indian Literature, 
5–7 June 1991, UWI, St. Augustine.

And finally, the tenth Annual Conference on West Indian Literature was centred on 
the theme of  “Masking and Unmasking.” It opened with the most fabulous programme, re-
flective of  Trinidad’s multiple cultural traditions, featuring Orisha drumming, tassa drum-
ming, pan, performances by David Rudder, Carnival mas characters parading, readings 
of  Walcott’s poetry, and Indian classical dance (fig. 17). It was an astounding collaboration 
by Earl Lovelace and Rawle Gibbons and the talented Creative Arts Centre team. The 
involvement of  such “creatives” in an academic conference is always a bonus, opening up 
ideas of  textuality and performance, and enriching links between different kinds of  masks 
and mas in the Caribbean. Delegates presented papers on the literature of  Trinidad and 
Tobago (Lovelace, Selvon, Ismith Khan, Eric Roach), and ongoing analysis of  critical/
theoretical praxis in the West Indian context: the intersection of  criticism, “authority,” and 
politics. Finally, papers on aspects of  popular culture and language remained a staple, with 
studies of  Jamaican language in fiction, carnival masks in pan-Caribbean drama, popular 
slave songs, and dramatic performance.

 Before I end, here are a few clips (fig. 18) from a slightly later conference just to 
compare the issues that concerned us then and now. What I remember about this 1995 
conference in Antigua, to return to Baugh’s reflections on the first one, was a pretty hostile 
exchange between a colleague from Cave Hill and a colleague from Mona on the appro-
priateness of  “Western” literary theory to a Caribbean context. It is to our credit, I think, 
that we have domiciled theory in the service of  textuality and have moved on to the more 
urgent business of  archiving our literature.
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Developments, Futures

What was striking for me about this retrospective sampling was how early a regional 
and pan-Caribbean consciousness was taken for granted, so that it was never questioned 
whether there was such an entity as Caribbean literature, despite debates over what it was. 
And, from the second conference onward, colleagues from various departments of  French 
and Spanish were presenting papers on writers from Puerto Rico, on the importance of  
the Cuban Casa de las Américas foundation to the development of  West Indian literature, 
and comparing Caribbean women’s writing in French, English, and Spanish. It was not 
until 2013 that we at Cave Hill first mounted a master’s course in Caribbean Literatures 
across Languages to address students’ unfamiliarity with writing outside the “cricket-play-
ing” Caribbean. Yet, from this survey, the comparative was part of  research praxis since 
1981. It is also significant how early on the interest in popular culture manifested, and an 
interdisciplinary methodology was incorporated: the second conference included a paper 
on the lyrics of  Rastafari and a discussion of  the Jamaican language continuum by no less 
a presenter than V. S. Reid. Finally, picking up on the “self-scrutiny” that Baugh refers to 
as “prompted by our awareness that the Age of  Theory had overtaken us and we ought to 
make ourselves more ‘state-of-the-art’” (“Confessions” 16), a pattern of  bifurcation emerg-
es over the ten conferences between work on specific authors and attempts at critical/the-
oretical overviews.

Figure 18. Antigua Conference 1995
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The themes chosen for the early conferences suggest this latter focus: “Critical Issues 
in West Indian Literature”; “West Indian Literature since 1970”; West Indian Literature 
and Its Social [another year “Political”] Context”; “Developing Traditions in West Indian 
Literature.” And from the second conference, writers were a crucial part of  the proceed-
ings. My notes list Louise Bennett, Brodber, John Hearne, Merle Hodge, Neville Dawes, 
and Dennis Scott reading from their works at the Mona campus, and the College of  the 
Virgin Islands colleagues staging a play by Rudy Wallace. The creative and the critical went 
hand in hand from the start.

What might a study of  the next ten or indeed twenty-five conferences reveal? I mean, 
look at that record: forty-one years, and only once before the current pandemic was a con-
ference cancelled (I think it was because of  the financial and political situation in Guyana, 
which was to host it). The first ten conferences certainly were all run on shoestring budgets, 
organized by full-time academics with the help of  student volunteers, charging registration 
fees as low as twenty-five US dollars, with conference programmes hand designed by col-
leagues and duplicated. But we also had wonderful writers perform and read for nothing 
(or virtually nothing), and scholars and students who were excited by new ideas and cared 
about literature and culture in the region gathered from all over the archipelago, despite 
hurricanes, flight cancellations and delays, missed luggage, and no-shows of  keynote speak-
ers. How did we do it? And how have we been doing it since? It is a record to be proud of  
and, I think, well worth further research and archiving. Over to the next generation.
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Notes

A version of  this essay was first presented as a paper at the Thirty-Fifth Annual Conference 
on West Indian Literature, on the theme “Archiving Caribbean Literature and Popular 
Culture” (O’Callaghan).

 1 In 1986, the College of  the Virgin Islands was renamed the University of  
the Virgin Islands. 

2 Twenty-Third Annual Conference on West Indian Literature, 8–11 March 
2004, Grenada.
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Evelyn O’Callaghan was the Journal of  West Indian Literature’s (JWIL) editor in chief  
from 2015 to 2021 and, before that, was an integral part of  the JWIL editorial team since 
just after its inception in 1986. Her career at the University of  the West Indies (UWI; 
where she earned her doctorate in 2000), her involvement with the West Indian Literature 
Conference (WILC), and her work for JWIL all coincided with key foundational moments 
for each entity, and she has been central to the growth and development of  each and to the 
now more established field of  West Indian literary scholarship. In that time, she published 
seminal work on West Indian writing, including Woman Version (1993) and Women Writing the 
West Indies, 1804–1939 (2004). Her work on naming Caribbean women’s writing as a tra-
dition of  its own and on recovering the voices of  forgotten women writers such as Frieda 
Cassin and Elma Napier has been especially influential, and she has explored a wide range 
of  themes in the body of  her scholarship, such as madness, heteronormativity, the status of  
white Creole women writers, the Irish in the Caribbean, and the writings of  Erna Brodber, 
Shani Mootoo, and Caryl Philips, among others.

Evelyn retired from a long and fruitful career of  teaching and administration at the 
University of  the West Indies in 2019 (she joined the Mona campus in 1981 and moved to 
Cave Hill in 1983) and ceded her role as JWIL editor in chief  in October 2021. In February 
2022, she took over the JWIL Twitter feed to do one of  our Twitter residencies, wherein she 
reflected on the history of  the beginnings of  the journal and on the key figures in its incep-
tion and early life—especially Mark McWatt, JWIL’s founding editor, and Victor Chang, 
coeditor with Mark from 1987, editor in chief  officially from 2008 to 2014 (though he 
served in that role unofficially for several years prior), and indefatigable champion of  the 
journal in all matters large and small.1 I have now taken over from Evelyn as acting editor 
in chief  to help JWIL through its next chapter, and this conversation between us traces both 
the journal’s past and present, as well as Evelyn’s path as an eminent scholar and teacher 
of  Caribbean literature. The interview was conducted via both written communication 
and Zoom in June 2022. Herein, Evelyn, who was Jamaica’s first female Rhodes Scholar 
in 1978, describes her early memories of  JWIL, her relationship to some of  the key writers 
and scholars of  Caribbean literature, and her thoughts on the state of  the field and the 
challenges of  journal publishing, as well as the rewards of  teaching and committing oneself  
to a career in the region. Clear throughout her reflections here is a commitment to region-
alism as propounded by the late George Lamming and others, as well as to community 
efforts to keep a love for West Indian literature alive. The JWIL 2020 Festschrift complet-
ed (in secret) for Evelyn by Alison Donnell and Bénédicte Ledent (and overseen by me in 
my role as JWIL editor in charge of  that issue) contains a fuller record of  the long arm of  
influence that Evelyn’s teaching and intellectual contribution have had on the field. This 
interview, the Festschrift, and the Twitter residency stand as companion pieces chronicling 
Evelyn’s rich and profound impact on the field of  West Indian literary studies and scholarly 
community building.
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Fig. 1. Evelyn O’Callaghan being presented a copy of  the JWIL Festschrift done in her honor by co-editor, Alison Donnell, in Jamaica, May 2022.

 

Early Days of JWIL

LISA OUTAR (LO): What do you remember as the reasons why people wanted 
JWIL to exist or were excited that it did exist?

EVELYN O’CALLAGHAN (EO): UWI scholars like Eddie Baugh, Mervyn 
Morris, Ken Ramchand, and Mark McWatt had for years been talking about the need for an 
annual conference on West Indian literature. The first West Indian Literature Conference 
was in 1981.2 Obviously, there was a need for a vehicle to publish the best papers that came 
out of  this conference. I joined the Mona campus that year, and, five years later, JWIL was 
launched. In the editorial of  [Edward Baugh’s] Festschrift issue, I wrote that

[v]ersions of  many of  the papers from these conferences were published in 
the Journal of  West Indian Literature, which first appeared in 198[6]. The Journal, 
like the conference, was driven by the wish to promote and analyze the litera-
ture of  the region in the region. It has been published through the hard (and 
unpaid) extra workload undertaken by colleagues in Literatures in English 
. . . following the example of  senior members like Eddie [Baugh], Mervyn 
[Morris] and Mark [McWatt]. (O’Callaghan and Chang i)

As editor Mark McWatt noted in the first issue of  JWIL, “West Indian scholars began to 
feel, with renewed urgency, the need for a scholarly journal dedicated exclusively to West 
Indian literature and based within the region” (v).
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LO: Were there conversations about balancing local scholarship with scholarship 
coming from the diaspora? Did such categorization even make sense at the time given the 
educational paths of  so many including yourself ?

EO: As Mark notes about the first issue, the contributors “are all Caribbean-based, 
but this reflects, of  course, neither general editorial policy nor any deliberate editorial deci-
sion with regard to this issue” (McWatt vi). Anyone who wanted to make a contribution to 
the study of  the field was welcome, and as you say, given the extensive Caribbean diaspora, 
it would have been futile to have limited content to local voices only.

LO: What are some of  the most memorable moments in JWIL’s early history for 
you?

EO: Oh my, that is a hard one to answer! Obviously when each issue appeared in 
publication, it was a thrill—especially if  there were not too many errors. We had some, but 
not very much, funding, so we used the UWI printery and all the proofing and copy-editing 
was done by us. Mark was editor, I was on the editorial board, and we were both at Cave 
Hill, while Victor Chang and Eddie Baugh were at Mona. Victor in particular took it upon 
himself  to hound the printery so we got the journal out on time and in a relatively accept-
able format. But what I remember most was the camaraderie of  the JWIL team and the 
sense of  shared commitment to what we were doing: the promotion of  our literature, our 
culture, our writers, and our scholarship.

LO: Do you think JWIL helped to bring a Caribbean scholarly community into 
closer conversation/identity? Can you tell us a little about how this evolved from your per-
spective? And of  course the role that the West Indian Literature Conference played?

EO: Definitely. Every year, the same core [UWI] colleagues, as well as new lecturers 
and a few postgraduates, would gather for the annual West Indian Literature Conference at 
one of  the revolving venues.3 They would be joined by academics from other tertiary-level 
institutions across the Caribbean and eventually from University of  Miami, as well as crit-
ics of  West Indian literature from the diaspora. And JWIL was very much a part of  that 
community. Editors at the journal meeting who had heard promising presentations would 
solicit authors to submit the paper to the journal. The issues and themes that had emerged 
as important or generated discussion during the hectic programme would be flagged for 
possible special issues; plans and editors in charge for forthcoming issues would be finalized 
so there was a known schedule for production in the year ahead; practical financial and 
distribution matters were decided. It was all done by agreement and usually followed by the 
business meeting of  all those attending WILC [West Indian Literature Conference] and a 
decision made about the venue and theme for the next gathering, which of  course would be 
promoted in the next issue of  JWIL. Honestly, the camaraderie was special.

LO: How was JWIL related to or influenced by older journal culture in the region? 
Bim, Jamaica Journal, et cetera?

EO: For many years, a JWIL committee member would sit on the editorial advisory 
board of  Caribbean Quarterly [CQ] or Bim, and vice versa, as we considered us all part of  the 
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same enterprise. Rivalry would only set in when the indefatigable Kim Robinson-Walcott 
would approach the presenter of  a good paper and persuade the writer to submit it to CQ 
or sometimes Jamaica Journal, thus beating her JWIL colleagues to the prize! I don’t recall 
any discussions about a formal relationship between the publications. We knew the remit 
of  each, and we felt ours was sufficiently different: a peer-reviewed scholarly journal con-
centrating on academically rigorous studies of  West Indian literature. Jamaica Journal was 
devoted to a range of  approaches to Jamaican history and culture; Bim published primar-
ily creative writing from the region and book reviews; and CQ was multidisciplinary, not 
primarily literary. Nonetheless, JWIL articles and reviews were cited in all the others, and 
CQ in particular counted on JWIL editors and contributors to read pieces submitted for 
publication.

LO: Tell us a bit about your experience taking over as editor in chief  [in 2015] and 
some of  the challenges and rewards. Were you still working with Mark and Victor at that 
point? Did you have a particular vision for how you wanted JWIL to evolve during your 
term?

EO: I had been part of  the editorial team for a while, working with Mark and 
Victor. When Mark retired [in 2002], Victor [who had served as coeditor with Mark since 
1987] took over as editor in charge, adding a Book Reviews section overseen by Curdella 
Forbes, and I worked with them for years. Then Victor too retired [in 2014], and I took 
over, thank goodness with the crucial help of  senior editors Michael Bucknor at Mona and 
Lisa Outar in the USA [and now Europe]. We were determined to have the editorial board 
reflect the increasingly international nature of  our field, and I am delighted that we have 
recently added Ronald Cummings in Canada and Leah Rosenberg in Florida, Raphael 
Dalleo at Bucknell and Nicola Hunte from the UWI, Cave Hill campus; Glyne Griffith 
and Michael Bucknor remain, as does our book reviews editor, Antonia McDonald at St. 
George’s University in Grenada, and Rachel Mordecai only recently left the team.

As I wrote for the journal’s website when I took over,

[M]uch had changed since the journal’s inception, and we realized it was 
time for JWIL to enter a new era in terms of  technology as well as leadership. 
So, the journal, like so many others, is now fully online, with an energetic 
and committed editorial team drawn from colleagues (several of  a “younger 
vintage”) from all over the world as well as from the wider Caribbean, beyond 
the UWI campus territories. (“About JWIL”)

Just as well, there were younger people with technology skills along for the ride, because 
putting the journal online was a learning experience for me, who didn’t even have a Twitter 
account and only about twelve Facebook “friends.” But the end result was a delight. I was 
particularly pleased with the visual content we were able to incorporate thanks to our fab-
ulous designer, Nadia Huggins [and Ayrïd Chandler, more recently]. Just have a look at the 
gorgeous covers in the archive of  our online issues!
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Fig. 2. The literary  Anansi designed for JWIL by Evelyn O’Callaghan

LO: Tell us about your inspiration for the Anansi figure you designed for JWIL’s 
covers.

EO: Again, Mark put it perfectly in his editorial to the first issue:

[I]t is appropriate that Anancy should squat on the cover of  JWIL . . . be-
cause, as Brathwaite also reminds us, the spider-god is a type of  the West 
Indian artist, associated with the complex vision and difficult, devious craft 
that produces West Indian literature:

Black, iron-eye’d eater, the many-eye’d maker,

creator,

dry stony world-maker, word-breaker,

creator . . . (McWatt vii; italics in original)

I think that says it beautifully. We just wanted something to stamp the journal instantly as a 
Caribbean journal, because that was the key thing that JWIL added to the discipline. It was 
a Caribbean journal giving voice to Caribbean scholarship about Caribbean literature, and 
it was in the region. So, we wanted a kind of  a stamp of  Caribbeanness or West Indianness, 
and we couldn’t think of  anything more striking than Anansi. And Anansi is the perfect 
figure, A, because I could draw him or draw a kind of  a caricature of  it, and B, because the 
trickster and the storyteller, the weaver of  words was just so apt for Caribbean literature. 
We were engaging in reading between the lines, and who better to symbolize that [practice] 
than Anansi, who tells us one thing and means another—says one thing to get himself  out 
of  trouble and actually ends up being victorious. It just seemed there wasn’t anything else 
because, of  course, you know from being from Guyana, that the different regions are so 
unique in their folklore. There are figures that recur, but they have different names and 
different characteristics in each, and Anansi kind of  bridges all of  those regions. There’s an 
Anansi figure always in Caribbean discourse. It had to be because these are the descendants 
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of  people who had no power. So, of  course, you have a victim who twists, with nothing but 
his own words, the superior power, to get what he wants. And that was the way that a lot of  
Caribbean people have had to do it.

LO: I love that reflection because it’s really speaking directly to the regional focus of  
the journal, when Caribbean regionalism has been an enterprise in the making for a long 
time with its disappointments and its successes. It’s interesting to think of  that figure con-
ceived in this way as being at the centre of  JWIL’s birth and self-conception.

EO: Anansi and his web, that’s us. I was just talking to some colleagues, before our 
meeting; I said to them, “What do you think of  the Journal at West Indian Literature? What do 
you think singles it out? What are the features that are perhaps most important?” And they 
said, “The local.” And not only have you kept the journal in the region, the balance, they 
said, has been kept between the local but not in house. It’s a matter of  having a rigorous 
selection procedure and good peer reviewing and producing quality stuff that is from the re-
gion, but doing that in the region. And they said that you’ve managed to keep that balance 
going over the years, which is something I’m quite proud of.

LO: As well you should be. That’s a tricky balance. And that was in part why I was 
asking you about the early years of  the journal and the places that you were choosing to 
position your own scholarship and the nexus between trying to make sure your work is not 
buried, that your work is being read by the folks that you wanted to be read by, but also 
establishing an international reputation, as we all need to for the exigencies of  tenure, of  
promotion, of  hiring, and so on. So, from your response to that question, it sounds like, 
before the birth of  JWIL, there was still a sense of  a number of  places where Caribbean 
literary work could be housed. Is that so?

EO: Yes, but it was way more competitive, in a sense, because you were publishing 
in journals that were actually more focused on postcolonial or commonwealth (the dreaded 
word) or comparative literature. And they only have room for so many articles. Now these 
are print journals. This is long before online. So, there’s only so many articles that journal 
can publish, no matter how well funded they are. You had your token West Indian lit essay 
in there, but the vast majority of  stuff was commonwealth or postcolonial. So, there were 
avenues for publication if  you had quality stuff, yes. There was interest in postcolonial 
Caribbean writing within postcolonial, yes. But at the same time, there wasn’t anything that 
was devoted to it. Not really. Books had come out, but not journals.

Then and now, I was also seeing [for example] Caribbean women’s writing absolute-
ly appropriated by, lumped in with African American women’s writing or African women’s 
writing, as if—because they’re all by Black writers predominantly—they’re in the same 
category, and they’re not. The American experience is very different and continues to be 
very different, and the African experience as well. So, I think you have to run a delicate bal-
ancing act between looking at national or regional literatures from a common perspective 
and being careful that you’re not making generalizations that are insensitive to the nuances 
that differentiate them. It’s a tricky balancing act. I don’t know what your thoughts are on 
it, but it’s been something that so many people have been agonizing with [over the length 
of] my career.
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LO: Right. And I think it continues to be a site of  agony, to use your term, espe-
cially as we think of  a continuing burgeoning of  writing by women who are raised in the 
diaspora, have Caribbean roots, but are doing this balancing act in terms of  their own 
expressions of  their unique genealogical influences, their familial lineage, and so on. And 
then, of  course, the pressures of  the publishing world that want to take them up as a body 
in these simplistic categories. So, it is interesting because again, as the new work that we’re 
publishing in the journal by the newer generations of  scholars come to us, I do find that 
there is an importation sometimes of  the theorizing, the terminology, the politics of  the US 
especially being sometimes imposed on the region and often something new and interesting 
and more organic emerges.

EO: Yes, I agree. And something perhaps that will go its own way and will have its 
own name and its own body of  literature. And maybe the Caribbean diaspora is probably 
larger now than the Caribbean. One can speculate about whether this is going to continue. 
But, I mean, what does a Caryl Phillips have that distinguishes him as a Caribbean writer? 
He chooses it, because he comes from the Caribbean, he was born in the Caribbean, but 
he came to England at the age of  one, where he grew up in Leeds. He’s as much shaped 
by the UK as he is by St. Kitts. So, what do we call these writers? I would not be so bold 
as to make a suggestion. I think we let them identify with what they want or both. And 
increasingly, with globalization, that’s going to be the case with so many writers. What are 
we going to call them?

Personal and Scholarly Journeys

LO: Well, that leads us nicely to asking you to offer your own reflections on that 
global path that you’ve walked and the kinds of  movements that you’ve had from quite a 
young age in and out of  the region. How have you negotiated some of  that positioning in 
terms of  your trajectory as a scholar, as a student, as a Caribbean person who has lived and 
taught in so many different spaces?

EO: It’s been a long and winding road. When I tell people where I was born, which 
is in Nigeria, they look at me and say, “Yeah, pull the other one. But where are you really 
from?” I don’t look like a Nigerian. But I came to Jamaica, my family came to Jamaica. My 
dad was an engineer. He was born in Washington State on leave. His father was a merchant 
marine. So, it seems that peripatetic movement has been part of  my family like I guess so 
many colonial people, postcolonial people. The Irish were the first to leave, to make that 
journey away for indentureship. They were travelling because of  the famine.

LO: And they, of  course, were among some of  the first experimentations with 
colonization.

EO: They talk about that. The redlegs, the ecky-beckies, the poor whites in the 
Caribbean. A lot of  them claim their descent from these early Irish servants and prisoners 
who were dumped. Get them out [of] here, take them away, they’re annoying people, dump 
them in the Caribbean, and let them work.4
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I came to Jamaica with my father, who was an engineer, and mother and my young-
er brother when I was three. So, that’s all I really remember (I do not remember Nigeria, 
but I have lots of  pictures to prove I was born there), and Jamaica is my home—that is 
where I know and love. And that is where I ended up going back to after all my subsequent 
journeys. So, I ended up going to university, like many people of  my generation, abroad. 
There was a University of  the West Indies at the time, but it was relatively new, and there’s 
a snobby idea that what is at home can’t be as good as what is abroad. For personal reasons, 
I was quite happy to go, even though eighteen is a bit young, as I now realize, to be leaving 
home and everything that you know for something completely different, which was Ireland. 
So, I did my first degree at the University College Cork and then started a master’s before 
I got the Rhodes Scholarship [in 1978], and I went to Oxford. And then, from Oxford, it 
was a matter of, well, what do I do now? And I knew immediately that I wanted to go back, 
which was crazy, because Jamaica was in a dreadful place at the time, with the IMF and the 
post-Manley years and shortages of  everything—a bit like we’re going through here now 
[in Barbados]. But nonetheless, I went back to Jamaica.

LO: What was pulling you at that point?

EO: I missed home. I missed the Caribbean. I would go back every summer, work 
in the UK or wherever we could get a job, and then go back. And my family, my sisters 
and brothers, all of  them were still there. I missed the food, and I missed the sea, obviously, 
but I had fallen in love with West Indian lit. I’d started reading it. I mean, of  all things, she 
goes away to university in Ireland and Oxford, and she chooses to write a master’s—or an 
MLit, as they called it then—on Caribbean writing. But I had been reading it all the time 
because it was something that we knew from school, from high school, but hadn’t really 
taken any further. So, I kept reading these authors and reading the criticism, and there’s [V. 
S.] Naipaul who went to Oxford. Homi Bhabha’s thesis on Naipaul was right there in the 
library, and it was like a revelation to me. So, I was in love with this new writing because it 
was new to me and new to the world, I think. And then I chose to do a thesis [on] the use of  
Creole in the West Indian novel, and for that, I had to do linguistics to learn about Creole 
languages. And, of  course, the reaction that I would get at Oxford: “Oh, is there one? Is 
there one? Is there a West Indian novel?” I guess it was a bit of  bullheadedness. I wanted to 
insist that we had something. There was something called Caribbean or West Indian litera-
ture, as we called it. And I wanted to know more about it. That’s why I went back, I think. 
And I knew that was the place to find out, at the University of  the West Indies, because it 
was such a dynamic team we had at Mona, and then Ken Ramchand came to visit, and 
Gordon Rohlehr. When I first saw Ken Ramchand, for example, I was stunned because I’d 
read his The West Indian Novel and Its Background several times, from end to end. And then this 
little guy with long hair came to Mona and gave a lecture. And I was just like, “That can’t 
be Prof. Ramchand.” Oh man, it was the horse’s mouth I had it from.

LO: What an exciting time.

EO: It was, and it was like we were all there at the birth of  this, which we weren’t, 
because West Indian lit had been taught for ten years before I came on the scene; but it felt 
like it. It felt new; it felt like we were part of  a treasure-hunting expedition. And there was 
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scope for research. There was scope for new research, and it was a great time. I think a lot 
of  us were young and enthusiastic in a way that we don’t really get that much of  these days. 
It was also the novelty, the newness, the freshness of  it. So that, in a nutshell, is my trajectory 
towards what has become forty years of  JWIL and forty years of  UWI. I was there at the 
start. Still creaking on at the end. My career and JWIL’s go hand in hand.

LO: Absolutely, they do. Which is why it’s so interesting to have this conversation. 
I wanted to ask you a bit more about the writers and the writing and that excitement that 
you were feeling around reading a lot of  this literature for the first time. You mentioned 
Naipaul. Were there other writers whose work you read either in those high-school years or 
after, who you felt super invigorated by and felt like were just begging for you to intervene 
as a researcher, prompting questions and ideas that you wanted to explore more? Can you 
remember that sense of  excitement coming around particular authors?

EO: Well, [Kamau] Brathwaite. Brathwaite actually read at Oxford, and I was ut-
terly blown away, but then I read something by him in Wasafiri saying that Jean Rhys was 
not a Caribbean writer (Brathwaite). I was so vexed, because I was absolutely in love with 
Jean Rhys as well at that stage. So, Brathwaite, Rhys, Naipaul. And when I was a brand-
new lecturer at Mona, Mervyn Morris gave me a novel by Erna Brodber called Jane and 
Louisa Will Soon Come Home. And that was love at first sight; I worked on her material from 
then on. I just loved it. I mean, the experimentation, the variety and range of  languages 
that are in her work and forms. All of  them are linked, obviously. Brathwaite and Naipaul 
influenced Brodber,5 and that generation influenced the newer ones, Tiphanie Yanique and 
the newer generation of  people. But those were some of  the ones that stand out for me. And 
later, of  course, I became interested in early Caribbean women’s writing. Early Caribbean 
writing, full stop, but early Caribbean writing particularly by women because it was so un-
known. And finding the work of  Frieda Cassin, being able to access stories that she wrote 
in the late 1700s–early 1800s, as well as other writers like Elma Napier in the more recent 
early twentieth century and others that proved dead ends. Getting at their books and being 
able to read their work for the first time was exhilarating. Even if  it was preachy or senti-
mental children’s literature, the attraction was just that this was this world that I lived in 
being looked at through the eyes of  somebody hundreds of  years ago, or more than one 
hundred years ago, and what a world that was. Yeah. It was great. It was great.

LO: And such excitement at finding these voices, given that continuing supposition 
that they didn’t exist or that they were too oppressed to express anything, and also exciting 
to see the ways in which their views, again, may not fit into the more feminist models we 
might want—but that’s what makes them all the more intriguing.

EO: And you have to remember that this was pre-Internet days. This was pre-digital 
days. So, it meant actually going [to archives]. I used all of  my study in travel grant one year 
to go to the Library of  Congress in Washington to see this book by Mary Lockett called 
Christopher, which kept being cited in bibliographies as having Caribbean content. I could 
find nothing about her. And I got to this Library of  Congress, and I was able to get a pass. 
And there it was in the stacks, the book, and I took it, and I held it in my hands, and I read 
it. It was a dead end, but that kind of  detective work you had to do in person. Librarians 
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obviously were key. You had to make them your friends and your contacts. And then in-
terlibrary loans were valuable because you didn’t have to go—they would send books—
but nothing beats going into those stacks, into the West Indian Collection at Mona or St. 
Augustine and actually holding the book in your hand.

LO: Absolutely. And the smell of  the pages and the feel of  things.

EO: None of  that is allowed anymore now because the books are falling apart, some 
of  them, but which is why, again, I’m so glad that I have a little part to play in making their 
existence known. I think it’s about putting a mark on it. They wrote, they thought, they felt, 
they lived, and I think those words deserved to be heard. What I really appreciate about 
where we are now in Caribbean literature is the tolerance we now have for older, more 
conservative, less politically correct records of  our past. I think that it’s very mature that 
we can allow these records, which often do echo on popular politics, colonial politics, or, as 
you said, not very feminist, extremely patriarchal views. Nonetheless, you’re allowed to read 
them now; you don’t have to be ashamed of  it. It has something to tell us. I’m pleased about 
that. West Indian lit, I think, has grown up.

Making Literary Community

LO: One of  the questions that I had for you was about mentoring and mentors in 
your trajectory. You’ve nicely highlighted what have been the benefits of  mentoring in the 
shaping of  your path. So, I wanted to ask you to speak a little bit about moving from having 
your PhD adviser [Edward Baugh] be your adviser to being a colleague. What was that 
like for you, working with him and others on the journal and also in the department [of  
Languages and Literatures at UWI]?

EO: Weird. Very, very weird, particularly if  you know Prof. Baugh. He is not a 
man that you take lightly. He’s a very impressive poet, actor, and scholar, and he is serious 
about what he does. So, you don’t jest with him, but it was a huge privilege as well. When 
I was doing my PhD at UWI, I was doing a full-time job, and I had two young kids. So, 
it was hard work, and it took a long time. And, for many of  those years, I didn’t have any 
supervisor at all because the people I thought could be my advisers were all my colleagues, 
because I’d been working at UWI. I didn’t start the PhD until I came to Cave Hill, and I 
had asked several colleagues, and they said, “Nah, I don’t feel like it.” I can mention, this 
was Caribbean women’s writing as well that I wanted to do. So, I then asked Eddie, or my 
head of  department, Mark McWatt, asked him, and he said, “Yes”; and it was mortifying 
because he was my first boss—to go from that to now I’m his student. It was a strange rela-
tionship but very, very encouraging in the sense that you knew that you had to produce your 
best work. And you got it right before you sent it to him. But that vibe, oh, my goodness. 
That was something else.

LO: And then moving from that phase to working with him on the journal? At that 
point, had you shifted into a more collegial mode?
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EO: I was just looking back over the Festschrift that we produced for him, Victor 
and myself, and the awe, the respect shows. I think respect for the gravitas of  Prof. Baugh 
was quite different to, for example, my relationship with Mervyn Morris or Mark McWatt. 
That was much more collegial, much more relaxed because they were colleagues first and 
foremost, and editor in chief  and head of  department, and so on, second. I think we devel-
oped it, actually. I’d earned my place by that stage. And when you’ve read these people . . 
. Do you know, when your idols and your seniors are met in the flesh, it’s something like a 
kind of  a celebrity, in part.

LO: Absolutely. I’ve experienced that feeling many, many times. And it’s also won-
derful because some of  that spirit of  collaboration, generosity, a sense of  being involved 
in a common enterprise, I would say more often than not—and actually probably almost 
always—was the impulse within which I was received as a grad student and then as a young 
scholar. And that, for me at least, feels like a defining feature of  our field: that impulse to 
include.

EO: Yes, yes. I think it’s very enabling, and it’s very important because the young 
graduates are presenting papers, for example, at our conferences. The more we encourage 
them and talk to them about it and engage with them, and the more we say to them, “That 
was a really good paper” or “When you work it into an article, please send it to the Journal 
of  West Indian Literature,” and then we peer review it, and we critique it, and we help them 
to write a little bit more fluently or whatever, it’s including and enabling. I think it’s part of  
our job, but it’s also part of  keeping that love of  West Indian literature alive, including more 
people and enabling them.

And that’s why, when I look back at the pictures of  our conference and my time at 
JWIL, it’s such a happy time! Even if  you were a junior scholar and climbed through a hole 
in the fence to get into the conference venue. I did that when I was pregnant. St. Augustine 
is very spread out compared to Cave Hill. And there was this big hole in a chain-link fence. 
So that’s what we used to climb through. And somebody took a picture of  me, and, I mean, 
it really was probably very stupid because I was visibly pregnant at that time. That picture 
was hawked around to my shame for quite a while, but it was just good fun.

And then, at events, you were all on campus at the same time. You were all stuck 
in the same accommodation. And so, there were limes, limes in the evening. There’d be a 
reading by some visiting writers. There’d be some kind of  communal food. I have photo-
graphs (well, Victor was a brilliant photograph taker) of  sitting around in somebody’s room, 
on their beds, talking, talking, talking, sharing, a laugh. It’s a community.

LO: A community. And I was also struck by—especially in your very tender, loving, 
proud recollections of  Victor [in the JWIL Twitter residency]—how much food played a 
part in that. A feature of  Victor himself, but also so much about how a Caribbean collective 
gathers.
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Fig. 3. Kim Robinson-Walcott, Erna Brodber, Evelyn O’Callaghan, and Helen Tiffin at the home of  Victor Chang in Jamaica, June 2011

EO: There is one priority and one priority only: “When are we getting fed some 
food?” And that was, again, long before there were all these fast-food chains on campus. 
So, you really had to plan your day very carefully. And a lot of  it did—in Victor’s case, cer-
tainly—centre around food: Where were we going to get it, and how much could we get?

LO: That Twitter residency was very useful in many ways for me to look back at 
the history of  the journal. And I don’t think I quite realized how much Victor did to sin-
gle-handedly carry the physical production of  the journal, the storing of  it in his office, and 
so on. By the time I came on board [in 2015], you had put into action, I think, some of  
what you’re describing as your ethos of  a community, of  a collaborative effort. I’m struck 
by your style of  leadership compared to what it seemed Victor was engaged in. And I won-
dered if  there was a conscious effort to try to make it so that so much of  the responsibility 
didn’t fall onto one person all at once that was motivating your style of  leadership by the 
time I came on board.

EO: That’s probably true, because everything rested on Victor at one stage. Well, 
he did the hard work of, as you said, physically going to the printer or delivering journals. 
This was Victor, he was devoted to his discipline. He genuinely loved literature. And by the 
way, there were stacks of  journals at his home, as well. I don’t know if  they’re still there, 
but they were when I last visited. But it was hard work. And I saw that first-hand. And by 
the time that I became the editor in chief, it was just not possible for one person to handle 
all that. There was far too much pressure on you at work, in terms of  meetings, in terms 
of  bureaucracy, in terms of  paperwork, as well as your teaching, to do that kind of  load in 
addition. So, from Mark’s time, I think that we talked about this, but it was really when I 
took over from Victor that I said, “We need more of  a collective. We need more members 
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of  the editorial team, and we need to spread the load a little bit more evenly.” I think ev-
erybody was like-minded, and it was great because for one issue you are in charge, and 
then you could get a little break from that, from designing, thinking up topics, contacting 
potential authors. Well, now we work together to think of  the topics, to think of  some of  the 
themes—and the conference was very useful with that—and bring in guest editors, bring in 
new blood. As I said, I’m so glad to know that now the journal is in safe hands, and it will 
continue in that regard long after I’m gone. I hope. I hope. It’s the way to do it. And it’s, I 
think, increasingly the way that we’ll survive the academy, because it ain’t getting easier, it’s 
getting harder.

Fig. 4. Victor Chang in conversation with Mervyn Morris at book launch for Pamela Mordecai, 2016

LO: Is there anything else that you want to add that gives a sense of  the kind of  
landscape you were negotiating as a journal editor of  this literature at a time when its im-
portance was not taken as a given?

EO: I feel sorry now that so few of  the younger generation of  West Indian or 
Caribbean scholars are actually doing that kind of  work, given that their institutions do 
prioritize publication of  monographs. I think that they feel very much under pressure to 
produce work in their own name rather than the business of  editing, which can feel like 
a thankless task, but is so important in terms of  the development of  younger scholars, of  
mentoring them, of  helping people to communally put together a team, communally put 
together something that is the best it can be. That kind of  commitment, I suppose. We’re 
not paid. We don’t earn any money from journal editing. It’s not giving us much in the 
way of  promotions or tenure or anything like that, but it’s a crucial role. And if  people like 
Mervyn Morris and Eddie Baugh and Mark McWatt hadn’t helped me, hadn’t mentored 
me and looked at my work before it was published, I wouldn’t be where I am today. So, I 
really feel it’s that old-fashioned thing of  giving back that was very much a part of  the ideal-
ism of  the time. I am sorry that it seems to be out of  fashion now. To get younger colleagues 
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interested in organizing a conference or editing a journal or putting together a collection of  
essays by other people—it’s much harder than it was.

LO: That’s an interesting perspective to hear. And some of  that, again, might be, as 
you’re saying, because of  the different sorts of  pressures that are on diverse scholars within 
the institutions that they inhabit. But I’m also thinking in particular of  ongoing and fruit-
ful collaborations between Ronald Cummings, for example, one of  our newest JWIL edi-
tors, and Nalini Mohabir, and other instances where it seems like there is still that impulse 
towards collaboration, towards archiving, towards looking back at these really important 
moments in the field, which were often wrought not by a single figure but by collectives in 
the way that you’re describing.

EO: Yes. I miss that, I guess. I miss that because it was much more fun doing it 
communally, anyway, than this lone business of  sitting with a blank screen. But I also think 
that it’s something that we need to get back: the passion, if  we can. I miss that, that commit-
ment to studying, writing about, teaching, and sharing literature as something that actually 
matters.

LO: Talk a little bit maybe about the experience of  teaching regional literature, 
especially the literature of  your scholarship and the specific women writers that you’ve ex-
plored deeply in your courses at UWI and in other spaces. What are some of  the moments 
that you remain proudest of  in your career as a teacher?

EO: Well, as I say to everybody when they say, “So, how is retirement treating you?” 
I said, “Well, I’m very glad I don’t have to mark exams and theses anymore.” But the most 
important thing that I have done in my life is to reach the minds of  young people in a way 
that I am very proud of. I’ve made them think, whether they liked it or not. And I met a 
student the other day in the supermarket, as you do, because where else do we go these 
days? And she said to me, “I hear you’re retiring.” And I said, “Yes.” And she said, “Well, 
that is UWI’s loss.” And I said, “Well, thank you.” And she said, “My children read because 
of  you.” And I just don’t think I could be prouder of  anything that I’ve done than that.

LO: That is wonderful.

EO: Because I think I brought enthusiasm to it, I got their attention. If  you try, and 
I love lecturing. I mean, I’m always nervous before it. Nobody believes this, after all these 
years. It is partly because of  the way we did it at Mona when I first joined. Other lecturers 
would come and listen to your class. They would sit in, and they would give you feedback 
afterwards. So, to be doing a good job, you had to have a good kind of  idea of  what you 
were going to do. You had to know what you were going to say. I’ve always, always been 
prepared for class. I’ve never winged it if  I could help it, because it’s too terrifying if  you 
didn’t have a plan. So, the inner critic is there because Maureen Warner-Lewis and Gloria 
Lynn used to sit in on my classes, and I would sit in on theirs, and you learn tips from that: 
how to be a good lecturer, when students are distracted, how to get them back on track, 
how to find something that will spark their interest, and how to get them not to be so afraid 
of  poetry. It’s something I miss very much, that contact with young minds and with the 
enthusiasm. Especially the guys. I became known for teaching Caribbean women’s writing, 
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and a lot of  my courses at the master’s and undergraduate level were on that. I would have 
the majority of  students be female, but there were some guys that had to take it. Some boys, 
young men, that had to take it for whatever reasons—timetable or something. And they 
were determined, let me tell you, not to be interested. I reeled them in, and that was a big 
achievement. Also got them participating, the most important thing. And to be able to see 
that moment when it dawns, “Ah, that’s what she means, or that’s what it means.” Or to 
care about a character, that they’ll actually passionately defend their behaviour. Everyone 
who’s been a lecturer knows what a joy it is to see that transmission of  knowledge, but what 
a thankless job it can sometimes be. But it’s the most important thing I think we do: we 
make people think; we help people to think for themselves. And that’s a gift. That’s a gift.6

LO: What do you think have been the most important changes in the field of  
Caribbean literary studies from the early days of  JWIL to now? And what role do you think 
journal culture still has to play versus, say, publishing monographs?

EO: That would take another interview to answer! I viscerally remember the heady 
excitement of  those early days of  JWIL. It was as if  we all had discovered something new 
and fascinating, and had to find out more; hence, I suppose, my fascination with archives: 
digging out papers and files and letters in the West Indian Collection of  the Mona library; 
tracking down printed copies of  works that seemed to have disappeared; the joy of  a new 
collection by a favourite poet—and the reviews that discussed it. And that may also be what 
I think is the most important development in West Indian literary studies: we are still dig-
ging, still reconsidering what the field is, who counts as a West Indian writer, still differing 
in our evaluations and revaluations of  the value of  the work. Alison Donnell recently led 
a massive project to produce three volumes of  Caribbean Literature in Transition, published by 
Cambridge University Press in 2020, all new essays surveying (mostly anglophone) writing 
from/about the region between 1800 and 2020. I had the privilege of  coediting, with Tim 
Watson, volume 1 (1800–1920; O’Callaghan and Watson). In our introduction, we boldly 
claim that

[t]he publication of  this volume demonstrates that early Caribbean literary 
studies is now established enough to rethink its categories, to reconsider what 
was and what was not worth reading, and to re-examine the contested and 
contradictory colonial archive as actually having something to add to our 
knowledge of  the period. (2)

And journal articles and reviews are often the first port of  call for sharing these discoveries, 
this research, these re-examinations with other readers of  our literature. The Journal of  West 
Indian Literature was a labour of  love to a great extent, and I am so proud of  being part of  
that enterprise; and so glad to know it is still in safe hands!
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Notes
1 See links to Evelyn’s nine Twitter threads in the Works Cited list, O’Cal-

laghan [residency @jwilonline].
2 For a discussion of  the first West Indian Literature Conference, see Baugh. 

See also Evelyn’s essay above in this same issue (Journal of  West Indian Liter-
ature, vol. 31, no. 1, 2022), “Archiving the First Ten Years of  the West Indi-
an Literature Conference: Institutional Memory and West Indian Literary 
Celebration.”

3 Different campuses of  the University of  the West Indies, the University of  
Puerto Rico, and the University of  the Cayman Islands each took a turn 
in hosting the conference. 

4 For Evelyn’s reflections on being white-descended in the Caribbean (and 
differences between Jamaica and Barbados in relation to negotiations of  
racial difference), see her 2016 conversation with Barbadian artist Annalee 
Davis (“White Creole Conversations”). 

5 In line with the fertile genealogies of  mentorship that Evelyn describes as 
endemic to Caribbean letters, it is worth noting that Brathwaite was, in 
fact, Brodber’s PhD adviser.

6 For another reflection on her teaching, see Evelyn’s conversation with 
Sheryl Gifford in sx salon, which also includes a rich discussion of  her views 
on feminist impulses in Caribbean literary studies (Gifford).
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Conversation and Tea with 
Maryse Condé
Kavita Ashana Singh

Source:  TeaCora Rooibos | Unsplash

This interview took place in the summer of  2015 in Paris, soon after the publication 
of  Mets et merveilles (translated as Of  Morsels and Marvels, 2019), Maryse Condé’s second ex-
plicitly autobiographical book. Her first memoir, La vie sans fards, was released in 2012 (What 
Is Africa to Me, 2017) and recounts her departure from Paris for Africa, and her life there 
until her return to Europe in her early forties. Mets et merveilles describes her relationship to 
cooking throughout her life, reprising the thread of  culinary self-expression begun in the 
genre-defying Victoire, les saveurs et les mots (Victoire: My Mother’s Mother, 2010), which brings 
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together biography, writing of  the self, and fiction, as Condé openly grasps at fragments to 
construct a narrative of  her maternal grandmother’s life, which ended before hers began. 
One might argue that Le coeur à rire et à pleurer, published in 1999 (Tales from the Heart, 2001), 
was the beginning of  Condé’s exploration of  autobiography, although she had long insisted 
that these stories based on her childhood in Guadeloupe were fictional. They nonetheless 
present a believable sequence with La vie sans fards, which begins where the tales leave off, 
during her Parisian youth. Indeed, the slippages between fiction and non-fiction, writing 
self  and writing others, and the extent to which a Black woman from the Caribbean has 
control over the interpretations imposed on her texts and her life are spaces of  constant nego-
tiation and even play for Condé. Still, Condé reveals in this interview that these distinctions 
might themselves be misleading: her writing, she says here, has always been autobiographi-
cal. What changes is not its status as truth or fiction but the version of  herself  that she wants 
to show her reader—a version that, like a translation, is an outcome of  its historicity, always 
responding to the demands of  its moment of  creation. In this conversation, we encounter 
both a brazen, self-loving woman and a vulnerable, underestimated Black girl; a former-
ly itinerant writer who keeps creating despite her ageing body’s unwillingness to move; a 
Caribbean writer who still desires recognition for her native Guadeloupe even though it 
often misrecognizes her; and a reluctant teacher who never relinquishes her prerogative to 
say—and to teach her students to say—“Non.”

I discovered Condé’s work in my first year of  undergraduate studies when I read her 
first book, Hérémakhonon, alongside other works by Black diasporic women writers—some 
Caribbean—that proved transformative for me. I experienced just then the epiphany of  
many women of  colour who “see themselves” in literature for the first time. But Condé’s 
draw, beyond shared culture or geography, was her unabashed, contrarian voice. I was 
floored by her daring to put into print the secrets of  a protagonist’s mind so much like her 
own rebellious woman’s mind; by her willingness to create a flawed first-person narrator 
almost nihilistic in her defiance of  social, political, and cultural expectations; by her giving 
free rein to a voice that could only be a woman’s but was still so rare among the women’s 
voices I had read or the women’s choices that I had known. It was a mind so familiar to 
me, but which I could never imagine myself  unveiling in the same way—until then. It was 
not until the publication of  La vie sans fards, however, that I caught a glimpse of  the accom-
panying fear and self-doubt that Condé had navigated throughout her life. And not until 
this interview did she admit that she had created a mask of  fierce pride that would hide the 
vulnerability she felt as she constructed her authorial persona.

The importance of  Condé’s impact on my sense of  myself  and my possibilities—
and, I believe, on so many young women, middle-aged women, older women, and likely 
many men and non-binary people too—is inseparable, I think, from how she allows her life 
to interweave with her fictions. Directly and obliquely, she masters language such that it can 
recognize and soothe all the things we are ashamed to feel, think, do, and undergo, allow-
ing us the thrill of  exhibitionist exposure, as well as a protective veil of  creative packaging. 
Condé’s masquerade of  fiction and life writing has served well this savvy, compassionate, 
persistent, and intractably confident writer. She has allowed us to share her contradictions 
and experience them as liberation. I had the privilege of  being Condé’s student in my senior 
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year of  university, when she was a visiting professor at Princeton University. The trajectory 
of  my life was profoundly impacted by this brilliant teacher who granted encouragement, 
mentorship, and validation without being asked, all gifts that her writing had already con-
ferred. Condé is a force of  nature, but her work also takes us beyond such clichés to the rare 
imaginative sites where intellectual experimentation still meets the embodied experiences 
of  reality. Raced, gendered, sensuous, and impulsive, Condé herself  is a living text.

At the beginning of  this interview (after some conversation in English), I asked 
Condé if  she would prefer to proceed in French. Whether for my comfort or her own lin-
guistic desires, she said that she would speak in English and switch to French if  she needed 
to. The result is a primarily English conversation, with all of  us—Condé, Condé’s hus-
band and translator, Richard Philcox, and I—switching between the two languages as the 
moment invited. Condé rarely “needed” the French she was most fluent in; nonetheless, 
our conversation renders a sense of  her relationship with her various languages, which 
includes that of  dialogue, that of  writing, that of  everyday improvisation, recall, and per-
sonal history (Condé had lived in the English-dominant United States for over thirty years). 
All linguistic experiences seem to me as important as a person’s “native” tongue would be 
for how they tell their own story. If  our speech below appears stilted or quaint at times, it 
is because I opted to retain these nuances, whether in the switching between French and 
English or in the moments where Condé’s French travelled through her English. I hope not 
to romanticize interlingual charms and produce exoticism heightened by the artist’s mys-
tique; I want to clearly represent Condé’s voice, a striking, unmistakable voice, the tool—
sometimes weapon—that is infused with her powerful will for self-representation and that 
is present throughout her work, whether in essay, story, or retort. 

Debates about linguistic choice have haunted Condé’s reception, particularly in the 
Caribbean, where the decision to write in the “colonial” or Creole tongue—and how to 
do that precisely—is inescapable for twentieth- and twenty-first-century writers from Aimé 
Césaire to Anthony Vahni Capildeo. Condé has been married for most of  her career to a 
British man whose work is frequently the translation of  his wife’s oeuvre from French into 
his English tongue. She is a woman who has never been able to call the Guadeloupean 
Creole of  her native land a mother tongue, and she is a writer who insistently repeats that 
the language in which she expresses herself  is “Maryse Condé.” Just as she invents her 
own linguistic category, her voice in this interview is one that is dialogic, accustomed to the 
quotidianness of  linguistic obstacles and skilled at negotiating the limits of  translation. She 
knows when to abdicate responsibility—claiming that she plays no part in Philcox’s transla-
tions of  her work into English—and when to insist on her instinct, as when she and Philcox 
openly negotiate her new novel’s title during our conversation, but she ultimately settles 
on the verbiage that is most “Maryse Condé.” In this encounter, I know Condé addresses 
me in the language that a formidable voice crafts so she can meaningfully converse with 
another Caribbean woman, who is the native speaker of  another Creole and educated in 
another European tongue (English), while sharing with her an investment in Francophone 
Caribbean literature.

So, we shared tea, laughed about husband and translator Philcox’s interdictions, 
asked the Internet to resolve the book title debate, and Condé confessed her insecurities 
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and spoke of  her newest controversies. At the same time, she asserted an unwavering sense 
of  her identity and voice: she is a writer; she finds no woman more interesting than herself; 
she has always and still has a powerful mind—aspects of  her identity that also help structure 
her protective masks. These discussions are among the most valuable appendices, I believe, 
to an extraordinary writer’s extraordinary oeuvre. Early in the meeting, before I officially 
started recording, Condé confessed her deep hurt at being passed over for the International 
Booker Prize earlier that year. But she also wants her native land to be recognized for its 
contributions to the world, she wants the public to see not just the fierce but also the fragile 
woman that she has been, and she wants to and will continue writing (and cooking) regard-
less of  her health, having only last year published yet another novel, the second since this 
interview, L’évangile du nouveau monde. It is now seven years since this conversation, and I am 
grateful that, in the interim, her unparalleled contribution to not just francophone, Black, 
women’s, and Caribbean literatures but also the entire world of  letters has been acknowl-
edged by the alternative Nobel Prize, an appropriate homage for a woman who has never 
been beholden to institutions.

Feeding the Body and the Mind

KAVITA SINGH (KS): I was wondering why you chose to come here, now that 
you’ve retired. To what extent did Paris have something to offer that New York City didn’t?

MARYSE CONDÉ (MC): No, I came back to Paris because I’m sick. I never liked 
Paris, never. But it was the first city I knew before anything else, because my parents were 
very fond of  Paris and used to come every two or three years to visit, and to stay here one 
or two months. It is, it is really my second birthplace; I know where I am.

KS: Is it more comfortable because of  your health?

MC: No! I’m afraid of  the plane, the cars. Everything frightens me. It is better to 
be in Paris, in a way.

KS: I’ve been constantly amazed at how productive you’ve been, how vibrant your 
voice continues to be, even if  your body is failing you. How do you reconcile those two 
things, the fact that you feel like your body has lost its ability to do everything that you 
would normally love to do, but you continue to have such a strong voice and spirit?

MC: Because it is my mind which was always lively and active. . . . I live with my 
mind. It was difficult, very painful, but now I know my body is a waste, completely. So, I 
tend to live without my body and with my mind. Je vais le dire en français. Je crois que j’ai eu 
du mal, beaucoup de mal, à admettre que mon corps, c’était foutu. Mais, ça m’a permis de développer ma 
mémoire, mes souvenirs, mon rapport aux gens, mon rapport à moi-même, c’était que la maladie a été en 
fait une ouverture sur les autres et sur moi. Un peu je crois. [“I’ll say it in French. I think that I had 
a hard time, a very hard time, admitting that my body is ruined. But that allowed me to 
develop my memory, my recollections, my relationships with other people, my relationship 
to myself. The illness, in fact, allowed for an opening onto others and into myself. At least 
a little.”]
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KS: Et vous faite toujours la cuisine [“And do you still cook”]?

MC: If  I don’t cook, and I don’t write, I’m dead. I cannot write as before, but I can 
cook. Richard helps me, and I do.

KS: I noticed as I started reading Mets et merveilles that cooking came first. Cooking 
was your creative outlet before writing ever was.

MC: You know why? Because I got the audacity to write very late, the audacity to 
propose my own stories to people. I was ashamed to be arrogant and to impose my ideas on 
people. So, I started writing late, when I was already forty, but I started cooking when I was 
a child. There is nothing that prevents you from cooking. There is no arrogance, there is no 
excessive pride; you can always cook. But to write is a kind of  ambition that I came to late.

KS: One of  the things I love about you and your work is that there is no shyness 
about expressing your ideas. That’s part of  what’s so important about your work. So an-
other thing that surprised me in Mets et merveilles is that you write about how, as you were 
growing up, you were scared of  everything. That was an aspect of  your personality that I’d 
never read about before. Before, you represented yourself  as someone who had her opin-
ions, and wanted what she wanted, and always told the truth, and wasn’t worried about 
consequences—that kind of  thing. And now we see this other part. I wondered if  they’re 
complementary? Or did the way you see yourself  as a child change over time?

MC: You know, as a child, I had no confidence in me. Because of  my mother, I be-
lieved I was totally ugly. I was growing up in a place, Guadeloupe, where they liked people 
with fair skin. I was discarded by the boys because I was Black. So, I had the feeling when 
I was young, a child, an adolescent, that I had no value whatsoever. But little by little, I 
discovered that I have one worth, which is the power of  the mind, that maybe physically 
I was not able to attract people as I wanted, but my mind was strong and powerful. And I 
believe that it is by living in Africa, among African people who don’t have the same feeling 
of  alienation that we have in the Caribbean, that I became free and happy to be myself.

On Fiction and Family

KS: You’re one of  the few writers that I know I can talk to, and I won’t be disap-
pointed, or your work won’t be ruined for me. I feel in many cases I don’t want to meet 
writers whose work I admire.

MC: I don’t see any writer that I love, except myself ! [laughs]

KS: Did you get shy, or did you used to, when you first had events as a writer?

MC: No, because as I told you, I wasn’t sure of  anything except the power of  my 
mind. So, I was never afraid to tell people what I said, what I thought. Yeah, I was never 
afraid of  that.
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KS: [to Richard Philcox] She said at the presentation the other day that you forbid her 
from writing about you, about your relationship.

RICHARD PHILCOX (RP): I said that there’s nothing to say, really.

MC: Oh! Yeah, auprès toi [“according to you”]! So many things to say. But you told 
me not to mention you in La vie sans fards . . . because we met in La vie sans fards!

RP: But La vie sans fards stops when I arrive. So, you could never have talked about 
me anyway.

MC: You told me to stop before!

RP: Yeah . . . it’s, uh, when their husband dies, you can write about them.

MC: Ah bon [“Oh, I see”]! Richard is my second husband, as you know. The first 
one was from Guinée. There, women don’t talk: they listen and wait. I could never imitate.

KS: Has your family or other people close to you reacted to you writing about them?

MC: They hate it.

KS: All of  them hate it?

MC: Those who read my books—I mean my sisters—hated it. And the rest never 
talk about it. In the family, I don’t remember a good discussion of  my work. It is rather as 
if  it doesn’t exist. A kind of  silence. I don’t know why; maybe it could be a kind of  pudeur 
[“embarrassment”], as they say in French, even with my daughters. It is only now that we 
sometimes exchange a few ideas about my work. But it is as if  it does not exist.

KS: Would you have liked them to talk about it?

MC: Non! Non [laughter]. Non. Because I am afraid they won’t understand. They 
might be shocked by something that I did not intend to be shocking. For example, two years 
ago, the three of  them were very upset because I said their brother, my son, my only son, 
died from AIDS. For me, there was nothing shocking. AIDS is a disease. But for them, I 
could see that it caused a problem. And they were hurt and shocked and sorry. Because I 
think we never discussed it.

RP: But they didn’t like La vie sans fards. La vie sans fards was made into a play by Eva 
Doumbia and performed in Avignon, and also Marseilles. They were there for a reading in 
Paris, and it was too much for them. I think the shock was too much, and they hated it from 
the very beginning. And to hear it suddenly come to life—it was just too much for them.

MC: My sisters saw themselves in all the characters: the prostitutes were supposed 
to be one of  my sisters, when I never had that in mind. So, writing is a problem when you 
deal with your family. Your family has a way of  reading your work, which is not what you 
have in mind.
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On History and Class

KS: None of  your siblings are alive anymore?

MC: One, in Guadeloupe. I have a sister in Guadeloupe.

KS: Has she lived there long? Was she living in Paris before?

MC: She was all the time in Guadeloupe. She never left Guadeloupe. Only for small 
visits in France.

KS: You’ve written so much about your parents and what your family was like while 
growing up, especially as part of  the community of  Grands Nègres [“Great Blacks”].1 I was 
wondering, what have the Grands Nègres become in today’s Guadeloupe? Did they just have 
their moment, and now they’re gone?

MC: They have died. It seems to me they are gone. It is a part of  history, which is 
just that: they’re gone. It is even a problem. Because now, you have to be from the work-
ing class. You have to speak Creole more than French. And so, being a Grand Nègre, or the 
daughter, the son of  a Grand Nègre, is shameful. It is a kind of  hatred of  the Grands Nègres, of  
the bourgeois origins that are seen badly in Guadeloupe. I think if  people in Guadeloupe 
dislike me so much, it’s because I didn’t come from a sugar-cane family.

KS: Is it that some bourgeois people have almost claimed the working class?

MC: Yeah! Some. If  you are fair and white, you have the right to be a bourgeois. But 
if  you are Black, you have to identify with the working class, and speak Creole, and like the 
gwo-ka and all the mythology around the people.

KS: Has anything replaced the status that the Grands Nègres had when you were 
growing up?

MC: No. [reflects] I don’t see anything taking their place. They are a void in society. 
People claim to have been Grands Nègres but were not; but the real Grands Nègres don’t have 
any legacy.

KS: So, what part of  the society does someone like your sister fit into? How does she 
fit with the working class, the whites, the bourgeoisie?

MC: But she decided to break the taboo in her own way! She married a mulatto, but 
a mulatto who was working class. So, she gained the colour which was missing to her. But 
at the same time, she got closer to the people.

On Autobiography

KS: I’m interested in the way autobiography or life writing functions in many of  
your texts, not just the last few. What is your relationship with the genre? Are there particular 
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texts or authors of  autobiographical texts that you find most compelling or interesting, or 
any that have had an effect on the way you’ve written about your life?

MC: No. The only one that I love is Marguerite Duras. L’amant de la Chine du nord       
. . . Barrage contre le pacifique [The North China Lover… The Sea Wall]. She’s the only one. But at 
the same time, I never tried to imitate her. She was doing work that I love, but it was not the 
model for me. In fact, autobiography is everywhere in my writing. Except . . . Even, even, 
even in Segou, and that is how I explain the way it was received by Africans. It would seem it 
was too different from a traditional story, that it had too many elements coming from other 
parts. From me. And they never appreciated that novel.

KS: I remember I read some interviews at the beginning [of  your career] where you 
insisted that it’s not autobiographical, it’s not about “me.” Why was it important to do that 
at the time?

MC: I don’t know.

KS: I think it was probably in relation to Hérémakhonon.

MC: But you know, I cannot reply, because even Hérémakhonon was already an au-
tobiography. I denied this, but it was. All the time, I have been writing autobiography. 
Because I believe the most interesting character is myself. I don’t feel that any other woman 
is as interesting, as I feel I am. So, I am talking about me all the time.

[laughter]

RP: Non, non. No, that’s old age.

MC: Maybe.

RP: Maybe writers come to an age when the only thing they can talk about is 
themselves.

MC: No, no. For example, the book I have in mind right now has nothing to do with 
me.

RP: Yeah, that’s true.

MC: So, I talked about me because it seems to me talking about me was talking 
about everybody. The things which matter to me matter to everybody in the world. But I 
was the one to feel it more deeply and more profoundly.

RP: So, the particular becomes the universal.

MC: Yeah.

KS: Would you say the same thing about writing about yourself  as a woman, that 
that is also important to everybody? Because you do insist on that.
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MC: Yeah, but, as you said, I repeat all the time, I write only for myself. So, if  other 
women are happy about what I write . . . fair enough. But I don’t think about them. I’m not 
trying to please them.

KS: You just said that you’ve been writing autobiography from the beginning. But 
recently, you’ve claimed the genre more explicitly. The last two texts have been openly, 
“This is me writing about my life,” and not fiction. In Victoire, in an incredibly interesting 
way, you were playing with what is fiction and what is truth, and saying, “I’m not even going 
to claim that this is historically true.” What is it then, at this moment, that made you start 
doing it in a less fictional way, that made you want to just talk about your past in ways that 
are revealing, about difficult things that you’ve lived but that you never spoke about before? 
What, at this point in your career, made you want to do that?

MC: Some years ago, we went with people at a publishing company to Belgium, 
Bruxelles. And we had dinner with many booksellers. And I was at the table with half  a doz-
en or a dozen booksellers. And they told me that they sell my books, the people want them, 
but they had never read them, not even one of  them. I was shocked. I asked, “But why?” 
And we talked and talked, discussed. And I discovered that they did not like the image I 
was giving, a kind of  arrogant image of  a woman full of  herself, of  a woman with no pity, 
no sympathy for anybody. So, it seems to me now that it was that day that I decided to give 
another image of  myself, the true image, to tell people that behind this appearance of  a 
strong woman—motivated, opinionated—you have somebody totally different: somebody 
very unsure of  herself, somebody shy, somebody frightened by other people. And so, I tried 
to give an image closer to what I really am. Because if  you read La vie sans fards, you will see 
that the girl, Maryse, is a very sensitive girl; everything hurts her, even when she pretends 
she fights back. It seems to me now that I was fed up with that very unpleasant image, and 
I wanted to change it. Read again the introduction to La vie sans fards. I try to explain how 
I write La vie sans fards and Mets et merveilles to give another image of  myself. More faithful, 
more realistic.

KS: So then, what do we do with the image that we had before? Is it no longer valid?

MC: It is valid, but it is like a mask. A mask that I was wearing to hide my feelings, 
my deeper feelings, my deeper self, the way I feel inside of  me, and how I regard the rest 
of  the world. So, it is true, but un déguisement, une parade [“a disguise, a show”]. Because life 
is so difficult, so hard, and so complicated, if  you don’t have a parade, a déguisement, you’re 
kind of  weak.

KS: Do you feel that’s especially true as a writer?

MC: I am a writer. I don’t know. But I think that, for everybody, life is such an ordeal 
that you have to use a way to support it, to face it. And from the very beginning, it starts 
when you’re a child, and as you grow and grow up, it becomes even more painful. And then 
you have to live. So, you have to invent a way of  protecting yourself.

KS: Did writing La vie sans fards make you feel vulnerable? I know there was a very 
positive reception, and a lot of  people were impressed with what you wrote about what you 
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had lived through; but I read also that there was a reaction from Jean Dominique’s family, 
with all that was being revealed there.2

MC: Things were difficult when I revealed my first love affair was with a man from 
Haiti who then became well known in some political circles. When I heard that in Haiti 
people were talking so much about La vie sans fards and hating Guadeloupe all over the is-
land, the Caribbean island, I was a bit hurt.

KS: They were talking about it in a bad way?

MC: Yes, because I believe that man never married me because I was Black and 
he was a mulatto. And so, for me, it was just telling the truth. I wasn’t trying to offend the 
people of  Haiti.

KS: Have you spent a lot of  time in Haiti, or have you visited?

MC: I’ve visited often. But I met that particular Haitian in Paris. He used to be a 
student, like me, and we had a love affair a long time ago. My son would be at least fifty-five 
if  he was alive. But he died in his forties of  AIDS, as I told you.

The Bad (Beloved) Teacher

KS: You don’t just have a career as a writer, but you’ve been a university professor, 
a teacher, and it’s been something that, from what I can tell, is also very important to you. 
I wonder to what extent you see a relationship between writing and teaching, and between 
the students and a reader.

MC: Ok, you will be surprised if  I tell you that, in fact, I hate teaching. The only 
way I managed to do it, and not so badly, is because I love my students. I love young peo-
ple. I love their minds. I love the way they approach things. The way they understand la 
réalité [“reality”] . . . what I say. I don’t believe that I am superior to them because I am 
their teacher. I believe they have another way of  reading a text, of  understanding life. And 
because of  that, teaching becomes something I do. But normally, basically, I hate teaching.

KS: Has it ever had an impact on your writing?

MC: No, no. In fact, if  we are frank, it seems to me I was a very bad teacher.

RP: Your students love you.

MC: Yeah. But they loved me not as a professor but as a human being. I was very 
moved by one of  my students, a girl from Korea, Nina, who said, “For me, Maryse Condé 
is like my grandmother.” It’s not the type of  relationship you have with a professor. But, I 
mean, she was thankful that I was talking with her on the same level, not as a superior hu-
man being talking to a young person.
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Le livre à venir . . . (déjà venu) [“The Book That’s on The Way . . . (That Has 
Already Arrived)”]

KS: Alors, est-ce que vous voulez parler de ce prochain livre imaginaire qui va peut-être sortir [“So, 
would you like to talk about this next book in your mind, that is perhaps coming out”]?

MC: Voilà. Au mois de janvier, il y a eu les attentats de Charlie Hebdo, tout le monde connaît. 
Et une jeune servante publique qui était venue de Martinique pour devenir policière a été tuée à cause d’un 
incendie de l’attentat. Donc une Martiniquaise, une jeune Martiniquaise, venue rêver d’un avenir meilleur, 
trouve sa mort en France. C’est un drame qui ne la regarde pas : elle meurt pour un problème qui ne la con-
cerne pas ; elle meurt dans un lieu qui n’est pas son pays natal ; elle meurt inconnue des gens autour d’elle. 
[“Here it is. In January, as everyone knows, there were the attacks at Charlie Hebdo. And a 
young public servant who had come from Martinique to become a police officer was killed 
in a shooting related to the attacks. So, a Martinican woman, a young Martinican woman, 
came to France with her dreams of  a better life, and she found death instead. That whole 
controversy had nothing to do with her: she died because of  a conflict that was not hers; 
she died in a place that was not her homeland; she died as a stranger to the people around 
her.”]

La preuve [“The proof  is that”], at the beginning, on TV and over the radio nobody 
spoke of  her. She was a Caribbean girl, and she had nothing to do with the Charlie Hebdo 
people; and it is only afterwards that people started talking about her and being impacted 
by her story. So, a girl from Martinique who died because of  terrorism in France gave me 
the idea of  a novel on globalization, but of  course totally personelle [“personal”]. But I can 
give you the title: “Les cruels et contrastés destins de Clarisse et Clarissa, jumeaux non-mo-
no-zygote” [“The Cruel and Contrary Fates of  Clarisse and Clarissa, Non-monozygotic 
Twins”].3 Le titre [“The title”] I know. I don’t know for the rest. The title, that’s fine.

RP: But does it have to say non-monozygote? They’re not monozygote?

MC: One is a boy, and one is a girl. They cannot be monozygote.

RP: Are you sure about that?

MC: Almost. (She pauses). Vérifie rapidement sur ton téléphone [“Quick, check on your 
phone”].

RP: I don’t know what to ask, what do I ask?

MC: Bon laisse [“Ok forget it”]…

[laughter]

KS: Going back, looking back at all you’ve written, what are the texts, what is the 
work that you’ve done that is most interesting to you or that you most find yourself  in?

MC: The first one, Hérémakhonon, is my favourite, all the time, even now. And I like 
La vie sans fards, because it was hard to write. It was difficult. It required an effort, a deep 
effort. So, Hérémakhonon, et La vie sans fards.
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KS: And why Hérémakhonon? Was it also hard?

MC: Because I discovered that a writer does not write to please other people but 
to say and express what she believes to be the truth, important. Nobody liked Hérémakhonon 
when it was published. It had a terrible response. They compared me to a prostitute. But it 
is the price you have to pay when you tell the truth, and, for me, it was a good and import-
ant lesson.

RP: Yes, you can be monozygotic, and be a girl and a boy. 

MC (to KS): Enlève non-. Enlève non-. [“Remove the ‘non’. Remove the ‘non’”].

KS: What would you hope for Guadeloupe in terms of  literature? What would you 
like to see coming out of  there?

MC: You know, Guadeloupe is now becoming a part of  France as it never was 
before. So, I hope the writer from Guadeloupe would remember that he or she is from a 
land, a country that is not entirely French. That there is a culture, there is a reality which 
is subdued, that people are trying to destroy. And I hope a writer will always remain of  his 
or her reality. We are not French. We are not white. We are not the same people. It seems 
obvious to say that, but I mean the majority of  the people forget it. So, I hope a new gener-
ation of  writers from Guadeloupe will impose the worth of  Guadeloupe on the rest of  the 
world—which we haven’t yet done.

RP: J’ai trouvé un article juste sur . . . [“I just found an article on . . . ”] Can boy-girl 
twins be identical, the short answer is no. Identical monozygotic twins are always the same 
gender.

MC: Ah oui! Ok, Kavita, le “non-”.  Rajoute le “non” [“Ah, yes! Ok, Kavita, the ‘non’. Put 
the ‘non’ back”]. 

RP: There is no non-. Boy girl twins are always fraternal or dizygotic.

KS: Donc vous voulez mettre di-zygote [“So do you want to put ‘di-zygotic’”]?

MC: Non. Je veux non [“No, I want the ‘No’”]. 4
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Notes
1 Condé uses the term Grands Nègres in many of  her books to describe her 

family’s social circle. It describes Guadeloupe’s first generation (including 
her parents) of  well-educated Black people of  means in Pointe-à-Pitre.

2 In La vie sans fards, Condé speaks for the first time about the affair she had 
as a young student in Paris with a Haitian—the well-known and well-loved 
late journalist Jean Dominique—who went back to Haiti soon after find-
ing out she was pregnant. He disappeared from her life, and the result was 
several very difficult years as she struggled to find her footing as a young 
mother with no financial or emotional support. 

3 Just two years later, Condé would publish the novel Le fabuleux et triste destin 
d’Ivan et d’Ivana (2017), with a translation by Philcox as The Wondrous and 
Tragic Life of  Ivan and Ivana (2020). 

4 In French, “non” can have the same function as “non-” in English, the 
prefix that negates, but it can also just mean “No.”
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Source: Headshot of  Tobias Buckell. (Photo courtesy of  Tobias Buckell.)

Tobias Buckell is a best-selling, award-winning author who has published dozens of  
stories and novels, including Crystal Rain and Arctic Rising. Born in Grenada, Buckell moved 
to the United States as a teenager but has spent considerable time in the Caribbean, in-
cluding the US Virgin Islands. As he acknowledges, and as his fiction clearly demonstrates, 
the Caribbean exerts a profound influence on his work, which spans an impressive range 
of  themes and subjects, including a frequent focus on ecology and politics. One could 
argue that Buckell’s oeuvre restores the oikeios (from the Greek oikos, meaning “home” or 
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“household”)1 to ecology, in that it often contemplates “the complexity of  community”2 
vis-à-vis environmental issues. A prolific author and now educator, Buckell’s latest releases 
are A Stranger in the Citadel, which is an Audible exclusive, as well as a short-story collection 
entitled Shoggoths in Traffic.

An exciting and fundamental aspect of  science fiction (SF) and speculative fiction 
is its defamiliarizing perspective, which can help us imaginatively transcend our inherent 
past- and present-bound frameworks. As Fredric Jameson argues, rather than simply pro-
jecting future “images,” SF works to “defamiliarize and restructure our experience of  our 
own present” (151). As a “climate-change refugee” (as he terms himself  in this interview), 
Buckell’s work does not shy away from asking difficult, probing questions about our future. 
Indeed, Buckell’s fiction embodies much of  the power of  Caribbean SF in that it encour-
ages us to rethink our Western frameworks when it comes to climate change. In light of  the 
chaotic and tragic histories of  Caribbean nations, including recent climate catastrophes, 
Buckell’s narratives encourage us to “make more room for Indigenous and non-Western 
voices to modify, critique, and undermine” our current global economic order, an essen-
tial task when the orthodox logical positivism underpinning capitalism helped to lead us 
squarely into our current crisis (Ingwersen 423).

Unfortunately, the contemporary SF author has no shortage of  catastrophic options 
to explore; as the droughts and wildfires of  the summer of  2021 showed all too well, climate 
catastrophe is the new normal, with roughly one-in-three US citizens affected by extreme 
climate events (Kaplan and Tran). Grappling with these events weighs heavily on many 
writers and creatives, but the stakes are necessarily higher for the inhabitants of  low-lying 
tropical regions like the Caribbean. Following Vandana Singh’s eloquent exhortation, the 
climate-oriented author in the Anthropocene (or Capitalocene)3 must “tell the kinds of  
stories that shift the prevailing narrative of  what it means to be human, and thereby to 
free our imaginations beyond dystopia porn, the easy techno-fix, or the escape-to-anoth-
er-planet—so we might once more learn what it means to belong” (429–30). Caribbean SF, 
as exemplified by Buckell, often resists these low-hanging tropes endemic to climate fiction 
and SF, presenting instead a more nuanced elaboration of  the problems engendered by 
climate change. If  SF, according to Lisa Yaszek, “lends itself  to critical methodologies of  
cultural history because it has always been a hybrid form,” Caribbean SF builds doubly on 
this hybridity through its own ethnocultural polyphony (200). By consequence, Buckell and 
his fellow Caribbean SF authors tend to dispel binaries—good versus evil, colonizer versus 
colonized, et cetera—in favour of  a more flexible, nuanced poetics of  multicultural futu-
rity instead. For example, authors such as Buckell and Karen Lord imagine distant futures 
populated with creolized cities; Nalo Hopkinson and Curdella Forbes consider the role of  
feminine, Indigenous knowledges in near-future scenarios where climate change disrupts 
the lived urban experience; and Stephanie Saulter weaves a post-humanist paean to com-
munity in the face of  both corporate and societal oppression (see, e.g., Lord; Buckell, Crystal 
Rain; Hopkinson; Forbes; Saulter).

Buckell’s fiction, indelibly shaped by his multicultural background, offers the kind 
of  planetary perspectives necessary for facing climate change with renewed solidarity and 
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a reconsideration of  what it means to be one individual, one community, and one country, 
in a giant web of  planetary relations. This informs works like Sly Mongoose, part of  Buckell’s 
popular Xenowealth series, which considers how a marginalized people contend with sup-
ply-chain issues and struggle to acquire the goods they need to survive. Moreover, the ver-
ticalized setting of  Sly Mongoose, which takes place on a Venus-like planet, provides Buckell 
with a material structure that mirrors the novel’s content, that is, a compelling allegory 
of  racial, economic, and ecological inequity. As such, Sly Mongoose proves pertinent in our 
contemporary moment when vast numbers of  the global poor live in suboptimal condi-
tions and work to survive through recycling, mining, and developing informal urban spac-
es. Buckell’s work, in addition to other Caribbean SF authors (e.g., Saulter’s ®Evolution 
trilogy), raises essential questions about—and allows us to reimagine—urban sustainability 
for a world that is in dire need of  disruptive innovation to better accommodate large urban 
populations and also combat climate change.4 By focusing on the “urbanization of  nature” 
(Kaika and Swyngedouw 462) and its socioecological import for human and non-human 
matter, Caribbean SF authors continue to help us make sense of  where we are going. 

This interview was conducted via Zoom on 27 August 2021 and sought Buckell’s 
perspective on how his Caribbean origins inform his creative writing and teaching, as well 
as his thoughts on the current state of  SF and its treatment of  urban and ecological themes. 
Taken together, Buckell’s life and work present a multifaceted narrative of  the Caribbean 
that is both rich in diversity and steeped in the urgency of  our present, clima(c)tic moment.

A Caribbean Climate Refugee

D. A. VIVIAN (DAV): Would you mind walking me through some of  your journey 
as a Caribbean-born writer who moved to the US and has since become an award-winning 
and best-selling sci-fi author?

TOBIAS BUCKELL (TB): Yeah, so growing up in Grenada on a boat, we didn’t 
have TV or anything like that. So, “entertainment” meant reading a book. And my mom 
was a single mom, so she very much encouraged me to get lost in books. It was cheap 
childcare. I have a little bit of  ADHD and dyslexia, which normally provides a challenge to 
being a big reader. But, actually, because I have ADHD and dyslexia, I find it easier to read 
really fast. It sounds counter-intuitive, but it allows me to pull meaning out of  the text by 
reading around words that aren’t making sense to me. So, I read a lot as a kid—tons and 
tons of  books. That laid a foundation for me being interested in writing.

Starting around seventh to eighth grade, I began writing and even finishing short 
stories, which is wild, because I have kids around that same age now and I think, “What 
convinced a thirteen-year-old me that I should type out a story and mail it?” That was also 
the time I became aware of  the fact that this could become a lifestyle, a career. And that 
really intrigued me. I started to think, “Could I be on those same shelves?” I just wanted to 
be that. You know how kids can become obsessed with a hobby or thing that you do? That 
was me with trying to become a writer.
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DAV: At what point did you move to the US, and what was the motivation for that 
move?

TB: I’m a climate-change refugee. We had three really big hurricanes rip through 
the Caribbean in the summer of  ’95, I think.5 Hurricane Marilyn, right before that it was 
Hurricane Luis, and there was a tropical storm or minor hurricane right before that. I 
just remember that it was a 1-2-3 punch, each one stronger than the last. And we lived on 
boats—my family are all boat people. We lost our home, and my stepdad, who my mom 
had recently married, was from Akron, Ohio; so, we moved in with his family for a while 
until we got back on our feet. There was nowhere really to stay on the island [St. Thomas6] 
because there was so much damage after that hurricane.

DAV: I’d like to ask you about your experience teaching creative writing. I find that 
teaching and the dialogue it engenders helps broaden my perspective and challenge my 
own interpretations. How would you say that your time as an instructor of  creative writing 
has informed your own writing and thinking about writing?

TB: Incredibly. From the outside, people seem to think I’m shinier than I do because 
I’m the one who’s put in the work over so many years. When you do a quick paragraph 
summary of  someone’s accomplishments over twenty years, it sounds impressive. But man, 
it took twenty years. It’s also easy to self-mythologize and create ideas about how writing 
works that you think you’ve solved or figured out. Trying to get other people to replicate 
what you’ve done, though, is an incredibly humbling experience because you soon realize 
how differently everyone else is built, how differently their brains work, the structures they 
come from. It’s humbling working with students because you’re trying to figure out what 
works and what I just stumbled across. A lot more of  it is luck than you’d like to admit 
[laughs].

DAV: I’d like to discuss the Caribbean and how it resides largely in the global imag-
ination as a tropical paradise, but also as a powerful example of  what you were just talking 
about in terms of  climate catastrophe. You clearly feel compelled to address ecological is-
sues with novels such as Arctic Rising and Hurricane Fever. Do you think such issues should be 
a vital focus of  SF in general, given it’s a future-oriented genre?

TB: I always hate to say “should” anything. If  you read a ton of  1950s-era SF, as 
I did, there’s a ton of  atomic fiction. And that was good; there’s nothing wrong with that. 
But I wouldn’t say SF of  the 1950s should have only focused on that pressing issue. Whether 
it’s solved or whether society moves beyond it, there are lots of  other concurrent problems. 
That said, I wrote those novels out of  a kind of  sense of  wonderment that SF wasn’t dealing 
with climate change in the way that we dealt with the atomic age in the ’50s and ’60s. It 
kind of  felt like we were shying away from it.

When I came to write those novels, I did feel that there was a paucity of  work deal-
ing with ecological crises. It was often on my mind, and I’d think, “Some of  the really smart 
SF authors are going to tackle this.” But I kept not seeing it, at least not as much as I was ex-
pecting—and also not seeing my own viewpoint represented. So, finally, for Arctic Rising and 
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Hurricane Fever, I just sat down and said, “I’m going to do this.” Since no one else is grabbing 
the obvious fruit, I’m just going to reach up and go for it and see if  I can add something to 
this and push it forward a bit. I was also spending more and more time speaking to Paolo 
Bacigalupi7 and Karl Schroeder8 and a couple of  other writers who were doing work in that 
area, and that encouraged me.

DAV: I think your Caribbean background gives you a strong connection there since 
the relationship to the natural world is such a fundamental part of  the Caribbean experience.

TB: The ecology of  it does permeate me a lot because I’m highly aware of  the fact 
that the islands are on the leading edge of  climate change. When the seas rise, they rise on 
beaches, and most those islands have lots of  beaches. It’s an economic engine; it’s natural 
beauty; it’s sheer amount of  land. So, climate change has terrific impacts on the people 
living near the coasts and on the islands. And, actually, what scares me the most is not so 
much that but the fact of  being the last chain in the supply chain. And growing up on a 
boat, you’re even one more removed. I grew up with parts taking forever to reach you or 
not being able to get them at all. If  you or I, in the lower forty-eight [states of  the United 
States], decide we want a new laptop, we click, we order, and two days later it’s there. It can 
be a whole different procedure somewhere else. And so, I look at these complex systems, 
and you can look at what happened just during COVID-19 when manufacturing was dis-
rupted. To give another example, when one of  the last hurricanes hit Puerto Rico, we had 
saline-bag crises all across the US because so many of  our saline bags were produced there.

DAV: We’re so connected; that’s what climate incidents really bring out. We do rely 
heavily on these complex systems, and when they’re disrupted, we can easily fall into night-
mare scenarios.

TB: Exactly, and for the islands in particular, they’re much more vulnerable than 
other places.

DAV: When it comes to the Caribbean islands, you noted in an interview that they 
share many commonalities, but there’s also an overriding diversity there. And it’s never to-
tally homogenous, to paraphrase you. Has it been important to you to incorporate this rich 
multiculturality in your work?

TB: Yeah, it’s usually baked into everything I do. I grew up with so many different 
facets of  humanity being on the same island, and I wanted that reflected in the literature 
I wrote, particularly because I wasn’t seeing as much of  it as I would have liked to have 
seen. It took me a while to figure that one out, to realize that I was missing it. It’s one of  
those scales-from-the-eyes moments where you suddenly look around [the literature you’re 
reading] and realize, “Oh my gosh, this is a monoculture.” Because when I lived outside the 
US, a lot of  what writers were writing about there seemed “exotic” to me, because I didn’t 
live there. Once I had moved and lived in the US for a while, I began to recalibrate and 
mature a bit. Something may have seemed really exciting and wild and different, but now I 
understand better where it’s all coming from. So, I can start to see a little bit more “Where’s 
the rest of  the world in this?” And it makes sense that as a non-critical younger kid I was so 
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hungry for Arthur C. Clarke’s South Pacific series of  SF.9 It’s not great, but at least it was a 
part of  the world I’d never seen SF in before.

DAV: Maybe that attests to the enduring appeal of  the unknown. I think a lot of  
creative people ultimately want to produce what they want to see: authors want to write 
the novels that they want to read, musicians want to make the music they want to hear, et 
cetera. I think it’s a natural impulse among creatives. I could see how getting outside of  the 
Caribbean enabled you to look back and see it in a new light and want to represent it in 
your fiction.

TB: And even in my first steps, I have memories from seventh grade sitting in 
Charlotte Amalie harbour (fig. 2) and drawing these giant starships as if  they were cruise 
ships and trying to bring in the landscape around me with science fictional content. I know 
I was clawing for that from the very early days intuitively, but it became more explicit as I 
matured. I’m odd in that I started writing very young, publishing my first short stories at 
eighteen or nineteen, and that’s kind of  stupid, because you’re still developing. So, I’ve defi-
nitely done a lot of  learning in public.

Fig. 2. Charlotte Amalie harbour, St. Thomas, US Virgin Islands. (Photo by Sunil Pereira, “Saint Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands,” Wikipedia.)

But it’s interesting to see those early things have always been there—they always 
sneak in. I’ve always had the thoughts bouncing around inside my skull; I’ve just not known 
where or how to put them down. And when you start writing, you’re very imitative, and 
there was really no Caribbean SF that I knew of  to imitate in the late ’80s. It takes a while 
to figure out how to fold that in. It’s easy to do it in art: I’d draw aliens or spaceships in the 
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Caribbean, but then looking at all the fiction I’m reading, I didn’t see anything like that. 
How do I get in there and carve a space for myself ? At first it was by doing exactly what 
they were doing, with little tweaks, then later realizing that I could be more radical than 
that and see if  it works.

DAV: On that note, I’d love to dive into your fiction. Your first novel, Crystal Rain, 
begins with a map, which helps orient the reader and also recalls famous SF/fantasy such 
as [J. R. R.] Tolkien’s Middle-earth. I’m curious if  you have an interest in cartography and 
exploration with your background on the water and sailing, and to what extent you think 
SF is primed to explore issues of  space and place.

TB: I love SF, and it grew up at the same time as that nineteenth-century romantic 
ideal of  exploring so-called exotic spaces. So, I have this divided weirdness about it, in that 
I love those tales, that exploration theme, and yet I live with awareness of  its dark sides.

As a sailor, yeah, lots of  cartography. I used to sit there with the little rulers, and 
from a young age I was taught how to read them and decipher them and use them. I love 
alternative maps as well, but despite all of  that background, the map for Crystal Rain just 
came out of  the fact that one of  the first readers of  the manuscript did the actual mapping 
and let me know that I had some “distance issues.” After our conversation, I realized that 
I’d never actually formally drawn a map and figured out the distances [the characters trav-
el] and everything. The map came out of  me drawing it to try to ensure that the plot and 
people’s location made sense. And at some point, my editor asked if  I had a map. At the 
time, it was very common for fantasy books to have them, but you didn’t see them much or 
at all for SF. But he asked, “Would you like a map? If  you have it sketched out, we can send 
it to an illustrator.” Having loved fantasy novels and maps and been a sailor, I was thrilled.

Sly Mongoose and SF as Allegory

DAV: You have a fascinating setting for Sly Mongoose, which is also part of  your 
Xenowealth series. Would you care to dive into the origins of  that premise with cities that 
are floating up above the toxic atmosphere below?

TB: Sly Mongoose emerged out of  a presentation by Geoff Landis, who is a scientist 
at NASA.10 He was giving a presentation about Venus, and he had done the math to find 
that if  you fill something large with enough air, it’ll float in the denser atmosphere of  Venus 
just fine. And if  you can get it to float at the right height, it’s very comfortable. It’s above 
the acid rain clouds, there’s sunlight, and it’s about 1G at 100,000 feet. It’s warm, but not 
boiling.

DAV: And not toxic.

TB: Exactly. He gave a great presentation, and I thought, “Wow, I’m going to steal 
this for Chilo [the planet where Sly Mongoose is set] and use it because it lends itself  to a lot 
of  fun world building.”
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DAV: I like how you drew directly from science and saw the compatibility with 
the SF/fantasy world building that you’re so keen on doing. I also found that it worked as 
such a potent metaphor for wealth inequality, segregation, environmental racism: the more 
“developed” nation lives up higher while the less “developed” nation lives below. Plus, the 
lower society consists primarily of  Azteca refugees, a people that we learn about in the first 
book [Crystal Rain]. Did you see this explicitly as a mirror for what people now call the glob-
al North and global South? To what extent did you set out to do this, or did it come to you 
more so in the writing process?

TB: It’s all of  the above. I was playing with the physical spacing (thank you for no-
ticing that). I was also playing with how they have to make their living by recycling—think-
ing of  those developing world groups that basically subsist off of  another country’s trash, 
experimenting with the fact that they are essentially refugees. They [the Azteca] were the 
villains of  the first book, but they’re not villains as such. They’re being taken advantage of  
by these colonialist aliens to do their dirty work. So, they’ve gotten away from that, but then 
there’s still the dilemma of  what do you do once you’re free from that. In movies, there’s the 
idea that once the bad people are no longer ruling, we can then do great things. In reality, 
you throw off those linkages, and you don’t necessarily have the resources. You’re trying to 
go it alone. They’ve created their own culture as refugees that have left the planet, but they 
haven’t been given a lot of  support. And they’re doing the right thing, but it hasn’t led to an 
instant solving of  problems. I wanted to show the complication of  that and yet make them 
the heroes of  the third book.

DAV: Yeah, and that’s a cool feature of  an extended series like that: how you can 
show change and transition, adaptation, how things can improve. They’re the villains in the 
first one, like you said, but by Sly Mongoose, they’ve moved beyond that sort of  bloodthirsty 
religious fundamentalism present in Crystal Rain. If  I can stick with Sly Mongoose for a little 
bit, I thought the urban aspect was fascinating. It seems counter-intuitive, but due to factors 
such as population density, cities have the potential to be much more environmentally effi-
cient than scattered rural populations or the sprawl of  suburbanization. Do you think SF is 
well positioned to help us envision more sustainable urban living?

TB: It’s a dilemma. It’s always really hard to write utopias because you’re always 
looking for conflict. As a story mechanism, it’s often really hard. Like with Neal Stephenson’s 
The Diamond Age, the whole conflict is about re-zoning a city park, a densified working future. 
So, you get some stakes issues and conflict issues with how you build a whole novel around 
something like that. But you can see some stuff coming out of  the solarpunk movements, 
and Kim Stanley Robinson is definitely on it,11 looking at how to pass on some positives 
from the future.

Sometimes you will write a book like Arctic Rising, then people will say, “Well, what 
are the solutions, Toby?” [laughs]. Well, this isn’t that kind of  book. It’s not even a warning. 
That book is me trying to pilot down the middle and show how I think there are going to 
be a lot of  cool things and a lot of  horrible things all at the same time. I was just trying to 
forecast or think through or play with these things.
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DAV: That’s what’s great about SF. It doesn’t need to be prescriptive or try to have 
all the answers. It’s more so about an openness to the future, a speculative disposition. I 
think people are a bit amiss to come to you looking for solutions—that’s not really your job.

TB: Yeah, my job is to get you to think and to ask those questions. So, if  you are 
asking me that question, then that is pushing you down that path I want you thinking. But 
I am fascinated by the idea of  design fiction à la Bruce Sterling.12 I was looking at this little 
five-minute animation for the Green New Deal, and it’s a total piece of  SF, a person on a 
high-speed rail thinking about everything it took to get to that point. It’s so ham-handedly 
done in terms of  a piece of  fiction that it was hard for me to watch. You’ve got gorgeous 
animation and a great narrator and all this effort, but it’s boring. It’s just a five-minute in-
fodump. And if  you work in narrative structures, as I do, then you realize that it needs a 
story built around it, which would have made it a lot more meaningful.

DAV: We really do connect to stories so much more than with pure information 
alone. That’s the difficulty of  doing something technical and scientifically accurate but not 
boring. Finding that balance has to be something that you’ve grappled with.

TB: Say someone’s asking me to write about climate change, and they’re going to 
pay me a little bit of  money, and I’m on a deadline. It’s easy to go to conflict, and it’s easy 
to go to dystopia. It’s a lot harder to have someone come to you and ask you to write about 
solutions. It’s not impossible; it’s just a lot harder, which is why it doesn’t get done as much. 
I was reading an interview with William Gibson where he talked about building the science 
up as background and then finding a human story with conflict to run through it.13 That 
landscape has the solutions and points you want to make, but for the reader, it should be 
embedded in the back and the characters’ journey through it.

The mistake we make, and why people are always worried about doing something 
like design fiction or polemical fiction, is that they’re really worried they’ll be lecturing the 
reader. But if  you’re good at narrative fiction, that’s not what you do. You don’t want the 
characters lecturing the readers or even other characters. It’s always on the nose, and it’s 
always very hard. Masterful is when you have the character go through it individually.

DAV: Yeah, “showing not telling” is really the classic maxim for fiction writing.

TB: I’m obsessed with all this stuff, and in fact I have a book I need to read soon 
that’s called A Pattern Language: Towns, Buildings, Construction.14 A lot of  our thoughts about 
human-scale architecture have been thought through and studied. So, there are a lot of  pat-
tern-design solutions to our problems that have been solved, but we’re just not good about 
communicating or implementing them. So, I want to go through that book because it’s 
great for world building. One of  the best pattern-design climate-fiction books is Bannerless 
by Carrie Vaughn, because it does it so masterfully.15 The solutions that everyone is worried 
about are buried into the world building, and the characters must navigate them. Doing 
that makes for very interesting storytelling.
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Rethinking the Saviour Trope and the Future of  Storytelling

DAV: I wanted to share a quote from Ursula K. Le Guin with you.16 She says that 
“[s]cience fiction properly conceived . . . is a way of  trying to describe what is in fact going 
on, what people actually do and feel, how people relate to everything else in this vast sack, 
this belly of  the universe, this womb of  things to be and tomb of  things that were, this 
unending story” (154). In this essay, “The Carrier Bag Theory of  Fiction,” she talks about 
how so much fiction, of  any genre, focuses on triumph and tragedy, and she traces this to 
the male-hunter tradition, which she juxtaposes with the feminine-gatherer tradition. Do 
you think that SF may run the risk of  falling too often into a narrative mould that requires 
this kind of  deux ex machina incursion from a saviour figure?

TB: Yeah, it really does.

DAV: And how do we get around this? I think that’s the tough question.

TB: No, that’s a great question. I’m thinking back to the teaching. As you said, it 
forces you to broaden yourself  and confront other minds than your own. One of  the prob-
lems I’ve started to notice about the way I was taught how to write in workshops is that 
Campbellian hero’s myth.17 It’s deeply ingrained into how we structure workshopping and 
teaching. The hero’s journey is embedded into so many pieces of  writing advice. There’s a 
series of  essays that I’d like to start writing called “The Danger of  Bad Metaphors,” looking 
at the importance of  framing in modern society, because the stories we tell are everything.

Think about every time you see a movie in which a disaster is occurring, and you just 
see people immediately break out into looting. Or when an asteroid is going to crash into 
the earth, and it turns into Mad Max.18 Because when we find out that a horrible thing is 
about to come kill us, I guess we’ll just resort to chaos. It’s baked into so much, because you 
have to be an individualistic hero that pilots your small tribe through this chaos. I’m think-
ing of  that Rock movie [San Andreas]19 where he’s in the LA Fire Department and leaves the 
area to find his family [in San Francisco]. I found myself  screaming at the screen, because 
he grabs a boat and leaves the area that he’s supposed to protect to go find his family. He 
would be called in to help with all these other individuals. He’s in the service and would 
need to save people in his designated zone. It was really hard to watch, plus everyone is loot-
ing and going crazy. As someone who’s been through a number of  hurricanes, I know that 
people band together, and communities continue to exist; they don’t fall apart that quickly. 
It’s bands of  people working together, and so that began to have me question some of  the 
framing of  these things. Why are these all so badly wrong?

The book that unpacks a lot of  that is called The Heroine’s Journey by Gail Carriger. 
She’s a New York Times best-selling author and does a lot of  steampunk. She’s also a feminist 
thinker and crazy smart human being. It’s a fantastic book that looks at the other modes 
and models that keep getting underserved because they’re often used by women who focus 
on communities and families and bands of  people working together. There are stories to be 
told there, and there are stories that have always been told there. There’s a false dichotomy 
in saying it’s heroine versus hero, but her point, I think, is that we’ve been given a lot of  
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this hero’s journey, hero’s burden, hero’s hard choices, rather than “Can we find common 
ground?”

DAV: Environmentalism often deploys the saviour trope, in that environmental 
groups and governments both rely on this ideal of  the technological breakthrough that will 
drastically diminish climate change, and a lot of  ecologically focused literature that I’ve 
encountered also has a saviour figure who overcomes the battle against nature—a drought 
or what have you. So, part of  me is wondering if  we’re trapped in this cycle of  waiting for 
the miraculous, and SF’s role in that is intriguing because it sometimes plays into it. Ways it 
might subvert that, however, could be much more realistic and also much more compelling.

TB: Well, we’re about to have a version of  Dune come out, and Dune is the ultimate 
messiah-complex SF text, which is one of  the reasons I think it’s stayed in print for so long.20 
There’s always a new generation coming along of  guys reading it, thinking, “I’d love to be 
that figure.” So, when you look at the reality of  climate change, it’s this messy thing. For 
example, when I first started talking about ecological issues, I’d be on a panel, and someone 
would pop up and say, “If  only we had a giant sun mirror in orbit, then this whole problem 
goes away.” But what would it take to launch something like that into orbit? And if  you have 
it in orbit and it’s made of  mirrors, you’ve basically created, as I point out in Arctic Rising, a 
giant death ray. You have to have control of  it, and you’d have to come up with some treaty 
so that the vast majority of  nations on earth agree to create a giant death ray in outer space, 
but it’ll only be used for X, Y, and Z. The amount of  negotiation among world leadership 
that it would take to put something like that into place is roughly equivalent to what it 
would take to have all the nations put together a plan to create a carbon tax, for example.

DAV: I just read something recently from a climate scientist detailing how he’s so 
sick and tired of  reports. There have been so many reports but so little action, so he’s des-
perate for actual action. I think that’s what you’re getting at with that person’s suggestion. 
You have these pie-in-the-sky ideas, but there’s so much logistically that has to happen 
between governments; and I think that must be something that’s daunting as a SF writer: 
to not only have the premise but also to have to dive into the nitty-gritty details, the possi-
bilities, shortcomings, unintended consequences, et cetera.

TB: One of  the things I’m trying to figure out how to do, both as a human being 
and a writer, is communicate the complexity of  community. It’s something that’s invisible to 
us quite often. We respond to the negatives of  society, red tape, things not moving quickly 
enough, people talking too much, et cetera, and it became clear to me how hard it is to get 
things done when you’re not just a dictator but a functioning member of  a society contain-
ing lots of  different types of  people.

DAV: You really do dive into the politics of  governance with Crystal Rain and Sly 
Mongoose, for example. The idea in Sly Mongoose of  a kind of  refined and futuristic democra-
cy with the Aeolians is fascinating because, in theory, it’s great, but you see the limitations 
on individual agency.

I also wanted to address something fascinating to me in terms of  where we’re going 
with literature. Your latest work, A Stranger in the Citadel, is an Audible original and exclusive 
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to their platform. Do you see audiobooks and e-books as an inevitable part of  literature’s 
future, and would you maybe mind going into the logistics of  how that came to be?

TB: Well, written literature is a comparatively recent invention. The oral literature 
is where it begins. I was lucky enough to grow up in a culture where the oral tradition was 
still prominent. There were professional storytellers on the radio where I grew up in the 
Caribbean. I had relatives who told great duppy tales.21 All these years later the explosion 
of  audiobooks is not particularly surprising to me. As someone who is ADHD and dyslexic, 
I’m super on board with more and more audiobooks. I think it’s fantastic.

DAV: It’s a democratization of  literature to some extent.

TB: There are also chances for reinterpreting and performing. Being ADHD and 
dyslexic, the kind of  fiction I read in print is actually different from what I listen to. I have 
trouble focusing, so I move really quickly. I do lose nuance and close reading in some in-
stances. For more, what you might call “literary” books or denser, more lyrical prose, I tend 
to listen to it rather than read it, because my reading style does not lend itself  well to those. 
There are writers that I struggle with in print, who I can easily listen to and enjoy. It’s not 
even democratization but just an opening up of  possibilities. A narrative poem like the 
Iliad22 is something really challenging for me, but I found myself  downloading it and getting 
through it for the first time via audiobook.

DAV: Yeah, in terms of  accessibility, this opens things up for so many more people. 
And, at the end of  the day, it’s about story. However you transmit that story, it’s the story 
itself  that’s the ultimate point.

TB: I look at all this commuting as lost human opportunity, and so the fact that 
there are people with Audible subscriptions listening to my books in cars is terrifically ex-
citing to me.

But on the mechanics of  getting this book done, the editor and I had started a con-
versation where they’d invited me to do a novella many years ago. I reached out and asked 
if  the offer was still on the table, and they said it was. There was an idea for a book I had, 
but I’d been convinced by some individuals that it wasn’t commercial and wouldn’t sell. But 
god I loved the idea! So, I compressed it into a novella idea and sent it to that editor, because 
I’d had this idea in my head for seven years—and that’s always a sign that there’s something 
there. I have no memory, so if  I don’t write it down, it doesn’t exist. And this idea had been 
in the back of  my mind for seven years, driving me nuts! So, I thought, “I need to just sit 
down and turn this into the book.”

The whole book is about oral tradition versus literary/written tradition. It’s set in 
a future where written materials are illegal. Kind of  like Fahrenheit 451 but going further 
with it.23 The Audible editor told me he loved it but that it was too big of  an idea for a novel-
la—“This has to be a novel!” At which point, my amazing agent got involved and pushed 
forward with the novel idea. But since it’s a book all about oral tradition versus literary 
tradition, having it come out via Audible first felt very poetic and special to me. To write it 
knowing that it was primarily going to be heard, and there would not be a written version, 
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also delighted me tremendously. We are looking for a book publisher for it, but for right 
now it only exists as audio, and the story’s all about that. So, I’m quite tickled it worked out 
that way.

DAV: To what extent did your creative control extend over the performance of  the 
text, the hiring of  the voice actor, and so on?

TB: It was great. Audible has always been really cool about working with me, be-
cause I have primarily Caribbean and non-white characters. So, when I’m working with 
them, they are really good about running narrators by me. They sent me a list of  people 
they were considering, and I came back and said, “I really want this to be specifically a 
non-white voice, and here are some suggestions.” I sent them a list of  five people I thought 
would do a great job, and they said, “Oh, one of  them was in the office when you sent the 
email, so we went and asked her, ‘Hey, Tobias Buckell listed you as one of  five people that 
were dream casts for his book coming out. Would you be interested?’” And she accepted. 
So, I sent them a list of  the five people, and they said, “Here, Janina Edwards is going to 
narrate your book.” I was super psyched.

DAV: I want to end by asking if  you have any current or forthcoming publications 
that you’d like to share, in addition to A Stranger in the Citadel.

TB: My next book of  short stories is called Shoggoths in Traffic and is a collection of  
all of  my fantasy short stories in one book. I’m excited about it. I think I themed it pretty 
well, but the fun part of  creating an anthology is—if  you have the time—it’s like making a 
mixtape. I thought it might do well if  it was clearly all fantasy oriented, since I had just been 
lucky enough to win a World Fantasy Award. But I also spent a lot of  time working on what 
it would feel like to read it. So, there’s a very specific progression of  stories.

DAV: Like an album, right? I mean, you did say “mixtape.” You think about the 
flow of  it.

TB: Yeah, totally. I put a lot of  thought and effort into it with an Excel spreadsheet. 
I charted the mood and impact and genre of  every story. You get this real nice arc, and peo-
ple sometimes complain with an anthology that it’s often repetition. And my hope is that, 
because there’s a thematic journey and a lot of  range, people will have a cool experience.

DAV: Lastly, I’d like to ask you if  there are any Caribbean authors who you find 
yourself  commonly recommending?

TB: If  readers are interested, there’s a bibliography I kept at Caribbeansf.com 
[Buckell, “Bibliography”]. One of  my goals over the next year is to reconstitute it with a 
new design and a new way to upload information for volunteers.

Two authors I’m always recommending are Nalo Hopkinson and Karen Lord. 
Some people don’t think of  some stuff Caribbean writers are doing as SF, though I read 
it in the same tradition as any other SF writer. My classmate Tiphanie Yanique at Emory 
University writes in the tradition of  Caribbean fantastic fiction.24 Her writing doesn’t get 
picked up by the SF community but is nonetheless doing really cool stuff. Cadwell Turnbull 
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is doing some really amazing work and also shares some of  the same ecological obsessions 
that we have.25 R. S. A. Garcia in Trinidad is awesome.26 And Celeste Rita Baker, who has 
been writing SF/fantasy in one hundred percent dialect, has a short story on the final ballot 
of  the World Fantasy Award this year.27 You’ve also mentioned Stephanie Saulter, who is 
fantastic.

I get freaked out when I’m asked to name names because I always think of  someone 
else as soon as I hang up. But that’s a great way to start. What’s so exciting now is that it’s 
more than just a couple of  people. The unrelenting terror of  starting out was that there 
were so few people working in the realm of  Caribbean SF/fantasy/speculative fiction that 
you felt this terrific pressure not to screw up.

There was also less understanding of  what could be done. I love Nalo Hopkinson; 
she provided guidance and help and cheerleading to me. And knowing I wasn’t the only 
one was such a huge relief, and I looked up to her because she was doing the thing I wanted 
to do. The problem was often people would read stuff of  mine and say, “Oh, this is nothing 
like Nalo Hopkinson,” and have this real strong reaction because the only Caribbean SF 
they could conceive of  was what Nalo did. Then they’d read me and be disappointed or 
have some other weird reaction. Occasionally, I would talk to people, and they would tell 
me they didn’t read me because they already know what Caribbean SF is because they’d 
already read some other Caribbean SF novel. So, it was this weird mixture of  disappointing 
some people and other people not even wanting to try me when I was starting out, because 
there were only a handful of  voices. Now that there are a lot of  voices, I tell people, “Oh, 
if  you like that, you should read Cadwell Turnbull and this, this, and this.”

DAV: You have a much longer list of  people you can recommend, which attests to 
how much it’s growing and how much attention it’s getting, which is also very important.

TB: It feels like there’s just more possibility out there than there was when I was 
starting out. It was just so much pressure back then. Now I feel like there’s a lot more room 
for people to come in and say, “I’m going to do this weird thing.”

DAV: Well, it feels appropriate to end an SF interview on a “weird” note. Thank you 
for your time!
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Notes
1 I am thinking of  Jason W. Moore’s “world-ecology” framework, in which 

he deploys oikeios to define ecology not as “Nature—with uppercase N—
but . . . [as a] creative, generative, and multilayered relation of  life-making, 
of  species and environments” (169). 

2 This quotation comes from Buckell during our interview. 
3 This is Jason Moore’s appellation, borne out of  his point that “Anthropo-

cene” casts humanity as one undifferentiated whole, when clearly some 
people, nations, and corporations are more at fault for humanity’s indeli-
ble imprint on the earth. 

4 For an incisive and accessible overview of  cities’ role in combating climate 
change, see Davis. 

5 The torrential hurricanes that forced Buckell from his homeland took 
place during the 1995 Atlantic hurricane season, which produced some 
sixteen hurricanes (including five “major” hurricanes), nineteen (named) 
storms, and twenty-one tropical cyclones.

6 St. Thomas is part of  the US Virgin Islands.
7 Bacigalupi is an American SF and fantasy writer who has won major SF 

awards, including the Hugo and Nebula Awards for his debut novel The 
Windup Girl. Much of  his work takes on bioengineering and its ethical im-
plications.  

8 Schroeder is a Canadian SF author whose work often focuses on specula-
tive topics such as terraforming and space travel. He has published many 
stories and novels, and currently writes and consults as a professional fu-
turist. 

9 Clarke moved to Sri Lanka in 1956 and lived there until his death in 2008; 
some of  his work thus takes place in the South Pacific, including The Coast 
of  Coral, The Reefs of  Taprobane, and Dolphin Island. 

10 Landis is also an author of  SF himself, receiving Nebula and Hugo Awards 
for Best Short Story with “Ripples in the Dirac Sea” (1989) and “A Walk in 
the Sun” (1992), respectively. 

11 Solarpunk is an artistic movement that imagines a future in which human-
ity has resolved issues of  climate change and pollution in a sustainable 
fashion. Robinson is a prolific SF author who frequently considers ecologi-
cal themes and is perhaps best known for his Mars trilogy (1992–96), which 
received Hugo and Nebula Awards. 
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12 Sterling is a Hugo Award-winning American SF author known not only 
for his own fiction but also for his editorial work on Mirrorshades (1986), 
a collection of  “cyberpunk” short stories that helped codify the nascent 
genre. 

13 Gibson is considered to be a pioneering figure in the SF subgenre of  cyber-
punk. Among his most widely read works are Neuromancer (1984) and Pattern 
Recognition (2003).

14 A Pattern Language is part of  a three-book series published in the 1970s by 
Christopher Alexander and his colleagues at the Center for Environmental 
Structure. The series aimed at nothing less, according to Alexander and 
his colleagues, than providing “the basis for an entirely new approach to 
architecture, building and planning” with an emphasis on a radical de-
mocratization of  home design and urban planning. 

15 Vaughn’s novel Bannerless (2017) takes place in a United States ravaged by 
economic and environmental collapse. It won the Philip K. Dick Award 
and was followed in 2018 by a sequel, The Wild Dead. 

16 Le Guin was a prominent author of  SF and speculative fiction, as well 
as fantasy. Her most celebrated works include The Left Hand of  Darkness 
(1969), which won both the Hugo and Nebula Awards for best novel, and 
the Earthsea series (1968–2001), which comprises five novels and a collec-
tion of  stories.

17 A reference to Joseph Campbell’s formalist work on the archetypal hero’s 
journey, best known through his book The Hero with a Thousand Faces (1949).

18 Mad Max is a post-apocalyptic film series that began in 1979 and was re-
booted in 2015. 

19 San Andreas (2015) focuses on an earthquake unleashed by the San Andreas 
Fault that effectively destroys the Los Angeles and San Francisco Bay ar-
eas. While the movie is heavy on special effects and the biceps of  Dwayne 
Johnson (formerly known as “The Rock”), it was heavily criticized by Ste-
ven Newton of  Earth magazine (published by the American Geosciences 
Institute) for promulgating “geologic absurdities” and failing to recognize 
that the San Andreas fault is not the primary threat to the Bay Area—that 
honor goes to the Hayward Fault. 

20 Buckell is referring here to Denis Villeneuve’s 2021 adaptation of  Frank 
Herbert’s novel Dune (1965). Villeneuve’s film follows David Lynch’s ver-
sion (1984) and John Harrison’s miniseries (2000). 

21 “Duppy tales” are part of  Caribbean folklore and revolve around evildoing 
spirits (duppy itself  means “ghost” or “spirit”). 
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22 Typically attributed to Homer, the Iliad recounts events from the Trojan 
War, the epic battle between the Trojans and Achaeans. 

23 Ray Bradbury’s novel Fahrenheit 451 (1953) imagines a future America 
where all books have been banned and “firemen” track down any remain-
ing books to burn them. 

24 Yanique is from St. Thomas, and her latest novel is Monster in the Middle 
(2021). 

25 Turnbull also hails from St. Thomas and has published two novels, The 
Lesson (2019) and No Gods, No Monsters (2021), both of  which have received 
critical acclaim. 

26 Garcia has published many stories and one novel, Lex Talionis (2014), 
winner of  the IPPY Silver Medal for Best Sci-Fi/Fantasy/Horror eBook 
(2015). 

27 Baker is originally from the US Virgin Islands (St. Thomas and St. John) 
and is the author of  Back, Belly, and Side: True Lies and False Tales (2015).
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“We Reach,” Now Where 
We Going Next? Caribbean 
Literary Studies and the 
Anthologizing Impulse
Patricia Joan Saunders

The landscape of  Caribbean literature has changed dramatically over the last sixty 
years, and nowhere is this change more evident than in the number of  anthologies dedi-
cated wholly to Caribbean literary production. What began as an effort to introduce stu-
dents to the literature of  the region in preparation for the General Certificate of  Education 
(GCE) O-level and A-level exams has grown into a burgeoning academic industry with 
the power to solidify disciplinary relevance and continuity within institutions of  higher 
learning. In a volume of  Caribbean Quarterly, published in 1967, Mervyn Morris pens what 
is in my estimation, one of  the earliest reviews of  anthologies of  Caribbean literature. In 
the section titled “Reviewed Works,” we are given the title of  not one or two texts, but five 
anthologies being reviewed by Morris in one essay. One would imagine that a review of  five 
anthologies of  Caribbean writing would be fairly long, given the variety of  genres, writers, 
historical periods, and regional affinities represented in each anthology. In addition, and 
in keeping an eye towards one of  the determining factors that will ensure or eradicate the 
life span of  each of  these texts, Morris is clear to highlight the challenges facing families 
and students when it comes to purchasing school books: cost. The title of  the review, “West 
Indian Literature: Some Cheap Anthologies,” makes cost an unapologetic part of  Morris’s 
critical consideration.

The five texts under consideration were: Caribbean Literature by G. R. Coulthard 
(1966); Caribbean Voices (Volume One) by John Figueroa (1966); Caribbean Verse by O. R. Dathorne 
(1967); Caribbean Narrative by O. R. Dathorne (1966); West Indian Narrative by Kenneth 
Ramchand (1966); and Caribbean Prose by Andrew Salkey (1967). Despite the ambitious task 
of  reviewing each of  these texts, the productive yardstick by which Morris measured these 
anthologies took into consideration the different audiences based on pedagogical goals, 
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content, organization, editorial strategies, and the overall quality of  the critical contribu-
tions of  each one.

These anthologies are likely to be bought mostly by students. An important 
factor in the assessment of  these anthologies must be the nature and qual-
ity of  editorial guidance. Volume 1 of  Figueroa’s verse anthology, Caribbean 
Voices, is a more reliable tool. Although the literary quality varies even more 
conspicuously than in the Coulthard book (Caribbean Literature), defences are 
more readily available. Preaching—himself  and through Dr. Philip Sherlock, 
who contributes a foreword—the admirable pedagogic doctrine of  relevance, 
Figueroa presents these poems “primarily . . . for use in the first four forms 
of  secondary schools” (vol. 2 will be “for the secondary school generally, for 
the general public and for University students who are doing survey courses 
in West Indian civilisation and culture.”) (Morris 36)

Then, as now, the importance of  editorial guidance and intention are integral parts of  
the structure and content of  literary anthologies. Morris’s commentary on the “literary 
quality” in these anthologies speaks directly to the problematics faced when the desire for 
equitable representation, breadth and depth of  skill, diversity of  content, and the popu-
larity of  certain writers in the region run head on into the pedagogical expectations that 
underlie these types of  projects. The pedagogical imperative of  the survey of  literature that 
is, at once, informative, historically representative, and inclusive with respect to genre and 
language (beyond the Anglophone Caribbean) is not lost on any of  the editors of  these an-
thologies, nor on the reviewer.

While Dathorne’s collection is a far cry from Coulthard’s and Figueroa’s, Morris ar-
gues that Ramchand’s anthology, West Indian Narrative, corrects many of  the editorial short-
comings in the previous anthologies. According to Morris, Ramchand’s editorial approach 
is preferable because

passages are arranged to suggest comparisons and historical development. 
We begin with short extracts from four non-West Indian writers who spent 
time in the West Indies; then on to de Lisser (1929), McKay (1933) and C. L. 
R. James (1928), some early West Indian writing. Finally, extracts from books 
published after 1950, “passages . . . chosen to illustrate a variety of  styles and 
a variety of  themes.” (38)

This transhistorical, comparative approach has proven to be an invaluable model for sub-
sequent anthologies of  Caribbean writing. But it is important to note that this broad lens 
was already a part of  a groundswell of  writing by Caribbean authors such as C. L. R. 
James, Claude McKay, and Sylvia Wynter, who were writing across multiple genres and (in 
Wynter’s case) multiple languages as well. The next step of  bringing the critical and creative 
traditions into more direct dialogue with one another seemed to be an obvious one, but 
there would be at least another thirty years of  anthologies that focused intently on develop-
ing a broad canon of  writing from the Caribbean region and its diasporas.
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Between 1980 and 2010, more than a dozen anthologies of  Caribbean writing were 
published in the United States, the Caribbean region, Canada, and the United Kingdom, 
collectively. These three decades saw Caribbean literature emerge as an influential force 
in the literary landscape. These anthologies included a diversity of  voices and editorial 
perspectives across the Caribbean and its diasporas: News for Babylon: The Chatto Book of  
British-West Indian Poetry (1984); Jahaji: An Anthology of  Indo-Caribbean Fiction (1988); Her True, 
True, Name (1989); If  I Could Write This in Fire (1994); the Oxford Book of  Caribbean Short Stories 
(1999); The Butterfly’s Way: Voices from the Haitian Dyaspora (2001); Stories from Blue Latitudes: 
Caribbean Women Writing from at Home and Abroad (2005); and Our Caribbean: A Gathering of  Gay 
and Lesbian Writing from the Antilles (2008), to name a few.1 A consistent feature in these anthol-
ogies is a wide array of  representations of  Caribbean literature across race, class, ethnicity, 
regional identity, language, sexual identity, gender, and national boundaries. The impact of  
Caribbean writing on the global literary landscape is undeniable, and very quietly, as this 
landscape flourished, a parallel development was taking shape in Caribbean literary stud-
ies: a robust tradition of  literary criticism spurred on by students nourished by the work of  
the writers being anthologized and the pedagogical imperatives of  a generation of  scholars 
of  African American and Caribbean literatures and postcolonial studies educated in the 
region and the metropoles.

These scholars were part of  the first wave of  Black diaspora faculty now part of  
university communities where undergraduate students were pushing hard for curriculum 
reform that included African American and Black diaspora literatures, gender and sexu-
ality studies, and postcolonial studies. Caribbean literary and cultural studies were already 
part of  an emerging Black British cultural movement being led by public intellectuals such 
as Stuart Hall, who was contextualizing the social and political changes taking place in 
Britain in relation to Black popular cultural institutions like Motown, hip-hop music, and 
the Notting Hill Carnival. This move towards a more broadly interdisciplinary approach to 
the study of  Caribbean literature is reflected in works like Earl Lovelace’s novel The Dragon 
Can’t Dance (1979) and James’s Beyond a Boundary (1963), which enjoyed a renaissance of  
sorts when the fiftieth anniversary of  its publication was widely celebrated by American 
academic institutions who seemed to have “discovered” the value of  James’s critical insights 
on sports, popular culture, and national politics.

The Present Future of  Caribbean Literature Anthologies

The Routledge Companion to Anglophone Caribbean Literature (2011; Bucknor and Donnell) 
arrived in a moment when the overwhelming shift towards interdisciplinary affinities was 
one of  the most important developments in English studies globally. The most striking thing 
about this collection is its effort to bring the critical and creative traditions in Caribbean lit-
erature and postcolonial studies to bear on one another, quite honestly, as they always have. 
With essays titled “‘Fi Wi Story’: Moments in the Emergence of  a Caribbean Theater We 
Can Own,” “‘Look We Movin Now’: The Interface between Film and Literature,” “Dub 
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Poetry as a Postmodern Art Form,” and a section titled “Caribbean Literature and . . .” 
(where each chapter focused on one of  fifty keywords selected by the editors and authors), 
the breadth of  critical engagement among the interlocutors charged with contributing to 
this anthology was (and still is) undeniable. However, the most amazing thing about seeing 
the anthology for the first time, as a contributor, was a very clear understanding that there 
was now a solid cadre of  Caribbean literature and cultural critics in the academy, in cultur-
al institutions, libraries, and publishing houses across the globe.

For me, the most striking feature of  this anthology was the intergenerational con-
versations taking place between teachers and their current and former students who, after 
completing their degrees, were now at the table with their peers and mentors as inter-
locutors. Critics like Ramchand, Sandra Pouchet Paquet, Carolyn Cooper, Eddie Baugh, 
Elaine Savory, Victor Chang, and Carole Boyce Davies (to name but a few), who shaped 
the field of  Caribbean literary criticism, had flung open Caribbean literature and literary 
studies for two generations of  literary scholars. The work of  canonization that began in the 
anthologies opened wider avenues for literary studies in English departments in the United 
States, the United Kingdom, and Canada, and there was a generation of  literary scholars, 
many of  whom were educated in the region and then ventured out into the metropoles 
to continue their education. Some returned to the region, while others remained in the 
metropoles; but regardless of  their geographic location, many continued the pedagogical 
journey in Caribbean literature and began preparing the next generation of  scholars for the 
work of  growing the field and shaping it to suit the demands of  the new creative and critical 
landscapes of  their own historical and intellectual making. The way forward was neither 
prescriptive or proscriptive in the way that genealogies can often encourage. As one of  my 
students noted in our discussion about genealogical blind spots and pitfalls, “Genealogies 
can tend to reinforce ideals (like heteronormativity for example),” but what I think this in-
stance makes clear is that there was no expected uniformity about what was next.2

In keeping with Glissant’s notion of  “rhizomatic thinking” across the Caribbean, a 
new node in the system of  archipelagic thinking emerged with the next generation of  schol-
ars, which includes Norval Edwards, Michael Bucknor, Belinda Edmondson, Faith Smith, 
Shalini Puri, Alison Donnell, and Curdella Forbes. And, as is the case with the rhizome’s 
ability to allow new shoots to grow upward, the third generation of  literary critics, whose 
scholarship adopts a more unapologetically cultural studies approach to literature includes 
Kezia Page, Christian Campbell, Ronald Cummings, Raphael Dalleo, Nadia Ellis, and 
myself. The returns on the investments in anthologies and their pedagogical value seem at 
this point far greater than what Morris envisioned for students and for the field overall. The 
essays in the Routledge Companion suggest that the growth medium is extremely rich and will 
ultimately provide all that is needed for the next generation of  scholars to grow and develop 
in ways that are raucously unpredictable.

As if  on cue, just about a decade later, a series of  new shoots appeared in the form 
of  the three-volume collection entitled, Caribbean Literature in Transition (1800–1920, edited 
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by Evelyn O’Callaghan and Tim Watson; 1920–1970, edited by Dalleo and Forbes; 1970–
2020, edited by Cummings and Donnell; all published by Cambridge UP, 2020). The list 
of  editors involved in directing this ambitious project confirms my previous assertion about 
the richness of  the field for guiding students through an increasingly complex, remarkably 
dynamic field that is now solidly ensconced in the landscape of  academia and the publish-
ing industry. While its predecessor boasts a substantial offering of  critical essays totalling 
nearly seven hundred pages, Caribbean Literature in Transition has raised the bar in a multiplic-
ity of  ways. The editorial framework of  this three-volume collection is certainly not guided 
purely by the linear logic of  periodization, even though each volume is divided by three 
historical periods: the first spanning 120 years, and the second and third tracing fifty-year 
spans of  time. The theoretical framework of  a field in transition emerges at an opportune 
moment, as humanities disciplines are engaged in a similar transitional journey, but few are 
certain about where the destination is at the moment.

The natural impulse in these moments of  uncertainty is fear, panic, and, of  course, 
a closing of  the ranks in the interest of  making sure the gains of  the past are well protected 
from the impending change on the horizon. But Caribbean literary studies as a disciplinary 
focus has always existed in this transitional space. In fact, I would propose that transitional 
positionality is one of  the characteristics that has both defined the field and encouraged 
innovation. And this brings us to a moment not unlike the one that opens this essay: How 
does one begin to discuss the merits of  such an overly ambitious, capacious literary project? 
And more importantly, how are we to measure the pedagogical import of  this venture? I 
agree completely with Morris that the most valuable tenet of  the project of  anthologizing 
is the pedagogical guidance afforded students through these collections. When the conver-
sation in my postgraduate seminar on academic publishing turned to how to write reviews, 
and of  what, I advised the students to write about what they were reading in preparation 
for their PhD field exams that were just around the corner.

Almost all the students in the course are reading for PhDs in Caribbean literature, so 
I thought I would reach out to my friend and colleague at the Journal of  West Indian Literature 
to see what new books they had available for review. Having students review this three-vol-
ume anthology seemed, on the one hand, to be an outlandish idea; but, on the other hand, 
if  I took my own advice to heart, they would all need to read broadly in their chosen field 
to pass their exam, and what better way to accomplish the broad understanding of  the field 
than through an anthology series such as Caribbean Literature in Transition? However, the real 
hurdle of  training students in the fine craft of  writing reviews when the text under review 
is over five hundred pages long, with essays by more than a dozen authors, still needed to 
be traversed. The idea of  assigning one volume to two students seemed sensible to me, but 
as we all know, the tradition of  co-authoring is almost non-existent in the humanities—but 
why was this? This is a very common practice in the natural sciences—why not in the 
humanities?
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We took the time to discuss this as one of  the unquestioned, widely accepted facts 
of  scholarly work in the humanities, which is deeply ironic if  we consider the critical proj-
ect of  editing an anthology. Like the intellectual labour involved in producing an edited 
collection, the work of  anthologizing is a wholly collaborative venture that asks interlocu-
tors across a given field to think and write collectively about its past, present, and future. 
As debates about the future of  the humanities rage on, we discussed the possibility of  this 
kind of  collaborative work as a model for reinvigorating literary and cultural criticism in 
the humanities. What might students gain from these modes of  scholarly exchange? How 
might working in multiple voices and disciplines simultaneously enrich their understanding 
of  the field of  Caribbean literature? More importantly, how might these kinds of  ques-
tions help us to unpack the prickly question, What is the literary? I thought, in the spirit 
of  “one good turn deserves another,” that it would be perfectly reasonable to propose a 
co-authored review given the enormity of  the task, and fortunately, my colleagues at the 
Journal of  West Indian Literature were intrigued enough by the innovation to accept our pro-
posal. As the students marched their way towards completing their reviews last semester, 
first through an exercise of  annotating each of  the essays in their collections, then crafting 
the annotations into a workable review, they recognized several issues that mirrored some 
of  the editorial considerations that would have gone into organizing and framing the an-
thology. The “problem” of  periodization reared its head repeatedly across each volume, as 
students realized that many of  the critical issues addressed in the first twenty-year span of  
writing re-emerged every few decades, particularly as new generations of  writers, women 
writers, and those writing in exile begin to write about the question of  nationalism from 
their respective experiences and social locations. Concerns about how the process of  se-
lecting which texts to include may have unwittingly reproduced some of  the same blind 
spots that they sought to correct became a concern for students working on volume 1, 
but one they seemed to appreciate, given the unenviable task of  having to choose what 
to leave out. Another critical concern was a lack of  critical attention paid to moments in 
the wider Francophone Caribbean while focusing too keenly on Haiti’s independence and 
Occupation years (1915–34). This oversight, they noted, was repeated with regard to the 
Hispanophone Caribbean yet acknowledged through critical commentaries on Cuba, but 
at the expense of  countries in the wider Hispanophone Caribbean region.

But, as is usually the case, the pedagogical exercise of  reading all three columns 
and thinking critically about them from the vantage point of  graduate students in the field 
has—based on the comments of  the students—proved invaluable. As we practiced peer 
reviewing one another’s essays, copy-editing, and providing useful critiques of  each review, 
one student wrote the following, which brings us back to a critical point raised in Morris’s 
review of  a few of  the first anthologies in the field:

I agree with Antonia MacDonald’s assertion that the classroom is an inte-
gral site for uplifting the forgotten trailblazers [see MacDonald 319]. The 
classroom also promotes visibility to the region’s rich literary tradition, espe-
cially during watershed moments where governmental bodies and academic 
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institutions neglect to see the value of  intellectual labour, particularly when it 
is performed by underrepresented faculty. 

There are also the larger challenges for publishers to produce more affordable paperbacks 
that cater to diverse economic demographics rather than endorsing digital publications or 
pricier alternatives that rarely reach audiences outside of  the global North.3 Anthologies 
give us the means to navigate some of  the bureaucratic policies (like censorship and book 
banning) and capitalist pressures exercised through paywalls that limit access to knowledge. 
The inequitable distribution and dissemination of  scholarly work that is, more often than 
not, produced at little to no cost to the publisher will soon be a moment of  reckoning in 
the field. The question of  accessibility and affordability has yet to be addressed in a serious 
manner, and as the cost of  digital databases rises beyond the reach of  academic institutions 
in the developing world, the digital divide in the Black diaspora is growing wider with no 
immediate end in sight.

While the anthologizing of  Caribbean literature marks an auspicious occasion in 
the discipline, if  it is accessible primarily to scholars in the global North, it stands to rea-
son that before long, a mass exodus of  students interested in pursuing Caribbean Studies 
will also migrate to the North, replicating the brain drain that occurred in the 1960s. The 
emergence, however, of  several robust online and open-access journals and literary-re-
search platforms across the Caribbean region, the United States, Canada, and the United 
Kingdom may well provide us with a blueprint for the way to our next destination, no mat-
ter how unpredictable it may be.
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Notes
1 For a more exhaustive discussion of  the history and development of  an-

thologies in Caribbean literature, see Waters.
2 In our discussions about how genealogies can be traced through antholo-

gies, Jovanté Anderson noted that “what you outline here is key because 
these are multiple and fractal lines of  dialogue that do not result in a uni-
form entity that can be called Caribbean literary criticism. It produces the 
opposite.”

3 In our discussion on the experiences of  editors, publishers, writers, and 
critics in Caribbean studies, we examined the inner workings of  economic 
structures in place for graduate students and faculty to publish work in 
the field. As we explored various journals and publishers, issues such as 
obtaining copyrights for artwork and advocating for institutional support 
were key points discussed. We also discussed the pressures placed on stu-
dents and faculty in the academic marketplace in terms of  what and where 
to publish their work: what were the advantages of  open access, peer-re-
viewed publishing versus other digitally born modes of  academic writing 
(i.e., S/X Salon).
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and Tim Watson, 
editors, Caribbean 
Literature in Transition, 
1800 –1920, vol. 1

Rachel Northrop & Jordan Rogers

Tracing the Transition: Literary Representations of  Major Shifts and 
Aftermaths in Caribbean Literature

Caribbean Literature in Transition, 1800–1920 marks a clear terrain that emphasiz-
es nineteenth- to early twentieth-century writers’ awareness of  the layered influences of  
Spanish, British, French, and Dutch colonial powers. Central to the essays in the collection 
are the transatlantic circuits of  print publication and the artistic and cultural influence, 
imitation, and exchange between the British Isles, mainland Europe, North American col-
onies, the Caribbean coasts of  Central and South America, and islands of  the Caribbean 
archipelago. Forms of  literary expression and cultural narratives all undergo significant 
transformations across these geographic and temporal locations.

In part 1, “Literary and Generic Transitions,” the volume underscores the porosity 
of  the “literary” in the period. Genre is a volatile category, supple enough that novels, for 
example, also function as political histories. To this end, this first section grounds itself  in 
the fluidity of  borders: geographic, cultural, ethnic, and racial. The essays here take up the 
Caribbean as a set of  rhizomes in formation and, therefore, open to constant transforma-
tion. The scholars challenge us to attend to the transnational movement of  cultural dia-
logue in the wake of  major political foment. In Jenna M. Gibbs’s “Jonkanoo Performances 
of  Resistance, Freedom, and Memory,” discussions of  the anglophone Atlantic theatre 
circuit bring together New York and Philadelphia, where performances were held, and 
Virginia, South Carolina, Jamaica, and Haiti, where slave revolts occurred, to consider a 
capacious Caribbean that allows for the movement of  Jonkanoo performances from street 

Cambridge UP, 2020, 498 pp.
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to stage, from plantation to city. Similarly, the three novels examined in Candace Ward’s 
“From Novels of  the Caribbean, to Caribbean Novels” share a pan-Caribbean orientation 
as a result of  South American independence movements, British Emancipation in 1838, 
and anti-slavery sentiments on all sides of  the Atlantic. The decision to include Colombian 
writer Juan José Nieto’s work as an example of  caribeñidad shows the cultural and geograph-
ic expansiveness of  Caribbean perspectives in the nineteenth century, as he spent time in 
Kingston, Jamaica, and published his novel Yngermina there. The Caribbean, in this section 
of  the volume, is therefore dynamic and productively unstable.

In fact, several essays in both parts 1 and 2 trace how, by mid- to late nineteenth 
century, the cultural and political coherence of  empire was in question. Rhonda Kareen 
Harrison’s “Towards a West Indian Romance Poetics” not only outlines the complicated 
mobilities of  imperial subjects negotiating their various relationships to power but also 
concludes by arguing that the development of  an “indigenous” regional poetics anticipated 
twentieth-century decolonization and independence projects. These two centuries of  liter-
ary expression prior to mid-twentieth-century nationalist movements convey the extensive 
legacy of  regional ideas of  Caribbean creolization. As nineteenth-century writers negoti-
ated British subjecthood in the wake of  emancipation while forging uniquely Caribbean 
and Creole identities—as British imperial subjects and creolized Caribbean citizens—later 
tensions within twentieth-century “flag independence” projects of  nationhood and nation-
alism become more apparent. Responses to nineteenth-century questions of  “Who can be 
British” and “Who can be Trinidadian or Jamaican” prove to be rather complex and can-
not be easily categorized into neat legacies of  resistance retrospectively.

For example, Norval (Nadi) Edwards’s “Mary Seacole’s Travels and Tales” describes 
her as embodying the new-found movement of  British subjects post-emancipation. Seacole 
employs “revisionary mimicry,” a mode of  writing that “naturalizes the idea of  empire” by 
upending the conception of  the white British man as the only subject capable of  casting 
an imperial, ethnographic gaze (171–72). R. J. Boutelle’s “Genealogy and Nonhistory in 
Adolphus, A Tale,” tells the story of  George Numa Des Sources, publisher of  the Trinidadian 
newspaper and alleged author of  the 1853 novel serialized in its pages. Set a generation 
before emancipation, the novel affords a necessary genealogy for the “utopian socialist 
colony” of  Numancia that Numa Des Sources founded for Afro-Trinidadians in eastern 
Venezuela (182). The chapter shows how the plot of  Adolphus severs Trinidadian-British ties 
in favour of  inventing Trinidadian-Bolivarian ones, moving free Black Trinidadians out of  
the history of  Britain’s empire and into the history of  South American independence. In 
Faith L. Smith’s “John Jacob Thomas and the Grammar of  Freedom,” Thomas’s writing 
“affirms a diasporic community of  ‘extra-Africans’” through his placement of  Trinidad’s 
Creole within a “francophone [linguistic] matrix” while also accommodating British impe-
rial frameworks, thus reflecting the island’s history as multiply colonized (142).

Creolization, hybridity, and polyvocality are also shared critical concerns among 
the essays in this volume. White Creole writers and free and enslaved African and 
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African-descended writers (who had even more complex relationships with these various 
layers of  subjecthood and citizenship) narrate the tensions surrounding local identities and 
imperial allegiance. Nevertheless, the challenge of  resisting the tendency to romanticize 
resistance is a concern expressed by several scholars. Nicole N. Aljoe’s “Creole Testimonies 
in Caribbean Women’s Slave Narratives” documents enslaved women’s representations of  
Africa through physical, tonal, and otherwise non-verbal communication techniques de-
ployed by Black women in slave narratives. The chapter presents alternative readings of  
three narratives in which enslaved women detail their “pre-enslavement lives in Africa,” 
configuring freedom not as an aspiration but rather “an inherent state to which they desire 
to return” (42). Two women dictated their stories to a white Barbadian man in 1799, while 
another’s unsigned and undated memoir was recovered from a Jamaican estate, evincing 
the sorts of  accidental or unintentional preservation of  Black women’s personal stories and 
life writing that give us a window into their perspectives.

 The collection’s essays, therefore, share an interest in contradictions between au-
thors’ social positions and the stances of  their works; several chapters explore how aboli-
tionist writing was at times complicit with flattening erasures, while slavery apologists some-
times captured comparatively nuanced experiences of  the enslaved. The volume’s essays 
also recognize European and white Creole anxieties over slave revolts and revolutions as 
equally polyvocal. Evelyn O’Callaghan’s “Caribbean Picturesque from William Beckford 
to Contemporary Tourism” captures the consternation of  the elite over the uncontrollable 
physical landscape and the resulting powerlessness they felt.

Representations of  and references to indigenous peoples of  the Caribbean, however, 
are not afforded the same critical attention as the multiple experiences of  the enslaved, the 
emancipated, and the elite. Kelly Wisecup’s “Conquest Narratives” explicitly engages with 
the “historical reality that precedes Columbus” and the scant critical attention afforded 
Caribbean novels that include these histories (29). Ward’s “From Novels of  the Caribbean” 
identifies the narratives of  indigenous presence embedded within each text, but this is one 
of  few additional mentions of  indigenous narratives in the volume. John T. Gilmore’s “Early 
Caribbean Poetry and the Modern Reader,” however, mentions American writer Philip 
Freneau who lived in the Danish West Indies and whose poems recognize that “everything 
in the Caribbean was subservient to the demands of  monocultures bound to international 
capitalism” (104). While this reference fails to name indigenous presence, it is notable for 
being the volume’s rare mention of  capitalism and a broader view of  the economic system 
underpinning plantocratic slavery.

Still, Wisecup’s “Conquest Narratives” is worth returning to, after reading later 
chapters, for its elucidation of  how the contradictory narratives of  indigenous absence and 
presence served the agendas of  colonial authors. The chapter gives examples of  British 
adherence to the myth of  the total eradication of  indigenous peoples from Spanish colo-
nies, thus allowing the British to declare the territories as supposedly free of  inhabitants. 
Remaining indigenous peoples were then described as willing colonial subjects. The chapter 
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ends by deploying Jace Weaver’s conception of  the Red Atlantic to challenge the colonial 
claims of  indigenous absence.

Each of  the essays in part 2, “Cultural and Political Transitions,” addresses the trou-
bled fulfilment of  Victorian gender roles, a theme that is not apparent in other sections of  
the volume. Cultural transitions in gender expectations during Britain’s Victorian period 
trickled into the empire’s Caribbean claims, leading the newly emancipated to step willing-
ly into these rigid gender roles as a way of  expediting the step out of  slavery. White British 
writers also struggled with how Victorian and British gender roles could be applied in the 
Caribbean.

Smith’s “John Jacob Thomas” turns to Judith Butler and M. Jacqui Alexander to 
provide lenses for reading the tensions in Thomas’s grappling with legacies of  English mas-
culinity and its requisite moral performances. Lissa Paul’s “How Barbados Transformed 
Radical British Author Eliza Fenwick into a Reactionary” introduces Fenwick as a friend 
and contemporary of  Mary Wollstonecraft and something of  an independent woman, only 
to conclude the chapter with an account of  how, by the end of  her life, she had aban-
doned her revolutionary philosophies of  abolition in favour of  a pragmatic business life 
as a schoolmistress in Niagara. Edwards’s “Mary Seacole’s Travels and Tales” recounts 
how Seacole emphasized her Scottish ancestry and hybrid notions of  race to differentiate 
herself  from the stereotype of  “lazy creoles.” Through this act of  “self-making,” she was 
able to facilitate her mobility through Panama, where she cared for American soldiers, 
and to Crimea, where she tended to British troops, thus embodying the Victorian trope of  
nurse-mother portrayed in so many narratives of  the period.

None of  the chapters in this section explicitly dwell on Haitian literature, but the 
1804 revolution is a spectral rupture of  slave-society capitalism that haunts Anglophone 
Caribbean cultural production after that date. Paul’s “How Barbados Transformed Radical 
British Author Eliza Fenwick into a Reactionary” and Janelle Rodriques’s “Obeah, Religion, 
and Nineteenth-Century Literature of  the Anglophone Caribbean” address the multiplic-
ity of  colonial perspectives across the transition to emancipation. Fenwick’s letters back to 
England—a genre of  correspondence that reflect a “calculated mix of  personal and polit-
ical, intimate and public”—show her consternation when confronted with the realities of  
“actual enslaved people” (153, 159). Here, she thinks she is documenting the “actualities” 
of  slavery, but what she records more fully is her own transformation from radical to reac-
tionary, showing the deep cultural embeddedness of  class anxieties. Similarly, Rodriques’s 
“Obeah, Religion, and Nineteenth-Century” shows that, for all the legitimacy conferred 
on obeah by its detailed treatment in literature, the works of  fiction that contain these nar-
rative expressions remain “anti-missionary, anti-abolitionist propaganda” that ultimately 
reflect “conservative, plantocratic perspectives” (206–7).

Part 3, “The Caribbean Region in Transition,” complicates dominating colonial 
narratives by investigating canonical and non-canonical literary texts in order to analyse 
watershed moments in Caribbean literature and culture. Several essays encapsulate the 
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question of  women’s roles in early literature production in the wake of  empire, contextu-
alizing and uncovering women writers and their contributions to transregional discourses. 
Using sovereignty as a political paradigm to examine canonical texts such as The History of  
Mary Prince (Bermuda/UK, 1831), Wonderful Adventures of  Mrs. Seacole in Many Lands (Jamaica, 
1857) and Stella (Haiti, 1859), Marlene L. Daut’s “Antillean Sovereignty in Pan-Caribbean 
Writing” reveals the impulse for creative mobilization in Black women’s writing. It points 
out how Prince and Seacole’s world-navigation practices contextualized Black women’s 
struggles to define their racial and gender identities for themselves well before the rise of  
Black feminist thought.

This section also engages debates on the era’s fluid and uneven power dynamics 
for Caribbean women racialized as white. Daylet Domínguez’s “Cuban Literature before 
1920: Antislavery, Historiography, Women’s Writing, and the Nation” offers a woman-cen-
tric alternative literary genealogy that includes Luisa Pérez de Zambrana and Domitila 
García de Coronado, as well as Gertrudis Gómez de Avellaneda, the foremother of  Cuban 
women’s writing. However, these efforts towards canon deconstruction are not unaware of  
reactionary political agendas in works that also decenter José Martí and other often-cele-
brated, exiled male Cuban writers.

As Cuba transitioned from slave colony to nation, the proliferation of  white Cuban 
women’s voices in the public sphere at the end of  the nineteenth century mirrors similar 
trends in the Francophone Caribbean, post-Haitian Revolution. Sarah Jessica Johnson’s 
“Translating the Revolution from Haiti to Louisiana” expounds on white Haitian wom-
en who used literature to perpetuate anxieties over Black freedom efforts following their 
post-revolutionary migration to Louisiana. Its reading of  Haitian-American Marie-
Joséphine Augustin’s novel Le Macandal (Imprimerie Geo. Mü ̈ller, 1892) highlights how the 
white author inherited her grandfather’s stories of  the legend of  eighteenth-century fetish 
object manufacturer François Macandal. The transposition from its original Caribbean 
context onto her new setting in the US South meant that talk of  macandals in their various 
forms—poisons used to kill white people, insignias that Macandal was known to leave at 
murder sites, and physical reincarnations in subsequent generations—took on new mean-
ing across wider racial geographies.

While the Haitian Revolution reshaped the Atlantic world politically and socially, 
revolts across the region reverberated in the literary and cultural production of  this period 
as well. Several essays explore newspapers, a prominent nineteenth-century archival source, 
to map migratory movement and cross-cultural conversations. Jonathon J. Booth’s “The 
Impact of  the American Civil War on Political Writing in Jamaica and Cuba” notes that 
the Civil War’s abolitionist outcome forced Spanish-controlled Cuba and Puerto Rico to 
accept that slavery would end in their societies. While the Haitian Revolution fundamental-
ly disrupted pro-slavery narratives, this chapter shows that slavery’s abolition in the United 
States further galvanized the literary output of  abolitionist efforts in the Spanish Empire. 
Inspired by the widespread sentiment that the 1863 Emancipation Proclamation should 
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apply to the entire region, the Spanish Abolitionist Society framed the US Civil War as the 
impetus for universal immediate abolition. It is thus telling that the Society gave exposure 
to anti-slavery poetry via their newspaper El Abolicionista and published volumes like El can-
cionero del esclavo (The Slave’s Songbook, 1866).

Truly, the literary history of  Black diasporic South-South relations is told through 
the rise of  the Black newspaper: it records trends in Afro-Caribbean representation by, and 
in relation to, African Americans over time. Curdella Forbes’s “The Representation of  the 
Caribbean in Nineteenth-Century African American Newspapers” explains how transna-
tional Black print networks are critical for contextualizing the historical experiences of  
Black diasporic subjects. Representations of  the Caribbean varied widely from newspaper 
to newspaper. The papers held “contradictory and shifting” (249) views from one another, 
differences that often indexed the changes in Black Americans’ societal status from enslaved 
to emancipated to citizen. For example, Freedom’s Journal, “established in 1827 by Jamaican 
John Russwurm and African American Samuel Cornish,” looked different from “the three 
papers owned and edited by . . . Frederick Douglass” (i.e., the North Star, Frederick Douglass’s 
Paper, the New National Era) (248). Douglass’s relation to the American empire impacted the 
Caribbean representation in his newspapers: he served as US minister (consul) to Haiti in 
1891–92 and was involved in a US government mission under Ulysses S. Grant to study the 
possibility of  annexing Santo Domingo. Given that US citizenship for African Americans 
typically sparked more “alienation” (259) from Afro-Caribbean people, primarily because 
race leaders like Douglass often enabled and promoted US economic interests such as ter-
ritorial expansion into the Caribbean, the section speaks to earlier formations of  transre-
gional Black solidarity.

Elizabeth Kelly’s “Francophone-Anglophone Connections in the Nineteenth-
Century Caribbean” employs an archive of  nineteenth-century texts from Haitian and 
Trinidadian newspapers, including the Haitian serial Le Manifeste and Trinidad’s the Free 
Press and the Trinidadian, to explain how political writings inspired by the Haitian Revolution, 
the North American abolitionist movement, and other Caribbean anti-colonialist move-
ments circulated throughout the region. Nineteenth-century writers’ responses to regional 
uprisings, such as the Fédon Rebellion (St. Vincent), further inspired Caribbean literary 
output on emancipation and revolution, speaking to questions of  early literary-tradition 
formation. For example, this pan-Caribbean dialogue furnished responses to US abolition-
ist literature like Uncle Tom’s Cabin. By translating and reframing one of  the century’s most 
dominant North American texts into a regional context, we see how Caribbean writers 
engaged form and genre to make themselves legible to wider audiences. This body of  lit-
erature, partly born of  regional newspapers, therefore functions as a foundational anteced-
ent to the “literary anticolonialism” (302) of  twentieth-century Caribbean writers such as 
Jacques Roumain and Claude McKay.

As ethnic minority populations formed diasporas, part 3 urges us not to take their 
presence and contributions to Caribbean national literatures for granted. Their inclusion 
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here signals a commitment to widening Caribbean literature’s definitions. Rhonda Cobham-
Sander’s “Caribbean Literature as Diasporic Archive” juxtaposes East and South Asian 
Caribbean migration with the movement of  Afro-Caribbean workers for the construction 
of  the Panama Canal (1850–1912) in order to add greater nuance to conversations about 
race and ethnicity in Caribbean literary history. The chapter highlights the importance 
of  moving beyond a text-based archive to identify alternative genres that render certain 
ethnic groups more visible. By embracing non-textual archives, such as street art and steel 
pan music, the cultural contributions of  other, non-dominant demographics become more 
legible within national cultures.

The question of  periodization emerges rather early around the debate about when 
Indo-Caribbean literature begins. Whether or not we choose the nineteenth century as 
the point of  departure, we learn that East Indians worked as indentured labourers across 
the Caribbean region and that scant knowledge of  Dutch or Saranami Hindustani among 
Anglocentric scholars hinders the understanding of  the depth and breadth of  this literary 
history. Limited linguistic knowledge inhibits our understanding of  the local (concerns, lived 
experiences—including abuse) and the traditional (cultural memory, historic customs)—
all important things for adequately contextualizing extant historical documents, primarily 
written in the colonial languages of  Dutch and English. Furthermore, Atreyee Phukan’s 
“South Asian Migration and Settlement Stories, 1800–1920” mentions that, while wom-
en’s voices are absent in early Indo-Caribbean literature, scholars and creative writers do 
address them in early twentieth-century writing on Caribbean literature.

Part 4, “Critical Transitions,” discusses new methodological developments in the 
study of  early Caribbean literary history, indexing the technological advancements that 
have changed the field’s trajectory via its archival turn. It communicates the necessity of  
developing agile reading practices capable of  analysing diverse and often untraditional 
archival sources. Laurie N. Taylor’s “Digital Restaging of  Early Caribbean Texts” focuses 
on archival engagement to imagine new lines of  historical enquiry. It highlights innovative 
resources—such as the Digital Library of  the Caribbean (dLOC), a “multi-institutional dig-
ital library collaboration with shared governance and distributed collection development 
responsibilities, where partners retain all rights to their content” (378)—which have revo-
lutionized access and disseminated best practices for archival digitization, maintenance, 
knowledge production, and knowledge exchange across cultures.

This section also takes up literary and art history in order to inject intersectional 
analysis into the Caribbean past. Sheri-Marie Harrison’s “Creative Rewritings of  Early 
Caribbean Texts” offers a critical look at the long Caribbean literary tradition of  rewrit-
ing earlier European texts, such as Jane Eyre and Wuthering Heights, in order to question 
and revise the Western canon. Analysing works by Jean Rhys, Kamau Brathwaite, George 
Lamming, Derek Walcott, Elizabeth Nunez, and Caryl Phillips, this chapter shows how 
this revising tradition has evolved over time to address the anti-colonial and postcolonial 
periods, respectively.
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Kerry Sinanan’s “Lost Mothers in the Caribbean Plantation and Contemporary 
Black Maternal and Infant Mortality” engages Caribbean art history and Black feminist 
thought in order to suggest a growing willingness to expand our understanding of  what con-
stitutes a text and how we arrive at the critical interpretative moments when the form is not 
simply the book or the word. British colonial textual and visual representations of  enslaved 
Black women and children are ripe for exploring Caribbean art history as a generative site 
for engaging enslaved-motherhood discourses. Picturesque painters George Roberson and 
James Hakewill’s Jamaica images, which explore Western art’s Madonna and Child trope 
in the Caribbean colonial setting, underscore specific debates in representing the seven-
teenth-century British plantation in art and written history. By drawing through lines to 
contemporary discourses on high Black maternal mortality rates in the United States, this 
chapter engages diaspora history from new and innovative angles.

Melanie Otto’s “Reading the Colonial Archive through Joscelyn Gardner’s Creole 
Portraits I–III” focuses on Barbadian-Canadian visual artist Gardner’s often-studied three 
series of  lithographs Creole Portraits I (2002–03), Creole Portraits II (2007), and Creole Portraits 
III (2009–11), which imagine new points of  entry into Black women’s history. The portraits 
depict enslaved women’s heads/hairstyles from behind, with slavery-related torture instru-
ments used as decorative implements. The third series also includes Caribbean-specific 
flora known in folk medicine to induce abortions and suicides. These portraits counter-nar-
rativize the British Caribbean colonial archive and its dearth of  material on the lives of  en-
slaved Black women, allowing us to privilege Black women’s creativity, intimacy, pleasure, 
and epistemologies where official narratives previously ignored and devalued such things.

Together, the essays in this collection offer the opportunity to rethink the common-
place routes through which we trace the early Caribbean. It refuses to reify “literature” by 
simply incorporating and “redeeming” more genres into highbrow colonial respectability. 
Instead, one leaves the collection with a deterritorialized sense of  the literary and of  its 
accompanying and divergent histories. Rather than homogenizing Caribbean cultural and 
political genealogies, the collection uproots and proposes a labyrinth of  unexpected and 
productive connections that move beyond the binary of  oppressor and oppressed. Instead, 
we are offered a cornucopia of  perspectives that challenge us to keep asking, “What is the 
Caribbean?” The stakes of  this question are high and continue to open new lines of  en-
quiry that will undoubtedly continue to be attractive to graduate students and emerging 
scholars invested in questions of  race, representation, and the negotiations of  imperial 
power; questions of  early print culture and political organizing; and questions of  archival 
access and justice, among others. Perhaps the greatest achievement of  this volume is that it 
recognizes that the contemporary moment is as much in transition as the period in question. 
The result of  this recognition is a collection of  essays that explicitly and implicitly addresses 
issues that continue to haunt us in late capitalist modernity. For this reason, it will remain 
relevant for decades to come.
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Looking beyond the Metropole: Revisioning Caribbean Literature in a 
Regional Context (1920–1970)

Caribbean Literature in Transition, 1920–1970 revisits narratives surrounding the histo-
riography and development of  Caribbean literary studies in order to reframe them based 
on cultural and political transitions taking place across the region. The 1920s marked the 
full throated anti-colonial and nationalist movements as British imperial control was vehe-
mently challenged and the influence and presence of  the United States was increasing in 
the region. In the face of  shifting tides of  power, Caribbean writers sought a poetics that 
could meet the urgent demands of  the decolonizing project. For many writers, this took the 
form of  contesting colonial discourses and literary forms that had come to define literary 
expression and the literary canon. From a critical perspective, many writers of  the period 
highlight the emerging political dissent and economic uncertainty, both of  which became 
catalysts that shaped Caribbean literature regionally during this fifty-year span.

Several essays in this volume grapple with the task of  rethinking and expanding 
the scope of  key terms used within the field while simultaneously complicating narratives 
that place the significance of  the metropole over regional activities, which is a major per-
spectival shift that takes place during this period. For instance, the volume frames itself  
around an investigation of  the deeper origins of  “New Modernisms.” Although Édouard 
Glissant is often credited with the emergence of  the term (Mary Lou Emery, “Questioning 
Modernism,” in Dalleo and Forbes 37), the volume rethinks understandings of  the term to 
credit the projects of  George Lamming, C. L. R. James, and Wilson Harris with questioning 
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traditional notions of  modernity in order to conceptualize a new modernism grounded in 
relationality. Debates about modernism, exile, and social and political consciousness occu-
pied much of  the literary production of  the period. The critical focus on regional political 
landscapes reveals a dialogical conversation between thinkers in the region and upheavals 
in the metropoles. This exchange is mirrored by waves of  migration that lay out a cartog-
raphy of  neocolonial discursive and political pathways taking shape in the region. These 
waves of  migration shaped ideas about class, identity, and ecologies, particularly as new 
ways of  seeing the Caribbean emerged in relation to “elsewheres.”

Adhering to a critical frame based on periodization proves to be a difficult approach 
very early on in this volume, as many essays address critical issues that emerge, subside, 
transform, and then reappear in another part of  the region in a new context. The rhizom-
atic nature of  Caribbean literature necessitates the bending and shaping of  historical time. 
As Harris reminds us, the way Caribbean thinkers transcend time, space, and history high-
lights a need for a more dynamic approach to their works (17). Kei Miller’s Augustown (2016) 
is an ideal example of  how contemporary writers manage the problem of  historical time. 
Miller’s recounting of  the prominent Alexander Bedward’s failed effort (on New Year’s 
Day, 1920) to ascend into heaven as promised highlights how historical time is recorded, by 
whom, and for what purposes. Many of  the essays in the volume’s latter half  depart from 
periodization as the central framing structure and focus instead on mapping transnational 
networks fostered in the Caribbean and its diasporas, drawing our attention to marginalized 
identities within the Caribbean canon. This volume participates in the practice of  rejecting 
the novel as the prevailing or even preferred form of  writing during this period by drawing 
attention to other forms of  media. With the recovery of  local periodicals and screenplays, 
the impact of  regional print culture and national theatres on the decolonizing project is 
made visible through discussions of  the Anglophone and Francophone Caribbean. Una 
Marson’s plays, like James’s novels, turn to Afro-Caribbean cultural and spiritual represen-
tations to examine the rich traditions across the region that were emerging in fiction and on 
stage. Despite staging them during the Négritude movement, when discourse on race and 
identity consumed the public’s consciousness, Marson’s plays engaged with gender politics 
in anti-colonial political movements. As one of  very few West Indian women writing plays 
at a time when the novel seemed poised to be the genre of  choice, Marson’s work was 
threatened by obscurity both because of  its critical focus on gender and its form. Although 
care is taken not to flatten the specificities of  geographical space and the different “struc-
tures of  feeling” around political formations and conceptualizations of  “the secular and the 
sacred” (Jason Allen-Paisant, “Towards a National Theatre,” in Dalleo and Forbes 70), this 
volume’s anglophone focus effectively marginalizes the francophone contribution to these 
discussions of  decolonizing and nationalizing projects.

This trend continues in the volume’s rethinking of  print culture and additional me-
dia forms, including epistolary labour and radio platforms. The discussions of  print culture 
mainly focus on the anglophone region, highlighting literary magazines, newspapers, and 
periodicals that supported the march towards independence and the burgeoning national 
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consciousness emerging across the region. Similarly, discussions of  platforms such as BBC 
Radio are credited with sustaining critical networks among West Indian writers, further-
ing the visibility of  the decolonizing project. The Martinican magazine Tropiques and the 
Dominican magazine Sorprendida are two of  the few magazines outside the anglophone 
region that are briefly mentioned. Additionally, Radio Haiti, founded in 1935, is not men-
tioned, although, like the BBC, it offered listeners closer insight into the ways anti-colonial 
movements in the Caribbean were taking shape domestically and overseas.

 The development of  self-determination in the social and political realms, local co-
lour, and collaborative inter-Caribbean efforts through print emphasized a more developed 
understanding of  Caribbean regional culture following 1950 (Claire Irving, “Periodical 
Culture,” in Dalleo and Forbes 131–42), something that would prove to be essential after 
the failed attempt at the West Indian Federation. Much of  this endeavour is attributed to 
middle-class Caribbeans and the various social clubs they belonged to, which were able 
to develop, support, and circulate magazines in the absence of  an established Caribbean 
printing press and very limited options for publication. This excluded the wider masses of  
the lower class, something that Laurie R. Lambert’s “Postcolonial Stirrings” highlights by 
exposing a suppression of  the lower class in the shaping of  politics. Various essays make 
these class tensions clear and explore objectives of  reaching the masses and developing a 
decolonial consciousness within the region through education. For instance, the argument 
is made in Ian Robertson’s “Decolonizing Education” that “enduring colonial structures 
and the failures of  dissemination” (145) were obstacles that kept the endeavours of  writ-
ers like James, Kamau Braithwaite, and Lamming from making significant impact on the 
educational systems of  the time, challenging them to find alternative methods to educate 
the general public “for independence” and nationalism. This reach for the masses is also 
discussed through investigations of  how the Black Power movement figured into literary 
negotiations with decolonization in Lambert’s “Postcolonial Stirrings” (177). Here, Black 
Power is connected to an anti-imperial movement that included all people of  colour on the 
island fighting against white oppression, emphasizing a call to the arts and the role of  the 
intellectual to reach the Black masses. It is set against V. S. Naipaul’s Guerillas, which is crit-
ical of  the promises of  the Black Power movement, painting it as fraudulent and unfitting 
for the demands of  a decolonizing multicultural region and too superficial to generate real 
impact. Thus, the volume raises the stakes of  the moment and complicates the narrative by 
revealing contestations in audience and methods for reaching those determined audiences, 
extending from political, class, and race tensions in the region.

Along with rethinking and expanding the reach of  critical narratives, a significant 
aspect of  this anthology is its attention to who has and has not been made visible within 
Caribbean literary canons. In Erin M. Fehsken’s “Writing at the End of  Empire,” writers 
like Louise Bennett and Walter Adolphe Roberts are discussed alongside more celebrat-
ed writers. Discussion of  Bennett’s work appears in several of  the essays, including Ben 
Etherington’s “Daily Decolonization,” which compares Bennett’s start as a columnist in 
the Daily Gleaner with the first edition of  Focus in 1943, exposing the way the major literary 
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magazines and anthologizing projects of  the time occluded the impact of  poetry and other 
mediums for wider audiences. Carol Bailey’s “Orature, Performance, and the Oral-Scribal 
Interface” heralds Bennett as revolutionary with her deployment of  a Creole voice that in-
digenizes the literature through the centring of  West Indian womanhood. Bennett’s poetry 
creates a space to insist on the centrality of  both poetry and women’s voices in the march 
towards independence taking place across the region. Mary Lou Emery’s “Questioning 
Modernism” questions the occlusion of  women and non-migrant writers, such as Jean 
Rhys’s influence on Windrush writers in discussions of  Caribbean literary-canon forma-
tion. Essays appearing later in the volume take canon formation in the Caribbean as their 
critical focus, highlighting critical networks formed among West Indian writers in the 
Caribbean and its diasporas. Glyne Griffith, in “Forging the Critical Canon,” traces an arc 
of  expansion in Caribbean criticism that occurs over three phases: the anti-colonial 1930s 
and 1940s, thematic emphases on exile in the 1950s, and post-emancipation community 
and creolization by the 1960s and 1970s (306). These developmental phases were informed 
by culture, epistemological affiliation, and the diverse networks formed in media and in 
writing on platforms across the Caribbean and its diasporas. J. Dillon Brown, in “A Moving 
Centre,” closely examines writers such as Harris and Lamming who maintained their pop-
ularity due to their integration of  political and cultural issues in their texts and their critical 
modulations of  Caribbean cultural identity. In doing so, he considers exile as a critical 
concept in the shaping of  Black and Asian British literature that spoke to the migrant ex-
perience without centring anti-colonial projects in the Caribbean. Antonia MacDonald, 
in “Forgotten Trailblazers,” highlights John Hearne, Roger Mais, Orlando Patterson, Jan 
Carew, Victor Reid, and Garth St. Omer, who engaged with these same issues yet did not 
receive critical attention during their respective periods. Instead, the chapter calls attention 
to the small Caribbean readership and unsustained critical attention at the international 
level during the time the latter group published their regionally and nationally ground-
breaking works.

The Single Star (1949) by Walter Adolphe Roberts explores the Spanish-American 
war through the perspective of  a white Jamaican protagonist (see Amanda T. Perry, “Cross-
Caribbean Dialogues I,” in Dalleo and Forbes 260). Although he depicts themes relevant to 
Jamaican readership, with the decline of  colonialism, his novel could not sustain longevity 
in a period of  burgeoning nationalism, especially at a time when the Jamaican public tried 
“to discover and define what constituted the essence of  their West Indianness” (MacDonald, 
“Forgotten Trailblazers,” in Dalleo and Forbes 312). As was the case of  Marson, the ques-
tion of  gender and Caribbean identities emerges again in the works of  Rhys. Writers in 
the twentieth century consistently return to Rhys “as un-narrative of  place, space and 
identity for the anglophone Caribbean female subject” (Reed Caswell Aiken, “Rhizomatic 
Genealogies,” in Dalleo and Forbes 340). The placement and engagement with Rhys’s Wide 
Sargasso Sea, mapped in Reed Caswell Aiken’s essay, displays most clearly her position as 
literary foremother in the West Indian feminine literary tradition, where she offers contin-
uously growing themes and literary intermixings that writers consistently return to in the 
contemporary era.
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 At a time when Caribbean writers were experimenting with self-fashioning expres-
sions of  national identity, Sylvia Wynter “explored the Afro-Caribbean quest for full free-
dom” through the aspirational efforts of  religious sects, specifically Bedwardism, in colonial 
society (Anthea Morrison, “Recuperating Women Writers,” in Dalleo and Forbes 331). 
Much later, this same religious movement provides the central location of  anti-imperial re-
sistance in the previously mentioned novel by Miller, Augustown (331). Discussions of  Merle 
Hodge, Earl Lovelace, Naipaul, and others also investigate this self-fashioning experiment 
by examining how Anglophone Caribbean writers addressed the “political stirrings” of  the 
post-independence moment to contend with existing institutions and ultimately develop 
new ontologies. One articulation of  this is Brathwaite’s concept of  “nation language,” a 
pivotal moment for intellectual production that impacts the central ideas of  novels like 
Hodge’s Crick Crack, Monkey. Other essays in this volume push further to suggest that core to 
all Caribbean writing is the negotiation of  the self, whether consciously or unconsciously, 
which offers a communal autobiographical feeling.

 Essays focusing on mid-twentieth-century Caribbean literature continue critical 
conversations about self-determination by examining transatlantic and interregional ex-
changes, particularly in response to the legacies of  colonialism and US imperialism that 
shaped the re-independence periods. Lambert’s “Postcolonial Stirrings” exposes the dis-
cord between writers’ ways of  seeing the region by exploring how they negotiated with 
the legacy of  enslavement, after rejecting colonial forms of  seeing and documentation. 
Wynter’s concept of  the “plot,” which ties the plantation plot to the plot of  the oral nar-
rative, is placed in conversation with Derek Walcott’s and Naipaul’s literary methods of  
“rootlessness,” which were suspicious of  an essentialized African past, the Black Power 
movement, and the centring of  the politics of  the plantation to emphasize memory and 
the role of  the writer in order to invent and produce their new ways of  seeing, being, and 
naming. The critical importance of  interregional exchanges shaped Caribbean regional 
identities in the pan-Africanist movement, indigénisme, and the Cuban Revolution. Essays in 
“The Caribbean Region in Transition” section are drawn together by their astute critique 
of  romanticized literary depictions of  resistance. James Weldon Johnson, Jean Price-Mars, 
and Zora Neale Hurston uplifted “authentic” Black cultural practices that countered sen-
sational US Marine travel narratives during Haiti’s Occupation years (1915–34). Raphael 
Dalleo, in “Cross-Caribbean Dialogues II,” complicates shifts in romanticized depictions 
of  Black leaders such as Toussaint L’Ouverture in the Caribbean that shaped world history 
and ideology legible to the European world.

Although African American intellectuals expressed greater interest in the Caribbean 
and Africa during the pan-Africanist movement, Simon Gikandi, in his contribution “Africa 
and the Caribbean,” cautions, like Walcott and Naipaul, against the over-romanticization 
of  Africa as roots/routes of  return for global Black identities (246). The movement offered 
writers and intellectuals of  the Caribbean and Africa the opportunity to imagine alterna-
tive Black poetics, Black futures, and Black modes of  being, both politically and aestheti-
cally. The complex interest in Haiti as a model for transatlantic Black resistance and Africa 
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as a romanticized return to a pre-enslaved past reflect Caribbean peoples’ anxieties about 
decolonization, independence, and the fever of  nationalism. Robertson’s “Decolonizing 
Education,” featured earlier in the volume, alternatively delineates three major aspects of  
the post-independence Caribbean writers’ task: to highlight the value of  a unique Caribbean 
culture that embraces its African roots, to find a true language that speaks with and is agree-
able to a local public, and to negotiate with other writers about what forms, aesthetics, 
and methods should be forwarded (147–50). These anxieties and the detached nature of  
exile are what Dalleo attributes to the significant themes of  home, exile, and return in the 
works of  James, Claudia Jones, and Amiri Baraka. Lisa Outar’s “Writing Indo-Caribbean 
Masculinity” and Margaret Grace Love’s “Writing and Reading Sex and Sexuality” focus 
on the inner intricacies of  Caribbean identities during a period in which thinkers from the 
region actively explored the essence of  West Indianness. They highlight the challenges that 
arise when writers of  the region work to establish a unified West Indian identity while con-
fronting notions of  toxic masculinity, anxieties of  belonging, violence against women, and, 
briefly, representations of  sexuality.

Indo-Caribbean life and the unfinished project of  masculinity are at the centre 
of  works by Samuel Selvon, Peter Kempadoo, Naipaul, and Ismith Khan. For example, 
Khan’s The Jumbie Bird (1961) presents the struggles between masculinity, coloniality, and 
negotiating loyalty, where “Kale Khan must die along with his dream of  repatriation to 
India so that Rahim can be a true father to his boy, Jamini, and advise him in his own way 
to commit to their rootedness in Trinidad” (Outar, “Writing Indo-Caribbean Masculinity,” 
in Dalleo and Forbes 360). Selvon’s A Brighter Sun aspirationally departs from stereotypical 
representations of  Indo-Caribbean masculinity by challenging these persistent stereotypes 
through “dialogue and intimacy across difference” (365). The accounts of  these writers re-
flect the tenacious anxieties towards embodying modernity and establishing fixed national 
identities that challenged the public’s expectations and regional stereotypes on masculinity, 
and “illuminate both the despair and the moments of  grace to be found in the mid-twenti-
eth-century Caribbean” (367).

In her contribution, Love engages with the critical concerns about representations 
of  gender, sex, and identity in the mid-twentieth-century West Indian literary tradition. 
She fills a gap in the field’s under-representations of  sex and sexuality when Caribbean 
writers seemed overly invested in nationalist discourses. Windrush-generation writers such 
as Selvon responded to the racial and sexual anxieties of  white Britons by including ste-
reotypical depictions of  Black male sexuality as a threat to white womanhood. With these 
stereotypes, he suggests “how economies of  labour, the politics of  mutual desire and the 
West Indian men’s agential positioning of  their sexual bodies factor into British and West 
Indian relations” (Love, “Writing and Reading Sex and Sexuality,” in Dalleo and Forbes 
246). Windrush writers displayed sexual relations with women across racial and nation-
al lines, paralleling the cultural practices brought into post-war Britain by earlier West 
Indian migrants. Representations of  same-sex desire remained coded due to its illegal sta-
tus in Britain up until 1967, which delayed publication of  Andrew Salkey’s The Adventures 
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of  Catullus Kelly. The novel explicitly references sexuality when the openly gay character, 
Christopher, is scolded by Catullus. Catullus describes Christopher’s sexuality as aberrant, 
not realizing how his previous recitation of  lines from Julius Caesar introduces the same-sex 
and homoerotic behaviours of  Roman society. Both Outar and Love’s essays offer a close 
survey of  Caribbean genders and sexualities during the mid-twentieth century, providing a 
broader lens into the complex ways Caribbean identities are constructed and reconstructed 
along racial and national lines in the wake of  migration.

Caribbean Literature in Transition, 1920–1970 provides a useful guide to established per-
spectives of  the period, while also expanding on how this moment in Caribbean literary 
history can be seen again from new vantage points by utilizing contemporary archival ad-
vancements. It stands out as a great choice for all levels and would benefit undergraduate 
and graduate audiences in the classroom, as well as those with any interest in learning about 
the Caribbean region. Under the care and attention of  editors Dalleo and Curdella Forbes, 
this volume addresses what has been overlooked by the male-dominated, popular national-
ist agendas that often colour narratives of  the development of  Caribbean literature, largely 
placing its nascence outside the region and in the European metropoles. Caribbean feminist 
scholars such as Myriam J. A. Chancy continue this work outside of  the periodical scope 
of  the volume by interrogating masculine nationalist narratives that inform Haitian literary 
studies and canon formation (see Chancy, Framing Silence and Searching; Glover). Along with 
well-known literary agents, the inclusion of  writers and institutions who have fallen into the 
gaps of  Caribbean scholarship, such as women writers, Indo-Caribbean writers, and entire 
regional print and oral cultures, are this volume’s greatest strength, offering a lens of  con-
sideration that has significant bearings on contemporary understandings of  categorization 
and impact. This commitment to an inclusive revisioning seen throughout the volume and 
the attempt to give visibility to what has been made invisible at times come to odds with the 
volume’s focused attention on the anglophone. While a selection of  the essays make note 
of  the francophone and, to a lesser degree, Hispanophone Caribbean, they are peripheral 
at best and included only in relation to discussions of  the anglophone region. This has the 
potential to reduce the significance of  non-English-speaking Caribbean literary agents and 
organizations, particularly skewing the perspectives of  audiences new to learning about 
Caribbean literary historiography.
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Caribbean Literature in Transition, 1970–2020 is an exceptional chorus of  scholars gath-
ered to meditate on the foundational shift in the primary concerns for writers living in the 
long shadow of  the anti-colonial period across the region. While the period saw writers 
speaking back to the colonial metropoles in works such as Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea, the 
beginning of  the 1970s saw the emergence of  Caribbean authors writing the region as a 
place with its own creole and creolizing contexts. This turn towards the internal dynamics 
of  the region produced deeper skepticisms about the various nationalisms that heralded 
promises of  mobility and freedom. These pessimisms grounded difference as a critical tool 
for reading the aporias in the politics of  decolonization, particularly those regarding gen-
der, sexuality, race, class, age, and ability. Post-independence writing focuses largely on what 
it means to be Caribbean, and this critical concern spans a wide variety of  forms. Several 
essays in this volume take up blog posts, life writing, social media, and other digital manifes-
tations of  Caribbean literature in a continuously changing contemporary media landscape. 
Rather than seeking to perform a canonizing exercise in this period, then, the volume il-
lustrates that Caribbean writing is characterized by ongoing and intensifying creative and 
intellectual diversity.

This volume is uniquely positioned to reflect on and reframe the last decades of  the 
twentieth century. It also offers an opportunity to think through the present into the future 
of  Caribbean writing in the wake of  neoliberal governance and imperial domination. It 
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ultimately reads Caribbean literature as a project of  unfinished liberation, a set of  ques-
tions that destabilizes the familiar grounds on which freedom is imagined. Most prominent-
ly featured in this volume, therefore, are discussions of  emerging postcolonial antagonisms 
and the memories of  revolution, reimagining (post)colonial archives, the deconstruction 
of  the self, and critical interrogations of  diasporic solidarities. After engaging with this 
scholarship, one is compelled to acknowledge that there is no singular event, tradition, or 
place from which writers in this period continue to advance a politics of  difference that 
might generate new forms of  relation and, hence, new ways of  being in the Caribbean. If, 
as Édouard Glissant writes, “[U]topia needs trembling thinking: we cannot discuss utopia 
with fixed ideas” (Glissant), then the scholarship demonstrates that this period is distin-
guished by a commitment to unthreading what scholars might refer to as the “romance” 
(Scott; Francis) of  postcolonial sovereignty. In fact, Supriya Nair’s chapter “The Caribbean 
and the Tourist Gaze” exemplifies this attitude in that it draws on literature that illustrates 
the difficulty, if  not the impossibility, of  achieving national autonomy through a tourist 
economy that relies on both internal and external structures of  power. In other words, the 
Caribbean postcolony is a lively and unsettled problem.

Discussing the emerging conditions of  postcolonial antagonisms and the memories 
of  revolution, this volume turns to the work of  writers who staged the Caribbean as a space 
of  class, gender, and racial conflict that fomented into multiple aesthetic and political rup-
tures with the normative order. Emily Zobel Marshall’s “Carnival, Calypso and Dancehall 
Cultures” and Susan Gingell’s “Forwarding Dubpoetry in This Generation” carefully call 
attention to how writers refuse to capitulate to colonial ideologies of  the “literary” and, 
instead, actively incorporate music, folklore, call-and-response, and new media into their 
work. In doing so, they critique contemporary structures of  violence founded on notions 
of  racial harmony, gender-based oppression, historical erasure, and other forms of  domi-
nation. Likewise, Justine McConnell’s “Caribbean Drama and Performance” emphasizes 
theatre as a tool for consolidating and critiquing national identity through the work of  
theatre practitioners like Staceyann Chin and d’bi.young anitafrika. According to Emily 
L. Taylor, in “From Countertextuality to Intertextuality,” this shift continues in the work 
of  Maryse Condé, Michelle Cliff, Mayra Santos-Febres, and others who work to extend, 
revise, or challenge the anti-colonial thought of  canonical writers such as Derek Walcott, 
Aimé Césaire, and Rhys by probing the unexplored interstices of  their critical interventions.

In “Postcolonial Ruins, Reconstructive Poetics,” Christopher Winks clarifies how 
writers in this period read violence as borne out of  state and political efforts to establish 
power by foreclosing the life chances of  its poor and working-class citizens. Consequently, 
he makes the case that writers, such as Marlon James, Kei Miller, Gary Victor, and Gerty 
Dambury, take up the urban space as a product of  the same schemes of  plantation life. 
By mapping these scenes of  devastation, the writers in this moment are able to identify 
enduring forms of  injustice and their quotidian manifestations in order to bear witness 
to life under economic and political siege. Similarly, Nalini Mohabir, Alison Donnell, and 
Rebecca Romdhani all recall how reflections on revolutionary violence circulate within 
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the Caribbean literary imagination. In “Writing of  and for a Revolution,” Donnell and 
Mohabir argue that historical formations of  resistance such as the Haitian Revolution, 
the Cuban Revolution, and the Grenadian Revolution allow writers not only to reimagine 
these events but also to question the perspective from which they have been traditionally nar-
rated, while foregrounding the voices of  those who have been marginalized. Donnell and 
Mohabir show how Dionne Brand’s critique of  nationalist fervour and its impact on wom-
en’s political and intimate lives continue to ricochet into the present gendered concerns of  
the Caribbean region.

In “Reimagining Caribbean Time and Space,” Romdhani reads the region’s specu-
lative fiction as similarly invested in referencing historical violence even as it also imagines 
alternative social realities. She incisively broadens the canon of  speculative fiction by argu-
ing for a retrospective inclusion of  writers who address the haunting violence of  colonization 
such as Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea (1966); V. S. Naipaul’s Guerrillas (1975); Cliff’s Abeng (1984) 
and No Telephone to Heaven (1987); Rosario Ferré’s Sweet Diamond Dust (1986; trans.1988); and 
Jamaica Kincaid’s The Autobiography of  My Mother (1996). The essay also celebrates Nalo 
Hopkinson as a singular figure who has deployed the genre to probe gendered and sexual 
trauma produced out of  plantation violence, both materially and figuratively.

Staying with the plantation, several essays within the volume identify the colonial 
archive as a source of  critical fabulation, particularly for writers interested in troubling 
essentialist notions of  Caribbean social and cultural identities. Tanya L. Shields’s “Writing 
and the Responsibility to Memory” and Shivanee Ramlochan’s “Caribbean Identities and 
Diversifying the Creole Mix” reflect on the tradition of  mining historical sources in order to 
invite new critical perspectives on marginalized experiences of  planter life and indenture-
ship, respectively. While Shields discusses contemporary and dynamic literary representa-
tions of  the simultaneous power and vulnerability of  white women in the colonial period, 
Ramlochan reflects on how writers grapple with the very absence of  a coherent archive 
altogether in assembling Indo-Caribbean epistemologies of  womanhood, one of  the pri-
mary tasks of  Gaiutra Bahadur’s Coolie Woman. Bahadur’s method (archival speculation, 
personal experience, oral history, visual analysis, etc.) produces a fragmented identity that 
provides readers with glimpses of  Indo-Caribbean women’s agency during the period of  
indentureship.

It is this commitment to fragmentation that guides the literature in this period to-
wards a constant deconstruction of  the self  as a stable, knowable entity. In fact, Ramlochan 
also points to Shiva Naipaul’s 1973 The Chip Chip Gatherers, which challenges purist no-
tions of  ethnicity through its dougla characters. Chinese Caribbean literature, too, some 
of  which has been written by Afro-Caribbean authors such as Patricia Powell, can never 
be understood as simply tied to the mainland but as produced through ethnic and reli-
gious syncretisms in the Caribbean and its diaspora. Ramlochan’s call for further liter-
ary creolizations within the region that might centre “queer, genderfluid and non-binary 
Caribbean writing; disability literatures; environmental and extinction regional writings” 
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(49) seems apt, therefore, as a way to gesture to future creolizations of  identity in the liter-
ary landscape. Faizal Deen and Ronald Cummings’s “Sexual Subjects” similarly explores 
“Caribbean sexual pluralities” (386) from the colonial through the contemporary moment. 
Ultimately, they underscore that Caribbean literatures have always imagined queer futures 
and histories, and affirm that they will continue to do so.

Other essays in this volume also attend pointedly to racial, gendered, and sexual 
constructions of  the self  in the postcolonial Caribbean. They address the promiscuity with 
which the self  is re-presented, particularly in women’s writing, beginning in the 1980s and 
into the contemporary moment. For Denise deCaires Narain, in “Life Writing, Gender and 
Caribbean Narrative,” women (such as those affiliated with the Jamaican theatre collective 
Sistren) produced layered forms of  writing that were not simply straightforward expressions 
of  “truth” but rather presentations of  these women’s selves as co-constituted and mediated 
by family and other intimate relationships, as well as their own reflections on their writerly 
lives. Simone A. James Alexander, in “Caribbean Feminist Criticism,” likewise identifies 
this multiplicity of  the self, such that Caribbean feminists have held “unity in diversity” 
(184) as a pivotal premise for politics. This has meant that they not only have been able to 
build interracial, cross-class solidarity but have also constantly challenged the hierarchizing 
of  written expression with the form of  the anthology, which always included poetry, aca-
demic essays, interviews, and other genres.

Both Alexander and Narain ultimately draw attention to how this instability of  the 
gendered self  has allowed writers such as Brand, Cliff, and Chin to produce contemporary 
meditations on their queer sexualities as experienced in the wake of  slavery and colonial-
ism. Later in the volume, Keja L. Valens’s “Caribbean Eco-Poetics” follows on this critique 
of  the self  to think through the colonial binaries of  human and nature. Valens makes the 
case that the refusal to reify these boundaries marks Caribbean eco-poetics as a mode of  
engagement that embraces a productive ambivalence towards categorization that she reads 
as queer and notably prominent in the work of  writers like Thomas Glave.

Miller, Aisha Takiyah Spencer, and Marta Fernández Campa also clarify the impor-
tance of  recognizing that the scholarly and creative selves are never really distinct modes 
of  being in the Caribbean. In “Here Are the Others,” Miller engages the work of  V. S. 
Naipaul, Kincaid, and Rachel Manley to suggest that these writers, differently located, 
mobilize nonfiction as capacious enough to address the formal limitations of  both creative 
and historical methods. Within this genealogy, Miller includes among non-fictional works 
canonical texts such as Edward Baugh’s 1977 “The West Indian Writer and his Quarrel 
with History”; Kamau Brathwaite’s 1984 “History of  the Voice”; Aimé Césaire’s 1950 
“Discours sur le colonialisme” (“Discourse on Colonialism,” 1972), and Sylvia Wynter’s 
“We Must Learn to Sit Down Together and Talk About a Little Culture.” Similarly, in 
“Dialogic Connections in Caribbean Literature and Visual Art,” Fernández Campa illus-
trates that there are also porous boundaries between literature and visual culture, pointing 
to Caribbean writers who are also artists, such as Lorna Goodison and Frankétienne, or 
those inspired by writers and vice versa, such as Ebony Patterson (artist) and Miller (writer).
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Comparably, in “‘Let Every Child Run Wild,’” Spencer underscores that increasing 
attention in the 1980s across the Anglophone, Hispanophone, and Francophone Caribbean 
to the need for educational children’s literature saw the recruitment of  creative writers by 
the state to produce creative-intellectual material for schools. The essay marks this as a de-
parture from an earlier point in the twentieth century when literature about children was not 
necessarily intended for them but was instrumentalized towards a decolonial imagination, 
such as in Vic Reid’s Young Warriors, which chronicled the adventure of  six young Maroon 
boys fighting against the British. Although the offering of  children’s literature continues 
to become more diverse and address issues of  gender, sexuality, and other socio-political 
issues, much of  the state-supported literature geared towards children has been reduced in 
complexity to serve public educational purposes.

On another note, this volume does not take the geography of  the Caribbean for 
granted. It reads space and place as an open question in the current literary landscape and 
unearths interesting transnational and diasporic solidarities. Kelly Baker Josephs, Ifeona 
Fulani, and Susan Gingell all gesture to new and dynamic forms of  relation in various 
Caribbean publics. In “Digital Yards,” Josephs deploys Brathwaite’s concept of  the yard, 
“a space where Caribbean culture begins and continues in all its dimensions” (219). She 
proposes social media as such a space that circulates, generates, and even preserves the arts 
in the diaspora within what she calls “digital yards” (219). The essay compellingly draws 
the connections between earlier innovations in Caribbean literature that rewrite canon-
ical European texts, such as Shakespeare’s The Tempest, and online content creators like 
the Barbadian Seth “Xcel” Bovell’s reimagination of  Disney tales, although Josephs also 
worries about the ephemerality of  Internet archives. Similarly invested in transnational 
networks, Fulani’s “Developing and Sustaining Literary Publics” also reminds us of  the 
literary community still being cultivated through “interdependent worlds of  writers, agents, 
publishers, critics, literary journals, festivals, and their audiences, as well as audiences for 
readings of  fiction and performance poetry, and crucially, readers” (235). This period has 
seen the growth of  a number of  regional awards that support Caribbean literary pro-
duction, including the Guyana Prize, Jamaica’s Lignum Vitae Awards, the Casa de las 
Américas Prize, and Trinidad’s OCM Bocas Prizes, among others.

In their contributions to the volume, Sarah Lawson Welsh, Camille A. Isaacs, and 
Jocelyn Fenton Stitt assert that the dialogic interplay between the Caribbean region and its 
various diaspora communities are intimately and constitutively linked, and argue that there 
is no way to imagine the Caribbean without these connections. Each scholar dissects the 
hybridization of  literary production in each space to highlight the extent to which writers 
are always negotiating various levels of  marginalization and, sometimes, tokenization as 
they work through what it means to (not) belong to these nations and/or the Caribbean. 
Kezia A. Page’s “Caribbean Subjects in the World” then challenges us to think with litera-
ture where Caribbean characters travel to places without a historic diasporic presence such 
as in the work of  Ana Menéndez, Caryl Phillips, and Jacqueline Bishop. Page argues that 
they reconfigure traditional notions of  home and, hence, produce unexpected connections 
and solidarities.
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Ultimately, Caribbean Literature in Transition, 1970–2020 will remain a rich source for 
advanced undergraduates, graduate students, and scholars within Caribbean studies, dias-
pora studies, postcolonial studies, and performance studies who are interested in the po-
litical, cultural, and social life of  the literary imagination. The editors, Cummings and 
Donnell, have carefully curated discussions that take up Stuart Hall and Ferial Ghazoul’s 
call to reorient ourselves to the past and, in so doing, create new modes of  cultural identity 
that “constitute new points of  recognition” (236). By rethinking the scope of  the literary, 
such that it incorporates the oral, the scribal, the digital, the archival, the cinematic, and 
the performative, this volume has advanced new questions about the future of  the arts in 
the Caribbean. We are compelled to anticipate a future that continues to unsettle any pre-
determined enquiries and clear space for these and more questions: How will the queer and 
trans literatures of  the region continue to break new ground for reflections on the past? To 
what extent might we look to geographic regions with a growing Caribbean population, 
such as East Asia, for new literary scenes? How will digital media continue to influence the 
democratization of  literature?

Quite productively, these questions remain on the table for readers to contemplate, 
and perhaps this is the strongest impact of  this volume: its invitation into wading through 
the unfinished project of  literary history as it is unfolding into the future. It is for this reason 
that it is not helpful to think about this volume as an encyclopedic offering on the region. 
After all, any attempt at periodization will always prove unstable. Instead, this volume func-
tions as a necessary reflection on some of  the major developments in Caribbean literary 
production over the past fifty years. It serves as a contextual snapshot of  a region currently 
experiencing increasing digitization, more intense calls for reparations and republicaniza-
tion, continuous export of  popular culture, changing political and cultural perspectives on 
gender and sexuality, and the increasingly tenuous hold of  its major industries, including 
tourism, business process outsourcing, and bauxite mining—which is to say it captures a 
Caribbean in transition.
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McDonald, Shabine 
and Other Stories
Esther Phillips

An outstanding feature in Hazel Simmons-McDonald’s new collection, Shabine and 
Other Stories, is the multilayered texture of  the work: nothing is what it seems on the surface. 
Indeed, the story “Mirror” may well be seen as a prototype of  the entire collection: myri-
ad reflections, fractured images, different dimensions and perspectives (depending on the 
angle from which you look) clashing against one another, the changing effects of  light and 
darkness.

 It is significant that the author compares the naevus around Madeleine’s left eye 
with a “harlequin’s mask” (11). This is a telling image, bringing to mind the harlequin in 
Joseph Conrad’s Heart of  Darkness. This character is colourfully dressed, light-hearted, and 
funny on the outside. At the same time, he is mercurial, enigmatic, and closely linked to the 
themes of  deception and betrayal.

Similarly, one notes in this collection that the reader is permitted to look behind 
the beauty of  the landscape, the characters’ smiles, and the pleasant words that invite in-
nocence and trust, to where there are unexpected shifts in tone and mood, and even the 
spectre of  tragedy and death.

Simmons-McDonald continues her questioning of  the substantial and the imagi-
nary in the story “Photo, Take 3.” This time, we are looking not into a mirror but through 
the lens of  a camera. Here is the double image, so to speak, of  Anna, the fully clothed 
and cloistered nun, and the naked vulnerable ten year old. Mr. Alias is also rightly named. 
He sees not the artistic beauty of  line and shape in the child model but an opportunity to 

U of  West Indies P, 2021, 154 pp.
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exploit. That the drama unfolds in the convent itself  is noteworthy and again brings togeth-
er several of  the tensions that Simmons-McDonald is working through so skilfully in this 
collection. Is there ever a safe space either outside or inside of  ourselves?

It is not only the insights into human behaviour that stand out. Nature itself  sings 
in these stories. There is the richness of  the roses’ colour and perfume, the brilliant yellow 
of  petals from the poui tree, the bright blooms in the convent garden. But here again, 
Simmons-McDonald uses nature as a backdrop or frame for both the movement of  the plot 
and the development of  her characters. Rosa’s growth in consciousness is somehow made 
parallel with the growth of  the roses, and the showering of  poui flowers is a gift of  comfort 
and peace to the betrayed wife, Mav.

It is the sea, however, that creates the most powerful and lasting impression. On the 
one hand, the sea provides pleasure and comfort: Mav swims for relaxation, and Imogene, 
in reflective mode, gazes out at the sea. Moise, the fisherman, has a close bond with the sea, 
and Lionel loves his deep-sea diving. But on the other hand, like the mirror, the sea has a 
“darkened space at the centre” (6) that beckons those who struggle against its force or who 
enter willingly when life has become unbearable.

Simmons-McDonald’s stories are beautifully crafted. With linguistic ease, she moves 
between Standard English and Creole, thereby delineating class differences but also add-
ing authentic local colour to her characters. Several of  her stories end on a high point of  
dramatic tension, but always with enough carefully interwoven hints in the story so that the 
reader is not left guessing about the outcome. Particularly in “Boloms,” we see what one 
may call the author’s work of  grace when the boloms save a mother’s life, and in so doing, 
they themselves find freedom and light. By extension, redemption is made possible for the 
characters Madeleine and Imogene.

This brings us, not surprisingly, to the actual presence of  the church, an inevitable 
factor in Caribbean life. There are the adherents through whom the ongoing struggles with 
sin and corruption are portrayed, on the one hand, and faithful obedience to the rules and 
rituals, on the other. One feels a degree of  pity for Morella’s husband who is entrapped by 
his inability to come to terms with his sexuality and his religious devotion.

Shabine and Other Stories is a valuable addition to the ever-increasing store of  Caribbean 
literature. It is clear that Simmons-McDonald is competent in the craft required for effec-
tive storytelling. Her portrayal of  characters is lifelike, and her use of  dialogue, while seem-
ing natural to the speakers, serves other functions of  plot and thematic development. The 
writer also presents us with universal themes: love, betrayal, family relationships with their 
complexities, and race and class conflicts.

But overall, the stories are very Caribbean: we understand the plight of  the Shabine 
and her being cast as an outsider by the rest of  the community. We are familiar with the 
superstitions (broom turned upside down, the “man-u-must” and “leave-me-never” potions 
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in “Dear Departed”), the practice of  migration in seeking better opportunities, and certain-
ly the lush landscape that is an ever-present backdrop (105).

Shabine and Other Stories is indeed a tapestry that, in the hands of  its author, is interwo-
ven with literary skill, insights into human strengths and frailties, and the struggle between 
the material and the spiritual, all set against the vibrant light and colour that is found only 
in this tropical region of  the globe. I have no doubt that this collection will find its way into 
the hands of  many at home and abroad, and that lives will be made all the richer for its 
reading.
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